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This study examines the way in which Mark understood the 
teaching of Jesus. Mark carefully distinguishes the audiences 
whom Jesus addresses and this forms the basis for the discussion. 
Beginning with the problem that Mark frequently refers to 
Jesus as Teacher and depicts him as teaching the crowd yet includes 
a relatively small amount of that teaching in his gospel, it is 
argued that to Mark was an honorific title and that he 
believed that Jesus' public teaching was in enigmatic 'pars%bles' 
which needed to be explained if they were to be understood. 
Although the sayings addressed to opponents are commonly C) 
appealed to in discussions of the ethical teaching of Jesus, 
it is suggested that for I-lark these pericopae reveal Jesus as the 
one who could vanquish all his adversaries, the content of Jesus' 
replies being of minor significance. 
The teaching which Jesus gives to the Twelve is therefore 
of central importance. Two main themes are discovered, eschatolog- 
ical teaching and sayings which present a rigorist ethic. On 
the basis of these sayings it is argued that Mark believed that 
with the coming of John the Baptist the predetermined events 
leading up to the end of the world had been put into motion and 
that the parousia was imminent. Bacause Mark does not envisage 
a long period of history, the ethical teaching of Jesus which 
he includes in his gospel is almost entirely rigorist. He sees 
the chief dangers to Christian discipleship as Satan, persecution 
and riches, and believes that these temptations will be intensified 
as the End approaches. 
in the concluding chapter tentative suggestions are made 
concerning the purpose and date of Mark's gospel and its relation 
to 2 Thessalonians, and whether Mark has correctly presented the 
message of Jesus himself. 
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In recent years revived interest in the historical Jesus 
has led to a variety of attempts to devise tests by which the 
authentic teaching of Jesus may be distinguished from the sayings 
which were later attributed to him by the early church. Some of 
these tests go back to the beginning of the century(l), others 
have had to await the rise of redaction criticism 
(2) 
. Most employ 
some form of the criterion of 'distinctiveness', based on the 
alleged differences between the teaching of Jesus and the ideas of 
the early Christians and of first century Judaism. The method- 
ology has been widely discussed and there is no need to re-examine 
the different kinds of tests 
(3). 
Most writers recognize that 
none of the tests is fully satisfactory since the more stringent 
the criteria the more probable it is that genuine sayings will 
be discarded, while any less rigorous procedure fails to provide 
hard evidence that the ipsissima verba of Jesus have been recovered. 
As has been frequently pointed out, what is required is the 
presentation of the 
merely a collection 
present a distorted 
him completely from 
and from the church 
followers. 
characteristic -teaching of Jesus, and not 
of unique sayings which would almost certainly 
picture of the historical Jesus in detaching 
the Palestinian Judaism in which he grew up 
which was composed of those who were his 
Underlying all such attempts is one correct observation and 
a number of more questionable assumptions. The correct observation 
is that, leaving aside a few isolated sayings, we are completely 
dependent for our knowledge of Jesus upon the four gospel writers. 
So far as we know Jesus wrote down none of his teaching, and 
even if he did all trace of this has been lost. The sole evidence, 
therefore, consists of the gospels. 
The assumptions are of varied probability. It is known that 
in the early church there were Christian prophets, and it is often 
assumed that they produced a large number of sayings in the name 
of Jesus and that the first Christians were neither able nor concern- 
ed to distinguish between these sayings of the glorified Lord and 
the teaching of Jesus of Nazareth. It is plain from a comparison 
of the synoptic gospels that the writers modified both narratives 
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and teaching, and it is sometimes assumed that they had little 
interest in the historical Jesus and wrote their gospels solely 
for theological purposes(4). It is clear that three broadly 
defined groups or individuals interacted to produce the gospels, 
first century Judaism, Jesus, and the early church including the 
gospel writers themselves, and it is too easily assumed that 
we possess detailed and exact knowledge of the first and the last of 
these and that the only unknown is the central figure. 
In addition to these assumptions certain answers to questions 
concerning the literary relations between the synoptic gospels 
and the history of the tradition are accepted. This is inevitable, 
since it is impossible to argue every issue from first principles, 
but the doubts which have recently been expressed about the 
validity of the two document hypothesis and the success of form 
(5) criticism in reconstructing the tradition need to be remembered 
It is not the intention of the present study to provide 
any fresh tests for recovering the teaching of Jesus. On the 
contrary, it is maii-jtained that the piece-meal approach which 
examined each saying and pericope individually has failed to 
lead us back to the Jesus of history. The approach sprang out 
of scepticism, and the nature of the evidence is such that no 
logically satisfying answers to this scepticism can be found. 
This may mean that it is impossible to recover any genuine 
'tape-recorded' sayings of Jesus. It may be, however, that it 
is the very fragmentation which is at fault and that some new 
approach is needed if we are to get back to Jesus himself. 
Older scholars assumed that what we possess in the New 
Testament are three photographs of Jesus, taken from slightly 
different angles, and a portrait painted by an artist of superb 
interpretative genius. It is now generally agreed that we have 
four portraits, or, perhaps rather more accurately, four identikit 
pictures or artist's impressions derived from the descriptions 
of witnesses, mostly at, third or fourth hand. That the sole 
evidence we possess consists of these gospel pictures must be 
our starting point. The fact that the evangelists wrote a 
narrative means thatt while they are not historians in the 
modern sense, and did not set out to write a biography of Jesus, 
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they did not cut themselves completely loose from historical 
events, and they produced accounts which are not too far removed 
from a 'life', It will be assumedq therefore, that the gospel 
writers were concerned to anchor their descriptions in some way 
in historical events, however idealised or 'theological' their 
view of those events may have been. Their aim in writing was 
doubtless directed immediately to the situation of their readers, 
but the fact that they chose this narrative form is of considerable 
importance in understanding their purpose. 
Since it is impossible to proceed without adopting some 
attitude towards the synoptic problem it will be assumed that (6) 
Mark was the earliest gospel and was used by Matthew and Luke. 
It will also be assumed that Matthew and Luke possessed some 
common traditions, although it will be left an open question 
whether these existed as a document, and where the symbol Q 
is used it will simply designate these common traditions. It 
is assumed that Mark d4Ld not know q(7). Whether he had access 
to a greater number of sayings by Jesus -than he includes in 
his gospel remains undetermined, although on the whole it is 
(8) 
felt that he had 
While some use will be made of the Markan seams and other 
redactional passages as evidence for Mark's thought, attention 
will not be limited to these for two reasons. Firstly, it is 
impossible to determine precisely the extent of the Markan 
redaction, for the form of the pericopae as they came to Mark 
is unknown and arguments from style and vocabulary tend to be 
circular, and Mark may well have introduced changes into the 
pericopae as extensively as Matthew modified the passages he 
received from Mark. Secondly, to concentrate colely on the 
redactional passages commits the same error as is seen in many 
of the tests of the authenticity of the sayings of Jesus, i. e. 
it assumes that Mark's ideas never coincided with those belong- 
ing to the pexicopae, although he was responsible for selecting 
and including them in his gospel(9). 
The basic approach of this study is that the completed 
gospel of Mark must be the unit which has to be analyzed. It 
is not accepted that Mark was too clumsy an editor to exercise 
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adequate control over his material, and while some tensions and 
inconsistencies may be detected, it is assumed that he possessed 
a clear picture of the life and teaching of Jesus which he 
wished to present. The attempt will, therefore, be made to discover 
the way in which Mark conceived Jesus as a teacher, a title which 
occurs frequently in this gospel. Because Mark carefully distinguish- 
es between the audiences to whom the teaching is given, the 
teaching addressed to opponents and that given to the disciples 
will be considered separately. In this way the study aims to 
constitute a first stage in the recovery of the teaching of Jesus 
himself. To proceed further in that investigation would involve 
examining the other synoptic gospels in the same way, and then, 
from the three pictures which have been delineated, to attempt to 
. 
(10) 
discover what the Man was like who inspired these portraits 
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Chapter I JESUS THE TEACHER IN MARK 
The contrast between Mark's extensive use of the vocabulary 
connected with teaching and the relatively small amount of teaching 
included in his gospel has frequently been noted('). Jesus is 
addressed as or OV V, 0. rather than as K-Urc t 
or c- -ra TY and his activity is frequently described by the 
words c), cý-c-Kc- v and ý, ý, xAj , yet only some 42-'/lo of the gospel 
consists of the words of Jesus, compared with 63% in Matthew 
(2) 
and 62ýb in Luke Why does Mark portray Jesus as a teacher 
and yet present so little of his teaching? This is a difficult 
question for the detection of Mark's understanding of the work 
and person of Jesus and of his purpose in writing his gospel, 
and several answers to it have been suggested. 
One answer from the standpoint of form criticism is that of 
Dibelius who argued that different laws of transmission applied 
to the handing down of the actual words of Jesus and to the 
gathering together of the narratives of his miracles and other 
actions which comprise so large a part of Mark's gospel. Thus it was 
natural for Mark to keep the two separate, and they were not fully 
combined until Matthew(3). Bultmann accepts this explanation, 
and agrees with Dibelius that the question is not, 'Why had Mark 
only a selection of dominical sayings to offer? ' but rather, 
'Why did he include any at all? ' His explanation is that Mark's 
purpose was to unite the 'hellenistic kerygma about Christ', 
the content of which was the Christ-myth found in Paul (especially 
seen in Phil 2: 6-11 and Rom 3: 24), with the tradition of the story 
of Jesus. He achieved this by collecting apophthegms and miracle 
stories, since the latter alone would have been too meagre for 
his purpose. The apophthegms provided a bridge to the sayings, 
and Mark, therefore, was led to include a selection of these, 
although they did not fully accord with his purpose, and he 
approximated them to the apophthegmatic form(4). 
These explanations rightly draw attention to the large 
number of miracles in Mark's gospel and to his apparent preference (5) 
for apophthegms, especially conflict pronouncement stories, 
It is, indeed, partly the predominance of this type of teaching 
which reduces the proportion of dominical words in this gospel. 
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Nevertheless, certain objections must be raised against this 
as offering a complete explanation of the problem. In the first 
place Bultmann has failed to explain adequately why-the sayings 
should have been included. To speak of the apophthegms as the 
bridge by which they entered the gospel is not an explanation. 
Even if Bultmann's hypothesis of Mark's purpose is accepted, it 
is not clear why Mark should have included any sayings. On 
Bultmann's view the apophthegms were included for their narrative 
elements rather than for their teaching, and a major difference 
of intention is involved in moving from the words of Jesus which 
are included within the apophthegms to the sayings which have 
no narrative framework and must therefore either be provided with 
such or be loosely attached to other material. Secondly, it 
is by no means certain that the different types of tradition were 
rigidly isolated in the early Christian communities. On the one 
hand the apophthegms and sayings are remarkably varied in form and 
content, while on the other hand, since the existence of Q is 
still much debated, there is no proof of the existence of any 
(6) 
collections of the -Iteaching of Jesus outside the cý-,, nonical gospels 
Thirdly, as Stein rightly points out(7), Bultmann's theory does 
not take into account Mark's emphasis upon Jesvis as the teacher. - 
The problem is not why 11,1ark included. any teaching but why he wrote 
a gospel which appears to place the stress upon the actions of 
Jesus and yet both included some teaching and specifically design- 
ated Jesus as one who taught. 
Other answers to the problem are related to the question 
of Mark's knowledge of the teaching of Jesus. E. Best suggests 
that Jilark may have possessed no more teaching than he included 
in his gospel(8). This assertion it is impossible either to 
substantiate or to refutet but some pointers in its favour can 
be indicated. It would provide an explanation of curious features 
of Mark's gospel if Mark knew a tradition which presented Jesus 
as a 'teacher', either as a rabbi surrounded by a circle of 
disciples or as one who taught the crowds publicly, and yet 
possessed little of his teaching. He might then be obliged to 
include every fragment of teaching which he knew, and this might 
be the reason why such ambiguous and enigmatic sayings as 4: 21 
or 9: 49 are found in the gospel, or why Mark says that Jesus 
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explained the parables to the disciples and yet includes two 
parables in chapter 4 without any interpretations. Stein(9) 
objects to the theory on the ground that it is incredible that 
Mark should have possessed no more teaching than is found in 
his gospel, especially if he is to be identified with John Mark, 
the friend of Peter, Paul and Barnabas, whose home was the 
meeting place of the early church. Dibelius, on the other 
hand, followed by Meye 
(10) 
, argued on the basis of 4: 2v 33-34 
and 12: 38 that Mark intended his record to be only a selection 
from a larger tradition. It is clear from these passages that 
Mark believed that Jesus gave more teaching than he included in 
his gospel. It does not necessarily follow, however, that he 
possessed this teaching. The examples which he gives may have 
been the only teaching which had come down to him, or he may 
have himself selected the parables and other teaching from a 
larger body of tradition. Both interpretations are possible 
The question is intimately related to the problem of whether 
Mark knew Q. It will be- convenient here to note two views which 
explain the problem in terms of Mark' s attitude to this source. 
Streeter 
(12) 
suggested that Mark may have written for a 
church which possessed Q and that he intended to supplement 
this collection of teacl. 'Aing, though later he changed his mind ýO 
and decided that the evidence was against the view that Mark 
used q(13). W. D. Davies(14) argued that Mark wrote to counter 
what he believed was an over emphasis upon the teaching of Jesus 
in Against this latter view Stein claims that the emphasis 
which Mark gives to the teaching activity of Jesus contradicts the 
1 two views idea that he was seeking to minimize his teaching. These 
stand or fall on the answer to the question of whether Mark knew 
Q. This much debated question cannot be considered at length 
here(15). The balance of the arguments offered seems to favour 
the judgement that Mark did not know this hypothetical document 
and that he derived the sayings and parables from another source, 
either oral tradition or catechetical material collected in 
one of the great churches. If he did know Q, the enigma of his 
depicting Jesus as a teacher and yet including so little teaching 
from this source, in spite of the fact that he did not omit the 
whole of the sayings found in the material common to Matthew and 
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Luke becomes even more puzzling. 
Somewhat different answers to the question have been given 




argues that Jesus is depicted in Mark 
as akin to the first century rabbis. He draws attention to the 
frequent occurrence of words from the 
XdýXOW- 
stem, the way 
in which emphasis is placed upon the narrow circle of disciples, 
and the private teaching in a 'house' where Jesus gives deeper 
instruction in response to questions, and he notes Daubels comparison 
of this to rabbinic practice(17). He claims, following Grundmann 
and Schniewind 
(18) 
, that 'to be with (Jesus)' (3: 14; 5: 18) was 
a technical term for entering a rabbi's school and that the 
appointment of the Twelve was similar to the founding of such 
a school. He sees a considerable amount of teachkng in Mark's 
gospel (he refers to 4: 3-32 as Idas grosse RedestUckl) and suggests 
that the detailed concrete teaching may be derived from 'Gemeinde- 
katechesel . Norman gives two reasons for Mark's portrait of 
Jesus as a teacher: first, that it was the way in which Jesus 
was viewed in the living tradition and went back to historical 
fact (and this is supported by the picture of Jesus in the Talmud) 
and second, that in the church there was a need for catechetical 
instruction and this was seen as foreshadowed in Jesus' teaching 
of his disciples, for behind the group of disciples the assembled 
community could see itself, while behind their teacher shone 
Jesus, the Teacher. 
Althcugh Stein commends this as 'perhaps the best explanation 
so farl(19)0 it hardly touches the point at issue. Indeedt by 
stressing the links between P4rk's gospel and community catechesis 
Norman only underlines the problem. If this really was Mark's 
intention, one would have expectedhim. to have produced a gospel 
more like that of Matthew. 
R. P. Meye has conducted the most extensive and detailed 
examination of the 'didactic motif' in Mark's gospel narrative 
of Jesus' ministry. He approaches the problem from two sides: 
on the one hand he considers Mark's picture of Jesus the teacher, 
and on the other he discusses the function of the twelve disciples. 
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Besides examining the terminology used by Mark, he subjects the 
central part of Mark's narrative to a detailed study and concludes that 
not merely does Mark describe Jesus' ministry with didactic termin- 
ology, but his narrative is so framed that it emphasizes the 
portrait of Jesus as the divine Teacher of the disciples, his 
(20) 
deeds being essentially acted parables He stresses that 
Jesus is seen as a teacher, not as a prophet, and that his activity (21) 
is teaching not preaching Meye fully recognizes that this 
raises the problem that Mark stresses Jesus' didactic ministry 
but gives no extended account of the and that he 
emphasizes the central importance of the words of Jesus but gives 
(22) 
scant account of those words His direct answer to this is 
to observe that by stressing the teaching Mark prepared for the 
later gospel writers, who had only to amplify his outline in 
ways which he himself might well have followed, and also that 
the relative lack of teaching is to be correlated with two other 
features of Mark's gospel, the emphasis on the Twelve as the 
recipients of the teaching and. the idea of the messianic secret. 
Mark' s gospel is a book of 'secret epiphanes' , as Dibelius said, 
but the secrecy extends to the words as we'll as to the deeds of 
Jesus. Mark assumed that the church would have the continuing 
Messianic word in its midst 
(23) 
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Taking his argument as a whole, therefore, we may suminarise 
Meye's answer to the problem as consisting in three assertions. 
(1) Plark's gospel is thoroughly didactic. Jesus is depicted 
primarily as the Teacher, surrounded by a narrow circle of disciples. 
'Fullness of teaching is not at all the same as emphasis upon 
(24) 
the activity of teaching' (2) A comparison of Mark with the 
other two gospels can easily distort our appreciation of the central- 
ity of teaching in lv'. ark. Although it might appear that little 
specific teaching is given in this gospel, this impression is 
false, since there is both a large quantity of such teaching 
(25) 
and much of the narrative describing the actions of Jesus should 
be seen as teaching and was considered as such by Mark. 
(3) The 
relative paucity of the actual words of Jesus is not due to any 
lack of interest in the historical teaching of Jesus, but is a 
part of Mark's conception of the messianic secret and his belief 
that Jesus is not merely the Risen Lord but continues as the 
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divine Teacher of his disciples in the church. 
But compared with Matthew and Luke there is relatively less 
teaching material, and if Mark's terminology reveals such an 
important stress upon Jesus the teacher as Meye claims the problem (26) is not quite as slight as he suggests Moreover, if Mark 
really selected the teaching which he chose to include in his gospel 
from a much larger body of teaching known to him, this not merely 
emphasizes the relatively slender amount of the material which he 
offers but raises the question of why these particular sayings 
were selected, why there is such a concentration upon pronounce- 
ment stories, especially conflict stories, and why, for example, 
he narrates so many miracles (23 compared with Matthew's 30 and 
Luke's 24) and so few parables (6 compared with Matthew's 23 
and Luke's 29). Further, even if Mark is chiefly concerned to 
stress the catechetical situation within the church, this in no 
way alleviates the problem unless it is assumed, either that the 
teaching was regarded as a secret tradition (but in that case, 
why was any teaching given, why is the private instruction of 
the disciples stressed, why is a considerable part of the teaching 
which is included that which is given to the disciples, and why 
did. an account of the Last Supper fi nd its way into this gospel? ), 
or that there was a sharp discontinuity between the teaching of 
the historical Jesus and the instruction given within the church 
under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit (which would make Mark 
more 'Johanninel than Joh4. 
Meye's suggestion that fullness of teaching is not the 
same as emphasis upon the activity of teaching leads on to the 
final type of explanation which will be considered(27). In 
his study of the theology of Mark as shown in the vocabulary 
of the redactional sections of the gospel, E. Schweizer asserts 
that for Mark teaching was the typical activity of Jesus, and 
that this was not true in the same sense either of John the 
Baptist or the church. Mark only gives examples of a much more 
extensive teaching because, compared with the fact that Jesus 
taught, the content of that teaching is of secondary importance; 
the authority of Jesus' teaching is stressed and the teaching is 
presented as the miraculous activity of God at which everyone 
is amazed 
(28) 
. Thus the teaching with authority is a sign that 
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another dimension, the divine, is breaking in, and thus the teaching 
is fully parallel to the healings and the exorcisms. Mark uses 
the life of Jesus to show the difficulties which the revelation 
meets - the elect do not understand, even those who are taught 
the secret come no closer to its true meaning than the demons, 
and the full unveiling of the secret of the suffering Son of 
man is possible only through the events of the cross and the 
resurrection. Schweizer concludes by drawing attention to the 
similarity of this view with that of John 
(29) 
0 
Other writers have put forward similar views. Thus W. Manson 
argues that for Mark the teaching of Jesus was essentially a sign, 
a 'Messianic phenomenon'. When Jesus taught things happened. 
The words of Jesus are parallel to his acts. Both words and 
acts signify a manifestation of God in history. Manson finds a 
further reason for Mark's subordination of the cont -ent of Jesus' 
gospel of the kingdom in his understanding of parables as intellig- 
ible only to those to whom the mystery of the kingdom has been 
given (4: 111), though he strongly repudiates the view of Bultmann 
that Mark has transformed a teacher of righteousness into an 
hellenistic wonder-worker or 'divine man', on the &, round that 
the Palestinian tradition, as found in Q, itself linked the 
divine revelation in Jesus with the miracles which he worked(30). 
Nineham suggests that part of the answer to the problem of the 
surprisingly slender amount of teaching in Mark is due to the fact 
that he could assume that his readers were already familiar with 
it, but says that this hardly accounts for the great disparity 
between Mark and the other two synoptic gospels 
(31). 
Mark was 
concerned to show that Jesus spoke and acted with the divine 
authority of God's son. Nineham also points out that the early 
Christians varied in their attitude to the teaching of Jesus, 
Matthew holding that an essential feature of Christianity was 
ob6dience to Christ's new law, and Paul usually seeking answers 
to ethical problems by reference not to the teaching of Jesus 
but to the 'mind of Christ' discovered through meditation on the 
Old Testament and by direct communion with the risen Christ. 
He suggests that in this Mark was closer to the position of 
Paul, and notes that the teaching which Mark presents is almost 
wholly concerned with the person and work of Jesus and not with 
15 
(32) 
matters of conduct Lastly Budersheimlarguing that Plark 
enlarges upon a tradition which depicted Jesus as a 9ttcs in 
order to produce a figure who is the judge of the section of 
Jewish law and tradition concerned with cultic purification (in 
this way revealing the hellenistic, Gentile-Christian background 
of his gospel), points out that in the redactional verses 1: 22 
and 1: 27 the stress is placed upon the fact that Jesus taught 
(or more precisely, how Jesus taught) rather than on what he 
taught(33). 
Thus from several different standpoints and stressing a 
variety of motives, these writers all separate the content of the 
teaching from the fact that Jesus acted as a teacher, and they argue 
that Plark's stresson the fact that Jesus taught can be explained 
from his Christologgy or from his interpretation of the life of 
Jesus. Apart from doubts about the interpretations of the person 
of Christ which underlie some of these views 
(3.4), 
there seem 
to be two major difficulties with any theory which is based upon 
a radical distinction drawn between the 'that' and the 'what' 
of the teaching. First, it may be questioned whether it makes 
4 sense to say that the fact that Jesus aueht can be sti, eqsed 
while the content of his teach'i-iig is regarded ar, of little, 
importance. A Jewish rabbi may make a simi-lax- aýssertion about 
the law, but this was possible bec-ause the commands were clearly 
laid down and he was simply demanding obEidience to theý35)When, 
however, Bultmann asserts that Jesus came with a demand for 
radical obedience which possessed no content 
(36) 
, Hiers rightly 
complains that this means that the moral decision is left to take 
place in an 'existential vacuum', that it is not true of the 
Jesus as depicted in the gospels, and that Bultmann does not 
mean this but by 'radical obedience' intends 'radical love of 
neighbourl 
(37). 
It might be argued in reply that it was expected 
that the future age would bring in a new teaching, but it is not 
clear whether this was specifically linked with the messiah(38) 9 
and even if it was so, the teaching must have been thought to 
possess some content. Indeed, the greater the authority of the 
teacher, the greatert one would expect, would be the importance 
of the actual words he speaks. Teaching by its very nature involves 
content. Secondlyt the argument proves too much and brings us 
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back to the question which has been raised before: if the content 
of the teaching was secondary, why was any teaching recorded at 
all? And if Mark selected from the teaching which he received 
from the tradition those sayings which were in accord with his 
dominant interests, be they Christological, the Passion, or the 
conflict with Judaism or with the demons, why does he include 
other types of teaching as well? 
Far from producing any definite answer to the problem, this 
survey has served only to draw attention to its magnitude. Ylany 
of these writers have pointed to the extensive teaching vocabulary 
found in Mark's gospel, and by showing that it is largely confined 
to redactional verses have stressed that whether he derived his 
picture of Jesus from the tradition or not, Mark sets out a picture 
of one who-. is a and whose main activity is 
rather than exorcism or any other work. Yet the arguments of those 
who have tried to show that there is a considerable amount of teaching 
material in the gospel are not wholly convincing. Not only is 
there relatively much less teaching in Mark than in the other two 
gospels, but no satisfactory explanation for this has been offered 
in terms of Mark's selection of his material from a larger body 
of teaching. The only answer which can in any way accord with 
the facts as they have been set out here is the unproved assertion 
that Mark possessed no other sayings of Jesus than those he 
included in his gospel, and even this is far from a complete 
answer since it would still be open to enquire why Mark should 
have chosen to stress that Jesus was a teacher when the tradition 
which came to him contained so little teaching. Perhaps this 
suggests that the evidence has been misunderstood. 
I. The Terminology 
00V. 
Transliterated Aramaic terms are characteristic of Mark. 
and "' C%Jvk are found four times 
(9: 5; 10: 51; 11: 21; 
14: 45; elsewhere only in Mt 26: 25t 49 and in John) and there is (-AQ) 
little difference in meaning between the two forms"". John 
17 
translates both words by ), (Jn 1: 38; 20: 16), and it 
seems likely that Mark regarded this as the Greek equivalent. 
Thus it has become usual to treat the three words together as 
being semantically identical, and the Jerusalem ossuary discovered 
by Sukenik, which has as the title of a Jewish teacher 
of the law, is frequently cited(40). For Meye it is not clear 
why Mark preserved the Aramaic word, since there is nothing 
peculiar about its meaning in this gospel, and he not only treats 
4L pxr., P, as the equivalent of but presses the full 
didactic sense for both words. In his opinion, Mark retained 
the title 2), -, -Navw-ýNDs rather than followed the path taken by Matthew 
and Luke of substituting KvFc,, - or because he was more 
s, itisfied than they were to depict Jesus as a teacher(41). 
It is doubtful whether this is correct. It should first 
be no-IV -ed that is never used by Mark in situations where 
Jesus is teaching. Peter addresses Jesus in this way at the 
Transfiguration (9: 5) and when he observes that the fig tree 
has w. 4A-thered (11: 21); it is Judas' mode of address in Gethsemene 
(14: 45), and Bartimaeus addresses Jesus as after he 
has called to him as 'Son of David'. It is not surprising, 
therefore, that when Matthew and Luke translate the Aramaic word 
in their versions of the Markan pericopae, they render it by 
(42). 
(Mt 17: 4; 20: 33; Lk 18: 41) or by (Lk 9: 33) 
Even if it is claimed that Jesus acted like a rabbi who had a 
(43) 
group of disciples in three, if not all four of these incidents, 
Jesus is going beyond the customs of the rabbis. 
It now seems to be generally agreed that the meaning of the 
word developed from the literal 'my great one' , and that 
it was used as a respectful term of address to anyone of higher 
rank than the speaker, although with the high esteem in which 
teachers of the law were regarded it tended to be used especially 
of these. is used only of God, except in the 
Targums. The Samaritans addressed God as From the first 
Christian century was normally reserved for ordained teachers 
of the law and it increasingly lost its first-person pronominal 
significanceg being used as a general title. Jeremias says that 
in the New Testament period the term was in transition and was 
still used as a polite form of address without being restricted 
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to the scribes. Rengstorf even quotes a rabbi, who lived as late 
as the third century A. D. and who had been -z; he leader of a band 
of robbers before he became a teacher of the law, as saying, 
'There (i. e. among the robbers) they called me rabbi, and here 
(in the rabbinic school) they call me rabbi'. Further, as 
Lohmeyer points out, not every teacher was automatically addressed 
as rabbi, and not only teachers were addressed by the title. 
Thus the semantic range of and overlapped but 
was by no means identical, so that in New Testament times the title 
could be rendered in Greek equally suitably by 
K-v none of these words being an exact , p, CS or t'171 CT4 (44). 
equivalent in meaning It is possible that Mark's c 
is to be understood as a straight Greek rendering of 'D--) 
which always underlies the Greek term. 
This seems to be confirmed by an examination of the Matthaean 
and Lukan parallels to the verses in Mark. A dirtinction, however, 
must first be made between the use of the word as an epithet and 
as a title. is retained in Lk 8: 49 (=Mk 5: 35; in 
Matthew the narrative is much abbreviated and the sp,.! ech is 
omitted), and in Mt 26: 18/Lk 22: 11 (=Mk 14: 14). Where the word 
is in the vocative the practice of the two later gospel writers 
is not absolutely consistent. If a broad distinction is made 
between teaching contexts and other situations, it is found that 
the four instances of which Matthew retainS ýIre all 
in teaching contexts (Mtlg: 16 = Mk 10: 17; Mt 22: 16 = Mk 12: 141' 
Mt 22: 24 = Mk 12: 19; Mt 22.36, cf. Mk 12c, 32) and 
that he omits 
the title in one teaching context 
(Mt 24: 1 = Mk 13-1). Of the 
three non-teaching 6ýituationst one is extensively rephrased 
(Mt 20: 20-21 = Mk 10: 35-36), while in the other 
two, the stilling 
of the storm and the healing of the epileptic 
boy, Matthew replaces 
)()LaLrr<Zc-by 
r<-\. yc (Mt 8: 25 = Mk 4: 38; Mt 17: 
15 = Dn, 9*17)o 
The whole pericope of the strange exorcist, which 
is difficult 
to categorize but should probably not be regarded as 
teaching, 
(Mk 9: 38-41) is omitted. Luke retains rather more 
frequently in both types of context - in six teaching situations 
(Lk 10: 25, cf. Mk 12: 289 32; Lk 18: 18 = Mk 10: 17; Lk 20: 21 = 
Mk 12: 14; Lk 20: 28 = Mk 12: 19; Lk 20: 39, cf. Mk 12: 32; 
Lk 21: 79 
cf. Mk 13: 1) and in one non-teaching pericope 
(Lk 9: 38 = Mk 9: 17)# 
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'. 'ý, Ac He alters ,ý4 -t,, AA(- to c-rt(cT,, &T-(x in the incident of the stilling 
of the storm (Lk 8: 24 = P& 4: 38) and also in the account of the 
strange exorcist, which is to be included in this category of 
incidents despite its being generally regarded as a pronouncement 
story(45), since the narrative is less explicitly concerned with 
teaching, although it was preserved in the tradition for the 
sake of the saying at the end (Lk 9: 49 = Mk 9: 38). The story of 
the request of the sons of Zebedee is omitted by Luke. 
Besides the five examples derived from Mark, Matthew has 
seven further instances of Three are in the 
actual teaching and do not concern us (Mt 10. -24,25; 23: 8), 
two are epithets (Mt 9: 11; 17: 24) and the remaining two vocatives 
are not unambiguously in teaching contexts, although they intro- 
duce teaching material (Mt 8: 19; 12: 38). Apart from Lk 2: 46, 
Luke also has seven additional examples of Two 
are within teaching (Lk 6: 40 bis) and the rest are vocatives. 
One is addressed to John the Baptist (Lk 3: 12), one ir, clearly 
in a teaching setting (Lk 11: 45), but the other three are ambiguous, 
although leading into teaching (Lk 7: 4.0; 12: 13; 19-39). Thus 
both Matthew and Luke tend to restrict the vocative 
to teaching contexts. 
It is commonly affirmed that Matthew and Luke prefer the 
titles wvp,. -ýs and C-mLc-nA-, -, i1S. to because of their 
higher Christology and because they were more strongly influenced 
by the usage of the later Christian church. This may be partially 
true and would certainly explain Luke's frequent reference -to 
Jesus as S K-uPt, -, s . Even without 
later Christian overtones, 
wvIo(c could adequately represent ": ý-2 , as Lohmeyer has pointed 
out(46) . Yet the way these 
two later writers treat Mark's 
narratives suggests an alternative explanation. It seems probable 
that Matthew and Luke, with their greater facility in Greek, 
were aware of the strong didactic and intellectual overtones 
attaching to ), 3c-c-K-%-Ao%; and used it only in situations where they 
felt it was appropriate, whereas to Mark it was simply a stock 
translation of and had for him the nuances attached to the 
Aramaic wordo 
If this argument is sound, it means that the frequent 
occurrence of e -t<, CXo% in Mark's gospel cannot in itself be 
-)4 Da o 
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offered as evidence of his desire to present Jesus primarily as 
a teacher. Far from treating and together 
as examples of Jesus being addressed as 'Teacher', we must 
recognize the distinctive range of meanings of the two words 
and, as it were, stand Meye's argument on its head by claiming that 
for Mark primarily has the semantic range of 
This is supported by the fact that k-v, p;, - in Mark is found only 
on the lips of the Syro-Phoenician woman living outside Palestine 
(7: 28). Perhaps Mark felt that this strongly hellensitic form 
of address, which could be used as a translation of was 
appropriate only on the lips of a Gentile who would not be 
aware of the Jewish overtones attached to . 
(47) 
This 
claim that Mark always meant when he used the word 
must not be understood to mean that Mark was describing Jesus 
as a rabbi. Indeed, we are trying to show that this is precisely 
not what Mark intended, at least not in any narrow sense. To 
a--) was essentially an honorific title(48). Mark 
This argument can be sustained, however, only if it can be 
shown that Mark's use of' the other 'teaching' words, 
and A lack the didactic thrust which Meye claims, and these 
will now be considered. 
(b) and 
Both these words not only occur more frequently in Mark 
than in the other gospels(49) . but the 
fact that they are found 
predominantly in redactional passages 
(50) 
shows that they express 
a characteristic theme of this evangelist. The writers of 
the 
two later gospels alter or omit both words even more frequently 
than they do )(ýo(a-K; Aes . Matthew retains 
in its 
Markan context only in Mt 9: 35 (= Mk 6: 6), Mt 13: 54 
(= Mk 6: 2), 
Mt 22: 16 (= Mk 12: 14) and Mt 26: 55 (= Y& 14: 49). Strikingly he 
moves Nk 1: 22 to express the reaction of the crowds 
to the Sermon 
on the Mount (Mt 7: 28-29) and transfers 
Mk 11: 18, which forms 
the conclusion of the cleansing of the temple in I-lark, 
to follow 
the debate with the Sadducees concerning the resurrection 
(Mt 22: 33), 
thus linking these stateme., zat; with accounts of 
Jesus' teaching. 
Luke retains 3(ý), AcK6,. v and 
-3o xAý only in Lk 4: 31-32 (= Mk 1: 21-22) 
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and in the statement by the opponents of Jesus in Lk 2ý'): 21 (= Pal 
12: 14). Both gospel writers either omit or rephrase all the 
other examples of both words in Mark. Of special importance is 
the fact that Luke replaces Tt cxLA ý WýX 4Vý PC--X TCC- (7-', -1 V 
'XC L 1.1 by O'WTC, ý, , OT',. C-V EfC,, ýC(X IZIXk thus transferring 
the reference to the words of exorcism (Lk 4: 36 Mk 1: 27). 
These redactional alterations of Mark's narrative by Matthew 
and Luke must be set against their wider use of the two words. 
Matthew has eight additional cases of ý, )dcKc-, v , but four of 
these occur within teaching or in narratives about persons other 
than Jesus (Mt 5: 19 bis; 28: 15,20). Mt 5: 2 introduces the 
Sermon on the Mount, Mt 4: 23 is part of a summary . of all the 
various activities of Jesus, and teaching is joined to preaching C) 
in Mt 11: 1. Matthew agrees with Luke in adding a reference to 
teaching in the temple to the account of the dispute about authority 
(Mt 21: 239 cf. Lk 20: 1), possibly to give an antecedent for -,,: 4QTA 9 
because they interpreted 'these things' as teaching(51). The 
evidence from Matthew, therefore, supports our previous conclusion 
that he interpreted the words in a strongly didactic 
sense and had a strong tendency to restrict therri to incidents 
where specific teaching was given or where thore was a clear 
reference to teaching. By contrast Luke adds eleven reference,., -, 
to Jesus as teaching, together with four occasions of 
in other contexts, and the majority of these references are in 
summaries or introductions (Lk 4: 15; 13: 10; 13: 22; 19: 47; 
21: 37) or in expansions of Markan passages (Lk 5: 17, cf. Mk 2: 1; 
Lk 6: 6, cf. Mk 3: 1; Lk 20: 1, cf. Nk 11: 27; Lk 20: 21, cf. Mk 12: 14). 
Only Lk 5: 3 and 23: 5 seem to have come from the tradition. It 
might appear, therefore, that the Lukan usage is similar to Mark's. 
and it then becomes puzzling why Luke should have omitted or altered 
so many of the Ylarkan passages which have been examined. Part 
of the answer is probably that Luke always says that Jesus was 
teaching or preachino. - whenever he is described as being in a C, (52) 
synagogue (Lk 4: 159 169 31t 44; 6: 6; 13: 10; contrast D1k 3: 1) 
One of the many curious features about Mark's use of the 
teaching vocabulary is that he introduces teaching by 
comparatively rarely, although it is true that he does this more 
frequently than Matthew or Luke(53). The only sayings which 
are prefaced by words are the parables in chapter 4, the 
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first two predictions of the passion (8: 31; 9: 31), the quotation 
of Isaiah 58 and Jeremiah 7 at the cleansing of the temple (11: 17) 
and the saying about David's son (12: 35). Only in 8: 31 does 
ý(, ý, xcw(, v introduce the saying directly; in the other passages 
is added, but this may well be simply a feature 
of Mark's style, corresponding to the Hebrew A second 
peculiarity is that, except for the predictions of the passion, 
the audience is always the crowd, either in the synagogue or 
in the open. The second of these will be discussed first, since 
it determines the answer to the question whether Mark thought 
of Jesus as a rabbi surrounded by a band of disciples, and it 
also influences the interpretation of the way in which Mark 
understood the teaching of Jesus. 
Comparatively little study has been made of the audiences 
to which Jesus addressed his sayings. T. W. Manson made some 
attempt at this in his examination of the teacning of Jesus(54) 9 
A. W. Mosley considered Jesus I audiences in ýIark and Luke 
(55) 
1 
J. A. Baird has conducted a detailed study of all the sayings in 
the synoptic gospels from this point of view 
(56) 
, and P. S. Minear 
has compared the references to the audiences in the th-ree synoptic 
gos . L. 3(57). For the present purpose M . P-', linear's work is the most 
useful of these, since the other writers are concerned to show that 
Jesus adapted his way of speaking to his audience or use the 
approach to elicit information about the reliability of the 
(58) 
gospel records 
A preliminary problem is to decide what groups of listeners 
Mark had in mind when he wrote about Jesus' audiences. Some are 





, and chief priests 
(62) 
. Difficulty, however, 
arises when Mark's use of I ýAAO,, r;. ýt and c', Xýos 
is considered. A 
common picture in the minds of those who read the gospels is that 
Jesus moved around Palestine, mainly in the Galilee area, surrounded 
by vast crowds, many of whom became his disciples, and it was 
from this larger group of disciples that he selected twelve to 
be an inner circle of close followers. This is certainly the 
picture which Luke presents (cf. the call of the Twelve in Lk 
6: 13 
and the mission of the Seventy in Lk 10: 1), but it is far from 
certain that it was the view of Mark. Meye, indeed, argues that 
23 
in this gospel the Twelve are the only disciples and that Mark 
0 identifies 'Twelveship' and Idiscipleship'03) 
Mark, like the other gospel writers, never speaks of the 
'disciples of Jesus', although he mentions the 'disciples of 
John' and the 'disciples of the Pharisees' (2: 18), and he never 
uses without the article. His usual phrase is cý4f, ' PoAjT,. ýX (64) 
Jýý 
(31 times) with which may be combined I. X (14: 14) and (2: 18), (7: 5; 9: 18). 
without any possessive pronoun occurs six times 
(6: 41; 9: 14; 10: 109 13,24; 14: 16), but there appears to be 
no special significance in the term. There is in addition the 
unique phrase c;. ', kicxOj-r-x( in 4: 34. A full study of Mark's 
understanding of discipleship would involve examining two other 
phrases found in his gospelcý( rfeýo, tA (4: 10, cf. 3: 54) and 
(3: 14; 5: 40; cf. 5: 18; 14: 67), and the verb 
-x,, cAu-vOc-, v (1: 18; 2: 14-15; 3: 7; 5: 24; 6: 1; 8: 34; 9: 38; 
10: 21,289 32,52; 15: 41; cf. 11: 9) as well as Since 
the present aim is simply to identify the aud. iences of Jr-. -Ous, 
these words will be considered only in their coi)texts. 
One difficulty in deciding to which group -; 
** Al- ýX 0t, Ti'4 ( refers 
lies in the fact that Mark seldom brings the term into any 
relationship with the 
(65). 
It can, however, be inferred 
that o1Z. ýA-x0j-r-, K, (*v-rc-u)refers to the Twelve alone in 6: 35,41t 45 
(cf. 6: 7.12-13,30-31) and in 14: 12,13t 14P 16,32 (cf. 14: 17). 
Probably 11: 1 with its precise reference to two of-his disciples 
also applies to the Twelve (cf. 14: 13). Apart from 4: 10 and the 
six references before the appointment of the Twelve, all the other 
instances are ambiguous in the sense that it is possible to 
understand the narratives intelligibly whether ý, AITýQc( (LX_V'r0'U 
is interpreted as the Twelve or as a wider group of disciples. 
It is possible to argue that where a smaller group of individual 
disciples are named in the immediate context a presumption exists 
that the are the Twelve (e. g. 5: 31, cf - 5: 37; 8: 279 33-349 
cf. 8: 29,32-33; 11: 14, cf. 11: 21). Since the last prediction 
of the passion is given to the Twelve, and there is some reason 
to suppose that the first is similarly restrictedt it is probable that 
the jcx0ijrxt in 9: 31 also means the Twelve 
(cf. also 9: 30 'he would 
(66) 
that no man should know it') , and possibly also where conditions 
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seem to restrict the number of the disciple, 
--,, as when they are 
all in a house (7: 17; 9: 28, and hence 9: 14,18; 10: 10) or in 
a boat (8: 10, and hence 8: 1,4,6), although the restricted number 
of disciples need not consist of the Twelve, or even be the same 
group of disciples on each occasion. Even so (and the arguments 
above are not strong) there remain about ten instances of 
which remain ambiguous, and it is necessary. to examine any evidence 
which might indicate that Plark envisaged a circle of disciples 
wider than the Twelve. 
At first sight it might appear that none of the six references 
to the /-, La&4TA( before the appointment ol the Twelve can apply to 
tt - nis special group since it had not yet been formed. To assert 
this, however, would be to confuse historical fact with Plark's (67) 
use of his vocabulary It might be that instead of envisaging 
a wider circle of disciples from whom the Twelve were chosen, 
Mark consistently identified the k. i A 6111T A1 with the and so 
intended to point to the incipient group of the Twelve, those 
followers of Jesus who would later b(-,, --ome members of the Twelve, 
when he used the former term. It should be noted that he (loes not 
introduce the term until after Simon, Andrew, James and John 
have been called and have responded to that call. Not only do 
three of these form an inner circle within the Twelve (s(-ý! e 5: 37; 
9: 2) but all four receive the secret teaching in chapter 13. 
There is no difficulty in interpreting 2: 18,23 and 3: 7,9 as 
(68) 
referring to the four disciples whose call Mark has recounted 
Thus only two questions remain: does not Mark recount the call 
of Levi as if he were one of the Twelve (2: 13-14), although 
Levi is not included in the list in 3: 16-19, and does not 2: 15 
explicitly state that there were 'many' disciples who followed 
Jesus? 
As to the call of Levi, the problems involved are well-known 
and have been much discussed. The similarities with the call of 
the first four disciples suggest that this is an account of the 
call of a member of the Twelve. This may be supported by the 
early interpretation seen in Yit 9: 9 and the Western text of Mark 
noted below. Also Levi is mentioned only here and in the Lukan 
parallel passage (Lk 5: 27,29), and only Mark says that he was 
the son of Alphaeus. Matthew gives the disciple's name as Matthew. 
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Further Matthew and James the son of Alphaeus are included in 
Mark' s list of' the Twelve, but no mention is made of Levi, and 
certain Western, Caesarean and Syrian MSS replace Levi by James 
the son of Alphaeus in Mk 2: 14. 
All of the attempted explanations of these facts involve 
some unjustified assumptions or a too great willingness to accept 
harmonizing changes in the text, such as that Levi and Matthew 
were two names for the same person (but Mark gives-no indication 
of this), that James and Levi are names for the same disciple 
(a sheer conjecture), or that the true Markan text is that of 
Codex D and other MSS (but this reading looks like a later attempt 
to solve the problem and it fails to explain how Levi entered 
Luke, even if it is assumed that the name here is due to assimil- 
ation). It is also suggested that by the time Mark wrote there 
was uncertainty about the names of some of the Twelve and he 
included two divergent traditions (but this solution involves 
either inconsistency on the part of Mark or his holding that 
Levi was not one of the Twelve). If it is simply stated that, 
the call of a disciple who was not one of the Twelve, no explanation 
is us-A, -I-Ily given of why Levi should be specially singled out 
(69) 
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or why there are such close parallels with the previous call of 
the 'f our' , or even why the early interpretations of Mark which 
have been noted above should have been made(70). No satisfactory 
solution of this difficulty has been produced. The most probable 
answer is that Mark was using inconsistent traditions, but this 
means that we cannot always demand consistency in the gospel(71) 0 
As to Mk 2: 15-16, although there are slightly different 
readings in some important MSS, the central issue is, to whom 
does the clause I for there were many, and they followed him' 
refer? There appear to be three possibilities: (i) the whole 
clause is a parenthesis, probably with semitic parataxis, explain- 
ing (, for there were now many (disciples) 
who followed him'), and showing Mark's awareness that so far he 
had mentioned only five disciples and that he needed to point 
out that there were more than these(72) ; 
(ii) the clause refers 
to the subject of the previous sentence, the 'publicans and 
sinnersl(73); (iii) the clause should be divided and a break 
made after 77-oXXo, _ . so that it is the publicans and sinners who 
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are many and the scribes who followed Jesus(74). The last 
suggestion is unlikely because it involves inserting K, ýt before 
in v. 16 withý1-41 33 Lat 
b 
and it seems forced to translate 
, Ko, ovO, a\, v as 'followed him (into the house)'. Grammatically 
it is equally possible for the clause to refer to the disciples 
or to the publicans and sinners, and since there have been no 
adequate arguments put forward for linking it with 'disciples' 
and it would provide an explanation why there were many of the social 
outcasts at the banquet, it is best to adopt the second interpret- 
ation. 4 Even if it is claimed that often means to 
follow Jesus literally, accompanying him in his travels (cf. 1: 18; 
2: 149 15; 6: 34) this does not prove that Mark used 'xKo 
.X0-, (le, V 
as a technical term for being a 
(75). 
It is not intended 
to show that no more than the Twelve 'followed' Jesus, but only 
that by the Mark means the Twelve. 
Thus, while no proof can be offered that all the references 
to the, mAO-7T-x, in chapters 2 and 3 refer to the small group of 
disciples who would later. be included in the nunylber of the Twelve, 
this is by no means impossible, and it must be accepted that the 
mention of the disciples here is ambiguous rather than a cle, -Ir 
proof that Mark believed that there was a large. group of 
of whom the Twelve formed a small inner circle. 
only one other passage need be discussed. It is frequently 
stated that 3: 13-14 means that Jesus selected the Twelve from a 
larger group of disciples 
(76) 
. This is a good example of the 
way in which an over-hasty concern with historical events has 
led to an unrecognized harmonizing of the Markan with the Lukan 
account of this incident, and it is important that attention 
should be concentrated on Mark's own statement. Luke, who held 
that there was a large group Of jAv((3P)-rAL , explicitly states that 
Jesus summoned this wider group and selected the Twelve from 
them, but as Cranfield points out, in Mark's version it is not 
clear whether those who were 'called' were simply the Twelve 
or a larger company from whom the Twelve were then chosen(77)0 
The issue is fairly simple: is FCCIL 4C-rrCL&jcrev ýW)G, <A parallel 
to t<mt. 0-i-L; 5 
40tF-A6\j or does it describe a 
subsequent action by Jesus? It is generally agreed that 
the 
awkward is a semitism derived from the use of the verb 
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in the LXX (e. g. 1 Sam 12: 6; 1 Kin 12: 31t where it translates 
. wf) and that it means 'appointed'. It certainly contains rr 
no thought of selection, and Luke changes it to ý<Acý, xpEvc% oirt 
, X-u -roj q The before c': -rrucýcc-v can well be akin to the semitic 
explanatory land' 
(78) 
, and this interpretation is supported by 
-Aev : 4vr<, s with the emphatic Ot% 
46c' 
7-V-C . It is the 
Twelve who are summoned and appointed for their special position 
and duties 
(79). 
Even if the interpretation of the majority of 
commentators is correct and Mark means that the Twelve were 
selected from a larger group, it is to be noted that Mark does not 
(80) 
call these others ýAx0i-r4( 
The results of this survey of Mark's use of p-AýT-vu are as 
follows: in eight places )clearly 
refers to the Twelve; on seventeen further occasions the title 
probably means the Twelve; and although the remaining sixteen 
occurrences of the term (excluding 14: 4 and 16: 7) are ambiguous, 
none of them need apply to a larger number than the Twelve or than 
those who would later be included in that group when it was formed. 
On the basis of this, in the later discussion of the audience 
to which Jesus addressed his teaching we shall assume that by 
(81) 
Mark means the Twelve 
The final group of passages to be considered are those 
contaLn. iing the word together with -nr-X(10os- and Xxvs. Baird 
divides the allusions to the crowd into two categories according 
to their reaction to Jesus' teaching. He maintains that there 
were no neutral persons in the audiences but that the people 
were either for Jesus or against him, and he attempts to distinguish 
between a disciple crowd (DG) and an opponent crowd 
(GO), admitting 
that this is difficult to carry through, partly because the gospel 
writers did not develop a set of categories to distinguish 
the 
opponent crowd and partly because their use of the 
terms is not 
consistent 
(82) 
. This is of 
little importance for the study of 
Mark because the only Markan passages which Baird discusses are 
1: 21-28 (where the audience is not called, 
ýdýýos 
, 'and only a 
relatively small synagogue is referred to), 
6: 2 but 




oL. Tr6XNo, - = 'the majority' or 'all who were present') and 
15: 29-309 35-36 (not CAýcs). Of the logia which he lists, only 
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.1 0: 4 and 15: 34 are assigned to the opponent crowd(84). As in the 
discussion of 9 it is important to restrict attention to 
Mark's usage and not to attempt an historical reconstruction of 
the 'actual events'. 
The crowd is an integral feature in a number of pericopae - 
the healing of the paralytic (2: 4), the statement about Jesus' 
true family (3: 32), the woman with the haemorrhage (5: 27,30-31), 
the two feeding miracles (6: 34,45; 8: 1,2,6 - but the intro- 
ductions may be redactional) - and is mentioned by the traditiou 
in one or two other places, e. g. 7: 33 where Jesus took the deaf 
mute aside from the crowd (cf. the healing of the -blind man in 
8: 23)9 9: 25 where a crowd runs t. -o see the epileptic boy (but note 
the inconsistency with 9: 14-15), 12: 41, the crowd which asked for 
the release of Barabbas, and possibly 11: 32 and 14: 2 which tell 
of the Jewish leaders' fear of the crowd. (14: 43 is from the 
tradition but is hardly relevant. ) In these narrativos the crowd 
is generally friendly towards Jesus, but seems to regard him as 
a wonder-worker. Apart, perhaps from the diffictilt passage in 
3: 31-35, which will be discussed later, -there is no suggestion 
that the crowd is at all committed to disc ipleship. 
The picture of the crowd iri tlie redactional verses is 
slightly different. They still tlirong to Jesus 
(e. g. 2: 13; 
3: 7-99 l9b-20; 4: 1; 5: 21; 6: 31-34), but they are depicted 
rather more clearly as followers who may have come because of 
the miracles (3: 8), but who remain to listen to his teaching 
(2: 13; 4: 1; 6: 34; 10: 1). On two occasions Jesus specifically 
calls the crowd to him in order to give them teaching 
(7: 14; 
8: 34). It is not clear whether Mark envisaged any distinction 
between the crowds in Galilee and in Jerusalem(85) , although it 
has to be noted that it is only the Jerusalem crowds who are 
reported to be astonished at the teaching of Jesus and 
to have 
listened to him eagerly (11: 18; 12: 37; but cf. 1: 27-28). 
They are, nevertheless, not described as being even close adherents 
of Jesus; rather they are a fairly volatile mob who are attracted (86) 
to the new teacher and wonder-worker Mark frequently emphasizes 
that they are a 'great' crowd (T-, -<s 2: 13; 
4: 1; 9: 15; 11: 18; 
4: 1; 10: 46; "T(OXIis 3: 79 8; 5: 21,24; 8: 1; 
9: 14; 12: 37 all probably redactional), and this is in accord 
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with the overall impression given. The is always in the 
open air or in the temple courts(87). 
Besides these main terms used by Mark to indicate different 
groups to whom Jesus addressed his teaching are found three 
prepositional phrases, o'L TI*CýPL (4: 10 , cf - 3: 34) 9oL I ýAvrto-v (5: 49, cf. 3: 14; 5: 18; 14: 67, and, with reference to 
Peter, 1: 36), and c" , ,: 4\)Tc-, j(3: 2l). It will be convenient to 
discuss such of these as are relevant in the course of examining 
the audiences to whom Jesus' teaching is directed. 
Af ter this necessary consideration of the ways in which 
Mark designates the various audiences of Jesus, we can return to 
discuss his use Of )t-c\14V-KC-CV and Xý. In only two cases is 
the audience of Jesus' 'teaching' the Twelve (8: 31; 9: 31 - the 
/, wf6ý-rA( are directly specified in 9: 31 and can be inferred for 
8: 31 from 8: 2'f). The, ) No& is specified in 2: 13; 4: 1-2; 6: 34; 
10: 11, and can be inferred for 12: 35 from 12: 37. In 11: 17 those 
who listen to the teaching are the chief priests, the scribes 
and the (11: 18). Since 1: 21-27 occurs in the synagogue 
the audience is. the congregation on that particular sabbath, 
and there is a similar congregation in 6: 1-2. No audience is 
specified in 6: 6, 'he went round about the villages teaching' 
(it was presumably the crowd or the synagogue congregations), 
nor in 14: 49, where the reference is to the teaching in the 
temple which was heard by the Jewish leaders and the crowd. 
Only one reference is slightly doubtful, 12: 38, but since the 
Xos is section 12: 35-44 is set in the temple and the ico'A-us 6X - 
mentioned in v-37, it can be assumed that they are the hearers. 
Thus Jesus is depicted as giving his teaching mainly to the 
crowd, either in the open air or in the synagogue or the temple. 
Very rarely his opponents are also present, but Mark never uses 
ýclxu-Ktf-v directly with reference to them, except possibly in 
11: 17. The significance of this will be seen later. 
This examination of the terminology used by Mark has shown 
that, while he frequently uses and )LL), xc-", -AC- as terms of 
addressing Jesus, they are by no means confined to teaching 
situations, and it was suggested that the semantic range of 
meaning attached to the AramaicD6ý--) underlies the Greek 
), c)o(c-toc-X6 
it was also found that D(2ýýe-(cev and 
Mx? (j rarely introduce 
teaching, and that it is chiefly the crowd who are 'taught'. 
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It is not possible to discover any immediate semitic background 
to the Greek words which could explain this, for the dominant 
meaning of 70 and 7)-lin in the Old Testament is 'to make j plain, 
to teach', although there seems to be less intellectual emphasis 
than in the Greek words. 
Two explanations now appear possible. Firstly, it may be 
that Mark did not understand Jesus primarily as a teacher. He 
uses 3(c)o(ct<-jýc- as an honorific title, which always has the semantic 
range of the Aramaic , and whenever he uses the verb 
he does not intend the imparting of knowledge or religious truth 
in any didactic sense, but understands the word in some other way. 
An alternative interpretation of the facts which have been set out so 
far is that Mark found the title DOkc-Kýý6 in his tradition, where 
it retained the meaning of the Aramaic title " -3--) . He, however, 
misunderstood this and took it in its Greek, didactic sense. 
On the basis of this he added his frequent references to Jesus' 
teaching the crowd. Further, he made an attempt to collect such 
teaching of Jesus as was preserved in the traditions available 
to him and included in his gospel all. that he could discover. 
The amount was relatively slight ard much of it was obscure. 
This would account not only for the paucity of the teaching but 
also for Mark's interpretation o" Jesus' practice, that he 
taught the crowds and explained the teaching to the Twelve. 
In order to test these two explanations we must turn to the 
sayings themselves. 
II. The Sayings 
Treating 13: 5-37 as a single unitt there are 175 logia in 
Plark 
(88) 
e Of these 29 are addressed 
to individuals or groups 
in miracle stories and a further 9 sayings which are addressed 
to the disciples are also in these pericopae. While these 
sayings occasionally contain important 
teaching, they are generally 
concerned with the course of the miracle, and may 
therefore 
be disregarded for our purposes(89). Most of the remaining logia 
can be assigned fairly easily to the audiences 
discussed above 
(90) 
and serious doubts arise with only seven groups of sayings 




1: 38 "W' . All the commentators agree that-5-1/, -ý 
(v. 36) means Peter and the other three disciples who have 
already been mentioned. It would be unnecessary to delay on this 
verse were it not for Luke's substitution ofci' c, 1\'Ac( This 
shows how important it is to concentrate on the Markan narrative(gi). 
(b) 2: 17, cf. 2: 15-16. The 'scribes of the Pharisees' 
complain to Jesus' disciples about his behaviour. It has already 
been argued that the disciples are the 'four' at this point. 
The problem is whether Jesus in his reply is speaking to the 
scribes or to his disciples. Pew commentators discuss the question. 
Taylor suggests that the complaint was told to Jesus and that 
he replied to his disciples, while Nineham implies that the 
(92) 
reply was to the scribes A decision is difficult. Attempts 
to solve the difficulty by asking what is feasible historically 
must be avoided. It was not a concern of Mark whether a parabolic 
saying , used 
in defence had to be addressed to Jesus' opponents. 
The narrative is a mere framework for the pronouncement and our 
purpose is to discover Mark's interpretation of this. If, as 
seerij., 3 likely, means I overhearing', the reply is probably 
directed to the scribes. 
(c) 2: 19-22. No inner contradiction is involved in accepting 
the vLew that all these originally independent sayings were spoken 
to the same audience (contrast chapter 4), and the problem is 
simply to identify the subject of and ý\cýova-t in v. 18, 
for these are clearly the oct. >-iGLs of Jesus' reply. Although 
Swete follows Lk 5: 33 in making the questioners the scribes of (93) 
2: 16, it is more probable that the verbs are impersonal 
Mark is more interested in the conflicts with the followers of 
John the Baptist and the Pharisees and in the replies of Jesus 
than in the matter of who the questioners are. The questions 
need not be hostile, although Baird assigns these sayings 
to an 
audience of hard core opponents(94) 0 
(d) 3: 4. Although all those commentators who consider the 
question, with the exception of Klostermann. 
(95), 
agree that 
the observers are the Pharisees mentioned in v. 6, it should be 
noted that this passage again shows the importance of limiting 
the attention to the Markan version without even attempting to 
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apply form critical judgements. Bultmann regards v. 6 as an addition 
to the original pericope where the opponents are not identified 
ý96). 
(e) 3: 33,35. Meye argues that Mark continues the scene 
from vv. lgb-20, where Jesus is probably depicted with his disciples 
in a house so filled with the crowd that they cannot eat. It 
is this crowd which brings the message to Jesus (v-32) and it is 
the Twelve seated around him at whom Jesus looks and concerning 
whom he speaks the saying in Vv- 34-35. But Meye admits that 
Mark's picture is vague and that the saying about those who do 
God's will need not be restricted to the Twelve and need not 
be identical with discipleship(97). This raises the important 
question of how far Mark was master of his material and was 
able to impose a consistent pattern upon the traditions which 
came down to him. This cannot be discussed here except to point 
out that, while due attention must be given to Mark's portrayal 
of individual incidents, it is dangerous to try to extend the 
conclusions from these to cover larger complexes. Thus the 
(98) 
audience in this passage must be adjudged to be the crowd 
M 4: 1-34. Three problems are presented by these verses: 
To whom are the constituent sayings addressed? What is in-a-t-it 
by the phrase ? What is the relation 
between vv. 10-12 and-33-34, ar, d who are ? These 
may be considered in turn. 
Chapter 4 contains the beginnings of a collection of Jesus' 
teaching like those found in several other sections of Mark 
(2: 19-22; 7: 6-23; 8: 34 - 9: 1; 9: 39-50; 11: 22-25) and which 
attain a fully developed form in Matthew. Even Matthew and 
Luke find difficulty in prescribing the audience when they compile 
such collections 
(99), 
so that it is not surprising that Mark's 
account should show certain inconsistencies. The construction 
of the chapter has been much discussed(loo)* There is no need 
to trace out the possible formation of the chapter here and 
only the problem of identifying the audience to which the parables 
and sayings are addressed will, be considered. 
As is now generally recognized, the chapter contains three 
parables (vv. 3-9,26-299 30-32), an interpretation of the 
parable of the Sower 
(vv. 13-2)), a saying about the purpose 
of teaching in parables 
(vv. l-'-12), a collection of sayings 
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(vv. 21-25, and a redactional introduction and conclusion, both 
of which stress the way in which Jesus taught in parables (vv. 1-2, 
33-34). Mark states that the parable of the Sower is told to 
.1 an. o 
'XCS -tT-A Ek -rc 15 (vv. 1-2) and that the saying about the mystery of 
the kingdom, and the interpretation of the Sower were spoken to 
TT(--10(. CAIUVC4 C-UV T9,; ILS, 
AOýCCX 
when Jesus was alone. No other 
indication of audience is given, but in vv-35-36 Jesus is still 
in the boat and the implication of v-33 is that at least the 
parables of the Seed Growing Secretly and the Miustard. Seed were 
spoken to the crowd. If Mark regarded the short logia in vv. 
21-25 as parables (and his understanding of n,,, pxrc)ý will be 
considered later) it is probable that he intended. the narrative 
to revert to the crowd scene at v. 21, although h-e does not state 
this explicitly. The chapter would then display Mark's favourite 
device of incorporating one incident within another (cf. 5: 21-43; 
6: 7-31; 11: 12-25, and perhaps also 3: 19b-35; 8: 27 - 9: 13) 
(101) 
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Y Two main types of interpretaýion of the phrase cc"' -nc-p c- : )I(-, %j -, -r-, y 
C-tj-, i TO, 2> )ýo)cNt< are offered. Some see the presence of two 
phrases both designating an inner circle of Jesus' followers 
as, t'lle result of the way the chapter was compiled, so that either 
two kleadings have been conflated 
(102) 
or that 'with the Twelve' 
was added by Mark to his source(103). Others explain the phrase 
as denoting a larger group of disciples among whom were the 
Twelvekl04) . Against these explanations 
Meye argues that the 
phrase means, 'Those about him who belonged to the company of 
the Twelve'. His arguments are as follows: 
(i) Mark states that 
Jesus is alone (Kýxrqf 1.4.0vs). Elsewhere Jesus is alone with the 
Twelve (6: 31-32), with Peter, James and John 
(9: 2), or with 
these three disciples plus Andrew (13: 3). Meye claims that 7.33, 
are the incident of the deaf mute, and 9: 28, oc W(9,1-rat 
not equally explicitý but seem to fall in 
line with the other 
passages. Thus 4: 10 is likely to be a similar scene with 
the 
Twelve unless specific exegesis forbids it. 
(ii) Mark states 
that Jesus expounded the parables to his own disciples 
(4: 34) 
and these must be the Twelve. This 
is parallel to the scene 
here. (iii),; f' ri-cyL ; A-o-,, oY describes someonets company or 
entourage 
and the exact identity of the group must 
be decided by the context 
or other knowledge. In Mark's gospel one naturally assumes 
that 
it is the Twelve. (iv), 5-, jv with the dative denotes accompaniment 
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or association. IvIk 2: 26 and Lk 24: 24 show that the preposition 
can be used to link part of a body of people with the whole group. 
Thus by adding c-ij,, Mark simply wishes to state that 
those about Jesus belonged to the company of the Twelve. Meye 
further compares chapters 4 and 13, both of which comprise an 
extended discourse by Jesus containing references to parables 
and have the setting of Jesus 'alone', and he wonders whether 
Mark thought of c, Q' rrc-0, - :: ý(, %JT C "I as Peter, James, John and Andrew, 
the first four disciples called by Jesus. 
Meye's comment on Mark's use of KK-, ýx , 
?. ')(,, <v may 
be accepted with certain reservations, for 7: 33 shows that Mark 
does not use either term in a technical sense for private teaching 
given to the Twelve or to a smaller group chosen from among them. 
Moreover, while 4: 34 may justifiably be used to explicate 4: 10, 
is a unique phrase and is not entirely unambigu- 
ous, even though theýAAO,, rýx( are probably interpreted by Mark 
as the Twelve. With regard to Meye's fou rth point, rvy is a 
relatively rare preposition in the New Testament apart from the 
Lukan writings and occurs only six times in F-irk(105), nolle of 
which can bear the sense which Meve tries to find here (cf. 
8: 34 which provides the nearest parallel to the Mrammatical 
phrase, where the Twelve are clearly distintniished from the crowd). 
Mk 2: 26 and Lk 24: 24 which Meye quotes to support hit-, argument 
have no bearing on the point, since the phrase o. ' c-iv is a 
different construction and always refers to a group which accompan- 
ies an individual or another group 
(106 
Thus even if the article 
with were carried forward to include 
it would mean that there was a group in addition to the Twelve. 
cannot be a sub-group of the Twelve and c-vv is an 
unnatural way of expressing id est. Thus what Mark has written 
in this verse would seem to be saying that Jesus explained the 
meaning of the use of parables to the Twelve and a group of his 
adherents from the crowd. It is to be noted that these followers 
are not called ýýOýirvc( , perhaps additional evidence 
for Mark's 
restricting of this term to the Twelve. This is. not quite all 
that must be said, but first vv. 33-34 must be considered. 
It has already been argued that by o(*' Mark means 
the Twelve, and indeed most commentators assume either that 
are the Twelve or those mentioned in v. 10. Meye 
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asks whose Je-, -, us' own disciples can be if they are not the Twelve. 
Plany hold that v-34 is Markan 
(107) 
, but if this is so an explanation 
of the unique phrase 'his own disciples' is needed. The verse (108) 
may well come from the tradition It is probable that Mark 
interpreted vv. 10 and 33-34 in the same way. If those scholars 
are right who suggest that Mark added 'with the Twelve' in v. 10, 
the facts may have been these: v-34 expresses Mark's view that 
Jesus explained his teaching, to the Twelve; the tradition which 
came to him stated that it was Cot. T(-C-f,, who asked for and 
received this explanation; and in order to make it plain that 
the Twelve were never excluded from this secret teaching Mark 
added a reference to them in v. 10. 
An examination of the sayings in relation to the audiences 
to which they are addressed reveals that Mark restricts his use 
of to a crowd audience with the exception of 
8: 31 and 9: 31, yet a large majority of the sayings are addressed 
to the disciples (disciples 71, even when 13: 5-37 is counted as 
one saying, the crowd 18, opponents 19, or 17 if the scribe to 
whom Jesus spoke 12: 29-31,34 is regarded as a friendly individual). 
There are four main sections of teaching addressed to the crowd, 
4: 3-9 + 21-32; 7: 14-15; 8: 34 - 9: 1; 12: 35-40, and Mark draws 
attention to these by his use of 2)'c)mc-t<ev in 4: 1-2 and 12: 35 
and of 3,, )vA7 in 4: 2 and 12: 38, and by stating that Jesus specially 
summoned the crowd in 7: 14 and 8: 34 
(109) 
. The remaining sayings 
addressed to the crowd are so short and form such an integral 
part of the pericopae in which they are found that they hardly 
constitute bodies of teaching, and the use of I4c. -j<cv and 
)c AxAý 
in 6: 2 and 11: 17-18 should perhaps be included among those instances 
where no teaching is given. Thus according to Mark' s account, 
Jesus is presented as 'teaching' the crowd rather than his disciples, 
yet only four groups of sayings are addressed to the crowd, 
although these are introduced with considerable emphasis upon 
the fact that Jesus is engaged in the activity of teaching 
(110) 
To account for this we must consider how Mark understood Jesus' 
methods of teaching. 
The most important passage for this is 4: 1-34. Several of 
the theories which have been put forward to explain how this 




These are of ten based on linguistic tests and on logical incon- 
sistencies between different parts of the chapter, and usually 
those who have analyzed the chapter have been primarily concerned 
to sift out which sayings can be regarded as authentic words of 
Jesus and what their original meaning was. When the teaching of 
later strata in the tradition and that of Mark himself is considered, 
attention is usu&lly concentrated upon isolated verses. Thus 
the majority of recent studies claim that vv. 11-12 and 34 contain 
"'ark's view of Jesus' parabolic teaching, although the writers 
differ in their ideas about the origin of the sayings, which are 
(112) 
variously a3cribed to Jesus himself (in an Aramaic form) 
to the early church(113) , and to Mark 
(114) 
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This represents much patient analysis of the chapter and 
microscopic attention to detail, 'out it must be recognized none- 
the-less that the chapter asLe have it is in -the form in which 
i -oris-istencies Mark wrote it and that, while therepay be some inc 
within it, these cannot have appeared to Mark as gross contradict- 
ions. It is wrong, therefore, to limit Mark's explanaflion of 
Jesus' methods to one or two verses and equally wrong to apply 
to the interpretation of Mark's thoiiglia method which ha-s been 
of great value in analyzing the chapter. 
Thus it has become common to see in 4: 11-12; 4: 13-, 'r-'O + 4-- 34; 
and 4: 33 three different and inconsistent interpretations of the 
purpose of Jesus' parables as follows. 
(115) 
According to 4-: 11-12 
the parables were directly intended to prevent the crowds from 
understanding the 'mystery of the kingdom of God' which was 
'given', according to v. 10, only to 'those who were about 
(Jesus) 
with the Twelve'. Boers, following Jfflicher, pushes this to its 
full extent, pointing out that the verses do not say that to 
those outside Jesus' teaching come in parables without added 
interpretations. Parables were the method used to hide the mystery 
of the kingdom from the crowds and were intended solely f or 
this 
purpose; the mystery was given to the disciples in some other 
way 
(116 )* 
According to 4: 13-20,34 the parables are really 
allegories which cannot be understood until the 
key has been 
given. This key consisted of the explanations which 
Jesus gave 
privately to his disciples. According to 
4: 33 Jesus taught the 
crowds by means of parables because they needed these stories 
to overcome their limited ability to understand. 
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Most commentators stop at this point, contenting themselves 
with discussing why these divergent interpretations were put 
forward and considering what was Jesus' own purpose in using parables. 
Boers, however, realizes that some explanation of the present text 
of Mark is required. He argues that Mark's own view was that the 
parables were allegories, as is shown from the fact that they 
are 'frequently' interpreted in his gospel, and that the disciples 
are reprimanded because they did not understand the allegorical 
meaning of the parables (4: 13c) 
(117). 
Thus Mark had to reconcile 
the view expressed in vv. 11-12 with this, and he attempted to 
do so by saying in v-34a that Jesus told the 'parables' (meaning 
the intentionally obscure sayings of v. 11), but solved them in 
private for the disciples (v-34b). In fact, Boers claims, he 
did not remove the contradiction but only interpreted the contrast 
in v. 11 between the parables which were intended to prevent those 
outside from understanding the meaning of Jesus and the mystery 
of the kingdom of God which was communicated directly to the 
disci, -, -)Ies in another way as expressing the double purpose of the 
parables/allegories which have to be explained to be understood("B). 
Boers states, finally, that Mark apparently failed to notice that 
v-34a as he now intended it contradicted 33b where it is stated 
that the parables were told. in order to help the hearers to 
understanCL the message, although he probably thought that he 
had achieved agreement between the traditions in vv. 11-12,13-20 
and 33 by his statement in v-34 
(119) 
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In leaving an unresolved contradiction Boers has to argue 
that ! 'lark was a less skilful editor than Matthew, who rewrites 
his source in order to remove the inconsistencies which he found 
there. May not the explanation of the Matthaean redaction be 
the Matthew understood Mark in a similar way to that of Boers 
and therefore felt compelled to introduce the changes which he 
did, but that Mark put a different construction upon his narrative? 
This would be in line with the way in which both Matthew and Luke 
understood solely in a didactic sense, which may not 
accord with Mark's intentions. 
The solution would thus lie partly in seeing how Mark under- 
stood r., jpaFcIj and the statement in v. 33b, and partly in correctly 
analyzing v. 11. The wide range of meaning attached to the Hebrew 
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C. 1 and the Aramaic has frequently been noted and it has -r T -- 
been claimed that Mark introduced vv. 11-12 at this point because 
he was misled by confusing the two senses of 'obscure saying, (120) 
enigma' and 'parable' as a story If, however, all the occasions 
when parable occurs in Mark are examined it will be found that Mark 
applies the word to story parables only in this chapter and in 
12: 19 12. In 3: 23 and 13: 28 similes and other sayings are given 
the title, while in 7: 17 parable is applied to what appears to 
be straightforward teaching. It is a characteristic of the use 
of words with a range of meaning that the different nuances 
are not sharply distinguished by unreflective persons speaking (121) 
their native language Mark, who appears to'have been more 
at home with Aramaic than Greek 
(122) 
, may not have noticed that 
he was using in slightly different senses and would 
easily slip from one meaning . to another. In fact his dominant 
understanding of the word seems to have been I dark saying' . 
Thus for Mark was not primarily an allegory which. needed 
an interpretation but an obscure saying which was difficult to 
undenstand. He evidently considered that the primary way in which 
the disciples attained an unde-2-standing of these -mxp, ýf wl CN"(( was 
throLigh', the explanations which Jesus gave, but he also held that 
the disciples should have understood the meanings without this 
(cf. 8: 14-21). This would account for the question in v. 13 and 
also provide one explanation for his stress upon their failure 
to understand, which has been linked since Wrede with the idea 
of the messianic secret 
(123) 
0 
This is itself sufficient to explain why Plark saw no contra- 
diction between vv. 11-12 and 34. There is, however, an additional 
factor which facilitated the inclusion of both statements still 
further. We have seen that Boers claimed that there is a contrast 
in v. 11 between the parables which are told to the crowd to 
prevent them from understanding Jesus' message, and the mystery 
which is given to the disciples in some other way. Although he 
is highly critical of Jeremias' arguments 
(124) 
, he largely accepts 
Jeremias' view that the parallelism in the two halves of the verse 
makes the antithesis of But as Baird has 
demonstrated 
(125) 
the true parallelism is: 
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Baird says that I in parables I applies to the form in which the 
teaching is given and the mystery to the content, and he explicates 
the method by which the mystery of the kingdom of God is given to the 
disciples as 'by Jesus' direct explanation'. This is not entirely 
certain. It is possible that in the tradition divinely given 
insight was intended. To fit Baird's argument the strict parallel 
to 'in parables' should be 'in parables plus interpretation', 
the precise meaning which Atlicher and Boers so strongly oppose. 
Mark, however, may well have accepted this serise and thus there 
would be no contradiction between his understanding of vv. 11-12 
and 34, but instead the two passages would be identical j. n tD 
meaning. 
Even if IlFark interpreted 'U, -ie form in which the mystery was 
Uanted to the disciples as divine insight, he still have 
,P" seen no inconsistency in his co, -n leled chapter. Everything 
would then come in parables to those outside becal-ise they lack 
this insight which the disciples possess. It is important to 
remember that to Ma rk was probably imbued with the 
whole range of meaning attached to L), v, r)leýY)O Thus not only .r r T- 
'parables' but any teaching of Jesus,. indeed beyond the spoken 
word, 'all things', the whole activity of Jesus, are 'riddles' to 
those who have not received the divine understanding. This 
understanding is mediated to the chosen disciples partly through 
the explanations which Jesus gives - explanations which are 
needed not only for the parables (allegories) but for the other 
teaching of Jesus (cf. 7: 18-23) and even the actions of Jesus 
as well (cf. 8: 17-21) - although the rebukes which are given 
to the disciples in Mark suggest that he believed that they 
should have been able to apprehend the truth immediately. In 
view, however, of the important place which private instruction 
given to the disciples has in this gospel, it is more probable 
that Mark interpreted the saying in the former way. 
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It remains to see whether the alleged inconsistency between 
vv-33 and 34 can also be removed 
(126) 
* Although IMark may not 
have been the most skilful of editors, it is a prior_i unlikely 
that he would have allowed two contiguous verses, almost a single 
sentence, to stand if he had seen an obvious contradiction. It 
is, therefore, unlikely that he intended v. 33 to state that Jesus 
suited his methods to the inability of the crowd to understand 
teaching in other forms. He has already stated uncompromisingly 
that it was the divine purpose to prevent the crowds from under- 
standing the message of Jesus and as a result from repentance 
and obtaining forgiveness, and in v-34 he says that Jesus spoke 
to the crowds only in obscure sayings. It would seem probable 
that he understood v-33 as expressing this same fact. Commentators 
have been misled concerning Mark's understanding of this verse 
because they have been convinced that Jesus must have used the 
parables in order to help the crowds to understand, and they 
have wished to find some evidence of this in the gospel records. 
We have sug ested that both v-33 and v-34 may be 'Markan, but Pven 
if v. 3.1, ', came from the tradition there are two ways in which Mark 
could have understood it which do not commit him to an inter- 
pretation which would involve him in such a contradiction. First 
we may note that Mark does not say kxG, _, s , jc)-,, ýKvTo c-uv, (: v_ýzt. but 
_t ? -uL7., In v. 12 the crowds 11 K Olj UV 7 -- 'S. _v but fail to 
understand. Mark may then have linked the hearing in v-33 with 
the use of the verb in v. 12, and in this case what he was saying 
was that Jesus spoke the word to the crowds and they heard it 
in the way that they were able to hear it, i. e. without under- 
standingg because God had not granted them this ability and 
Jesus did not give them any interpretation but restricted his 
-hat :X explanation to his disciples. It is true -V has the 
sense of 'understand' in 8: 18, the meaning which is required by 
the usual interpretation of the present verse, but even there 
overtones of the Isaiah passage quoted in 4: 12 are found. In 
7: 14, which occurs in a section closely related in structure to 
the present passage, hearing is distinguished from understanding 
(cf. 7: 18). The saying, 'Who hath ears to hear, let him hear' 
(4: 9,23) suggests that understanding depends upon an ability 
which is predestined and accords with 4: 11-12. Coming afiter the C1 
interpretation of the parable of the Sower in which the sower 
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sows 'the word' which had different results in the various soils, 
Mark may well have thought that Jesus spoke 'thee word' to the 
crowds, but only those who were granted understanding could (127) discover its meaning 
This appears to be the most likely explanation of Mark's 
inclusion of this verse. A second possibility, however, may be 
mentioned. Mark may have regarded Jesus' use of ý? arablesl as a 
deliberate concealing of the gospel from those who were predestined 
not to receive God's forgiveness, and 
might be interpreted, 'as they were allowed to hear it', a sense 
not too distant from that in 2: 7,19 (cf. the sense 
of in several Old Testament passages, e. g. Gen 43: 32; T 
Deut 7: 22; 12: 17; 14: 24; 16: 5; 17: 15; 22: 3; 28: 27,35; 
(128) 
Jud 21: 18, although always with the negative) 
", r) Thus it is suggested that Mark thought of n, /,, in terms 
of the Hebrew and the Aramaic ý6.3")? 3 and because he moved 
rather uncertainly over the semantic range of the semitic word, 
he tended to stress the obscurity of Jesus' sayings. Only those 
who have been given divine understanding or who have received 
explanations of the teaching are able to grasp its true meaning. 
For this reason the private interpretations given -to the disciples 
are of great importance and to this we must now turn. 
First to be considered is how far this programme is carried 
through with the parables which Mark includes 
(129), 
and then to 
examine all the examples of private instruction in Mark's gospel. 
As Mally has pointed out(130) 9 7: 14-23 is similar in structure 
to 4: 1-20. 
4: 1-2 A very great crowd 7: 14 
gathered 
he said in his 
teaching 
listen 
4: 3-9 parable of the 7: 15 
Sower 
4: 9 whoever has ears... (7: 16 
4: 10 when he was alone 7: 17 
those who were aboUt 
Jesus called the crowd 
he said to them 
listen to me all of you 
and understand 
parable of the things which 
defile a man 
If anyone has ears... ) 
When he had entered a house 
away from the crowd, his 
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him with the Twelve 
askE, d the meaning of 
the parables 
4: 11-12 method of teaching 
by parables 
4: 13 do you not know this? 
disciples asked him the 
meaning of the parable 
no parallel, but note 
cN-jv%-c--r& 9 7: 149 cf 4: 12) 
7: 18 Are you so without 
understanding? 
Do you not perceive? 
4: 14-20 interpretation of the 7: 18b-23 interpretation of the 'parable' 'parable' 
In both pericopae there is the initial teaching to the 
crowd through a rt-Arar-SoX4, reinforced by the solemn and 
in 4: 10 by the saying, 'Whoever has ears to hearg let him hear'. 
(A similar saying occurs in 7: 16 in most MSS, but is omitted by 
-ý, -, 'BL 28 bo geo 
1, 
and is accepted by Rawlinson, Taylor and others, 
although most regard it as a gloss from 4: 9. ) The explanation 
is giver. to the disciples privately in response to their request 
and Jesus expresses surprise that the, y do not understand. More- 
over, although there is no equivalent to 4: 11-12 in chapter 7, 
the verb is picked up in 7; 14 (and cf. in 7: 18). 
Both passages, therefore, follow the method of teaching which 
was described in 4: 34. Mially notes further that the explanation 
has th.,. - character of a secret revelation, since it is not only 
given privately to the disciples who are rebuked for their failure 
to understand the parable, but even vv. 18b-19 are highly enigmatic 
(in Mt 15: 17-18 the saying is simplified by the addition of &: s rc, 
and and the omission of several phrases), 
and the content of the saying is extended beyond the question of 
eating with unwashed hands. He concludes that Mark sees this 
as a further revelation of the mystery of the kingdom of God. 
Cranfield also sees the mystery of the 'parable' in v-15 as the 
mystery of the kingdom, 'which is the mystery of the person of 
Jesus' 
(131)o 
Whether this is reading into this passage too many 
of the ideas of chapter 4 or not, it is clear that for Mark the 
teaching of Jesus came to the crowd in and that only 
those who were granted understanding and to whom Jesus interpreted 
the parables could grasp their meaning. 
The logion in 13: 28-29 is slightly different from the two 
passages which have been considered in that it occurs in the 
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longest consecutive section of teaching in Mark's gospel, the whole 
passage being addressed to the 'four'. disciples as an explanation 
of the saying about the destruction of the temple (13: 3-4) 
(132). 
'The private teaching of Jesus will be considered later; for the 
present the discussion will be confined to this short saying. 
Most commentators limit their discussion to a consideration of 
the original context of the parable and to difficulties in the 
interpretation of v. 29. Taylor thinks that the phrase -rj% 
C'UKI% /, t,, CO&r-E TýV -rCAPAP31, 
XýV 
was formed by Mark to fit the parable to 
the present context, and he notes Luke's 'And he told them a 
parable', with Lohmeyer's suggestion that the original introduction 
was, 'The kingdom of God is like a tree'(133). The phrase, however, 
is important for understanding Mark's thought. He is not setting 
out the parable of the fig tree, but present -s the interpretation 
of the mystery of the fig tree. These verses are, in fact, an 
explanation within the longer interpretation of vv. 5-37. The 
1-iy'A which has to be explainedmay be simply the new growth 
of the fig tree in the spring, the fig being one of' the few Cj 
deciduous trees in Palestine, as Lagrange pointod Out 
(1-34) 
, or 






belongs to the tree itself and not to any des, ýýription by J. esils 
(136) 
Here then is a secret explanation, not of publi, c teaching or even 
of any saying by Jesus, but of the symbolic meaning to be found 
in the fig tree. 
By contrast 3: 23-29 contains a collection of 
probably assembled by Mark, addressed to the opponents of Jesus 
rather than the crowd, and without any added interpretation. 
Scholars who limit the meaning ofT, -, xpxr-c, -Xj to 'similitude', 
I im, 
(137) 
comparison', or even 'picturesque and allusive max 
tend to restrict the 'parables' to vv. 24-25, viewing vv. 27-29 
as independent sayings. But Mark almost certainly intended the 
whole collection of sayings which he assembled in 3: 23-29 as 
TTt9p-+; ', Xo, -( . Perhaps, therefore, more should 
be understood by V-30 
than simply 11-lark's explanatory comment pointing back to v. 22' 
(138) 
Mark plainly regarded the whole section as the answer to the 
scribes. Baird, however, lists 3: 26 as an explanation given 
to 
the hard core opponents and we must pause to consider whether this 
is correct. Presumably he regards v-ý. 24-25 as the parable which 
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is followed first by an interpretation (v. 26). then by a further 
parable (v. 27) and an independent saying which is not a parable 
(vv. 28-29). (This is somewhat uncertain because he lists 3: 27 
as an unexplained parable but does not expressly include the 
parable of the Sower in his table, although he gives 4: 13-20 
as a semi -all egorical explanation. ) Most commentators see here 
a pronouncement story to which have been attached two independent 
sayings(139), but dranfield defends the unity and historicity 
of the section(140), Since Mark certainly treats the passage 
as a single unit this is of less importance here. The question 
to be answered, therefore, is whether Mark interpreted the 
passage as a parable with its interpretation (vv. 24-25,26) 
prefaced by a question (v. 23b) and followed by two further 
unexplained parables (v-v. 27 and 28-29), or whether we accept 
his statement that these sayings were all 'parables'. -Lýespite 
the change of conjunction and mood between vv. 24-25 and 26 (Liv 
+ aor. subj. and + aor. indic. ), it is unlikely that grammatical 
nice-ties can be pressed (cf. cI-rAO, -1v, t and u--rqv., ( which most 
regard as equivalent in meaning, and ýý-uv-, -, -iLt and which 
also have a similar sense), and since Mark elsewhere clearly 
indicates when he is giving explanations it is unlikely that he 
does this here. Thus either the rry, >L, x( are the individual 
sayings or the teaching 4ýv n%rx : kLs applies to the total argument, 
as Cranfield suggests(141) 
So far it has been shown that Mark saw the primarily 
as obscure sayings which needed to be explained if they were to 
be understood, and because he moved easily between the different 
shades of meaning of he laid a certain emphasis upon 
the story parables and similes as Many, however, 
assert that 12: 1-9(11), the final passage in which occurs, 
proves that the parables were readily understood by their original 
hearers and that they were not intended deliberately to conceal 
the truth 
(14? ). 
This is not absolutely certain for two reasons. 
Firstly, Mark at least may have understood the situation slightly 
differently. Although both here and in the gospel of Thomas 
the saying about the stone is linked to the parable of the Wicked 
Husbandmen, these were originally almost certainly two independent 
(143). 
-v sayings Mark states 
that Jesus was speaking C' 
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(plural) and this is frequently taken adverbially(144). It has 
been noted, however, that the two later gospel writers tend to 
interpret Mark hellenistically, and interpret -a4p. Pký as a 
story parable. This could well account for their alterations 
Perhaps the plural should be given due weight and 12: 10-11 be 
taken as a second T-,, xp, <r-cAj If this is so, is it another piece 
of evidence that Mark retains the wider and more fluid sense 
of the word? This is not absolutely certain, because in v. 12 
he uses the singular. Did he treat 12: 1-11 as one parable after 
all, or was he referring either to vv. 1-9 or 10-11? Secondly, 
Mark's final comment should be examined with care. A common 
interpretation is that the opponents of Jesus (the chief priests, 
scribes and elders of 11: 27) understood the meaning of the parable 
of the Wicked Husbandmen, probably identifying themselves with 
the tenants 
(145), 
but the interpretations of the other synoptic 
writers must not be imported into I-lark. Matthew's 'They perceived 
that he spoke of them shows that he applied his own 
allegorical interpretation of the parable to the Jewinh leaders 
and believed that they had done the same. Mark si. mpl, y says that 
they knew that Jesus had spoken the parable -xorculs- - not simply 
twith reference to them' but lagainst them' . E. Schweizer, despite 
his existentialist exegesis, moves towards a correct -Luiderstanding 
of this verse. He stresses that these sayings are parables, and 
that no private instruction is given to the disciples because 
that had already been given in 8: 31. For Mark a parable in a 
figurative way of speaking about God which demands a full response 
not merely intellectual understanding, a willingness to accept 
or reject it; it is not an illustration to simplify difficult 
teaching. Thus, although the Jewish leaders understood what Jesus 
said, this was no divine revelation but led to judgement and not 
salvation. But Mark was no existentialist. To him a 
was primarily an obscure saying whether an alle3ory which needed 
a key to decipher it or an aphorism which had to be explained. 
What the leaders were aware of was not the meaning of the parable, 
but that it was a threat aimed at them. Perhaps we can be even 
more precise. They might recognize the allusions to Is 5 and Ps 118, 
but because divine understanding was denied them they could not 
give it its correct interpretation in terms of the kingdom of God 
and the messiahship of Jesus. 
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In the light of the foregoing discussion, it may then be seen 
that Mark's statements in chapter 4 about Jesus, method of teaching 
can be applied to all the sayings which he designates as wy -Xr- C-V& k All can be comprised under this word so long as it is recognized 
that 1', lark thinks in semitic terms. Parables are both stories and 
aphorisms, but underlying both is the sense that they are obscure 
sayings which need divine insight or dominical explanations if 
they are to be understood. Without this the hearers are necessarily 
unable to comprehend the meaning and so obtain God's salvation. 
In chapter 4 three major parables are told to the crowd, together 
with several smaller ones, of which one is interpreted to the 
disciples. In 7: 14-23 there is again parable and'interpretation. 
13: 28-29 and 12: 1-11 are parables without interpretations. But 
as so often, Mark still leaves unresolved problems. If the 
'parables' require explanations, why are there so few of these 
in this gospel? And. is the 'parabolic' teaching restricted to 
those sayings which Mark explicitly defines as TT, ((. I 
PAxt ? These 
questions will call for discussion later, but first the other passages 
in which Yark depicts Jes-us giving private instruction to his 
disci-ples. may be examined. 
A. '. %'. Mosley has made a valuable contribution here in analyzing (146) 
the ý, Tarkan references to private explanations given to the disciples 
On the basis of six passages, 4: 10ff., 33f.; 7: 17ff.; 9: 11f., 28 
and 10: 10f, with some allusion to other passages, he argues that 
Mark carefully distinguished between teaching given to the crowd 
and that given privately to the disciples. Since Jesus' teaching 
was not intended to be obscure and in fact was easily understood 
by his hearers, the practice of giving private explanations was 
created by Mark himself and did not come from the tradition. He 
supports this conclusion positively by noting the presence of charact- 
eristic Markan language in these passages and negatively 
by the 
fact that the words of Jesus in these sections are of doubtful 
authenticity whereas it would be expected that such private 
teaching 
would have been carefully preserved, and further 
by the frequent 
removal by Matthew and Luke of these situations where 
Jesus gives 
private teaching. He suggests that Mark may have 
developed this 
literary device because in the tradition explanations of Jesus' 
teaching were preserved separately from the teaciing itself and 
that Mark wished to avoid suggesting that Jesus gave these explan- 
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ations openly to the- crowd. The secrecy might also reflect the 
fact that the explanations were less well-known in the early church 
than the other teaching of Jesus. In this Mosley has rightly 
stressed the importance of trying to understand the reasons for 
Mark's actions, but like several others, he moves too quickly 
to the question of the authenticity of the teaching. Only when we 
have discovered Mark's interpretation of the life and teaching 
of Jesus do we possess a solid foundation from which to tackle 
the more difficult problem of the underlying tradition. And this 
must be traced not only, indeed not even primarily, in the Plarkan 
redaction, but in the completed gospel which Mark has produced. 
An approach to the problem of the private teaching which 
Jesus gave to his disciples must proceed along two paths. First 
those passages need to be considered where Mark explicitly points 
to the explanations being given privately, in a hou. se. or when 
Jesus and his disciples are alone. Secondly, all those wayings 
are to be examined where Mark designates the audience as the 
disciples. 
Mark indicates that Jesus was alone with his disciples and 
away from the crowd by three types of phrase: (7: 17; 
9: 28) ?C -4 T%, CA 
) 
tf- k. J( (10: 1.0, cf. 7: 24), ' 1 9: 3 3) 
K't-r' I. Doxv (4: 34; 9: 28; 13: 3), and K, 47-A ýc---A 
(4: 10). Mosley 
argues that L-. '-s ot'Ku,, is a Plarkan formula occurririg constantly 
in editorial introductions and he contrasts it with C-* T Uv 
ot. Kcv This does not seem to be quite correct. e)-c- k-ýL4<cv 
(admittedly 
with a following genitive and not absolutely) occurs in 8: 3,26, 
and Luke has the phrase in Lk 14: 1 
(again with a genitive). Also 
it should be observed that the phrase is not restricted to situations 
where Jesus gives private teaching 
(cf. 2: 1; 3: 19). Too much 
weight, therefore, must not be placed upon the exact phrases 
used, but the total setting as Mark describes it must 
be considered. 
Two types of withdrawal from the crowd are found in this 
gospel. Frequently the crowd is depicted as 
thronging Jesus, who 
endeavours to escape from the people 
(e. g. 1: 35-38; 3: 99 l9b-20; 
4: 1,35-36; 6: 45; 7: 249 33; 8: 9-10; cf. 9: 25), although Mark 
also depicts Jesus as teaching 
the crowd, and on two occasions 
he calls the crowd to him in order to give 
them teaching (7: 14; 
8: 34). Of immediate concern, however, is a second set of passages 
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in which Jesus leaves the crowd in order to give private teaching 
to his disciples. Several of these have already been discussed. 
4: 34 gives the programme for Jesus' teaching. 4.10 and 7: 17 
introduce explanations of Pcxýx( , while 13 *3 prepares for 
the extended teaching which follows on from the disciples' question 
about the saying in 13: 2. In a similar manner 10: 10 marks the 
transition from the teaching about divorce given to the Pharisees 
to the private instruction given to the disciples. 9: 28 is not 
essentially differentt except that the reason for the disciples' 
question is their failure to exorcize a demon rather than their 
inability to understand what Jesus had been teaching. The final 
instance, 9: 33, is less simple. A full consideration of the 
teaching of this passage must be left till later 
(147). 
Here the 
discussion is limited to the form of the pericope. Following 
(148) 
hints by Black and Nineham we might conclude that the 
tL, (= both 'child I and I servant) is the parable/mashal which 
the disciples have -to 'receive' (Black designates this as a 
true mashal, 'an enigmatic comparison requiring interpretation'. ) 
This, however, does not fit the phrasing of v-37, and imless 
we conclude that Mark adopted this verse from a different tradition 
and failed to notice that it did not adequately express the idea 
of the parable it will have to be rejected, attractive though it 
is. The central problem is finding any real connexion of thought 
between vv. 33-35 and 36-37. Possibly it must be acknowledged 
that the whole section from v. 33 to the end of the chapter is a 
collection of independent sayings compiled by Markt perhaps on 
a catchword basisv and we should not try to find any special 
significance in their being presented as private instruction to 
the disciples beyond the fact that in Mark it is only to the Twelve 
that such teaching is given. 
With these passages mqybe included 8: 14-21 in which the 
disciples are alone with Jesus in a boat, a notoriously difficult 
pericope. While Cranfield defends the historicity 
both of the 
two feeding miracles and of this incident(149) , most commentators 
find here a Ylarkan construction on the grounds 
that it presupposes 
the exact working of the two miracles in 
6: 35-44 and 8: 1-9 and 
that the passage is composite, 8: 15 being an 
isolated saying 




questions concerning the authenticity of the sayings, however, 
are not of concern in the endeavour to discover Mark's purpose 
in recounting the incident. 
Several details must first be noticed. 0-%ý. Tc-j OL, 2NE 
a-vjv, c-rc-ý recalls 4: 12-13 and 7: 14-18, and 
Me-Tc- containing allusions to Jer 5: 21 and Ezek 12: 2 (cf- 
Is 42: 18-20,23), is closely linked to the thought and language 
of 4: 12. Thus 1-,! arlý appears to intend this narrative as a further 
revelation to the disciples of the ýA-%, crjoý. cv. Yet no explanation 
is given. Instead, a series of questions recalls the exact details 
of the numbers of people fed, the loaves used and the and 
filled with broken pieces., Various suggestions have 
been made about the meaning which Xark intended to convey, but 
here we are occupied with the construction of Mark's narrative. 
The saying in v-15 is a rTA(kxf-c'ýý in Mark's sens, -,, which the disciples 
fail to understand. The following events then closely follow the 
pa ttern of 4: 10-20 and 7: 17-23 (and indeed 13: 3ff. ) except that 
the disciples do not ask Jesus for the meaning of the. sp-ying but 
display their lac'k of -understanding by t1h, -ir lack of 
bread. As in 4: 11-12 and chapter 13t jesus' anFiwýý T -r does not latch 
on to the previous saying but disc-,,, -sses a diffei--en. tj though relatedt 
point, but here there is no subsequent return to the initial 
question. A new feature, however, emergesq for now it appears 
that the miracles (or at least the feeding miracles) as well 
as the parables have a hidden meaning which it needs divine 
insight to perceive, and Jesus hopes to awaken this understanding 
by his questions which call upon the disciples to 'remember' (a 
word which has revelatory overtones in the Old Testament, cf. 
Deut 4: 9-15 and Josh 24: 2-13) the details of the two feedings. 
This is supported by Mark's placing of the Pharisees' request C-- 
for a 'sign' immediately before this incident. The Pharisees 
cannot be given a sign because they are men whose eyes are divinely 
blinded(151). The miracles, however, are a sign in almost a Johan- 
nine sense for those who have this understanding. 
It has been shown that all the references to private teaching 
recount explanations to the disciples 
(i. e. to the Twelve, or a 
smaller circle within the Twelve). So 
far an examination of 
Mark's use of -rr4pAr1-'A4 and of these accounts of private explanations 
ro 
has revealed no cause for questioning the theory that Mark regarded 
all the teaching given to the crowd as which required divine enlightenment or dominical interpretation to make plain. 
Finally the sayings must be considered in the overall plan of the 
gospel. 
Many attempts have been made to trace a plan in the construction 
of Mark's gospel and a variety of outlines are offered in the 
commentaries and elsewhere(152). Here the broadest framework will 
be adopted. Major divisions occur at 8: 27; 110.1 and 14: 1 
(153) 
0 
The passion narrative in chapters 14-15 is distinct from the rest 
of the gospel both in form and content, and although four incidents 
in it contain teaching, these come only marginally within 'Uhe 
purview of this analysis. 
In Table IV the main collections of sayings in the first 
three sections of the book are set out according to their position 
intie gospel and the audiences to which they are addressed, and 
indications are also given of the form of the pericope in which 
the sayings occur, basically following the analysis of Taylor(154). 
It will be observed that the sayings in 1: 14 - 3: 35 consist almost 
entirely of pronouncement stories, mainly addressed to opponents 
(the only exception is 3: 31-35 on Jesus' true family). Between 
4: 1 and 8: 26 the teaching is given in parables and sayings, apart 
from the mission charge in 6: 8-11, and the programme of enigmatic 
public teaching with explanations given to the disciples is closely 
adhered to. Between 8: 27 and 10: 52 the sayings are entirely 
spoken to the disciples with three notable exceptions, the teaching 
on discipleship in 8: 34 - 9: 1, which Mark states was given to the 
crowd together with the disciples, the teaching on divorce in 
10: 2-9, which is given to opponents but which fits the pattern 
of obscure public teaching followed by private instruction for 
the Twelve, and the dialogue with the rich man (10: 17-22), which 
is again followed by private teaching. The form critics find 
few pronouncement stories in this section, Taylor listing only 
9: 38-39, the strange exorcist, 10: 1-9, on divorce, and 10: 13-16, 
'suffer little children'. (In addition to these there is possibly 
10: 17-22, the riph man's question, 10: 23-27ý the dialogue about 
riches, and 10: 28-31, the question of rewards, although 
Taylor 
prefers to classify these as stories a*, )out 
Jesus, in which 
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category he also places 8: 27-339 Peter's confession, and 10: 35-40, 
the request of James and John. ) After 11: 1 the pattern again 
changes, most of the teaching being addressed to opponents, mainly 
in pronouncement stories although 12: 1-12 comprises a parable and 
a saying, but with a long section of private instruction in 
chapter 13 and a few other sayings addressed to the disciples 
and to the crowd, and as in the first section of the gospel 
these crowd logia are specifically designated 'teaching' (11: 17Y 18; 
12: 35,38). 
Of the three main types of teaching material, parables and 
sayings addressed to the crowd, explanations given to the disciples, 
and teaching in pronouncement stories mainly involving opponents, 
the last stand apart from the rest of the teaching. They are 
grouped in the first and third parts of the gospel, the method 
of teaching in them is more 'rabbinic' than in most of the other 
teaching, and the content is more concerned with rL u al and 
morality. Since ,: artin Albertz the view ha. -:, been coM, I-Only accepted 
that Mark either compiled these collections of conflict -,, tories 
or used earlier collections 
(155) 
6 stories are important for 
understanding Mark's view of the nature of Jesus' teaching, but 
they can be passed over at this stage of the discussion. 
T. W. Manson examined the kingdom of God arid. Son of man 
sayings in Mark's gospel according to their audience and the-ir 
relation to Peter's confession 
(156) 
. He argued that the last 
reference to the kingdom as future is in 9: 1, after which Jesus 
speaks of entering the kingdom, and that, apart from 12: 34, all 
the sayings from that point are addressed to the disciples, and 
even 12: 34 is spoken to a friendly scribe. Similarly, apart 
from 2: 10 and 2: 28, which he regarded as misunderstandings of 
-ia, all the Son of man sayings occur after Peter's confession, 
r- 
and apart from 14: 62 
(and partially 8: 38) all are addressed to 
the disciples. His observations were correct for Mark, although 
he was probably mistaken in supposing 
that this represented the 
historical facts, and he may not have rightly understood Mark's 
intention. 
It has already been seen that several passages 
in 8: 27 - 10: 52 
are explanations to the Twelve 
(9: 29,10: 11-12 to which 9: 9-13 
and 10: 23-31 may plausibly 
be added). The pericope about the 
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welcome to be given to children (10: 13-16) is a pronouncement 
story and on this account may be considered to be in a slightly 
different position from the other teaching, as may the narrative 
of the strange exorcist (9: 38-39). Thus the sayings which demand 
immediate discussion are all linked with the three predictions 
of the passion. The questions which must be answered are: Are 
the three predictions simply repetitions introduced by Mark to 
emphasize what for him was the central feature of the gospel or 
can any development be traced? WI-iy does Mark introduce the first 
two predictions with ýiýac-Kev , the only teaching given to the 
Twelve to be so introduced? 'Why does Mark bring in the crowd 
at 8: 34 where its presence is historically implausible? 
Views about the three-fold prediction of the passion range 
(157) from an acceptance of all three accounts as historically accurate 
to the view that they are Markan constructions based upon a single 
saying which itself was created within the faith of the early 
church(158). The present concern is not with historicity but 
with Mark's intention. Although it is easy to see a similar basic 
pattern between the three accounts, an attempt to understand Mark's 
purpo-21e should begin by noting the differences. Taylor has set 
out the three predictions alongside the Harkan passion story(159) 
and draws attention to the much -greater detail in the third 
prophecy. In addition to this it may be observed that Mark 
expressly states that the disciples did not understand the words 
of Jesus in 8: 32-33 and 9: 32, but does not do so after 10: 33-34. 
(Some regard the request of James and John as an indication that 
the disciples failed to understand. This may be so, but it is 
not clear that this was what Mark intended to point out. ) Further, 
10: 33-34 is introduced by a singularly forthright explanation of 
what the saying means: 'He began to tell. them the things that 
were to happen unto him' , while the saying 
itself begins, 'Behold 
we go up to Jerusalem ... ' Is it not possible 
that Mark regarded 
the first two sayings as wi(kx " 
flo_ý, x( which the Twelve should have 
understood but which they failed to grasp and 
that the final 
prediction is the explanation? This 
interpretation might seem 
to be refuted by the statement that Jesus spoke 
the saying 'openly 
In I (r( P/O occurs only at 8: 32 in the synoptic gospels. 
John, where it occurs fairly frequently, 
it is used of open, 
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Public action (in 7: 4,13,26; 11: 54; 18: 20) and of plain, direct 
speech (in 10: 24; 11: 14), especially in contrast to speaking c)--v 
(Jn 16: 25,29), and most commentators give this latter (160) 
meaning here & Jesus is not portrayed as speaking to a larger 
circle than the Twelve, for the crowd is explicitly summoned in 
v-34, thus the meanin_p,, can hardly be 'publicly'. But despite 
the parallels in in 16, Mark does not explicitly contrast Tr 4 rý -I c',. IX 
with c'-'v and Peter's rebuke of Jesus is not expressed 
as it is in Mt 16: 22. It has been noted that the incident has 
similarities both with the temptation narratives in Q 
(161) 
and the 
exorcisms in 1: 25 and 9: 25 (cf. 4: 39), and the rebuke of Peter 
sets him side by side with 'men', i. e. those outside the circle 
of the Twelve to whom the is not revealed. Thus however 
Výplainlyl the word may have been spoken, it was not understood 
and proved to be still a -ir, "rx: ýtj However they are to be taken, 
interpretations of the. ýý, _-ry, -c,,,, are given to 'the disciples. Either 
the teaching is enigmatic in 8: 31 and 9: 31, with the exPlanation 
in 10: 33-34, or all three passages are explanations of the messiah- 
ship expressed in Peter's confession, at least the first -two of 
which were misunderstood by the disciples. If the former is 
correct, however, it provides the answer to the second question 
which othen-Tise is most puzzling. Mark has -used. of the 
teachin, g given to the disciples because it was the same kind of 
enigmatic speech which was normally addressed to the crowds, and 
like that teaching it also needed spiritual understanding or an 
explanation if it was to be comprehended. 
The phrase 'And he called unto him the multitude with his 
disciples' (8: 34) is regarded by some as derived from a sayings 
source from which 8: 34 - 9: 1 was taken 
(162) 
or as an editorial 
163 ) link inserted by Marl, . The view that Mark included the 
crowd to show that 'this is something all men need to know and 
there is no secrecy about it' 
(164) 
is out of line with Mark's 
understanding of thefA-oL; -T-t1(, ce-v and cannot be accepted as an 
explanation of the audience. The suggestion that the introduction 
was found in the sayings source is just possible, but it is 
unlikely, for it is uncertain whether Mark used such a written 
source, and while such a source might have contained allusions 
to the audience it is highly improbable that these would have 
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been in this form rather than simply land he said to ... ' Mark 's 
purpose in introducing the crowd at this point is obscure. There 
are certain similarities to 7: 14, but there the enigmatic teaching 
given to the crowd is subsequently explained to the disciples. 
Here the teaching is so similar to that in 10: 43-50 which is 
given to the disciples that it is impossible not to feel that it would 
be more appropriate as directed to the disciples alone. 
It is now possible to give some answer to the question of 
the discrepancy between Mark's use of 3cýýc-c<- words and the 
paucity of Jesus' teaching included in his gospel. On -P-30 
two possible explanation were suggested: that Mark did not view 
Jesus as a teacher but used 3Axo-t<,. x-AE as an honorific title and 
did not intend 6'(c'), kcrtoý-v in a purely didactic sense, or that 
because he interpreted the title rabbi in a Greek, intellectual, 
way he was led to insert the references to teaching and to collect 
as many of Jesus' sayings as he could obtain. It has been seen 
-Xc- is used- in several. non-teachinfr contexts and that that r- Cý 
', Kark appý-? ars -to have understood it as an honorific title himself 
C) AE gu rathei:, than as I Teacher' His use of is more ambi - ous 
but his, theory that Jesus taught the crowds in enigmatic -immy., ý re , XV, (. 
which required interpretation or divinely given insight before 
they could be understood appears to have been applied. consistently 
throurghout the first three main sections of the gospel. To Mark, 
apparently, )(ýcxawc-tv does not have its full, intellectual sense but 
refers to the allusive, symbolic, parabolic and hence obscure 
utterances of Jesus, which were addressed mainly, though not 
exclusively, to the crowd 
(165) 
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So far the concern has been with the form of the teaching 
and the audiences to whom it was addressed. The content of that 
teaching must now be considered in order to discover what PIark 
understood the to be and what place ethics had in his 
view of the gospel. This will involve first a closer examination 
of the sayings addressed to opponents in the pronouncement stories 
which so far have been left aside. 
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Chapter II JESUS n HIS OPPOI 2S 
Apart from the parable of the Wicked Husbandmen with the 
attached 'stone' passage, the sayings of Jesus which Mark has 
addressed to opponents and to individuals who are not disciples 
is embedded in those forms of tradition which Bultmann has named 
controversy, scholastic and biographical apophthegms and which 
Taylor has called pronouncement stories and stories about Jesus. 
This use of pronouncement stories is significant. By preferring 
this type of teaching to the words of condemnation which are found 
in the other two gospels (in Mark only 12: 38-40, contrast Mt 23 
and Lk 11: 37-52), ITYlark brings into prominence the idea of conflict 
between Jesus and his opponents, with a view to showing that 
Jesus was always able to triiLmph over his questionaers(l). There 
are, however, several other features about these stories which 
are significant, especially remembering Bultmann's claim that it 




First, none of these pronouncements is de. Scribed by narl,, as 
teaching, and even when further sayings are attached to what appear 
to be the original pronouncement stories, they are not introduced 
by any phrase containing a reference to teaching (e. e,. 2: 21-22, 
27-28; 3: 27-29). At most the stories are occasionally set in 
a context of teaching (10: 2-9, cf . 10: 1; 12: 28-34 , cf . 1-2: 35) 
although that teaching is given to the crowds and not to opponents. 
Within the pericopae the words of Jesus are spoken in reply to 
a question or a comment made by the opponents(3). Probably too 
much should not be made of thist since it may be due in part to 
the fixed form in which the stories reached Mark, but it underlines 
the fact that Mark regards 'teaching' as given primarily to the 
crowd. 
Secondly, except for the teaching about divorce in 10: 2-9 
which stands apart from the other stories in several respects and 
will be considered in detail separately, no explanation of the 
sayings is given to the disciples privately(4). It appears that 
Mark did not regard these pronouncements as the kind of enigmatic 
teaching which needed to be explained, and the questions must 
therefore be raised whether he regarded the stories as giving 
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'teaching' in his sense at all, and if not what purpose he had 
in incorporating these stories into his gospel. 
The oddity of these two features becomes more apparent when 
it is further seen that the form of the arguments in these stories 
is more 'rabbinic' than that found elsewhere in Mark. The method 
of argument here through the use of scriptural quotations and the 
(5) asking of a counter-question is thoroughly in the style of the rabbis 
and suggests that the purpose of these stories in the tradition 
related closely to practical living, even though the stories 
themselves contain a rejection of some of the current traditions 
of the rabbis, as in 7: 6-8,9-13. This leads directly to a further 
preliminary observation. 
It is not easy to classify the teaching of Jesus which is 
found in Mark's gospel and the terms 'moral' and 'ethical' are 
somewhat imprecise, but the more obviously ethical teaching in 
Mark is found in such pericopae. It is to these narratives that 
writers on the ethics of Jesus mainly turn for evidence upon which 
to base their discussions, noting such topics as divorce (10: 2-9), 
polik'L. ical obedience (12.13-17) and the love commancNent (12: 28-34), 
and. deriving moral instruction from such passages as Jesus' associat- 
ing with sinners (2: 15-17), the question of fasting (2: 19-20), 
sabbath observance (2: 23-26; 3: 1-5), and the relation between 
moralitoy and ritual observances (7: 1-6), while pointing to the 
teaching about sin and forgiveness in 2: 5b-10 and 3: 22-30. Apart 
from 7: 14-23, most of the remaining ethical teaching in Mark 
is found in those sections of the gospel which deal with the 
strenuous call to discipleship (8: 34-38; 9: 38-50; 10: 17-31,35-45) (6) 
and the two pericopae concerning children (9: 33-37; 10: 13-16) 
The questioramust ultimately be raised, how Mark understood this 
teaching and what place it has in the overall structure of his 
gospel, but first the pronouncement stories and other teaching 
addressed to opponents require to be examined incbtail. 
Opinion is sharply divided about the correct analysis of the 
pericope of the healing of the paralytic 
(2: 1-12). Three main 
suggestions have been put forward: that an account of a healing 
miracle in vv. 1-5a, lOb-12 has been combined with a saying about (7) 
forgiveness (vv-5b-lOa) , that the passage is a unity apart 
from v-10 (or 10a) which is held to be a Christian comment on 
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the incident, possibly coming from I-lark himself in the same way 
that 7: 19b 'making all meats clean' is often thought to be 
(8) 
or that the section is an original whole(g). Of these the 
second seems least likely, not so much because it involves assuming 
that Miark used 'Son of man' as a title for Jesus, for Stephen's 
words in Acts 7: 56 show that the title was used by others than 
Jesus himself' and Mark certainly identified Jesus with the Son 
of man, but because 2: 10a is different in form from 7: 19b and 
does not look like a comment. The real offence of the verse 
in the eyes of many commentators is that it will not fit into 
their ideas o If the meaning of' the title 'Son of man' Simply 
to remove this half verse does not solve the greater problem of 
the absence of -IV -he scribes from the end of the pericope. One 
must, therefore, either explain th, ý- difficult sequence of phrases 
or accept a composite structur. 1- for the passage. 
It is certainly attractive to see here t -he combination of 
a miracle story and a pronouncement story 
(10) 
. for tll(ýn the 
awkward Phrasi_. 1L. 2,, Of V. 10 is eliminated and the scribes are no 
longer an embarrassment at the concliision of the story. It is 
less easy, however, to accept that, vv. 5b-10a once oxi-sted as 
an independent pronouncement story from which the beginning and 
end were removed in order to fit it into the miracle story, or 
that it so completely lacks the vividness of the, latter story 
The beginning and end must have been substantially the same as 
at present, for the paralyzed man is lying on a bed and he must 
have taken---it up and walked away to clinch the argument, while 
presumably someone had brought him to Jesus. Too great emphasis 
should not be placed upon the grammatical and logical difficulties 
of v. 10, since despite the considerable changes which Matthew and 
Luke make in the rest of the narrative they follow the Markan 
wording very closely at this point and evidently found it acceptable 
(12" 
Greek )* It seems probableg therefore, that this pericope is 
substantially in the form in which it came to Mark and any 
consideration of the interpretation which he gave it must accept 
this as a basis. 
Although v. 10a is not to be adjudged as Mark's own comment 
on the incident 
(13)9 
it seems likely that he regarded the verse 
as centr4l. For him the importance of the saying seems to be 
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that Jesus not merely claims the authority to forgive sins, an 
authority which truly belongs to God alone, but by his work of 
healing proves that he possesses the power 
(14). 
It is clear 
that Mark identified Jesus with the Son of man, for the saying 
possesses no meaning in its present setting on any other supposition, 
and the Son of man sayings in 8: 31; 10: 32-34; 14: 21,41-42 
make this abundantly plain(15). If Mark hasindeed, presented 
this series of pronouncement stories as a set of conflicts 
reaching a climax in the plotting of the Phbrisees and the 
Herodians to kill Jesus in 3: 6, he may also have intended to 
show that the death of Jesus was brought about by the evil 
machinations of the Jewish leaders who refused to -recognize the 
clear sign which he had given them. This is less certain, however, 
and it does not appear that the 'pronounced break' between 1.45 
and 2: 1 marks the start of a new section 
(16) 
. Breaks occur in 
the sequence of conflict stories at 2: 13 and 2: 23, and sayings 
and other material appear to have been inserted into the collection 
of stories in vv. 13-14 and 21-22. It is even less certain that 
Mark imderstood the phrase 'Son of man' in its 'full messianic 
sense 
(17) 
if by that is meant that an existing and recognized 
messianic title was being applied to Jesus, for serious doubts 
(18) 
have been cast upon the existence of such a title in Judaism 
It is more probable that Mark knew that Jesus had used this title, 
and beiieved that he had used it of himself primarily as the 
Son of God(19) who in this incident shows his authority to forgive 
sins. Possibly Mark linked this with the forgiveness Christians 
found in Jesus, but it is the Christological meaning which is 
dominant and the saying points to the significance of the effective 
words of forgiveness and healing. Thus the saying is not 'teaching' 
in Mark's sense, nor instruction as generally understood, although 
the total story says a great deal about the person and authority 
of Jesus. There is no ethical teaching and the form of the debate 
between Jesus and the scribes shows him as accepting the contemporary 
meaning of sin, for unless both he and his opponents agree on 
what constitutes sin the story has no meaning. 
Although it is generally agreed that 2: 13-14 and 15-17 were 
originally independent pericopae, IMark has combined them, or has 
accepted them as combined, and it is virtually certain that he 
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intends to depict the meal as being in Levi's house. Against 
the accusation that he is associating in table fellowship with 
tax collectors and 'sinners', Jesus defends himself with a 
proverb which commentators parallel from hellenistic sources 
(20) and with a semitic style assertion that he came to 'call' sinners 
Since both Matthew and Luke make additions to the Markan pronounce- 
ment 
(21) 
, it is possible that the second of these sayings was 
added by 11111ark to the original proverb about the physician, but 
the completed narrative represents Mark's final intention. 
(22) 
That Jesus associated with the outcasts of society is a firmly 
established historical fact 
(23) 
, and the well-known statements by 
Abrahams and le'. ontef iore about the original i ty of Jesus' attitude 
to sinners have been frequently repeated 
(24). 
As 11ineham points 
out, this practice and the sayings in the present narrative have 
often been interpreted as introducing a new moral principle 
(25) 
and in this way the pericope has been understood as expressing 
ethical teaching. It is doubtful, how-ever, wheth, --r i, La-k under-, tood 
the words oil Jesus in this way. The emphasis in the story is 
placed upon Jeý--usl activity in calliti, ": sinnerf-, a, id th-ý--_, -is no 
more indication that Mark linIked this , iith t1ne qii--ýstion off table 
fellowship between Jewish -and GentIle Christians or betwe:, n 
Chris.,, ians and pagans than th: tt any others in the early church 
,, an answer 
to this intractable looked to this incident as providiniT- 
7 
(26). 
erstanding of nark's meaning fi. e4f : 3; Gal 2: 12ff. ) Und issue (c 
A. 
' 
can be obtained only by discovering how he interpreted the final 
saying. In a question by the Pharisees in a Palestinian setting 
'sinners' undoubtedly meant not primarily gross transgressors 
of the law, but those whose occupations or lack of training in 
rabbinic casuistry led them to neglect the fulfilment of the law 
as the Pharisees understood it. It is going too far, however, (27). 
There is a shift simply to render as 'outcasts' 
of emphasis in v-17b which reveals Mark's thought. 
Here 0, L,,. (A 
are contrasted with the Nineham is correct 
in refusing 
to push aside the question of why Jesus did not come 
to call the 
'righteous' although his answer, that this is the comment of 
the 
early Christians who were aware that they were saved sinners 
n 
(28) 
and mostly came from the lower ranks of societyv is 
less certai 
The strong antithesis with the use of a denial for emphasis is 
semitic and the saying in itself could well go back to Jesus. 
To Mark, however, the main point lies in the fact that Jesus calls 
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sinners. The ýKv-(oý are not the 'self-righteous' nor the Pharisees 
who compare their strictness in keeping the law with the outcasts 
who fail to do this, or with those who are ceremonially defiled. 
While care must be taken not to import 'Pauline' ideas into Mark, 
the similarities with 'Christ Jesus came into the world to save 
sinners' (1 Tim 1: 15) are close. The 3(,, e-L, oL are not 'they that 
justify themselves in the sight of man' (Lk 16: 15) 
(29) 
but those 
who are unwilling to accept God's forgiveness because they are 
looking for salvation by keeping the law. This is supported by 
the 'more than local' sense of I )10C-v 
(30). 
The exact sense of 
Kx Xc-c, 4t is disputed. Luke interpreted it as the call to repentance 
(Lk 5: 32) and some adopt this as the meaning here(31). Other 
suggestions are that Jesus invites sinners to the messianic 
banquet(32) or to the kingdom of God(33) or to di, scipleship(34). 
E. Schweizer 
(35)surr 
ests that the summons is to the Cod who 
confronts men in Jesus. What is clear is that this saying as 
Mark uses it has direct application only to Jesus himself as the 
Son of God. 
Thus this second pericope, like the healing of the paralytic, 
does not contain 'teaching' as such. The sayings to some extent 
defend Jesus' actions, but far more they reveal who he: is and the 
purpose for which he came into the world. The original account 
may have had a different nuance, and the moral implications 
which have been drawn from Jesus' actions may well be legitimate( 
36) 
but for Yark the pronouncement is a statement of the meaning of 
the coming of Jesus into the world. 
The next story, the conflict over fasting (2: 18-22), is 
commonly divided into three sections: vv. 18-19a, a pronouncement 
story containing a genuine saying of Jesus in which he abrogates 
fasting as being unsuitable for the time when the kingdom of God 
has dawned, vv. lgb-20, a later addition coming from the early 
church or from Mark himself, justifying the reintroduction of 
fasting after the Resurrection, and vv. 21-22, two isolated sayings 
the meaning of which is obscure(37). To discover Mark's inter- 
pretation the section must be considered as a whole. Nineham, 
following Klostermann, interprets it as follows: the coming of 
Jesus and his message of the kingdom of God are the supreme , 
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occasion for rejoicing, and while fasting may have been a suitable 
means of preparation for the coming of the kingdom, with its 
dawning it is out of place; but Jesus will remain permanently 
with his disciples only when the kingdom has come in its fulness 
(see 9: 1) and during the period between the death of Jesus and 
his return there will be occasion enough for mourning; yet this will 
be a new type of eschatological fasting different in character 
and motivation from the old and thus radically incompatible with 
the practices of Judaism 
(38) 
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This is correct in its stress on the eschatological emphasis 
in these verses, and it makes a serious attempt to explain the 
connexion between the saying about the patch and the wineskins 
and the preceding dispute about fasting. Nevertheless, it involves 
reading a considerable amount into the narrative and adopts an 
interpretation of the two final sayings which is more suitable 
to the aphorism about the wine-skins than to that about garments. 
Moreover, it does not make clear whether the new type of fasting 
is to be envisaged as a regular, repeated ritualt akin to Jewish 
fasting although different in underlying motive, or whether the 
'mourning' is distinct in form as well. 
It should first be noticed that, as Haenchen has pointed 
out, two contrasts are expressed in this story; the fasting of the 
Pharisees and of the disciples of John is set against the non- 
fasting of Jesus' own disciples during his earthly ministry, and 
the new fast 'in that day' is compared with the earlier marriage 
feast when fasting is inappropriate(39). It is this double conflict 
which has led so many commentators since Wellhausen to regard 
vv. lgb-20 as a product of the early church. If the reference is 
to regular fasts (and Haenchen and others hold that 'in that 
day' points to weekly Friday fasting(40)), not only does the period 
of non-fasting lie for Mark in the distant past but 
Mark envisages a 
continuing history for the church. If, as we shall see 
later, 
this is unlikely, it is necessary to discover a new interpretation 
which will satisfy the demands of the whole pericope and 
is in 
accord with -Mark's view of history. 
Whether Jesus himself intended the saying to be allegorical 
or not 
(41) 
Mark certainly identified the bridegroom with Jesus*, (42) 
as he had previously so identified the Son of man , whom 
he 
portrays as messiah and Son of God. The essential contrast, 
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therefore, is between the presence of the messiah with his disciples 
and his absence from them after his death. Is, then, the fasting 
(? = mourning) simply the sorrow of the disciples at the crucifixion 
of Jesus, a sorrow which the Resurrection brings to an end? It 
is the acceptance of this interpretation which has led some writers 
to question the authenticity of the saying as being a prediction 
of the passion too early in the ministry of Jesus(43), and while 
it is possible it is by no means certain that this is how Mark 
understood the saying. Ebeling(44) objects to the view that 
the saying declares that Christians will fast after Jesus is 
parted from them on the ground that after the Resurrection the 
church believed that it was living in the period of salvation 
and that it was a time of j'oy not mourning, and he therefore 
applies it -to the time of the messianic woes before the end 
when the Plaster will be removed from them. Dimmel objects that 
the absence of the Messiah at the time of the messianic woes 
is an idea not found anywhere in late Judaism or primitive 
ChriS4- ianity, but in itself this is not a sufficient ground for 
denying -this to be Hark's own view. The problem is linked, with 
the questuion of 'the way in which ýýrk understood the period 
bet,,, een the crucifixion and -the parousia. It is far from certain 
that he týiought of Jesus as continually present with hiý, cliurch 
as did 1"iatthew (see Mt 28: 20). The essential contrast is between 
the presence of the messiah with his disciples in the earthly 
life of Jesus and a period of absence from them. If the view 
that the story was told to defend either the failure of the early 
Christians to observe the Jewish fasts or the reintroduction of 
fasting when it was known that Jesus and his disciples did not practise 
such abstinence is put aside, then 'in that day' can be eschatolog- 
ical and can point not to weekly fasting but to the distress 
of the disciples during the period of their Lord's absence and 
while they await the parousia. Perhaps it points even more narrowly 
to the persectition and suffering preceding that end event(45). 
Certainly there is no indication that Mark ever thought of fasting (46) 
as a religious exercise or a good work as Matthew did 
(Mt 6: 16-18) 
Only Klostermann and Nineham among recent commentators appear 
to have attempted to show a connexion between the sayings about the 
patch and winesk-ins and the preceding narrative 
(47). 
Treated as 
two independent sayings they have been interpreted in various 
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ways, of which Cranfield notes five -a defence of the disciples 
against those who wished to (-onf ine them within contemporary 
convention, the incompatibility of John's disciples' use of 
Pharisaic practices with the new situation indicated by their 
call to repentance, that the kingdom of God must destroy the 
old Judaism, the need for a new birth, and the uselessness of 
trying to mend one's life with a patch from the new(48). All 
these proceed from a basis of the superiority of the new over 
the old, but this is not certain 
(49). 
As Nineham comments, 'As 
they stand, the words appear to be at least as much concerned 
(50) 
with the preservation of the old as with the welfare of the new' 
The dif f iculty of explaining these verses in - their present 
context is a Dossible indication that . ', I-ark collected as much of Jesus' 
teaching as he could find and provided settings in Kis gospel 
which appeared suitable to him, sometimes having to r(--.,, crt to 
the expedient of simply attaching isolateý t,. ) other pieces 
of tradition. But unlesýý it is assumed that th- prosent sayings 
were attached to the conflict story in the tradition as it reached 
Hark and he simply inse-rted the whole paP, -s, -ar,, e into his Gospel, it 
f is still necessary to offer some expl--ination of the meaniný-, wl ich 
they had for him here. The only common themi- in the two sayings, 
is the danger of the new for the ol. d(51). On the analo(; Y of 2: 15-17 
,s should provide added reasons and 23-28, these additional s, -. Lyiri,, - 
for the disciples' failure to fast. If this is so they may mean 
that the type of fasting practised by the disciples of John and 
the Pharisees has been destroyed by the new faith in Jesus, the 
Son of God. During Jesus'life-time such fasting was 
inappropriate; 
after his death the 'fasting' will consist of 
the distress at the 
Lord's absence in the period before the parousia. 
It is possible, 
however, that in the setting of a series of conflict stories 
the two sAyings were interpreted simply as showing 
the incompat- 
ibility between the faith of Jesus and Judaism. 
The two final conflict stories concern the keeping of 
the 
Sabbath and most commentators attribute 
their preservation to ccnflicts 
between the early church and the Jews or as a justification of 
the Gentile church's abandonment of the Jewish sabbath 
in favour of 
worship on the first day of the week. 
This may be one theme in 
the Markan formulation, but again. it may be questioned whether 
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7, T Park lays the main emphasis there. Both pericopae are Christological 
rather than ethical and the central issue is the authority which 
belongs to Jesus. 
As with the previous pericopae, many attempts have been 
made to separate out later additions from the original pronounce- 
ment story of the incident in the cornfields (2: 23-28). Three 
answers to the Pharisees' questions appear in the completed narrative - 
the rabbinic type counter question with its reference to scripture 
(vv. 25-26)., the saying that the sabbath was made for man (v. 27), 
and the assertion that the Son of man is Lord of the Sabbath 
(v. 28), and it is the apparent inconsistency bmýWeen these answers 
which has led generally to suggestions that at least one of them 
(52) 
did not belong to the original dispute It seems probable 
that Mark placed most emphasis upon the authority possessed by 
Jesus as the Son of man, but there are certain difficulties in 
his construction oL' the. episode. (, ý, -7-t links the Son of man saying 
closely with the statement th, ý7a. t the Sabbath was made for man, 
al -Nghargwment is 'not necessarily illogicall even if the Son 
(53), 
-itted that of man means Jesus himself as messiah it must, be adr 
the train of thought is not immediately clear. It is, however, 
no solution merely to assert that v. 28 is a Christian comment 
supplemienting v. 27, nor is the difficulty overcome by the suggestion 
that 1.3on of man is a mistranslation of 'man' or that 'man' in v. 27 
is really the Son of man. In v. 27 Mark intends by 'man' either 
mankind in general or each individual man. Does he, as a Jewish 
Christian, recall the rabbis' statements about the Sabbath being 
'for you'? And despite the omission of v. 27 by Matthew and Luke 
(and the Western text) 
(54), 
the Markan form of v. 28 follows 
better after v. 27 than after v. 26, unless the reference to David 
is taken in a messianic sense and this seems unlikely in view of 
the stress on David's need and his hunger and 
Mark's rejection 
of the title 'son of David' for the messiah 
in 12: 35. 
In each of the preceding conflict stories 
Mark records the 
sayings of Jesus as replies to the 
initial question. In this 
pericope he may have combined three separate 
items from the 
C 
tradition, but the fresh introduction in v. 27 and 
theW, 7TC- in 
v. 28 suggest that he understood 
Jesus to have given two answers 
to the Pharisees, the example of David and a 
double saying about 
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the Sabbath. His radical attitude to Jewish ritual (cf. chapter 7) 
may well have led him to include vv. 25-2b, the statement that 
David broke the Old Testament law, thus showing on evidence from 
the Old Testament itself that the ritual demands of Judaism were 
not sacrosanct, but his main emphasis is placed upon the Son of 
man saying, and the argument here is much as Taylor describes 
it: 'Since the Sabbath was made for man, he who is man's Lord 
and Representative has authority to determine its laws and use'(55) 
The objections which Taylor makes to this are largely due to the 
fact that he regards this claim as unsuitable on the lips of Jesus. 
Although I-lark asserts that Jesus is I Lord of all that belongs 
to man, including the Sabbath'(56) , he gives no teaching about 
what activities are permitted or proscribed on the Sabbath(57) 
and he does not regard v. 27 as a general principle which states 
that each individual is free to determine how he should observe 
the Sabbath; it was simply instituted for manl,, - This 
is in contrast', to what Mat-thew makles of the incident. ý:, us this 
pericope, wh1-ch has been widely regarded as being cr, -sýttf? d or 
- -h tý b r1in 'he early church becaus-ý it Idealt 1, i'. ile 11 1g preserved in -1. 
issue of the observance of the Sal, -ýbatll-i(58), ha-,! received its 
place in Mark's gospel because it once again paints to th. -, 
lordship 
of Christ. 
The final conflict story in U ie, series (3: 1-6) containf., what 
at first sight might appear to be further and more explicit 
teaching about Sabbath observance, yet here again a comparison with 
Matthew, where the narrative has been modified to conform more 
closely to the general pattern of this type of story by the alter- 
ation of the silent watching by members of the congregation 
into 
a hostile question and the insertion of a longer casuistic saying (59) 
by Jesus, shows the relatively undeveloped form of this narrative 
V. 6, whether redactional (so Bultmann) or an integral part of 
the 
story (so Taylor) 
(60) 
shows Mark's main purpose in including 
the story in his gospel - the hostility of 
the Jewish leaders 
which led finally to the cross is revealed. 
Some have found 
difficulty in the early appearance of the plot against Jesus' 
life, but there is no need to suggest that Mark simply took 
over the statement from his source or to stress 
that the collection 
of conflict stories is timeless. To Mark the conflict 
between 
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Jesus and the Jewish leaders forms a background to his whole 
ministry. 
Jesus' question (v-4) has been variously explained. Some 
suggest that the contrast is between Jesus' act of healing which is 
CD 'doing good' and 'saving life' and the unexpressed desire of the 
opponents to kill him 
(61) 
Others regard this as too subtle and 
think that Jesus means that to refrain from healing the man is (62) the equivalent of 'doing evil' - Heanchen appears to regard 
it as a trick question to which the opponents could make no 
direct answer 
(63), 
while Lohmeyer suggests that beyond the 
contrast between the action of Jesus and that of his opponents 
a deeper thought is expressed in the ironical question, viz. 
that Jesus is the 'Doer of good and Saviour of life' in the 
fullest sense, and that the story reveals Jesus as the Son of 
man 
(64). 
Similarly Nineham suggests that Jesus is defending an 
occasional breach of the Sabbath law in cases of special need, 
and the special need here is not danger to life, which the Pharisees 
would have allowed, but God's final battle against the forces 
(65) 
of evil in which Jesus is engaged 
The obscurity of the saying is in contrast to thew Is version 
where Jesus gives specific teaching about the principle on which 
work may be performed on the Sabbath. This suggests that Mark is 
not concerned to present instructions on how to observe the 
Sabbath, but, as in the previous story, wishes to show Jesus as 
the one whom his enemies could not withstand in argument, and 
whom they would. ultimately plot against and kill, but who with 
sovereign authority carried out his work of healing. 
This survey of the five incidents in Mark 2: 1 - 3: 6 in 
which Jesus addresses opponents has shov., n that, whatever the 
reasons for their being preserved in the tradition, they were 
not used by Mark to present the teaching of Jesus. The emphasis 
throughout is placed upon the person of Jesus, who as Son of man 
and messiah has power to forgive sin and heal, offers 
the invitation 
to the messianic banquet to sinners, and has authority over all 
the activities of men and thus over the sabbath as well, although 
the increasing conflict with the Jewish leaders is a subsidiary 
theme. The reason for the absence of any explanation of 
the 
sayings, obscure and incomplete as 
they are in themselves, is 
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thus explained. Mark has not called these sayings teaching 




The second group of pronouncement stories is 11: 27-33; 
12: 13-37. The first of these, the incident in wi,. ich the Jewish 
leaders question Jesus' authority (11: 27-53) can be dealt with 
more summarily. 'whether the original story ended with the 
counter question in v-30, as has been argued 
(67), 
or was handed 
down in its present form 
(68) 
is unimportant herejas is the 
original setting of the story and the reference to 'these 
things' (v. 28). Mark links it with the cleansing. of the temple 
and probably sees in it a veiled allusion to Jesus' divine (69) 
authority The absence of positive teaching shows the central 
issue for Mark to be Christological. 
The narrative concerning the tribute money (12: 13-17) is 
the one most frequently regarded as containing ethical teaching 
by Jesus(70). Most commentators hold that the issue of the 
relation of Christians to the state and the problem of paying the 
poll tax was of great importance bolkh to the early Palestinian 
church before the Fall of Jerusalem and to the Christians elsewhere 
in the empire whose loyalty to Rome was being, questioned0l). It may 
well be that the story was retained in the tradition for the 
teaching which it seemed to give about this, but this does not 
mean that this was Mark's purpose in including it here. Two 
inter-related points should be noted. First, the pericope is set in 
a series of conflicts with opponents of which the overall theme 
is the failure of each successive group to trap Jesus and to 
weaken his standing with the people and his authority as messiah. 
Thus in a sense the message which Mark conveys is that which 
John states more explicitly when he records the words of Jesus, 
'No one taketh (my life) away from me, but I lay it down of 
myself' (Jn 10: 18). Houlden, who makes this point, adds 
that 
'from this angle, the story shows Jesus both vindicating himself 
and at the same time facing his attackers with 
the demand and 
judgement of God' 
(72) 
. This interpretation 
is supported by the 
concluding comment in V-17, whichg 
despite Bultmann's view that 
Mark's editorial work is to be found only 
in v. 13, appears to be 
redactional 
(73). 
for the amazement olf the Pharisees and Herodians 
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is akin to Jesus' final routing of his critics in v-34b. Secondly, 
it is by no means certain th, --Lt the saying in v-17 was understood 
by Mark as positive teaching about the Christian's relation to 
the state, similar to that of Paul in Rom 13: 1-7. Different 
accounts have been offered of the meaning of the words in their original 
setting - that Jesus was simply evading a catch question intended 
either to prove him to be a rebel against Rome or to destroy his 
popularity with the crowd by showing that his questioners had 
(74) themselves accepted Roman government and were using Roman money 
that Jesus held the quietist view that so long as the Roman state 
did not interfere with the religious and moral life of individuals 
it was essentailly indifferent and taxes should be paid 
(76) 
; 
that the obligations to the state come within the divine order 
and are not inconsistent with loyalty to God(77); that in the 
light of Jesus' expectation of an imminent end of the world when 
the pollitical power of Rome would be destroyed, the answer reveals 
his view -that the state possesses relat -ive insignificance compared 
with the kingdom of God(78); and that it is a sweepin, 'T away of 
the w. 'Iole principle of ready made formulas which can -be applied 
to any situation as it arises, the essential fact beiri- that 
(79) 
everytIlLnE .. 
belongs to God dark's concluding comment, however, 
that he regarded the saying primarily as the means of 
escape from the trap whic'n the Pharisees, and Herodians had set. 
Thus in the overall setting of the gospel the pericope does not 
seem to have the purpose of presenting teaching by Jesus on an 
ethical and political issue 
(80) 
* 
At first sight the question of the Sadducees about the 
resurrection (12: 18-27) runs counter to the argument which has 
been presented. This debate has many parallels in rabbinic 
literature 
(81) 
and contains a proof of the resurrection and a 
description of the life which those who are raised will enjoy 
that are close to the kind of positive teaching noted in 14atthew. 
Few commentators go beyond considering the question of the 
original form of the pericope and the authenticity of the sayings, 
the beliefs of the Sadducees, and the meaning and cojency of the C. 
arguments which are put forward. Nineham, following Rawlinson, 
suggests that Jesus' statement in v. 25 about the manner of 
the 
resurrection life would have had the greatest significance 
for 
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I, lark's Roman readers 'as suggeý-tin, -,, a spiritual view off. 7 the 
resurrection, free from the crudely materialistic traits which 
we kno, a to have been a genuine stix-iibling-block to more spiritually (82 Q 
minded "Greeks"" -). This assumes that 'Mark had as one of his 
aims the presentation of the teachinF of Jesus, I we have found and 
reason to doubt this. The overall setting is of ýcr-reat importance. 
Whether he obtained this group of conflict stories from an existing 
collection or com-piled it himself(83), it seems clear that Ear'XII Is 
primary concern is to show the failure of all the sects of Judaism 
to trap JeFus(84). The key to the narrative is to be found in 
the final two words re-A,, ) Oavý, c-Oe , 'you are quite wrong'. This 
is not the admonition of a teacher but the triumphant climax 
of a battle in which Jesus utters his sayings with authority, 
authority such as Mark had earlier noted in 1: 22,27. Nineham 
sees the absence of any note of the people's reaction to Jesus' 
words as an indication that vv. 26 -I -07 may have rep'aced the original (85) 
but this is to mis-urilerstan-` the w. ay ending of the pericope U 
Mark has constructed this part of his gospel.. He proct-pds to the 
next episode by pointing out that the scribe who ,; as- to the 
had lanswotled them well' final question recognized that Je,,:. 
(v. 28) 
(86) 
, i. e. had routed his Sadducee rivals, and at the end 
of the pericope he brings the series of contests to a close with 
the statement that 'no man after Lhat durst as-k him any questions' 
(v-34). Thus Mark's purpose is plain and the teaching within the 
stories is incidental to it. 
The pericope containing the discussion about the f irst 
commandment (12: 28-34) is of central importance here since it 
contains what has generally been regarded as the main ethical 
and religious teaching of Jesus. The agreements between 
I'latthew 
and Luke against Mark 
(87) 
. the different 
form of the story in the 
three gospels, and the strikingly different sett-4ng given to the 
incident in Luke suggest that the history of the tradition and 
the relation between the three gospels are complex. Moreover, 
the different stress given to the teaching by the three evangelists 
is marked. Nevertheless, the overall similarities are too close 
for the view that the Lukan narrative refers to a separate occasion 
Arguments for the priority of the Filarkan or Lukan form of the story 
(89) 
seem beside the point If the three accounts possess a common 
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ancestry the original situation is lost without trace and all 
that can be recovered is the approval of the combination of 
Deut 6: 4-5 and Lev 19: 18 by Jesus. In its present form the 
narratives reveal the interests of the gospel writers. As 
Furnish has shown, Luke is concerned with moral exhortation and 
the climax of his story comes at the end of the parable of the Good 
Samaritan which he attaches to the lawyer's question, 'Go, and do 
thou like-wise' (Lk 10: 37). Matthew's version contains anti- 
Jewish polemic, its chief point being Mt 22: 40, the two equal 
commandments constitute the law, or perhaps explain its meaning 
and give a true explanation of its demands(90). Furnish finds the 
key to I-lark's understanding of the story in the two sections not 
reproduced in the other two. gospels, the Shema"' (12: 29b) and the 
scribe's reply with Jesus' commendation (12: 32-34a)(91). Both 
stress the affirmation that there is only one God and the second, 
restating the reply of Jesus that the love commandments constitute 
the first and second commandments of the law, emphasizes that these 
commandments are more important than the offering of sacrifices. Thus 
'the overall-1 point is just this: what is important for true religion 
is belief in and worship of the one God and obedience to the moral 
law, not religious ceremony or cultic performance'. Indeed., the 
-P `', AA use of (v. 30) and (v-33). coupled with Crr 
Vc TrEs (v. 32) and vý; -ýs (v. 34) give the Markan version a 'decidedly 
rationalistic aspect' whichq together with the stress on monotheism, 
would have value in the context of Hellenistic-Jewish and Christian 
apologetic directed against Greek polytheism 
(92) 
. Further, the 
setting of the double commandment of love over against the cultic 
offering of sacrifices reveals another anti-pagan motif, to be 
seen in Aristeas: '(the highest form of glory is) to honour God, 
and this is done not with gifts and sacrifices but with purity of 
soul and holy conviction' 
(93)9 
Furnish summarizes as follows: 
'The Markan version of the Great Commandment has been formulated 
for apologetic purposes. Its usefulness in early Christian 
missionary preaching is evident: there is One God. 
You must 
love him and your neighbour. Obedience to his will is more 
important than the performance of cultic ritual. ' He adds that the 
tradition in Mark does not focus upon the meaning of love or on 
who the neighbour is, and there is no special concern 
for emphasizing 
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or def ining the relationship between the two commandments. Rather 
the stress is laid upon the connection between believing in one 
God and obedience to the moral law 
(94). 
Since 14arkan redaction is found only in vv. 28a and 34b, 
Furnish maintains that this adaptation was pre-Markan and was 
taken over by him (though he presumably accepts that Mark approved 
of this interpretation). This is doubtful. Close attention should 
be given to some of the details in Mark's narrative. In the first 
place, he concludes the pericope with the statement that 'no man 
after that durst ask him any question' (v-34b). This indicates 
that he linked this incident with the prededing conflict stories, 
despite the difference in form, and it marks a pause before the 
three final stories in this chapter (12: 35-44ýý The first two of 
these are introduced by the statement that Jesus was - teaching 
(12: 359 38) and they contain sayings addressed to the crowd (12: 37). 
It is possible that Mark intended. -this comment to have a r, -ýtro- 
spective as well as a forward reference, and ',, Iiis be Supported 
by the repeated address of Jesus as in the sories of 
prono-uncement stories (12: 14,19t 32). Me title is givcn to Jesus 
by the various opponents, however, and probah. y 1)(, longs -to the 
traditional stories. I'Noreover, as has, been shown, it is far from 
-ýcý -tz -I- t(I Mark's the full intellect- certain that ý ac , *Ac/ hI in II 
ual sense of the Greek. word and , xty have been vie%-Ted by hi-in as a 
polite form. of address. This doc-s not mean that the term as it 
occurred in the tradition had this connotation. The rabbinic 
cast of the stories has already been noted, but as Mark used them 
the title may not have implied -that Jesus was giving teaching in 
these pericopae. Further, the distinction between the series of 
questions and the sayings which Mark introduces by the reference 
to Jesus as teaching is more clearly defined in -Mark than in the 
other gospels. 'And no man after that durst ask him any question' 
has an air of finality and indicates that the next verse 
introduces 
a fresh section. 
The. present- -pericope concerning the love commandment was 
almost certainly preserved in the tradition 
because of its 
teaching, and Furnish presents a convincing account of 
the 
C) 
meaning in its pre-111arkan form. It has often been noted 
that 
its form in Matthew an6 Luke, where it is a conflict story, would 
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suit liark' , purpose much better than the scholastic dialogue 
which he presents 
(96) 
, but by adding his concluding comment he 
treats it as if it were a conflict story. Thathe does not modify 
the narrative itself may indicate his fidelity to the tradition 
which he received. Viewed in its wider context, 11: 27-12: 34 
presents Jesus as being challenged by all of the Jewish parties 
of which Mlark takes note in his gospel and as decisively routing 
each of them. This is Mark's purpose. The fact that teaching 
is given is incidental, and the picture which he wishes to present 
is not that of Jesus the teacher, as the tradition may have done, 
but that of Jesus the victorious messiah(97). 
In the section of the gospel between these two groups of 
pronouncement stories there are relatively few sayings addressed 
to opponents, -the chief being those contained in the pýricopae 
concerning the accusation that Jesus was inspired by Beelzebub, 
the incident of the eating with unwashed hands, and the question 
about divorce, and. these must now be considered. 
The history of the tradition in 1,,, k 3: 20-35 is v: -ry complex. 
In view of Mark's. well-known practice of inserting one story within 
anoth!: ýT. -(98)9 many hold that Mark regarded 'his people' (v. 21) and 
the -family of Jesus 
(v. 31) as identical groups(99). This may be 
so, but since different phrases are used and there is no indication 
that Jesus' mother and brothers came to him in vv. 31-35 with the 
purpose of 'seizing' him, it is better to regard these two passages 
as distinct traditions, and since vv. 20-21 contain no saying by 
Jesus, the latter section alone needs to be considered. 
Cranfield makes a strenuous attempt to retain the original 
unity of 3: 22-29(loo) but none of his arguments appear convincing, 
and it is probable that Mark constructed the pericope from three 
distinct sayings, vv. 23b-26,27 and 28-29(101)a, It is not clear 
whether Mark intended his comment in v-30 to refer to all three sayings 
or to restrict it to the last. The sayings appear to have different 
meanings. In the first reply, Jesus claims that the accusation 
that he is casting out the demons by the power of the prince of 
the demons presupposes civil war in Satan's kingdom and a speedy 
collapse of his power. V. 27 is akin to the saying which precedes 
it in Matthew and Luke, 'If I by the spirit (finger) of God cast 
out the devils, then is the kingdom of God come upon you 
(Mt 12: 28, 
Lk 11: 20), the main difference being that the Markan form is 
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parabolic and if allegorized would indicate a greater emphasis 
upon Jesus' own power over the demons. It may be stating that 
(102) the eschatological conflict between Jesus and Satan has begun 
This is not the place to discuss the original form and meaning 
of the saying about the unforgivable sin, which appears in a different 
form in Mt 12: 32 and in both a different form and context in 
Lk 12: 10. Mark's concluding comment shows that' he interpreted 
the accusation of the scribes as blasphemy against the Holy Spirit, 
presumably in the belief that Jesus was inspired by the Spirit. 
It is relatively simple, therefore, to follow Mark's thought here 
and it is unnecessary to ask whether the accusation of the scribes 
consists of one or two questions, or to suggest that if there are 
two, vv. 22-27 answer the first and vv. 28-29 the second. Mark 
appears to regard it as a single charge, and he evidently intended 
the passage in much the same way. as Cranfield has interpreted it. 
A major difficulty, however, is presented by Mark's redactional 
statement in v. 23a, 'And he called them unto him, and said unto 
them in parables'. According to 4: 11-12,33-34, 'parables' were 
the method of teaching given to the crowd, and as previously 
argued, a parable for Plark was essentially an enigmatic saying 
which required explanation or divine enlightenment if it was to 
be understood. Here the parables are apparently addressed to 
the scribes 
(103). 
It is commonly assumed that 'them' in v. 23 refers to the 
'scribes which came down from Jerusaleml(104), sharply distinguishing 
the pericope from the wider context. Moreoverg the fact that 
vv. 20-21 are not found in Matthew or Luke has tended to separate 
them off from the Beelzebub narrative. The structure of the 
passage, however, may be: vv. 19b-20, Mark's general introduction; 
vv. 21-22, accusations byc,!, -aoýo oevT-ou, and the scribes from 
Jerusalem; vv. 23b-29, sayings which answer both complaints. If 
so, 'them' in v. 23a is Mark's editorial statement and could refer 
to the scribes alone, to the (" Tr-yj (x-%')To-u together with the scribes, 
to the crowd, or to all three groups. In support of the last 
it may be noted that Mark never uses of hostile 
groups but only of the Twelve in 3: 13; 6: 7; 8: 1; 
(8: 34); 
10: 42 and 12: 43, and in 7: 14 (and partly in 8: 34) of the crowd. 
This is admittedly not strong evidence, but if valid it eases the 
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problem of Mark's use of c% here, for these would then 
be addressed to the crowd. Moreover, there is a similar pattern 
in 7: 1-15 where, after an altercation with the Pharisees and scribes, Jesus calls the crowd and addresses a parable 
to them. Mlark could then have regarded the pericope, despite its 
form, as teaching in parables given to the crowd. If that inter- 
pretation is rejected, we are left with parables addressed to oppon- 
ents, and it is difficult to understand why Mark should have added 
this particular redactional passage (vv. lgb-20,23). The whole 
section, nevertheless, remains perplexing in being so similar to 
the conflict stories in which there is no teaching as Mark under- 
stood it. 
The following episode, 3: 31-35, is the only pronouncement 
story in Mark where the reply of Jesus is in response to a statement 
by members of the crowd. Since, however, it is set against the 
background of opposition to Jesus it may be included here. There 
is disagreement as to which sayinE is the core, Dibelius seeing 
it in V. 34b, 'Behold, inny mother a-, ril bre,, Lron, 
(105) 
, and Bultn)ann d 
in V-35, "ý, i'hosoever shall do the will of Go,, -., 
the same is my b: r. ýother, 
and sisty6, )and mother 
(106), while Taylor for the pericope as 
jI a unity Mark in any case haý, includod it iri its prec-, ent form, 
even if he has added an indepen(lAent sayjn, ý,, in the final v, ýrse. 
It is usual to find positive teraching here, e. g. Branscomb 
points to the personal aspects of Jesus' conception of the kingdom 
(108) 
Schmid and Mally, however, see a rigorous demand for conunitment 
which transcends family ties 
(109) 
, and Schweizer declares that the 
central message is, 'Where Jesus is, there is salvation', so that 
the disciples are called to live as persons who have been in the 
presence of God(110). These last interpretations would. accord with 
the emphasis given by Plark to the rigorous call to discipleship, 
and attempts to discover a more positive and church ethic here are 
the result of reading these ideas into the passage. The will of 
God is the demand made by the 1-, ingd'om. Even apart from the existen-t- 
ialist terms in which he expresses it, Schweýizer's awareness may be 
accepted that prime importance is to be placed upon the relationship 
n 
to Jesus, and that this relationship is here7ýthe ethical quality 
and value of a family group' (Branscomb). 
It is generally agreed that 7: 1-23 is composite, although 
scholars differ as to the details of the component parts 
(111) 
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The close parallels between this section and chapter 4 have been 
noted. Verse 15 is almost certainly an isolated saying, and is 
not to be linked with the question asked by the Pharisees in v-5, 
for no. only are the two verses widely separatýA but they deal with 
different issues. Mark regards the saying in v-15 as enigmatic, 
being part of the teaching in parables which was given to the crowd (112) 
c 
and which needed -to be explained to the disciples It mi,,, In-t 
appear, therefore, that Mark has placed the stories and the sayings 
together because he thought that they dealt with similar matters, 
and if he regarded vv. 14-23 as teaching- in the sense that it is the 
explanation of a 'parable' it is awkward to argue for a different 
purpose in the preceding sections of the chapter. We should then 
be forced to aggree with those who regard t'-is as a compilation for (113) 
catechetical purposes and. to concede that this is ono of the 
more extended passa&-es o Qion in 1%. arl,. 's Eospol. 'F* instruct 
Ne-vertheless, it is questionable whether . '_ark intends vv. 1-13 
as teaching which has a direct beariný), upon t'-1- lives of his readers, 
In first place, the actions which are condemned are not merely 
Jewis'l-it but, as is , ', enerally agreed, were pr, _-Lctised only 
b.,, the most- 
rigorist Jews in Palestine. In deed, there has been considerable 
debate as to whether the ritual washings in the extreme form in 
which Mark describes them were ever observed. 
(114) 
It is lAghly 
improt-it-ile that any group of Christians for whom. 11, 'ark might conceiv- 
ably have been writing would have been tempted to keep these traditions 
or would have been criticized by the Jews for failing to do so. 
Indeed, the fact that Mark has to explain the hand-washing shows 
that this was not a live issue for his readers. Secondly, as has 
frequently been observed, the Isaiah quotation with its introduction 
and conclusion is no answer to the Pharisees' question but represents 
the type of comment about the religious practice of the Pharisees 
and the failure of the Jews to accept the Christian faith which is 
found elsewhere in the gospels and other New Testament writings 
(115) 
Thirdly, the section on corban provides no answer to the original 
question eitherg but deals with a separate issue, and the only 
positive teaching which can be extracted from it is that Christians 
should keep at least the ten commandments and possibly also 
the -whole 
Mosaic lawg which they certainly did not do in Mark's day 
(116) 
* 
This passageg in fact9 consists of stock anti-Pharisaic polemic. 
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Its purpose is not to teach Christians 
to present the hostile stance of later 
Jesus is depicted as utterly rejecting 
means of a caricature of Jewish ritual 
as extreme as is found in the Didache, 
removed from it(117). 
how they should live, but 
Christianity towards the Jews. 
Judaism and this is done by 
observance. The tone is not 
but it is not ve--7 far 
The debate about divorce (10: 2-12) presents more problems for 
our subject than any other pronouncement story in Mark. It is not 
clear why Mark placed it in its present position within the central (118) 
section of the gospel (8: 27 - 10: 52) Lightfoot suggested that 
there is an allusion to Israel as the bride of Christ (cf. Is 50: 1 
and 62: 4-5) and that Jesus, having referred to himself as the bride- 
groom in 2: 19, had to decide at this stage of the drama and in face 
of the hostility of the Jews in the south (3: 22; 7: 1) whether he 
would maintain the union with his people at all costs, however they (119) 
mi, ct,. 1,. treat him There is, however, no hint in the teit that t1ais. 
underlies the narrative. Schweizer sees the whole section (10: 1-31) 
as having, the characteristics of a catechism and compares catechetical 
passages in the epistles (1 Tim 2: 8 3: 13; 5: 1 - 6: 2; Tit 1: 5-9; 
2: 2-10; Eph 5: 22 - 6: 9; 1 Pet 2: 13 3: 7; 5: 1-5). He claims that 
the section sets out 'discipleship in marriage, discipleship as it 
relates to children, and discipleship as it relates to possessions, 
(120) 
This fails to explain the crowd setting (10: 1) and the different types 
of material which have been assembled in this chapter and to accoiInt 
for Mark' s comment that the Pharisees were I tempting' Jesus. More- 
over, to say that the passage is 'representative of the kind of 
controversy in which the church frequently was engaged, as e. g. in 
its quarrel with Judaism' lacks solid evidence. 1 Cor 7 shows that 
questions of marriage and divorce were live issues in Corinth, as 
Schweizer notes, but this was in a pagan situation. We know about 
debates on divorce among the schools of Hillel and Shammai, but 
possess little knowledge of Jewish-Christian debate on this issue. 
In the form in which Mark presents the incident it is a conflict 
story, hence the characterisation of the 
Pharisees' action as 
rt C- ( PAP V76S Jesus 
(121) 
. This places 
it alongside the episodes of 
the tribute money (12: 13-17) and the request for a sign 
(8: 11-12). 
J. M. Robinson sees this reference to 'temptation' as a ground 
for 
(122) 
the assimilation of the conflict stories 
to the exorcisms , and 
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even if his thesis as a whole is unacceptable in finding the central 
theme of liark's gospel as the eschatological struggle of Jesus with 
evil, this is a valuable insight into one important purpose of the 
conflict stories. We should hesitate, therefore, to assume that 
Mark intended to present positive ethical teaching here. Matthew, 
who is legislating for the church, makes important changes in the 
narrative - adding KxT7-4 TTzY-vd-\( , -, cre-o(v 
(Mt 19: 3), transferring the 
Genesis quotation to the lips of Jesus, placing the discussion of 
Deut 24: 1-4 at a later point in the debate, and adding the exceptive 
clause (Mt 19: 9) - and in this way making of it a discussion about 
the grounds for divorce and giving the answer of Jesus the character 
of a legal pronouncement 
(123) 
* 
Had the narrative in Mark ended at v. 9 the only difficulty 
would have been to determine its place in the overall framework o-f 
the gospel. hark, however, adds private teaching by Jesus given 
'in the house' to the disciples. This puts the passage in the same 
class as the explanations of the parable of the Sower (4: 13-20, cf. 34), 
of unc. 1-eanness (7: 18-23) and of the parousia (13: 5-37), and suggests 
that jlark understood the replies of Jesus to the Pharisees as a 
divine revelation which was hiddan from all except those to whoin 
God chose to make it -i-)lain and that he did not intend the pericope to 
be und(! ýI-Stood primarily as a conflict in which the Pharisees were 
discomfited. It this is so, v-v. 11-12 must be taken as positive 
teaching in the same way as 7: 18-23. 
-'- be forced into a As so often with Mark, the evidence cannov 
neat scheme. It has already been noted that Mark's theory of the 
purpose of parables fits the parable of the Wicked Husbandmen rather 
awkwardly and that no fully consistent pattern of his use of 
the 
words and can be discerned. It now appears 
that, 
while T41ark generally uses the pronouncement stories 
less for the 
positive teaching which they contain than 
for their value as depict- 
ing the supremacy oiý Jesus over all his opponents, 
this interpretat- 
ion does not fit the debate about divorce. Perhaps 
this indicates 
that we have been expecting more from 
the form of the teaching than 
4- 0f is legitimate and that more is to be gained 




Arudendlum, - 2he. Rich Nan (10: 17-22)_ 
It is not easy to decide at what point t1his pericope should be 
consi le. red. I It fs in the form of a pronouncement story 
(125) 
The 
rich man is not one- of the Twelve, and although he might be classed 
as -. woull-3-be disciple, he finally turns away and does not follow 
T 
0 esus-3 0 Like the question concerning the greatest commandmentq the 
f -ýor, episode draws .1 Jesus a positive response to the Old Testament 
laws, in particular to the continuing validity of the decalogue, yet 
Jesus goes beyond these commandm-nts and calls for poverty and 
p; n -sonaIa. --', 1i -erence to himself. Like thatincident also is the welcome 
which Jesus gives to the questioner - here Tklalrk records that Jesus 
loved the man 
(126) 
9 there Jesus tells the scribe that he is not far 
from the kingdom of God. Yet there are contrasts in tho way 1", lark 
uses the two incid;: ýnts. The an, -: ),;,, -r of Jesus to thý, qiiesý. ion about 
the greatest corimand-ment is placed at the end of a serios of inter- 
T rogations in which Jesus effectively routts his qpponen. t,, _;, and even 
the final words of approval to the scribe are -Lý'ollowed im,!,, iediately 
by the statement that after this reply of no on, ý to 
1 11 11 ask him any further questions. The theme of c. orif lict is do , ir - nt 
In chapter 109 e in the w1hole of this section. th- story of 
the rich man leads on to an extended discussion about riches which 
'Karkan compilat . 
(12'1). 
Aese additions contain is probably a le ion 
teaching given to the disciples in a form akin -to the pronouncement 
stories. Thus while the pericope has similarities with Uiose conflict 
stories which appear to have been used by Jýark less for their teaching 
than for their value as revealing the power of Jesust it also has 
similarities with the debate about divorce, where the replies 
to the 
opponents lead on to positive teaching given privately 
to the disciples. 
Yet Mark does not go as far in didactic emphasis as Matthew, as 
R. P. Martin has suggested 
(128) 
. and apparently 
includes the incident 
less for its ethical teaching than for its congruence with 
the theme 
of a call to rigorous discipleship which 
is prepared to reject all 
earthly ties for the sake of 
following Jesus, and which may well lead 
to persecution. What is found 
here is less positive teaching than 
exhortation to practise a 
form of discipleship which is already known 
(129) 
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Chapter III THE TaCHING GIVEN TO THE DISCIPLIES I 
Mark 4: 11-12 is central to any study of the teaching of Jesus 
in Mark's gospel. These verses have already been consider-d in 
connection with their form; it is now necessary to examine the 
content. With respect to this two questions in particular arise: 
What did Mark understand by the phrase, 'the mystery of the kingdom 
of God' 9. and in what way is the explanation of the parable of the 
Sower related both to the 'mystery' and to the understanding of CD 
parables generally(')* 
Surprisingly, many commentators appear to be 
the meaning of the phrase, I the mystery of the k 
the most part interpreting it as either the fact 
entered into history in the ministry of Jesus or 
Jesus was the messiah, while sometimes these two 
are combined. 
quite certain of 
ingdom of God', for 
that the kingdom 
as the secret that 
interpretations 
Representative examples of the first interpretation are as 
f ollows. 'The secret of the kingdoin of God means the I'mystery" 
that j-n and through the ministry of Jesus the kingdom of God 
is 
(2). 
IDas Geheimnis lieFt darin, breakinýý into history' (Nineham) 
dass der "andere Aon", dass die neue Welt Gottes schon Gegenwart 
geworden ist' (Schniewind)(3). "'The secret of the kingdom of God" 
which constitutes God's gift must not be understood as implying 
general revelations about the coming kingdom of God, but, as the 
singular shows, a particular revelation, namely 
the recognition of 
its present irruption' 
(Jeremias) 
(4). 
'Das Geheimnis des Gottes- 
reiches ist ... das Geheimnis 
der anbrechenden eschatologischen (5) 
Stunde und des eschatologischen Boten, der Jesus 
ist' (Grundmann) 
(The mystery is)Ithe knowledge that God's 
kingdom has irrupted with 
Jesus, the hidden Messiahv along with the reversal of values 
that 
(6)(7) 
his coming effects' (Mally) 
For the interpretation that the secret is that Jesus 
is the 
Messiah pride of place must naturally be given 
to Wrede: 'A chief 
part of this mystery is to the effect 
that Jesus is the messiah, 
the Son of God'(8). Other examples of 
this interpretation are these, 
'It is the secret that the kingdom of 
God has come in the person and 
words and works of Jesus ... 
the secret of the kingdom of God 
is the 
so 
secret of the person of Jesus' (Cranfield)(9). I Paulinisch 
ausgedrückt ist es der "Xo-yo-, -rc, -v der verkündigt wird; 
oder, wie bereits Wrede und Jülicher ausgelegt haben: Die Ver- 
kündigung hat Jesus als den Messias zum Inhalt' (Marxsen)(10) 
0 'It appears, therefore, that St. Mark in 4: 11 is not thinking of 
the kingdom of God in any 6bstract sense, whether as a future or 
as a present reality, but of the kingdom as it is embodied in the 
person of Jesus the Messiah. In other words, the reference is to 
the saving message of the apostolic preaching or the essentý41 
content of the church's gospel' (Burkill)(11)(. 12) 
No real alternative to these views has been put forward, 
although there is a certain amount of modification by some writers. 
Thus de Tillesse notes two features of theýiu, _rTjoo,., in Paul, 
Idlune part le myste'*'re slidentifie *a**e la personne de Jesus-Christ; 
second trait: le mystere est identique ýa 11 Evangile I, and then 
proceeds, 'Les deux traits se retrouvent chez Mare. Pour lui aiissi, 
le contenu de 1'Evangile, tout comm-e celui du mystere, clest le 
Royaume do, Dieu (Mc 1: 14-1-5 et 4: 11). Le I'mysterell qulil annonce 
est 111a Parole", clest-a dire 1'Evangilel(13)o Best holds that the 
prý-. s, k-nt position of 4: 11-12 is due to Mark and here the verses must 
be understood to mean that God has given to the disciples (including 
believers of Mark's own day) the mystery of the kingdom, but that 
the parables in which it is unwililed to them conceal its meaning 
from non-believers. From, the parables in the chapter, thereforet 
we learn that the kingdom belongs to the future though the steps 
(14) 
which bring it in have already been t4ken . Reploh distinguishes 
between the original meaning of the 'mystery' as the present coming 
of the kingdom in the words and deeds of Jesus and the meaning in 
the Gemeinde as Jesus himself 
(15). 
Almost all these writers are strongly influenced by Wrede's 
concept of the messianid secret or by the concept of realized 
eschatology associated with C. H. Dodd. Apart, however, 
from these 
preconceptions, thetý-vc--T-; jpýcv -r-ý)s 
rac,, XeLaýs -rc; -v GEA:, -O can by no 
means be so clearly defined. Thus Quesnell 
has drawn attention to 
a number of surprising features here. 
He notes that most scholars 
have been content to ask what each of the redactors of . 
',: ark 4 have 
meant by what týey have added, and 
that few have gone on to enquire 
what background of thought enabled 
them to make these changes or 
ei 
what effect they intended by these chan,, -), r--s on the chapter as a 
whole and on the readers of the complete work. In his analysis 
' 4: 1-34 he mal 01 Kes the followino- points. In vv-10-12 C) 1.1ark introdta, es 
-r,: ý pov -- -r jo ý_ cvT, `-, for the first and only time 
in his gospel and without any explanation, as if it were something 
well known to his readers. These verses suggest that he expected 
his readers to feel that they were being admitted into a great 
secret of some kind which had previously been reserved for the 
Further, lVelve. the shift from 'Parable' to 'parables' in v-13 
is not a mere remnant of earlier stages in the development of the 
cl-, apter but affirrs a connectiý; n between 'knowing this parable' 
and 'knowin,,, all the parables' , while the elaborate explanation of 
the Sower in vv. 14-20, within which 'the word' is left unexplained, 
raises the quý-stion of the extent to which 11'4ý. arý, believed that the 
tmystery of -the kingdom' which was , -, iven to the di. sciples) consisted 
(16) 
'il of this application of the parable !. is is perce-ptive andv 
wit. ',, whatever reservations about certain other features in his 
thesis, may provide a starting point for discussion. 
The actual phrase 
unique, in the I\ its conponrnt parts arý- Tew Testament, althou. - 
frequently found elsewhere, more coamionly in the Pauline 
writings, (, A C- L ok chiefly in the synoptic gospA9. Matthew and 
Luke agree against DIark in rendering by 
/A-klý C-0. &7/0 C fX -1 
However this agree- 
ment is accounted for, its effect is to lay more stress 
in these 
gospels upon the teaching of Jesus. Thus in 
the view of Bornkamm, 
Matthew's use of the plural in contrast to the singular 
'obviously 
refers to the teaching of Jesus' 
(17), 
and G. Barth observes, 
'Whether the plural is provided by 
Matthew it is not 
possible to say with certainty since 
Luke also has the plural; 
but at least it corresponds to 
the comprehensive meaning of the 
object of the understanding; 
the pýc-Tý., ccx are obviously for 
Matthew doctrines; it is not only, as in jlý'ark, 
the fact of the 
irruption of the 
r-N--c-Ac,, x that is int-: ýndedl 
(18) 
Nevertheless, 
it is not certain that all thought of 
knowledge or teaching is 
excluded from Mark. The 
is such as could be imparted 
through instruction, and even Bornkamm. and 
Barth interpret it as 
knowledge, although of a different object 
in Mark from that in 
Matthew. What is given is not the 
kingdom but the mystery of the 
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kingdom, a secret of some kind which is revealed to the disciples. 
The background of the word tk*"uý: -,, jeý-c-4 has frequently been 
examined 
(19), 
and for its meaning in Mark two facts appear to 
be decisive. The idea of 'hardening' is akin to Paul's theory of 
divine purpose behind the failure of the Jews to accept Jesus 
(e. g. in Rom 9-11), and, as will be shown later, Mark's gospel 
is strongly controlled by an eschatology leading up to the parousia. 
Whether the word/,, -uc-rtj 
* 
pLc, --4 was widely used in the Hellenistic 
religions of the day, with an emphasis upon esoteric knowledge 
restricted to the initiates, so that 'the present passage would 
be bound to suggest this analogy to Gentile readers' has been (20) 
contested The underlying thought in these verses seems to be 
that God has a pre-determined plan of history which he reveals to 
those whom he chooses. This, however, only provides the setting. 
For the content of the secret the meaning of in Paul or 
the apocalypses cannot be simply taken over; the word needs to 
be exa-mined in relation both to Mark's use of 'the 1-irigdom of God' 
and to his wider eschatology. 
. Iar. ýk uses the term 
Oeu-- 14 times, all but 
one (15: 43) in sayings of Jesus. , 
Of these, eight are addressed 
to the disciples alone (4: 11; 9: 47; 10: 14,15,23,24,25; 14: 25)9 
one is spoken to the disciples with the crowd (9: 1), one is unambig- 
uously directed to the crowd (1: 15) , while in 4: 26,30 changes of 
audience within the chapter make : Lt uncertain who is addressed; one 
is addressed to a friendly scribe (12: 34). Three of the sayings 
(1: 15; 9: 11 14: 25) speak of an event which is still future 
(21) 
and this is also the sense in the statement that Joseph of Arimathaea, 
was 'looking for the kingdom of God' 
(15: 43). Two sayings (4: 11 and 
10: 14) are so ambiguous that they can be interpreted only in the 
light of general considerations derived from the other references in 
Plark, and 4: 26 and 30 introduce parables which themselves are of 
uncertain meaning. The remaining sayings speak of 
'entering' (9: 47; 
10: 15,23-249 25) or being 'not far from' the kingdom 
(12: 34). Of 
these last there is such a wide range of interpretations - the 
kingdom as having come in the lifetime of 
Jesus 
(22) 
, as the acknow- 
ledgement of God's sovereignty 
(23) 






- that the only way 
forward would seem to lie in 
moving away from the older exeges,,. sv which 
has treated each saying 
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in isolation and has taken as its starting Point questions of 
authenticity. This approach involved extracting from all three 
synoptic gospels those sayings which happen to contain the phrase 
and largely to neglect the contexts. It is doubtful whether this 
opens the way back to the message of Jesus, and it has certainly 
made it impossible to understand the eschatology of the gospel 
writers. Mark has inserted these sayings into larger contexts, 
and on the assumption that they had meaning for him in these 
settings they have to be examined within his final redaction as a 
whole. Further the practice of treating 'the kingdom of God', 
'the Son of man' and other such terms separately is to be avoided, 
since it rests on the assumption, itself very doubtful, that they 
were technical terms with a fixed and narrow meaning. Moreoverg 
it could lead to a distortion of I-lark's eschatologyg for while it 
is the case that no single saying combines the kingdom of God and 
the Son of man, or even the passion and the parousia of the Son of 
man, they areg nevertheless, closely connected in the material as 
Ylark has presented it. 
The key passage which raises th, --,! 1ý, e issues is B: 27 _ 9: 1(27)0 
In Mark's gospel this is a unitY9 sc-parated off frora the surrounding 
narratives by the journey to the villages of Caeuarea PhilipPi 
(8: 27) and the mysterious 'six days' which elapse before the 
Transfiguration (9: 2) 
(28). 
What is it intended to convey a, ) a 
whole? According to Nineham. it has been constructed by Mark to 
bring out three important truths: that Jesus is the messiah but 
only if that term is understood in the sense of the suffering Son 
of man; that the disciples' failure to understand Jesus' teaching 
about suffering is a sign of the hardening of their hearts and 
their domination by the power of Satan; and that this is. what is 
required whenever Jesus is recognized as the messiah and to know (29) 
this is a gift of God in Christ . M. D. Hooker points 
to the 
linking of the sufferings of the Son of man with the suffering 
which Jesus' followers will have to undergo, and the appearance of 
the Son of man with the vindication of the elect 
(30). 
This goes 
part of the wayg but there is need to go further. 
For doing so 
the starting point is 1,1ark's evident identification of 
Jesus with 
the Son of man 
(31). 
Despite any appearance to the contrary 
. 31 and 389 I-lark understands suggested by the form of the words in vv 
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Jesus to be speaking about himself, and he knows that Jesus is the 
Son of God the Fathý, _--. Around these two turuths the main themes 
of the passage coalesce in the following manner. (1) Jesus is 
named as the messiah and id entif i cations with Elijah and Johm the 
35aptist are firmly rejected (8: 27-29); (2) he foretells his suffer- 
ings and death and his resurrection 'after three days' (8: 31); 
(3) underlying this prediction is a theme of predestination, almost 
determinism - the Son of man 'must suffer' (8: 31); (4) Peter's 
rebuke of Jesus apparently for saying that suffering was the 
predestin(Alot of the messialn/Son of man is met with uncommon 
sternness as an attack by Satan (8: 33); (5) this is followed by 
a call to -rigorous discipleship, expressed in terms of taking up a (Z) 
cross and IosinE one's life for the sake of Jesus and the gospel 
- being ashaý-_ned of Jesus and his 'wordis' (6) a and not (8: 34- 38) ; 
cli;. iax is reached with tlh-ýý threat of the comin, ýc, - Son of man in the 
f them that r-lory of' his Father and the promi-se that Isome. here o. U 
stan-4 byl shall see the kin, -Y )d I cc- -I p0.,, e r' ,C 6-dorrn of Gc , -i -? w4 
'1 (8: 38 - 9: 1); 
and. f inally, (7) 6: 30 contains the theme of the 'me-,,, -, ianic secret' 
th-! corrimand to tell no-one who Jesus is. with t 
All these themes are prominent ellsewhere in the jospel. 'dith 
re f. to the first, the Christological empnAs of 1,11, -ark has been 
stress,. --, d so often that there is no need to argue 
the fact that this 
is a major concern with him. Rather it is the form of this 
Christology which needs to be observed. Despite the persistence 
of the term 'messianic secret' Schulz is surely correct that we 
should speak rather of a 'Gottessohngeheimnis' 
(32) 
. The word 
'Christ' is rarely used in Mark as a clear term of approbation, 
and in the present passage it is not picked up by Jesus, who 
immediately substitutes the Son of ma 
ýý3)At 
the trial before the 
Sanhedrin the high priest asks Jesus if he is 'the Christ, the 
Son of the Blessed' (14: 61). Since it seems unlikely 
that the 
'Son of God' was a title for the messiah 
in first century Palestine, 
and 'the Blessed' was not the usual circumlocution 
for God(34) 9 
this may be a Christianized version of 
the high priest's question 
and for Mark the title would 
have its full Christian sense. Thus 
'the messiah' is glossed here as 
'the Son of God' and Jesus again 
is made to substitute the 
'Son of man'. In the apocalyptic 
chapter 'Lo here is the 
Christ' is the cry of those who follow 
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'false Christs' (13: 21, cf. v. 22) and the true deliverer is named 
as the Son of man (13: 26, cf. 8: 29,31 and 14: 61-62). In 1: 1 
Jesus Christ is used as a proper name, as in the Pauline writings, 
and the same is probably the case with the, difficult XpLc-rcoin 
9: 41, the anarthrous form not found elsewhere in Mark(35). This 
essentially involves treating it as a proper name (as in Rom 8: 9; 
1 Cor 1: 12; 3: 23; 2 Cor 10: 7) and is not to be taken as an 
example of Mark's recognition of 'the Christ' as a title of Jesus. 
This means that it goes beyond the evidence to suggest that Mark 
understood the perception of the demons in 1: 34 to be that Jesus 
(36) 
was the Messiah, as Taylor asserts Where Mark records the 
actual words of the demons it is as 'Thou art the*Son of God' (3: 11; 
5: 7) 
(37). 
This is how Mark understands the person of Jesus, whether 
Otc, is read in 1: 1 or not. The title 'the Son of God' is 
found a lurther eight times in the gospel, all in highly significant 
contexts. At the ba-otism and the Transfiguration (1'11; 9: 7) Jesus 
is addressed or referred to as -,; 'tc<. , LGQ 
a-/(AiTý1T_c:; The question 
of the high priest is whether Jesus is the 'Son of the Blessed' 
(14: 61), Lmd Jesus appears to accept this, although he immediately 
substitutes 'Son of man'(38). The centurion at the cross i., iakes 
what ITT-ir'K, T)robably regarded as the Christian confession 'Truly 
this m. -an was a Son of God' (15: 39). In the parable of the Wicked 
Husbandmen, which Mark certainly saw as containing a direct reference 
to the crucifixion, the owner has one -v, ýov otyaT-iLl-rov (12: 6), while 
in 13: 32 'the Son' is used in a quasi-Johannine way as a correlative 
of 'the Father, 
(39). 
Thus Mark not merely prefers the titles 'the 
Son of man' and 'the Son of God' but seems to be deliberately 
rejecting the idea that Jesus is the messiah. It may be that he 
did this for the benefit of Gentile readers who would not under- 
stand the Jewish term, but the consistency with which he appears 
to oppose it suggests that he had a stronger motive. He seems to 
have held that 'the Christ' contained overtones which were false 
to his understanding of the person of Jesus and to his &schatology. 
It is thus of profound significance that in 8: 38 it is the Son of 
man who comes in the glory of his Father, for 
it means that for 
Mark associations belonging to the title 
the Son of man' have 
been overridden by his conviction that Jeý, ýus 
is the Son of God. 
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The second and third themes, Jesus' prediction of his passion 
and resurrection with their underlying determinism, may be considered 
together. The predictions are repeated in 9: 31 and 10: 33-34, and 
along with them may be included the conversation in 9: 9-13 and the 
quotation from Zech 13: 7 in 14: 27-28. It is also a prominent theme 
in the passion narrative (14: 21,27-31, cf. 16: 7 'as he said unto 
you' ). One of the purposes which such predictions serve is to 
emphasize that the death of Jesus was in accord with the will of 
God and had been both foreseen and planned. Emphasis is placed 
upon this and at times an almost deterministic note enters in. Thus 
the summary statement in 8: 31 has 'he began to teach them that the 
Son of man must (ýE, ) 
(40) 
suf f er many things I. The same verb is 
used by the disciples in 9: 11 of the teaching of the scribes about 
Elijah, and despite obscurities in the sequence of thought in 9: 9-13 
it seems sufficiently clear that Mark identifies John the Baptist 
with Elijah and thus points to his death as the working out of 
the predetermined sequence of events which would lead. on to the 
suffering of the Son of man. R. H. Lightfoot's statement that here 
1we may perhaps see the church striving to construct some kind of 
a philosophy of history, in the light of its convictions about the 
person and office of its Master'(41) comes near to this. The same 
verb (ckv ) is also found in the apocalyptic chapter 
(13: 7,10), 
also to emphasize the necessity for the predicted events to occur 
as they are foretold. With this may be included the statement in 
10: 40 that the places at the right and left of Jesus in his kingdom 




, the same idea of predestination appears. 
The introduction to the third prediction of the passion contains 
the same idea: he 'began to tell them the 
things that were to 
happen - unto him' (10: 32), and the fact that Jesus could give 
detailed predictions of the subsequent events 
(e. g. Peter's denial, 
14: 30) serves to emphasize this. 
Three other devices are used to indicate 
the way in which the 
suffering and resurrection of 
Jesus are part of a divine plan. The 
first has already been noted, the reference 
to the coming of Elijah. 
Although not stated explicitlyq 
the expectation is evidently based 
upon Mal 4: 5-6 
(Hebrew 3: 23-24), and elsewhere, especially in the 
passion narrative, 
the fulfilment of scripture is underlined 
(9: 12; 
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14: 21,27 49). Secondly. - 
hour, M 4- 
in 14: 35 'lark has Jesus pray -!, hat 
($I ) pass from him, -and in 14: 41 Jesus states that 
'thc hour' has CO-LAe. As in the someý-; hat similar usage in Jo'-n 
(cf. Jn 2: 4; 7-30; 12: 239 27), the word seems to have belonged to 
the vocabulary of apocalyptic(43) .Y but in Hiark hei-e, and also in 
Jol-n, it is made to refer to the deliverinf:, ý up of the Son of man and 
thus 1.6 the drama which led to the crucifixion and resurrection. 
it is closely akin to 6" in 1: 15 and to 'that day and that 
hour' in 13: 3,, 12, and belongs to the circle of ideas connected with 
the predeter-mined eschatolo----ical events. Thirdly, considerable 
stress is laid upon the validity of the teaching of Jesus concerning 
the passion and -',, he resurrection. As Nineham comments on the voice 
at 'U'fi- T-ransf-: -E, -ura-, -')Lon 
(9: 7), 'Jesus' teaching that he must suffer 
is shown to be fully in accordance ,, rith the will of God by a voic, - 
.. ro--.. God hi. -. s--I'- wnich designatleo him a-, the on(-ý whose teaching 
want-. all men to accept'(44). In lfý: 7 the younF n-, n at the tom. b 
remdnd2 wý-, ---n-n -, "' the t, ýýachir-, g of J, ýs=, f- ,, iven to tl-, e "Nrelve at 
14: 228- This it has to be notpý, is upýDri the words of 
Jesu-0, not as :, -ý: )rai instruction but as +,.. eae. 1h. -incr ot" a CD 
character. 
There is, then, some evidenc- that Jtark i_YX1t)eric-i ap, -)- 
calyptic ideas and that he. tool-, o-ir-r predestinarian vlews of' tile 
future as already determined, so tl,, --it what has been fo_r-(, fol(l lrluzt 
simply unfold(45) * 
The fourth theme in 8: 27 - 9: 1 is the almost savage rebuke 
given to Peter, 'Get thee behind me, Satan'. J. M. Robinson holds 
that this places the conflict between the two views of the character 
and activity of the messiah/Son of man in the framework of the 
conflict between Jesus and the forces of evil(46) . His contention 
is that conflict with Satan which is introduced at the beginning 
of the gospel in the ve-y compressed reference to 
the temptation 
(1: 13) is worked out in the exorcisms and other miracles 
(e. g. 
1: 23-279 32-34; 4: 35-41; 5: 1-20) and in the conflict stories 
gospel and 
the debates with the disciples which are so prominent in this - 
which follow the three predictions of 
the passion (8: 32 - 9: 1; 9: 33-50: 
10: 35-45), and is emphasized by a number of references 
to 'temptation' 
(8: 11; 10: 2; 12: 15; 14: 38). Best rejects this interpretation 
and denies that the words of 
8: 33 imply that Peter is indwelt by 
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S Oatan or has bý? come Satan's tool. In accordance with his own view 
that in 'I'lark Satan has already been defeate, i by Jesus in the temptation 
and remained bound during his ministry (cf. 3: 23-27), he takes 8: 33 
to mean that Peter is behaving after the manner of Satan and that 
his thoughts are 1human' rather than in line with God's plans 
(47). 
As it is impossible to decide between these rival interpre ta It. ions 
without considerin-cr Mark's total eschatological view, further 
discussion is postponed until later. 
The fifth theme in this section is the definition of disciple- 
ship in terms of suffering and the cross. M. D. Hooker has pointed 
out that, while the Son of man is not used in Marl-, to denote a 
corporate entity but only an individual, the conseq, aences of this 
individual's authority always extend to others, and in the predict- 
ions of the su. ffering of the Son of man Jesus is linkel,, J with his 
followers who are to share both his suffering and his glory(48) 
Put in a slightly different way, this means that one of the main 
themes of Plark's gospel is thp call to rigrorou3 discipleship. In 
-elf and this passage this is expressed as the demand to deny one,, 
take up one's cross, to be ready to lose one's life for the sake 
of Jesus and the gospel, and not to be ashamod of Jesus (8: 35-38). 
In the following chapter there is the stern wL--Lrninj, - to -those who 
'cause one of these little ones that believe on me, to stumble', 
and the demand to cut off hand, foot or eye if these cause one to 
(9: 42-48), while in stumble and thus bring one in danger of hell 
chapter 10 a series of warnings is given about riches (10: 21-22, 
23-31) followed by the saying about drinking the cup which Jesus 
is to drink and being baptised with his baptism 
(10: 38-39) and 
leading up to the call to service 
(10: 42-45). Quesnell speaks of 
these exhortations as 'universal moral directives' and emphasizes 
that they 'stand in a clear and definite relationship to the 
impending fate of suffering, death and resurrection' 
(49). 
We 
would wish to go beyond this in two directions. 
Firstly, as we have 
already seen, the 'universal moral directives' are closely 
integrated 
into a much wider complex of ideas which are more 
than teaching 
and are an expression of a total eschatological event. 
This will 
be traced out in more detail later. Secondlyq 
the phrase 'moral 
directives' is too general. What is the precise ethical content of 
such 'directives', if an. v? The answer 
to this question depends 
0. 
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to some extent on the two remaining themes discerned in 8: 27 - 9: 1. 
Despite the fact that the passion and parousia of the Son of 
man are never mentioned together in any one logion 
(50), 
in the 
single unitary section under consideration both are to be found. 
Indeed, these are so closely interwoven that the parousia in 8: 38 
is given as the sanction of the call to rigorous discipleship and 
suffering in vv. 34-37 and itself speaks of the refusal of some to 
go along with the earthly Jesus. Further, the two types of Son 
of man sayings are far less distinct than many scholars have supposed 
and the passion sayings contain the belief in the ultimate vindication 
of the Son of man in terms of the resurrection, while vice versa the 
(51) 
parousia sayings are found in contexts concerned with suffering 
The combination of suffering and vindication or of parousia with 
suffering can be seen in such passages as 9: 9-13; 10: 32-45, and 
in 13: 26 coming at the end of a series of' 'messianic woes' , or in 
14: 17-28 where the sufferings of the Son of man are found in close 
assoý., i-_tion with the new wine of the kingdom of God and the promise 
that Jesus will 'go before' his disciples into Galilee, or in 14: 41 
and 62 set in the context of the passion. Whether there is a common 
theme "to be found running through all the Son of man sayings, e. g. 
in the idea of the authority of the Son of man, is questionable. 
And, a-_,, has already been argued, there are serious dangers of 
distortion when verses are isolated from their contexts and 
discussed in rather arbitrary groupings based on the presence of 
supposed technical terms. More significant is the fact that 
themes found in such a section as 8: 27 - 9: 1 cohere in a single 
complex of ideas and that within this the suffering and triumph of 
Jesus as the Son of man are important and are joined to the thought 
of the future coming of the kingdom of God and the suffering which 
Jesus' followers will have to endure. 
Finally the theme of the messianic secret represented in the 
corm-aand to tell no-one of Jesus' messiahship 
(8: 30) cannot be 
overlooked. From Wrede to Burkill this has been a ruling 
idea and 
a main point of discussion in attempts to understand 
the meaning of 
Mark's gospel as a whole. Some hesitation may be expressed about 
its centr, ýlity in Mark's thought and 
in the literature the term 
'the messianic secret' is used to cover a range of 
ideas, from that C> 
of Wrede that Mark used it to explain the 
fact that Jesus was not 
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recognized as nU I-i I tne messiah duriný-- - is eart' ly life, through that of 
Taylor that. re was a genuine reserve in Jesus' acceptance of 
the title o-,, * inesslah, to more recent ýredactional views that it 
derivý-, not fro_-_-, 1-dstorical circums-ýan, _; es but from Mark- tiieological U (52) 
presentation of ', nds gospel 41 
Thus from an examination of this section of Lark's gospel it 
becomes evident, Mark believed the total event of the end-time 
to have arrived. Although J. M. Robinson has overstressed the 
importance of the cosmic struggle, in this he is surely correct 
when he writes: '. Mark sees the history of Jesus from an esChatoloýfrical 
perspective. For -.. lark the driving force in history is the divine 
power of the of time, operative already in the history of Tp-iS9 
pro-, )ellin; 7- thc- w: -Io, course of history 11 _1 I towar-is its ultimate destiny'(53) 
Thr, histor-y -..; '-ich -ark records is a -_iniV from John the (W% 
ý- doubtful hcý, -_ý-, rer is Robinoon'ý. ý judgement that Baptist vý-J kk -1 99 
'in the resurrection th;:, force of e-v_il i: E,. conclusi"rely brokýýn and 
the poýNrer of. -- ý. . ý2: .1 '' s reigm is establi.: -, h in hiýý, to- ýýncd ti-i'l-it 'hiSt-D-Ly 
since the resurrn-ction is conceive-, off as a conuiriLiation o" th: ý samo 
cosmic, strug---le -., ihich Jesus beý-, nl for the parousia and the 
coming of the kin, -_-do: ýi of God 'with , ow, ýr' ar, ý much more intc! ý-ral 
th, -in parts of the sinEle event of t_, e erid-ti;,, ie . such a readii)f-, of 
Hark in terms of 'Luke-Actsallows. John the Baptist, the miniStry 
of Jesus, the crucifixion, the rcslrrection and the parousia are 
all constituents off this single event which involves suffering and 
vindication. In a sense the Baptistut Jesus, and the disciples all 
suffer the same experiences. The Baptist's sufferings are emphasized (56). 
ce by Mark more than by the other evang. -e-lists 
1,1atthew and Luk 
develop the preaching of John (cf. 1,1k 1: 7-8; DIt 3: 7-12; Lk 3: 7-17) 
and include the incident of John's sending his disciples 
to Jesus 
and Jesus' subsequent commendation of John 
(Nt 11: 2-19Ak 7: 18-35;. 
cf. also Mt 21: 322; Lk 7: 29-30). Mark has none of 
this but gives 
of John's imprisonment and death 
(6: 17-29) which a full account 
Matthew abbreviates considerably 
(M-t- 14: 3-12) and Luke omits 
altogether. Further, in 9: 10-12t despite 
the awkward sequence of 
thought, it is clear that Mark identified the Baptist with 
Elijah 
already come, and does so in such a way as 
to lay a certain stress 
upon the fate of John and also 
that it was in accordance with 
scriptur4l prophecy. In 
its present form the pericope makes . 7ohn's 
i- 
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coming comparable to that of Jesus in that a divine necessity 
v. 11) sho,,, r. n in a scripturally foretold sequence of events 
unfolds in the fate of both persons. A second hint of this may Tr4p, x k 
be seen in the use of the verb/in 1: 14 (cf - 9: 31) , which could 
have been intended in a purely secular sense, but which m--,. y well 
have the overtones of God's purpose lying behind the death of both 
Joh. 
n 
and Jesus(57) * 
We have already noted sections in the gospel where exhortations 
to rigorist discipleship are linked with statements about the Son 
of man. These same sections also contain pointers to final 
vindica-. ion and tri1xnph. Those who lose their life for the sake 
of Jesus and the gospel will save it (8: 35), and the Son of man 
will not be ashamed of them when he comes in the glory of his Father 
(8: -, 
.. 
8). Those who sacrifice hand, foot, or eye will enter the 
kingdom of God (9: 43-48). To leave house, brethren and lands for 
Oesus and the ýTosDel brings rewards and eternal. life (10: 29-30)9 
and while to drd-n-k the cup of Jesus and receive his baptism do not 
guarantee the placces at his right and left, it is implied that 
rewards are prepared for Jesus' followers in tho kingdom (10: 38-40). 
The most important section of the ý, ---Ispel, however, in this respect 
is the apocalyptic chapter thirteen. Here i, -, a combination of 
prediction, exhortation and promise. The conflict with the forces 
of evil will lead to a time of g-reat distress (the messianic woes) 
but to those who 'watch' the Son of man will come and gather 'his 
elect' into the heavenly kingdom. 
Thus there is a predetermined pattern of suffering and vindic- 
ation revealed in three cycles, each more widely embracing than the 
previous one. The predestined sufferings of the Baptist alone are 
mentioned without vindication, unless the presence of 
Elijah at 
the transfiguration (9: 4-5) is to be regarded as such. Jesus 
suffers and is raised from the dead, and is expected 
to come again 
in final triumph at the parousia. The faithfuldisciples suffer and 
are linked with the triumphant Son of man 
in the parousia and the 
coming of the kingdom with power. 
It appears, therefore, that the 'mystery of 
the kingdom of God' 
is too narrowly understood when it is defined 
in terms of the 
messianic secret. Mark has in mind 
the total eschatological event 
which includes at least 
the themes which are found in 8: 27 - 9: 
1 
and which are leading 
ideas in the rest of the gospel. If this 
is 
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established, the relation of the interpretation of the parable of 
the Sower to the 'mystery' becomes easier to discern, so long as 
we are content to accept what Mark has written aad not to try to 
discover the 'real' meaning of the parable. 
Here what has become the standard approach to this parable 
tends to be a hindrance rather than a help to discernment of Mark's 
own intention, since it starts from the assumption that the inter- 
pretation has misunderstood the true teaching of Jesus(58). Thus 
Dodd bids us forget the interpretation entirely(59), and Jeremias 
says, 'In order to understand the parable of the Sower ... in What 
is probably its original meaning, we must reject the interpretation 
which misses its eschatological point, shifts its emphasis from the 
eschatological to the psychological and hortatory aspect, and turns it 
into a warning to the converted against a failure to stand fast in 
time of persecution and a,,: ), - 
(60) 
gainst worldliness' . But what if this 
is precisely the point that Mark is making? If the interpretation 
is read carefully it will be observed that all the stresF lies upon 
the seeds which failed to produce a harvest and that it is, in 
Jere. mias' words, an exhortation. Even Quesnell has only partly 
grasped this point. He notes correctly that the emphasis lies on 
receiving the word with joy and avoiding the dangers of Satan's 
taking it away, of 'stumbling' in tribulation and persecution, and tD 
of letting the word be choked by riches, the cares of the world and 
desires for other things, but he interprets this in line with his 
overall thesis that the first part of the gospel is a preparation 
for the revelation in -the latter part, and so as simply intensifying 
the expectation of 4: 11-13 
(61) 
* 
A clue to a correct understanding of Mark's intentions is 
to 
observe that the three dangers are those which are stressed 
in the 
rest of the gospel and that one characteristic of 
Mark's work is 
the prominent place which exhortation holds 
in it. The dangers which 
the Christian faces, as Mark sees them, may be set out 
diagrammatic- 
ally on the next page. 
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Seed by -I. he way side 
taken by Satan (4: 15) 
Seed in rocky places 
tribulation, persecution, 
stumbling (YA, cý4"ZIPACIý 
C- K Vý v3 'j -, -\ , 
fL' 
; -, -" " 
(4: 16-17') 
Seed amomý 'zI_-_c)rns 
cares of worIc' 
deceitfulne., ss riches 
lust, -) of ot-ler `Uý ings 
(4: 18-19ý/ 
Con1lict with Satan 
temptation (1: 13) 
accusation by Pharisees (3: 22-"0) 
rebuke of Peter (8'. 33) 
demons (1: 34,39; 3: 15; 6: 13; 
7: 20-30; 9: 38-39) 
"Y" (13: 19,24) 
YAA-cs (10: 30) 
(9: 42-47; 14: 27,29) 
more -ene-rally, distresses in ch. 13, 6 
call to watch, take up cross, lose 
life (8: 34,35) 
rl-'wo ages (10: 30) 
riches (10: 23-30, cf. 10: 21) 
CL. a-du -r lterous and sinful generation 
8: ',,; ý3, c'L. 8: 12) 
gain whole world (8: 36) 
The-: -e ar: -! l main the conflict with 2), atan, the 
thr, -at 0.4"' pe--Se'. 'U. Lon, and the entice. -nents of tlic, pro-ont age, 
esppcia-lly of riclaes. exhort. '.. ! I- -v aý`. on,, -, art- rot 
., -eneral -. =al ii-mpý7-natives, but are asý--ociatcd wituh- tl-l(-. - ar-rival of 
th rance of tl-l(-- Son o', MZ-i., -, 
(62) 
the end-time arid imminent appea. - 
AlthouE-th thee in I. -erpretat ion oil thý? Sower does not explain 
the meaning of the mystery of tl, L,: - lkilng o.! -. a, it fits in with it in so r, Dd v 
far as the ethic which it presupp, -),, -s is itsc. Jf dvpondent upon tI)e 
unfolding of the final drama. Far from b(--in,, -,, 'a distinct disappoint- 
ment' and pronouncing trutl-6-whicl, are no more tMn 'facts olf, daily 
experience from the beginning 
(63) 
, the interpretation set,, -, out a 
demand which is not universal moral teaching but which is the 
correlative of the coming of the kingdom. 
One point in the interpretation of the parable remains unex- 
plained , the meaning of 
I the word I. Taylor takes it as I the 
Christian message', although he suggests that it may be used in 
the sense of I the -teaching' or 'the good news 
(64). 
Nineham sees 
as typical of the later period in which this interpretation was 
composed that 'the word' is used absolutely to mean 'the gospel' as 
in Gal 6: 6; Col 4: 3 and 1 Pet 2: 8 
(65). 
Quesnell thinks that 'the 
word' in chapter 4 is the same word Vnich Jesus has preached 
in 
(66) 
2: 2 and which he speaks openly in 8: 32, i. e. the word of 
the cross 
All this may be true as far as it goes, but in the 
light of Mark's 
overall eschatological scheme and the strong eschatological stress 
in 1: 14-15 it seems more probable that the word is the 'mystery of 
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the kingdom of God'. The interpretation of the parable is not an 
exposition of the mystery; -, -. hat should be known to the disciples by 
direct revelation. The parable is the. exhortation w. Ach follows 
that knowledge and sets out the rigorist ethic which will be 
discussed in the next chapter. 
This examination of I-lark's eschatology has confirmed the view 
that there is an important distinction between his statement 'Unto 
you is given the mystery of the kingdom of God' and the Matthaean 
and Lukan form 'Unto you is given to know the mysteries of the 
kingdom of heaven (God)'. Mark lays more emphasis upon the fact 
that the disciDles are the elect and his wording corresponds 
closely to the teaching about election found elsewhere in his 
gospel. The singular '. mystery' is more 'Pauline' and more closely 
connected with that circle of ideas which envisages God's plan 
being worked out in history, and it emphasizes the unity of the 
group of themes connected with the kingdom. Thus there is a double 
sense in which the disciples possess the mystery of the kingdom: 
they themselves will 'enter' it, sharing the blessin-s of the final 
consummation, and they will know and understand the divine plan 
of t'he end-time which is being worked out from the first moment of 
the coming of John the Baptist. 
Thus the interpretation of the parable of the Sower is related 
to the mystery of the kingdom, but 4: 13, 'Know ye not this parable? and 
how shall ye know all the parables? ' still remains to be considered. 
It seems to imply that the interpretation of the parable of the 
Sower is in some way the key to understanding the meaning of the 




Matthew and Luke seem to have found the verse 
difficult or otiose, since they both substitute for it a simple 
introduction to the interpretation of the parable. In what way, 
then, is the interpretation a means towards understanding 'all the 
parables'? A possible answer is that merely by showing this 
parable to be an allegory similar interpretations have to be made 
of the other parables. But while this is relatively simpliý Jn 
the case of the parable of the Wicked Husbandmen, and Mark almost 
certainly saw it as an allegory, it is by no means clear how the 
parable of the Seed Growing Secretly and of the Mustard 
Seed are 
to be allegorizedg cr how this would be done with the other sayings 
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which Illark designates as rt-yzx 
, 
rý 
-ý ), ý ( (3: 23-29; 7: 14-23; 13: 28-29) 
lf the parables to which Mark intends to refer are restricted to 
those in this chapter (and in view of 'IKark' s use of the word 
'parable' this is questionable), it might be that the identification 
of the seed as 'the word' is to be applied to the other two parables. 
The parable of the Seed Growing Secretly might then be said to C) 
contain teaching about predestination and the coming of the parousia 
the earth bears fruit it is all in God's plan, with the 
harvest a cormmon symbol for the end (cf. Joel 3: 13), and the parable 
of the Mustard Seed points to the Gentile mission which is part of 
Mark's eschatol'ogical scheme according to 13: 10. This seems rather 
forced, although as the Qumran biblical exegesis has shown, we must 
be on our guard to avoid supposing that our ways of thought are the 
as those of first ccntury writers. Tt may be, however, that it is 
to go beyond ý, Iar--Is intentions to try to fJLnd a I-ey to 'all the 
parables' here, aný, uhat the verse si,, -iply mean, c,: Do you not under- 
stand. this parable in spit(- of the fact, t1liat you are th- elect wI,, o 
have been gran tedi the mys tery of inr7, d,. ), -j'ý Tf you 1ý) not undoý- r- CD I- 
stand a straightforward parabl- how will you underý-)', -. ný. oth-r C-ni-- U) 
th the suirpris- ý, xpreosed at matic sayings? This would be in line wii, L) 
the failures of understanding fcuný else-where (7: 18; 8: 17-c- 21 , cf - 
4: 40; 6: 50-52) and also with tile Illarlýan use of 
In the analysis above of th-_-ý parable section in chapter 4 it 
has been found necessary to go outside the chapter itself to a 
section such as 8: 27 - 9: 1 in search of the meaning for -', ark of 
'the kingdom of God' and associated ideas, and so to determine his 
eschatological stance in general. Rather than to arrive at an 
overall picture of the teaching addressed to the disciples by 
considering each of the sayinC, -s addressed to them in turn, as was 
done in the previous chapter with the sayings addressrd to opponents, 
f it is proposed hcre to prosecute 'jurt'neer the question ol 
the 
eschatological teaching in Eark as a possible backgroun' 
to the 
ethical teaching in his gospel. For this 
it is necessary to begin 
with chapter 13. 
Although there is a discouraginFly 7, -ar., -p mass of 
literature 
C. ý 
on this chapter many of these studies can 
be disregarded since they 
are concerned with the problem of historical authenticity 
rather 
'Mark's own underst C, 
(68). 
th an with I tanding of what 
he has recorded 
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The question of -the relation of the chapter to the rest of 
although a question wi-th which redaction cri-tic has been 
concerned, may therefore be left on cne side h, _:, re. Whether it was 
added by Marlc' to his gospel when it had been almost completed 
(69) 
, 
or formed the conclusion of the first stage of -the gospel's formation(70) 
is of less importance than the recognition that in its present form 
the gospel contains this chapter immediately before the passion 
narrative. For even if there were tensions between different sections 
of the work, which may be a startinn- point for an analysis of its 
history, it still has to be explained why these appeared insignificant 
to the final redactor. It has to be assumed at some stage in the 
T_ -r' study of the gospel that the completed work Imale sense' to 
This last obse-rva-tion is relevant not only to the position of 
chapter 13 in the gospel. but also to the interpretation of chapt-, r 
13 itself. Thus the vast majority of studies on the cl. --apter concen- 
trat 11o it -ed upon an analysis of it int Vs sources and of thf, Markan 
redactl'on, with em-phasis upon the evident bre-alks in the construction 
Lc Ui 
(71) 
and. inConsis'-ncies in the teaching be-1-ieen the different sections 
But apart from the jýleneral fact Cý 'that apocalyptic prophecies frequently 
ex`1L, ')j. t inner inconsistencies, two facts suggest that this ý? pproach 
has failed to lead. to an adequate und-lerstanding of the- chapter: 
thei-e iS so little agreement between the attempts to recover the 
sources that the method employed is manifestly unsatisfactory on its 
own(72) , and there has been an unwillingness 
to look squarely at the 
essential unity of the chapter. If 14ark constructed the discourse 
from a Jewish-Christian apocalypse or from independent sayings 
ascribed to Jesus in the tradition, he has carried out his work in 
a far more thorough-going mannerthan anywhere 'else in his gospel. 
Jesus speaks uninterruptedly in VV-5-37 end there are no references 
to his making a fresh start. This is in stark contrast to the insertion 
elseiqh, ere of such phrases as ý,:, x, c--XE-Xc-v 
(cf. 2: 27; 4: 2,21, 
24; 6: 10; 7: 9; -8: 21; 9: 1), or even to the inclusion of 
intro- 
ductory words taken from the tradition such as 
has happened according 
to Jeremias in 4: 9,26t 30 
(73) 
. The audience remains 
the same for 
a longer period than anywhere else 
(contrast the changes in 4: 10; 
7: 149 17; 8: 34)- Furtherg the sections of the discourse are not (74) 
easily separated by the methods of 
form criticisýh'- Only at the 
beginning of the chapter Lire there resemblances 
to Yark's practice 
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elsewhere in that he provides a setting to the saying in v. 2 
and introduces the main part of the chapter as secret instruction 
given to the four disciples (vv. 3-5a), and at the end where 
isolated sayings are more loosely grouped (vv. 28-37, cf. 4: 21-25; 
8: 34-9: 1; 9: 40-50). In vv. 5-27 the unity is so strong as to 
overshadow the alleged inconsistencies. Thus Kffmmel has pointed 
to the temporal references as indicators that Mark intends to 
describe a sequence of eschatological events - 'but the end is not 
yet' (V-7), 'these things are the beginning of travail' (v. 8), 
'the gospel must first be preached' (v. 10), 'then (ru-tc- ) let them 
that are in Judaea flee' (v. 14), 'then if any man shall say' 
(v. 21). ? after that tribulation' (v. 24), 'then (rcre) shall they 
see the Son of man' (v. 26). 'then (T-o-ct) shall he send forth the 
angels' (v. 27) 
(75). 
The unity of the chapter for Mark is further 
seen in his use of connecting links: -tFA-v--ýA , twice in v-4 
(76) 
is 
picked up in vv. 8,29 and 30, and the time of the coming of 'these 
things' is stressed even though the precise content of the word 
seems to vary in the different contexts(77). Moreovert the repet- 
ition of rSýc-merr= in VV. 5,99 239 33, looking back to v. 2(78) is a 
pointer not only to the unity of the chapter but a characteristic 
of that unity which has been frequently misinterpreted. The large 
amount of exhortation and warning here has been taken as the basis 
of interpretation, as for example by Schmid who describes it as 
leschatologisch motivierte ParAnese'(79)9 or by Beasley Murray 
when he remarks that he knows of no other apocalypse in which there 
is so high a proportion of admonitions and in which instruction 
and exhortation are so completely interwoven(79a) . These observations 
may well be correct, but they do not necessarily lead to the conclus- 
ion that what we have here is not an apocalypse or concerned with 
prophesying the events of the End. In vv-5-37 there are nineteen 
imperatives (twenty if KAt is accepted in v-33 
(80)). 
Of these only &x, 7P-k., rrVE0-C- (v. 33) and 
(vv. 35 and 37) have 
an ethical senseq and the exact meaning to be attached to the latter 
(81) 
e-ratives draw attention to is uncertain For the rest the imp 
the events which are to come and to a possible misunderstanding of 
these events. Thus 
f-Ac-m(": in vv. 5 and 23 warns against the false 
teachers (hence the call not to believe them in v. 21)9 and this is 
reinforced by the statement, 'I have told you all 
things beforehand'. 
b The reason why the disciples should not 
be afraid of the coming wars 
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v-7) is that they are pa-rt of God's predestine, 4 plan 
and within that plan these events precede the Endt wniCh is 
'not yet'. Five exhortaticns in vv. 14-18 call for flight to the 
mountains and urge prayer th-a: t the worst sufferings of winter may 
be avoidedt while the curious o is most 
satisfactorily explained as an aside by IMark ak-in to that in 7: 19 
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Ulen meaning of ýC calling attention to the hidd -.,;, 
ir 
In vv. 28-9 the imperatives draw attention to the enigmatic meaning 
of the f ig tree as pointing to the way in which the signs will J 
indicate the imminent approach of the End (or. the parousia o. f the 
Son of man). Finally, while it might be ar, ýTued that the imperatives 
in vv. 9 and 11 have a moral stress in u=ing endurance unar---r 
ocrsecution and in promising the of the Ilioly Spirit, the w_--, ole 
gly predeý-. tinariaý-. cast a3 m; ay be 1, ýýen in the set.. -Ing 
has a stron 
sta-aidht descript----, n in future tenses, in 'uh- once 
again, in tlnie fact that the discipli-es are passive mouthpieces, of 
t' Sp4 -ýlo, - n! C CL 
ADJ(; _, z T_, A. Lrit, and in tl-ie strongly eschat gical -I(. of 
-rE- Arc to be diz: -týinEuished in A,, ieaning fro., P. rc, -otAo' ýn even if 6o, 
v-7 
(83)o 
are, therefore, har, 1,1. y to be regardr, d as eL-Acal 
adi,., -. nit ions in the norimial sense. lo, 'h. ateveýr pastoral con'clcrn is to 
-hfý warninj, ý-ý is th, ý c-,, ctainty be found in the chapt_-ro -the basis, for 1. 
that a course of history has beý, n predostin-ý, l and only it-, 
-IA: * c into 'unfolding, and it is these i-, riper ,. vf,. s that ti,, 
an eschatological uni ty 
(84) 
C C1 
, 17 the saying in 
(85) 
Whatever the original meaniri; - oý v. 2 
I-lark 
by providing the present narrative setting and 
joininrr it to the 
discourse in vv-5-37, has linked the destruction of 
the -temple with 
the events of the -and. This is made even clearer 
by the double 
mention of 'r--AuT(A in v-4, the first of which refers 
to the events 
of v. 2, while the second-9 despite objections raised 
by some on the 
grounds of the gramnar 
(86) 
9 must IN 
refer to the End since 
has an almost technical sense 
87). 'Whether they are to be distinguish- 
ed in this way, or whether they apply 
initially to the destruction of 
the temple, Cranfield's judgement is correct 
that the form of the 
question in v-4 imPlies 
that the destruction is 'part of the co--plex 
of events leading up 
to the End' 
(88) 
, althougin 
this proves nothing about 
the historicity of the question. 
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The reply of Jesus begins with a warning against those ,. -I. -o will come in his name and. lead many astray (vv. 5-6). 1'-he precise 
sense of both --I-IAvt jAcý) and C'171- E'rf--J C-k/-4 has been (89) 
disputed For our purpose the nature of these deceivers is less 
important than the fact that Mark envisaged the coming of such false 
teachers or false messiahs either ass the first stage of the final 
events or, more probably, as a danger throughout the period. (-', Tote 
the absence of any time sequence at the beginning of v-7 and the. further 
mention of false Christs and false prophets in v. 22(90). ) 
The disciples had asked when these things would happen and in 
the discourse this is picked. up five times (vv. 7,119 14,28,29), 
a further indication of the essential unity of the completed 
chapter. The prophecy of the future properly begins at v-7 with CO 
thý, prediction of 'wars and rumours of wars' 
(91). 
It is expressly 
state; ', - 
that this is not the End, but v. 8, which is closely linked 
to this verse by -Ixp 
(92) 
and thus refers to the same group of 
ever, t describes them as the the birth pangs of thrý 
re n( co spondine-,, to the messia nic woes of much. apocalyptic 
wr 1. ! -, i n, -,, -. Thus although the end is 'not yet', these verse, % do not 
have iti mind a postponement of the eschatological expectation(93). 
The end events are now set in motion and they move on remorselessly 
to the End. The point is not postponement but a recognition of 
a sequence of events which must take place before the Son of man 
finally comes. The wars and natural disasters are not to be sharply 
differentiated from the transcendent events later described in the 
(94) 
discourse, since all belong to the common apocalyptic expectations 
A change of theme is frequently found at v. 9 and there is a 
greater readiness to regard the material here as authentic sayings 
of Jesus. If, however, the understanding of the passage is not 
distorted either by premature questions of authenticity or by a 
reading of Mark in the light of 14atthew and Luke, it will be seen 
that, with the possible exception of v. 10, the section follows 
naturally and easily upon the earlier prophecies. 
Having fore- 
told war, earthquake and faming, Mark proceeds 
to describe sufferings 
more directly affecting the Christians, i. e. persecution and 
family 
divisions. The fact that the latter is a common theme in apocalyptic 
makes it probable that Mark, whatever his sources 
here, understood 
the persecution', in the same way(95) * 
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V. 10 stands out so strikingly from the surroundinr- passage that 
(96) almost all the commentators take it as a Markan insertion 
This is probably correct, but whether he added it or not it is 
ly necessaar, y 
to see why he placed it, or retained it, at this point. 
The verse should not be regarded as teaching a delay in the parousia, 
an interval wlAch is 'the time of God's patience' 
(97). 
The disasters 
show that the birthpangs have begun. Marxsen is to be preferred in 
seeing it as an interpretation of v. 9, or as teaching that to 
witness before a tri bunal is to preach the gospel and so to help to 
hasten the coming of the parousia by fulfilling the preconditions 
for its appearing(98). This in itself is too heavily dependent upon 
his view that vv. 5-13 describe events of Mark's own time and fails 
to provide evidence for a close enough link between preaching the 
gospel and(-, "% Yet Marxsen is correct in referring 
to Rom 11: 25, for, as the lct shows9 Mk 13: 10 gives expression to 
one component in the eschatological scheme. The sequence of thought 
is that the persecutions arise as a consequence of the Gentile 
(98a) 
mission Before the Fnd the Gentile mission will take 
place according to God's predetermined plan and this will result 
in the persecutions and family dissensions which form part of the 
s0s iv(M to the so-rrows which inaugurate the new age. The promi, 9 
disciples in the midst of these trials are aLso linked with 
eschatological ideas. Mark is reticent about the Holy Spiritt yet 
in three of the four passages in which it is mentioned there are 
eschatological overtones (1: 8,10; 3: 29, and here; even 12: 
36 refers 
to the triumph of the messiah, although the Spirit is in-ttroduced to 
confirm the inspiration of David)(99). Finally the enduring unto 
the 
end, even if is not a direct reference 
to the end of the 
worldq has linkS' with the waiting of Daniel 
12: 12-13 and the 
endurance of 4 Ezra 6: 25ý referring 
to the fullv eschat- 
ological salvation(loo)o Once the IMatthaean context 
is put aside, 
it becomes clear that to Mark this was a 
further stage of the birth- 
pangs which had begun in vv. 7-89 and 
the passage has its place within 
(101) 
the overall structure of the chapter 
To try to do justice to the abomination of 
desolation in a 
paragraph is the height Of 
temerityv yet the attempt has to be made 
if the chapter is to be seen 
in perspective and the overall eschat- 
ology of Mark is to be understood. 
A new stage is introduced by 
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onx%o 3c- but in view of the shortenin- Of th- days (of distress) 
in v. 20 and the final act of the drama in v%,. 24 I ý, -27 it seems -ý-., at 
this is still part of the birthpangs. Almost certainly the phrase 
To r. ýo)c-AvyAt(A rjs derived from Dan 9: 27; 12: 11, and t`. - 
masculineCC'Tt-)bCCT-A ind-icates that some form of anti-christ is (102) 
intended * The address to the reader is a LIarkan addition and 
points to a hidden cypher, the meaning of which is now lost beyond NI 
recall(103). We cannot say whether the reference is to the 
(104' desecration or the destruction of the teraple It is doubtful 
whether the reference is simply to the Jewish war, and still m--, ro 
questionable whether the call is for Christians to ga'U, -, er in 
Galilee to await the parousia, although in the ljiý- , ý, 
ht of' modes 
of thinkia, - found in many modern mesoianic and millenarian -r. ove111Cnts(l05) 
it cannot be absolutely riiled out, for we are enterin,,, a r-e-gion 
wher- th-re is a st, ron, u loý, ic but not the lo: -, ic o' nurma' ti-ought. 
m-ýýtapho. ro and pict, ", ros dnrivorl fro-, -. -, known OXJYýrlences of 
war-f a-re used to dc2sCribe th final cohf li,, - 1- , but V-., is does n, ) 
neoe., ýý-, arily mean that a historical battle is envisaged 
(lo6) 
. 
Simil. ---ýrly the conditi. on., ý-, are those of Palestine, but this does not 
imi t reference to th-at eogra phical area nor show t, At ie 
sectic)-n is complettely disparate from the earlier parts of the 
Even if 1,1a-rk expects the battle to take place in Judaea, 
and. this seems probable since he has linked the discourse with the 
prediction of the destruction of the temple and the Daniel quotation 
. )t 3 rro vp ou referred to the temple 
(though Mark's version C, ), G, is 
veiled and enigmatic), the mingling of terrestrial and transcendent 
features is common in apocalyptic, and warfare in a narrowly 
circumscribed region could well be part of events leading 
to the 
destruction of the present world order. The temple had great 




apocalyptic cast of the passage is shown 
in v. 20 with the concept 
of a predetermined period which God 
by his divine fiat shortens and 
' the elect(108)o The language with its redund- with the mention o-L 
ancies and exaggerations emphasizes 
the harshness of the distress 
-taken as proof 
and such phrases as land never shall 
be' cannot be v 
sters(109)* that Mark envisages history as continuing 
beyond these disa 
The allusion to false 
Christs and false prophets in vv. 21-22 
is often produced as evidence 
that this passage is from a different 
source from vv. 5-6(110). 
This may be so, but Mark has w elded 
the 
two into a consistent whole. 
False leaders and prophets arise 
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throughout the period before the ad and 'Ilark reiterates his warnings 
against them. To meet their false teaching and the signs and wonders 
which they are able to display he proclaims the accuracy of Jesus' 
Drediction: 'Behold, I have told you all things beforehand'. This 
is the basis of the exhortation. The apocFýlyptic note may be trans- 
formed, but it is not muted 
Then comes the final scene. With a solemn 'in those days, after 
that tribulation' 
(112) 
Plark introduces the portents in the heavens 
which belong to it, cosmic events that are frequently mentioned in the 
Old Testament and apocalyptic literature(113) and which Mark probably 
understood literally(114). Finally, ý<, A, -, o-rt , the Son of man comes. 
ýJ'hether or not in. this, or in some other, form the -saying is authentic, 
and even if in Daniel the Son of man goes to the ancient of days 
(Dan 7: 13). in the present setting the picture can only be that of 
Jesus as the Son of man coming from heaven to gather the elect to 
heaven(115). The angels as messianic agents and the gathering of the 
(l16) 
elect can be paralleled in Jewish writings Commentators note 
the absence of several features traditional in Jewish apocalyptic, 
such as the judgement and punishment of evil and the deF; cription of 
the bliss of the elect, and express surprise that there is no further 
mention of the fate of the abomination of desolation(117). but ILark 
was notsimply drawing from Jewish apocalyptic, and may even have 
derived most of this chapter from Christian tradition. his account 
reaches a satisfactory conclusion with the glory of the Son of man 
and the gathering of the elect to heaven. 
Thus, whether Mark constructed the discourse in vv. 5-27 from 
isolated sayings or longer sources, or whether he took over a relative- 
ly complete apocalypse and added only small acomments, the result is 
quite different from any other of Jesus' speeches in this gospel. 
Even if some of the connecting links may be catchwords, 
the section 
as a whole has a unity and a development which is 
lacking elsewhere. 
Here is a sequence of events with a tight framewor"K. of 
temporal 
adverbs and conjunctions and linked 
together with backward and forward 
references. This suggests that the events of 
the eschaton were 
important to Plark, and that he was not merely concerned with 
exhortations and warnings within 
their framework. Pesch, Trocme and 
Marxsen would seem to be correct, 
therefore, in the emphasis which 
they place upon this chapterg and 
those who try to devalue its 
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importance by stressing that few of the sayiný; s are authentic have 
failed to understand Mark's thought. 
On the other hand, the conclusion of the discourse in 13: 28-37 
is more akin to some of the other collections of sayings in -, lark 
in that there is a looser structure and less concern with consistency. 
LRven here, however, the interjected references to Jesus' speaking to 
his audience are absent and the themes are less diverse even than 
those in 8: 34 - 9: 1 or 9: 40-50. Again we shall confine ourselves to 
the question of what ideas were important to -. lark in the conclusion 
which he I-las chosen to give to the discourse. Fo-r it is this section 
that is most often appealed to when it is desired to show that the 
discourse is paraenetic rather than apocalypt - in cl -iý haracter. There 
is, indeed, repeated stress on watching (v-33), 
(vv. 3'--, -, -37t), but, as we have soen, the exhorta tions are lackin,,,,, in 
content and it is ill-e, --; itir, -iate to fill them out, from -lattliew or 
Paul. '., hile therc, is a certain stress u-ý,, o-ri t. 'le saddennes- c: -. ohe 
parol-s-i -t and on ignorancý u. re 2 of t. 1-1, -, exact 
(vv-32,53,3`9 36), 
is n, -; s-, -i-rrestion that the End lies in an indefinite future, and efforts 
to d, -ýJ'., -, nd Jesus against the c'narge of ignoraný-e about tli- later courSe 
- by stressing that his eschatology- w-ýts radically different of hiý-, tr)r, -, 
from, T(--wi--, h apocalyptic fail Llo pay suffici(--, nt heed to vv., - 29-30 
the sense is not to be explained away 
(118) 
. 
As, ---,, i. I, iing that in these few verses Mark did not intend 
to set 
several completely diver-c- nt views of the future side by side, it is ,:, e 
necessary to seek some overall pattern of thought in the passage. He 
begins with the 'parable' to be learnt from the fig tree 
(vv. 28-9). 
The emphasis is upon the parallel between the budding of the tree 
pointing to the approach of summer and the appearance of 
'these things' 
showing that Ey; vx>-, C-, 7-., Lv lc-n, 
0-%)/oAs The two occurrences of 
CD 
in v-4 have already been noticed, and in v. 8 T---AuT,: x probably refers 
to 
all the events mentioned in the verse and 
indirectly to the wars in 
V-7, since vv. 7-8 are closely linked 
in thought. Here in v. 29 the 
precise content of 'these things' 
is partly determined by the subject 
which is supplied to rzcrrkv 9 
The reference is probably to the final 
act of the drama and thus either 
to the Son of man himself 
(119) 
or to 
(120) - the events of vv. 26-27 .I Okv vt would 
then denote either the cosmic 
events of vv. 24-25 or if, as we 
have argued, 1-1ark regards the whole 
chapter as a description of a single sequence 
of events, cverything 
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from V. 5 to v. 25. IT'hese things' are the sign which the disci-n"e- 
so-, -Ightu. Indeeý, the Isi, --, nl is tu he initial stage of the eschaton. 
I. Larl -VC V %, 
Eý &- gar-11 s even's foretold in "he chapter, therefore, as 
occurrinLr in a rolatively short space o-l" time, for once they have (121) b 6rrt. 
All atte-mpts at an interpretation of v-30 which depart from the 
plain sense -11-liat the whole drama will take place within the lifetime 
of those present during the earthly ministry of Jesus can only be 
described as evasions 
(122) 
.. 
This verse, however, is making a 
dilferent point from the previous one. There the close connection 
between the antticipatuory birth-panEs and the final consummation is 
stressed, but no ment. ion is made of the date when the whole sequence 
is to begin. that is expressly st. ated, rxuTA referring to 
everythiniý- already referred to in 'V. '-, e discourse. 
Verse 32 has been seen as contradicting the imrflin-n! ' hope oý f 023) (124) 
may have been V. 10 The saying may be authentic I/ LI or 
framed to explain the delay of the parousia(125), but it seems 
inconceivable that Mlark used it in its present conteý-t in order to 
say with one breath that the parousia would come withiln Ihe- life- 
t -, and with the next fl... 9 time of the contemporaries of -esup --ý t it mi ht 
be delayed almost indefinitely in the forebearancr? of God; or that 
Dreviously having laid such empha, ý, ý. is upon the exact prediction of what 
was to happen (cf. v. 23 and the repeatedc)ec , coupled with the 
acceptance of 'these things' as a sign of the End in v. 29 and the 
stress upon the certainty of the words of Jesus in v. 31), he should 
then in this verse reject all attempts to discover and interpret the 
signs of their coming. A plausible explanation might be that Mark 
has recorded this saying in a form in which the conventional eschat- 
ological phrase -ItA6pa. c-t<et-v., has been modified by the addition 
'I 
, 4s t, ýýs so as to emphasize the precise moment of 
the parousia. T 
'What he intends might be someth, ing like this: the events of the end- 
time arý-- predetermined by God and will occur in the way 
they have 
Cý -L CD been described, so that by discerning the early stages of 
the 
sequence it will be possible for those who 
have been granted divine 
insight or secret instruction to recognize 
that the Son of man will 
come very soon; this total event will 
happen during this generation, 
but the precise moment of its occurrence 




It is this combination of an imminent hope with uncertainty about 
the exact time which gives force to the urgent call to 'watch in vv. 
33-37. V-31 fits precisely into such an interpretation, whereas 
it is difficult to, see how Mark could have combined so heavy an 
emphasis upon the exact prediction of the events with a view that 
the date of the parousia was completely unknown and might extend 
into the distant future 
(127) 
The admonitions to watchfulness are as loosely assembled as 
the sayings at the end of several other discourses. The presence of 
catchwords may explain Mark's failure to observe a certain tension 
between vv. 34 and 35, where the former saying implies a lengthy 
absence of the householder and the corresponding work and respons- 
ibilities entrusted to the servants, while the latter suits the 
present context more satisfactorily and speaks of the return of the 
master of the house from some business or festive occasion and the 
need for the porter to stay up until his return. The emphasis is 
clearly placed upon the second picture ('suddenly', 'find you 
sleepIng' , the detailed four watches of the night, and further back, 
ye know not when the time is and the dif f erence between this and 
the first picture is reduced when v-34 is treated on its own and not 
interpreted on the basis of the p-trable of the Talents (Mt 25: 14), 
for the stress is placed upon the porter who is commanded to watch. 
The only indicative verb in the sentence is Jvc-T-c-Axrt. 3 , the stage 
setting being described with participles andT" being 
emphasized with, <AL . To infer from 
the absence of the householder 
'in another country' that Mark envisaged a long period during which 
Jesus was absent from his church is to misunderstand his intention 
here 
(128) 
, for the sense of urgency 
is acute in the whole passage 
and this is an urgency which is hardly prompted 
by the thought that 




No specific content is given to the command 
to watch(130). The 
,X YO -,, rr V C_ T-c- in v. 33) 
has been derived from (chase) verb ; yo*u-, r%fe4LY (ý , 
(sleep" and Ichasinua sleep' may be near 
to chasing sleep 
and -u'r-rv,:, v 
away 
(131), 
but usage is of more importance 
than etymology and in 
biblical usage it is used metaphorically of 
being watchfulg on the 
whole without any strong or 
definite content 
(132) 
7P. 1 ý ýP/Oc- t. V 
V-35) is found more 
frequently in the New Testament than 
It . 0"(133) 
cxy, "-, rvC. ts/ and occurs 
in 14: 349 37,38 outside the apocalyptic chapt _. 
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An examination of its occurrences shows that almost everyw'-pre the 
'Underlying sense of being awake is present(134). Few re. Cerences 
make clear what watching involves in term of practical actiono 
although this can be inferred from the larger contexts in a number 
of places. In the parables and metaphors watching means essentially 
remaining awake and being prepared for what may occur and thus being 
able to take appropriate action, by opening the door to the master 
or preventing the house from being burgled. Elsewhere the imperative 
is little more than an emotional call -to action which has to be 
filled in from the general Christian instruction. Thus Eark is in 
line with other New Testament writers in his intensely emotional use 
of this term which is al-. iost totally lacking in sp-ecific contento 
To discover what he envisages this watching to imply have to go 
b-_ýyoknd 'the word itself 'to his total eschatology and ethical thought. 
ln. chapter 13, tlýen, 'I*,! ar'e% has linked the prophecy o. Yf destruct- 
ion of the temple witn the prediction of an orý-Iered and 
seq,,, itý, ncc of events, some ". kii-st-oricall, otthers 'transcend-: - ntal' 
ari7ý not sharply differen-tiated from each other, and 
corist--'LL. ute the finLal epo-h and lead up to the -End the co-Iýinýý- of Jesus 
man, and the gathe. thCý '; IIL of , ring of the elect. The p, ýriod bet,; eý n 
the first -and last of t. n-ese events is short and the time, of their 
cor., iing j -s although not precisely 
defined, since God alone 1-mminen-11 
I, nows whcn the End will be. Christians must prepare th, --ýmilelves 
for 
the coming of the Son of man; they must 'watch' and not 'sleep'. 
Such is the eschatological drama as Jesus teaches it to the four 
disciples. But Mark has recorded other teaching by Jesus concerning 
. L_ V the mystery of the kingdoin of God earlier 
in his gospel, and imm. ediate- 
ly after this chapter he begins the narrative of the Passion which, 
with the story of the empty tomb, occupies the rest of his book. It 
h is necessary, therefore, to relate the prediction of the last t., ings 
to this other material. 
It may reasonably be maintained that the rigid separation so 
often made between the Son off man sayings which refer 
to the passion 
and those which refer to the parousia as well as 
that between 
sayings referring to the Son of man and 
those referring to the 
Q 
kingdom of God have distorted the picture which 
Mark intended to 
present. In 8: 27 - 9: 1 
these themes are linked together in a short, 
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ti.,,, ritly packed secti'Dn of t'he gospel$ ie,. -us is identified as 
t %Jhe Son of i; ýýn, the sufferings, crucifixion and resurrection ar- 
foretold, Peter is rebuked, there is a call to s-Itrenuous disciplees'nip 
linked with a t1hr-eat or promise of recognition of this action wnen 
the Son of man comes in the glory of his Patherg and the section is 
rounded off with the statement that some of those standing by will 
still be alive when the kingdom comes with power. 
U 
By the coming of the Son of man in -this complex must be meant that 
final coming on the clouds with great Dower and glory described in 
13: 26-27 
(135). 
Further, since the reference to the coming of the 
kingdom of God EN ý-VVAýkE( follows immediately this is to be closely 
connected with, even if it is not to be exactly eqiiated with, that 
e-,., ent. The Son*o-I man comes in the glory of hi-, Father, and this 
presumably manifests to men the kingdom of his Fatlier in its full 
po-, er. The closeness of the link is conf iriwýd by tho temporal 
references to Isome of them that stand by, whic. %,, shall in no wis--? 
taste of death' iýntil they see the kingdom in 9: 1 anrd to 'thi, 3 
generation' which 'shall notýpass away, until all thesý things be 
accomplished' in 13: 30. 
Because 
-Xark 
is writin---D- in the period between the 
and the parousia he cannot have ide ritified tl, e, -,, two eventý- Y -,. 
For 
him a period, shorter or longer according to the flating, of his 
(136). 
ably the period in gospel, must have interv(n. ed This is pýrLqum, 
which the disciple takes up his cross and losps his life for the 
sake of the gospel, for nomof the disciples were caught up in the 
crucifixion of Jesus. The time for strenuous discipleship is, then, 
the time of the interval between the resurrection and the parousia. 
Since resurrection is itself an eschatological concept, it is 
necessary to determine Mark's understand of it if his own eschat- 
ological viewpoint is to be discerned, and this, as is well known, 
involves some acute problems, for, despite his reiterated references 
to the resurrection (8: 31; 9: 9-109 31; 10: 34; 14: 28), 
I-lark is 
curiously reticent about it. If he ended his work at 
16: 8(137) 9 
there is no record of resurrection appearances and 
the gospel 
concludes in silence and fear. The statement 
that the women 
disobeyed the 'young man' at the tomb and 'said nothing 
to anyone, 
does not absolutely preclude any continuation of 
the narrative, 
since the pericope could. have been 
followed by an appearance to the 
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disciples unconnected with the episode of the women and independent 
of their having passed on the message(138) , but it is not without 
significance that both Matthew and. Luke had difficulty in continuing 
from I'Mark's abrupt ending, and it is a priori improbable that a 
continuation should have vanished without trace if Plark had written 
one 
(139). 
Thus we are left with an empty tomb, an announcement of 
the fact that the resurrection has taken place and an unfulfilled 
commission. It is in line with this that the 'Christian' affirmation 
'Truly this man was a Son of God' (15: 39) is placed at the moment 
of Jesus' death and not after his resurrection. The contrast with 
the place of Thomas' confession in Jn 20: 28 is striking. 
On the other hand some emphasis is placed upon three features 
connected with the resurrection. Firstly, it is 'after three days' 
(140) 
secondly, Jesus predicts that after he is raised he will 'go before' 
(rfp-ýýW ) the disciples into Galilee (14: 28), a sEýyin;, which is 
recapitulated by the Iyoung man' at the tomb, with the addition of 
the words, 'there shall ye see him, as he said unto you' (16: 7)9 
and -tl)ir('15,, the disciples are told to say nothing about the 
transfiguration 'save when the Son of man should have risen again 
from the dead' (9: 9), which leads to perplexity among the disciples 
as to what the rising from, the dead might be. 
Apart from these -three references in Mark, 
three days' occurs in the New Testament only in 
account peculiar to Matthew of the setting of a 
and there it is immediately followed by 'until 
Elsewhere the term used is always -rn -rp, T, ý tIjAc-pa 
the phrase 'after 
Mt 27: 63 in the 
guard on the tomb, 
the third day'. 
(141). 
Following 
Field(142)it is commonly claimed that the two phrases had an 
identical meaning( 
143), but the fact that Matthew and Luke substit- 
uted a more historically accurate phrase 
(or perhaps to be more 
exact, a phrase which had become fixed in the kerygma) suggests 
that they detected a difference. Discussion has frequently been 
obscured by a primary aim of deciding the authenticity of 
the 
saying(144). Nineham finds the origin of 
the double tradition in 
the influence of Hos 6: 2 and Jonah 1.17, but while 
Hos 6: 2 together 
with the uniform tradition that Jesus was crucified on 
the Friday 
and rose early on the Sunday morning may explain 
'on the third day', 
the Jonah reference in Mt 12: 40, which is given a 
different inter- 
pretation in the Lukan form 
(Lk 11: 30), seems very uncertain 
evidence for the source of the predominantly Markan phrase(145). 
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There is, moreover, no hint in the Markan tradition that the 
resurrection after three days is in fulfilment of scripture, in 
contrast to Paul's explicit statement in 1 Cor 15: 4. Even if we 
accept that the phrase was the one spoken by Jesus himself, we 
should have to assume that 1,1ark retained it out of respect for the 
dominical. word and interpreted it as meaning 'on the third day', 
a respect which does not seem to accord with his willingness to 
alter the prediction of the passion in 10: 33-34. No satisfactory 
explanation of the phrase has so far been offered(146). In its 
general setting in Mark's gospel it links the resurrection closely with 
the crucifixion and separates it from the parousia-, although in 
8: 27 - 9: 1 there is a parallel between the sufferings and resurrection 
of Jesus and the sufferings of the disciples and their acceptance by 
the Son of man at the parousia. 
Four int er-pre tat ions of 14: 28/16: 7 have been offered(147). The 
most generally accepted view is that both statements mean that after 
the resurrection Jesus will precede the disciples to Galilee where 
they will see him in resurrection appearances(146ý. -49ýohannes Weiss 
thought that the prophecy was that Jesus would collect his scattered 
disciples and lead them into Galilpe and that the kingdom of God 
would arrive as soon as they reached there 
(150). 
Lohmeyer inter- 
preted the sayings on the basis ol' his thesis th'at Galilee a 
theological concept in M-ark determining the ministry of Jesus and the 
eschatological conclusion of the gospel. Galilee is the land of the 
eschatological consummation. The present meant that Jesus 
was even at that moment on his way to Galilee in fulf ilment of the 
prophecy in 14: 28 and the disciples should follow him there. 'There 
shall ye see him' , added in 16: 7 
to the original prophecy points to 
the parousia and not to the resurrection appearances 
(151) 
# C. F. Evans 
argues that wheenTTpo-yetv has an object in classical 
Greek, in the 
LXX, and in the ',; ew Testament 
(with the exception of 11"It 14: 22; 
21: 31 , and perhaps 2: 
9 and 21: 9) the verb me, 3, ns I to lead to Eo at 
the head of'. H-e accepts this sense in 14: 28 and argues 
that this 
meaning excludes the interpretation of 
14: 28 and 16: 7 as referring 
either to resurrection appearances in 
Galilee or to a Galilean 
parousia. The promise of 14: 28 is a prophecy of 
the world mission 
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Oince we are attemp-ting to dip 11,1-a-rk's understand'Jiif- of the 
sayinz-s he included in his gospel we shall not discuss t. ne 
authenticity of 14: 28 
(153)0 
Even the question whether Plark received 
this section of the passion narrative in its present form or him-self 
inserted 14: 28 at this point is Of less importance than the fact 
that this is how he passed on the tradition. He plainly attached 
considerable importance to the prophecy, since he includes the 
specific reference to it in 16: 7 
(154). 
The two verses must plainly 
ý3 
be taken together and an interpretation be found which suits both. 
Since t-. rrcAy, -, v c. acc. can be shown to mean both 'precede' and 'lead' 
911. 
in the 1ýew I 'estament ttle weigInt can be placed upon the arguament 
from the grammatical construction. Against the 'View that the words 
mean 11--ai-1, into Galilerýl is the lack of any tradition of such a 
journey, aný-111 the tradi IU -ions of Galilean appearances cannot be 
dismissec' li, _,, _Lly(l55). -Tatthew and the use 1_11 Such an appearance in I 
he has miad- of' 1`1k 16: 7 in connexion ., d-th it does riot establish the 
sense wlýich attached to tho sayinE and it is necessary to 
guarý'I, against interpreting Mark from the standpoint of the lat Z-1 I -L ter 
, spels. 1.1everthel,, ss, p-o s 
_ý - it is extremely difficult to see how the 
discipl-, -D should fail to see Jesus before they reach Galilee if he 
-e(156) is le, _vIUn,: r 
them the. and while Evans' interpr, _ýtation of 
14: 27-, 'P8 as a dorainical saying is possible in itself, to accept this 
as INIark's understanding of the saying founders on the difficulty of 
applying this meaning to 16: 7. No problems are raised by the phrase 
'after I am raicedl so long as this is interpreted as the specific 
act of resurrection corresponding to 'he is risen' in 16: 6; resurrect- 
ion appearances equally with the parousia must take place after Jesus 
has left the tomb, and it is that which is central to Mark's account 
of the resurrection. 
Mark's meaning, therefore, can-only be discovered in the light 
of his total eschatolo,,, -,, y. In themselves 14: 28 and 16: 7 give no 
clear indication as to-the-way the disciples will see Jesus in 
Galilee. Tnitially the most obvious view is that, Kark refers to a 
resurrection appearance, which need not necessarily have 
been in the 
-her gospels or in Paul. This is form of those found in the ot 
tate- 
suggested by the emphasis laid upon the resurrection and 
the sU 
ment of the young man in which 'he is risen, 
he is not here' is 
combinei with 'there shall ye see him'. 
This seems to exclude a 
ill 
vision in Jer,, iý3air-%. --i such as 11a'tthew adds (1ý', t 28: 8-10) and implies 
that Jesull is already in Galilee or at least is on his way theret if 
he is thoiZ-ht of as travellin, -- in the sa, ie way as any other being 
on earth. This interpretation, however, makes it difficult to 
explain why il 'lark no-t. only fails to recount any appearances but 
also makes the women. fail to pass on the message to the disciples, and 
it almost imperatively demands that the ending of the gospel has been 
lost or was for some reason never written. To suggest possible ways 
in which 'Mark might. have completed this work is to resort to fiction. 
What would be required would be some act which broupht the disciples 
to Galilee - either a 'flight' from Jerusalcm 
(157), 
or the appearance 
of the angel to one or more of the disciples giving the message 
which the women had canc2aled out of fear, or even some event which 
led the women to break their silence. Apart from such speculation, 
the main of the theory that the conclusion of the gospel 
ha,: - pletely been lost is to explain how it could have-. vanishe,, J so com 
when the work was of sufficient importance for vlatth ,, 4 and Li , to r ik, e 
use it extensively. If on the other hand it is accepted that Mark 
intentionally ended his gospel at 16: 8 (and was not simply prevented 
frorn continuiný: -- his narrative by imprisonment or de-71th), then we are 
faced with the curious phenomenon of an evangelist Who either knew 
nothing of any resurrection appearances or who substitute'd the story 
of the empty tomb for such appearances. Curious as these may be, 
neither can be excluded, and until much stronger arguments, are 
produced to show that Mark's account continued after 16: 8 one of 
them must be accepted. 
it is this lack of resurrection appearances which gives strength 
to the views of J. Weiss and Lohmeyer that 14: 28 and 16: 7 do not 
allude to such appearances but to something else. Granted 
that 
damaging criticisms of these theories can be presented, mr-aking them 
untenable in the form in which they have been presented, 
it is never- 
theless difficult to avoid the feeling that, as explanations of Mark's C> 
thought, they are on the right lines. 'What is needed 
is to co-ordin- 
ate the sayings of Jesus concerning 
the kingdom, the suffering and 
resurrection of the Son of man, and 
the parousia into a satisfactory 
unity which will provide a reasonably consistent eschatology, 
but 
first the third of the sayings concerning 
the resurrection must be 
taken into consideration, 9: 9-10. The disciples are commanded 
by 
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Jesus not to tell anyone about the things they had seen on the mount 
of transfiguration 'save when the Son of mar, should have risen again 
from the dead'. To this Aark (or his source) adds the comment that 
the disciples y,, 1ý 4fl 7C, 7tr IL V 
which, according to whether 
is taken with et<p_vrýcr%xv or :; -uvr,, 7ro-,, v-z-es, is interpreted either as 
'they kept the matter (or saying) to themselves, questioning together 
what the reference to the rising from the dead might mean' or as 
'they kept the saying in mind (i. e. obeyed the injunction to keep 
silence), questioning together among themselves ... ' Commentators 
E7enerally limit themselves to considering whether the incident is 
historical and the sayiný7 dominical, or whether it is part of the 
messianic secret and is an attempt to account for the fact that the 
transfiguration was unknown in the earliest tradition(158). Our 
concer. n here is rather different. It may be noted that the injunction 
is part of the inner core of -the secret given only to the three, and 
is thus alkin to 13: 5-37. Eark must, therefore, have held it to 
have special significance. Further it implies that there will be 
-unity to narrate -the experience after the resurrection, an oppor4l 
and pr, ýsumrably that it was so narrated, since Mark is able to include 
the ýýtorý, of the Transfiguration in his gospel. Thus in the period 
bet-.,: een tl-, e resurrection and the parousia one of the features of the 
life of the community is the arrival at an understanding of some of 
the even-ts of the earthly life of Jesus and the narration (and 
explanation) of those events. It is not specifically stated that 
the resurrection will produce this understanding, although this is 
perhaps im4plied by the fact that the three are also depicted as per- 
plexed by what the resurrection itself should be and that 
the per- 
plexity is to be relieved by the event itself. This 
is the only 
reference to the resurrection in Mark to be accorded a positive 
evaluation; the others, for all the emphasis placed upon 
the fact, 
contain no more than the bare statements 
that the Son of man would 
or must rise again 
(8: 31; 9: 31; 10: 34), while 'after I am 
. 
(14: 28) is parenthetic. Thus from another angle we are raised uD' 
forced to conclude -that for 1,11ark the resurrection 
is a piece of the 
traditional kerygma which he has -to reproduce, usually 
in set 
formulas, and only on one occasion 
does he perhaps find any signific- 
ance in it. This accords with our 
earlier conclusion, that 11'ark 
deliberately does not record any resurrection appearances. 
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The different strands of eschatological teach 4 n: r in : -- rl- CD Lc_ - gospel may now be drawn together, having in mind certain questions 
which have so far been left open. It has been ar,: _ýued that ther. -- is in this gospel a stronc- predestinarian belief 
. k, U<> U `hat the events which 
are recorded are the fulfilment of a predetermined plan, and that 
both what has happened in the past and what will occur in the future 
are in a sense simply the unrolling of what has already been f ixed in 
the purpose of God. Mark points this out less by a pattern of 
prophecy and ful. filment based on the Old Testament scriptures 
(although he does use this) than by his use of ýc-L and of other ways 
of express divine necessity such as the ful-filment of predictions 
made by Jesus him<. -elf (8: 151; 9: 31; 10: 33-34; 14": 27,30). The 
account of the events which lead up to the End in chapter 13 was 
seen to belong to this cast of thought, and it was suc, t, estcd that 
Eark believed that once the process had bepun it would run relent- 
lessly to its conclusion in tne coming of the Son o'L r. ian and thf-. 
gathering of the elect. Similarly the predictions of thEý passion 
are fulfilled in the passion narrative, and onc---ý this sequence is 
set in motion at the begi, riiing of chapter 14 it continues withoit a 
break up to the announcement 'He is risen'. The third strand of 
eschatological -thought is found in the sayings about the kingdom of 
God. have seen that there is no evidence derived from the sayings 
themselves to suggest that !, lark believed that the kingdom had arrived 
at any point in the events he was narrating. The saying spoken at 
the Last Supper (14: 25) is as strongly futuristic as that in 9: 1 and 
even more obviously futti-ristic than that in 1: 15. Whereas, however, 
the sayings which predict the passion and the end event have a point 
of fulfilment clearly fixed in the crucifixion and the still awaited 
parousia, such a clear date of the coming of the kingdom is lacking. 
Indeed, the phrase I the kingdom of God', when it is not used as an 
equivalent for eternal life (9: 47; 10: 23,24,25), appears to be 
an expression for the final decisive intervention of God 
(1: 15; 9: 1; 
14: 25). In what sense is it such an expression? 
In the discussion above of the sayings about the resurrection 
we left open the views associated with 
J. Weiss and Lohmeyer/Marxsen 
CD that Plark intended by the 'seeing' of Jesus in Galilee the comino. of 
the kingdom or the parousia, both of which are sufficiently 
imminent 
in his thout. l. ht for this to be possible. 
It is necessary, however, 
to decide be 114 u tween these two interpretations, and may not Grundma-nn 
be right when he says: 'Ftr den Evangelisten Mar kus ist die Ntthe des 
Reiches Gottes die Ntthe der Parusie'9(159) Both the coming of the 
kingdom of God with power and the events in 13: 5-37 are spoken of 
in similar terms as to be expected within the first Christian 
generation (9: 1; 13: 30), and Mark can hardly have understood the 
saying in 9: 1 in ! Iny other way than as referring to the future, 
final and complete arrival of the reign of God, a thought which is 
closely akin to that of the coming of the Son of man which is 
presented in 13: 26 as the climax of the last things and is closely 
associated with this saying -dom in 8: 38 
(16o). 
about the king 
14: 25 the statemnent 'I will no more drink of the fruit of the vine 
until that day 7When I drink it new in the kingdom of God' is separatpd 
only by the transition to the 14ount of Olives from the statement 
'After I ami raised up, I will go before you into Galilee'. If, then, 
it is asked when Triark envisaged that Jesus would drink the fruit of 
the vine new in the kinpdom the answer must surely be that it is 
when the disciples see him in Galilee, and this would imply either 
that the kingdcm ca. -, ie at the resurrection or that the coming of the 
kingdom is identified with the parousia. Granting Mark's low 
valuation of the resurrection and the improbabilUty that he wished 
to record any resurrection appearances, the second of these propos- 
itions seems far more likely. Morrýover, if the coming of the kingdom 
takes place at the parousia, there is less contrast between the two 
types of saying about the kingdom, for at the coming of the kingdom 
with the parousia the time of the reward for those who were not 
ashamed of Jesus and who endured loss and persecution begins (8: 35, 
38; 10: 29-30)- 
What bearing would such a conclusion have on the interpretation 
of 1: 15, the 'summary which Mark supplies of Jesus, preaching of the 
'gospel of God', presumably to the crowds since no disciples 
have yet 
been called? Though Dodd's interpretation of this verse 
is to be 
rejected 
(161) 
, the Position which 
it occupies in Mark's record and 
its initial statement -rri", -ýjptzFrAo. 6 suggest that 
the coming of 
I 
the kingdom is rather more immediate than is indicated 
in chapter 
13 when'it supervenes upon the disasters listed 
there. If, however, 
the saying is read in the light of 8: 27 - 
9: 1 it will be seen that 
the drama of the ministry of Jesus, his death, resurrection and 
the 
suffering of his followers is set between 
the first two pronouncements. 
The time has been fulfilled because the sequence of eschatological 
115 events has been set in motion with the preaching of John the Baptist. 
'Me kingdom itself only comes with the parousia, yet because the 
events are predetermined and must run their course now that theý- 
have begun, the kingdom has truly I drawn near' , and hence the sense 
of urgency. 
If this is a correct interpretation of Plark's eschatology it 
raises questions about the way Plark understood the earthly ministry 
of Jesus and in particular what is the place of the conflict with 
evil in it. Of this two recent and opposing interpretations call 
for consideration. 
J. M. Robinson sees the life of Jesus in I-lark as a cosmic 
struggle between the Spirit and Satan, of which John the Baptist 
is -the 'prophesied preparer'. This struggle continues in the life 
of the church. He draws his main evidence from the debate about 
exorcism (3: 21-30) and the exorcisms narrated in !.,! ark, to wnich the 
h Er LL- healing Aracles and the stilling of the storm and the debates 
between Jesus and both his opponents and his disciples are akin, 
and lie finds further suppor-l.. - in the references to the persecutions 
which -the disciples will have to face (10: 30,38-39; 13: 9-13)'* 
The pi)int at which Mark begins his gospel indicat, ýs -that this 
eschatological action of God, prepared by John the Baptist, was 
inaugurated at the baptism and temptation and was carried on 
throu. c. 7h the struggles with various forms of evil until in his death 
Jesus experienced 'the ultimate of historical involvement and of 
diabolic antagonism. ' The force of evil was conclusively broken 
in the resurrection and the power of God's reigui was established 
in history. The 1ý1arkan eschatology, however, implies a continuation 
of this s4mee kind of struggle between the Spirit and Satan until 
the final outcome and the goal of history is reached 
(162) 
& 
E. Best confutes this interpretation in detail and offers a 
rival one. He also attaches great importance 
to the debate about 
exorcism, but claims, that it shows that Jesus 
has already mastered 
and bound Satan and hence is, now in a position 
to plunder his 
'possessions' (-r. < C7 K C-'U II)i. e. men in 
the power of Satan's underliný; s. 
Linking the passage with the narrative of 
the temptation (as Robinson 
had done) he argues that it was there 
that the victory was won, so that 
erless at the very begin---- for 'Nark Satan was defeated and rendered powe 
ni. ng of Jesus' ministry. 
Hence there is no real 'conflict' with the 
demons but rather Jesus is seen as exercising 
his authority over 
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them and givinFr that authority to his disc; 
-ple 
Best is then faced 
with the problem of how to explain the -meaning of the cross and of 
how I. -o'interpret the experience 01 ý ristians who found 
' the early Ch 
Satan very active, an activity reflectej in the interpretation of 
the parable of the Sower (4: 15). He solves the first problem by 
arguing that Mark did not regard all evil in te world as coming th 
01 1 
from Satan but saw it as also arisin,:.,, from 'the seductive power of 
wealth, from the fear of persecution, from the enticements of other 
men and women, and from a man's own inner weakness in that he is 
flesh and not spirit, V * Jesus deals with this sin as an authoritat- 
ive teacher who brings men to an understanding of the truth, 
especially of the meaning of the cross, which is both redemptive 
and also a way of life for them as well as him. 'The cross which 
is God's judgement, is borne by Jesus in order to redeem men and 
bring them into the new community. ' The second ., )robl(--m is, more 
intransigent and Best merely suggest three pos-ible explanations: -s 
perhaps, like the author of Revelation , Mark regarded atan as 
bound only temporarily, du--r-ing the time of Jesus on earth, the 
time of the new I-Nodus, and as af-terwards set free again to attack 
the community; pe-rhaps PIark included the interpretation of the 
Sower without realizing that the explanation of the seed sown by 
the wayside was inconsistent with his own view; porhaps, Mark in 
4 . 15 uses Satan to mean the community of unclean spirits and not (163) 
Satan himself 
Best has shown that there is less struggle in the exorcism 
narratives than Robinson claims, and that the binding of the strong 
one and the plundering of his house are not necessarily identical. 
The ministry of Jesus is therefore not correctly characterized as 
#carrying through the struggle against Satan in the powers of the 
Spirit'. Best is also correct in rejecting Robinson's view that 
Satan is present in Jesus' debates with his disciples and opponents, 
and in his view that for Mark wealth, persecution and other men are 
sources of temptation 
(164)* 
It is not clear, however, that 3: 27 
will bear the weight that Best wishes to put upon 
it, or that 1: 13 
is correctly interpreted of a conflict with and victory over 
Satan. 
3: 27 is part of a set of answers to the scribes which 
Mark says were 
ev nyKýoN. AtS , which 
is itself a warning that the words are enigmatic 
and to be interpreted with caution. One cannot say 
that 'the strong 
man is undoubtedly Satan' 
(165). 
This is only one possibility. 
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Another possibility is that the 'parable' simply indicates that as 
you have to bind a stronrr man before you can plunder his goods, so 
the forces of evil (Satan and demons) must be conquered on each 
occasion of exorcism before those enslaved by them can be freed, an 
interpretation which is in line with vv. 23-26 and their implication 
that Satan's kingdom is not yet at an end. The absence of struggle in 
the exorcisms can be explained as due to the vastly superior power 
and authority of Jesus which Mark depicts as that of the Son of man 
and Son of God. Further it is by no means certain that 1: 13 
represents a conflict with Satan in which he is decisively defeated. 
To make it do so Best has to draw a sharp distinction between the 
use of &-V here and later in the gospel where the temptation 
comes from men (8: 11; 10: 2; 12: 15), and has also to treat the 
'temptation' of the disciples in Gethsemene as 'the struggle of 
the hiLman will against divine will I, which Jesus himself also had 
to face 
(166) 
Even if there is a distinction between being tempted 
by Satan in 1: 13 and by men and one's own weak nature in the other 
passa, ---, -ý, s, the victory over Satan's temptation would not necessarily 
mean that JeFýus was 'victorious to such a degree that he was after- 
wards able to spoil Satan's house and kingdom. The symbolism in 




unclear in its significance and hardly 
such as to justify what is a singular interpretation of TT,, pafclýk t VýZ; 
as denoting the eschatological struggle with Satan, the outcome of 
which can then be deduced from 3: 27 and the authority which Jesus 
possesses over the demons. 
Both Robinson and Best are faced with the difficulty that the 
defeat of Satan at an early point in the eschatological drama 
leaves unanswered the question why Christians are still subject to 
his assaults. For Robinson the decisive victory was achieved 
through the ability of Jesus to maintain the struggle right up to 
the cross, and in the resurrection I the force of evil is conclusively 
broken and the power of Godfs reign established in history' 
(168) 
0 
Yet the struggle between the Spirit and Satan contines in the history 
of the church until the final outcome is reached 
(169) 
. He does not 
explain this apparent inconsistency between 
the victory achieved in 
the resurrection and the continuing struggle up 
to the parousia, but 
he probably intends it to be interpreted along 
the lines of Cullmann's 
view that the resurrection was 
the Al Alamein of the eschatological 
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war with evil(170), for he claims that :,! a. - ý. L- 
k distinguishes ", - -pe-Jo-I of church history in which eschatological blessing and persec'iztý. on 
are cornibined 'Lrom the non-eschatological history preceding the coming 
of Jesus on the one hand and from the ne-,, Aeon in which all pain, 
sufferinc- and evil are absent on the other, and states that the 
period o'L cnurch history was inau6-urated by the Christ event(171). 
Best recogriizes the difficulty but can offer no more than three 
tentative solutions, all of them unsatisfacto-ry, for 'the theory that 
Mark regarded the binding of Satan as only temporary is sheer 
conjecture, his inconsistency in including 4: 15, even if it is taken 
from a source, is of a serious measure il ' he intended weight to 
placed u-. -)on 
the defeat of" Satan in the temptation, and that Satan is 
used corporate-., - o- t if the unclean s, )irits founders on the fact t'a 
'Sa', a. n' can sometl:: ý-es have this -. -ieanine it can also have it in 1: 13. 
Both tn, 
_-ýse accounts of I'lark' s es-_I-. a`, olo---y r. iore problez; 
than they solve bc cause they f, ý. il to 6--i-ve s, fficjý, Ijf p`ace to the -1 -1- 11 LI 
teac'ning of' Jes-_ýs abouit the of 3o, J rand ji, i the events 
leadin', up to 'h! - n, 
or 
ýn c' a section of 
his to th,,. ý a---oc-alypse al"A rcý- iz", 2 St 11, e iuýl). iýe co.: ilng of 
the -'-m of Iýrolj in po""er is clos(-, as-oc', ation 
t the coming o' the Son of He describe--, I of 8: 38 and 9: 1 with L 
this as a Ifuture event in tiii-l'ý space' wh. ic --I' brin -S histoy to 
its consummation, out wrongly characuerizes it as 'but the co-mpletion 
of the eschatological history of Jesus', and holds that its inain 
importance lies in giving a particular orientation -to the interven- 
ing period of Jesus Imini s try and the history of the church which it 
interprets in terms of struc,, gle(172). This leads to a further 
in the assertion that the stress distortion of ! -Iark's eschatoloýn 
found in Nlatth-w and Luke on the historical nature of -the coming 
eschatolo---ical events only continues a trend already present in 
'Eark, for this underestimates the importance of the imminence of 
66 - 
to which he was writin, - the End for 714ark and exa, --erates the e_, ýtent 
- 
(173) 
for the on-going Christian com.; i-Luiity For the other t-viro CI 
ts, the life of the church is lived in eschat- evangelisL. 
ological history, in which the strug-le with Satan is a dominant CD 
feature, it is none the less history in which the End is receding 
into the distant future and is providing opportunity for working out 
of moral and sociological issues. This is, however, not in tune C> 
lig 
with IýIarkls presrýntation of the teaching of Jesus, which is pri. --, iarily C.; 
concerned with the Person and activity of t'he Son of man and tl. -. e 
eschatological drama of th-r- kingdom and thýý parousia. 
Best recognizes that in the teaching of Jesus as Mark presents it 
the I- i-n, - U and ., 
dom i! ý future, and that this is in conttast to I , -Iatthew 
Luke for whom there is a present ki-ngdom(174). Ile emphasizes, 
however, that there is no evidence that I`iark connects the kingdom 
with the defeat of the demonic world; rather is it 'the rule of 
God over men I, and the purpose of Jesus I coming is to bring men 
into a relationship with God and to promise them a part in the final 
consummation. He refers to the parousia and the events of chapter 
13 only incidentally, as a consummation which is chiefly a reassur- 
ance that it was the Son of God who was crucified and that his 
final triu. mph is secure. Similarly 14: 28 was inserted 'to set the 
ass P sion ir. the light of the eventual triumph of the Resurrection 
and'//or the Parousial and 'to show that our Lord himself expected 
-the continuance of the fellowship of the disciples both with himself 
In his disclIssion. of chapu and ,; ith one another' 
(175). 
ter 13 the 
ter, Fýions depicted are taken as arising from persecution, war, and 
falsc) p2lý? achers, as well perhaps as the deironic, if -rc. V pA-y --ý S 
A .0 al though Eark to Anti-Christ. In Best's view, 
probibly received all three types of Son of man sayin,, c:,, s from the 
tradition, his gospel is primarily concerned with the Son of God 
whom men killed, and Jesus is the Son of man who deals with sin 
either through forgiveness or punishment. Thus the chief signific- 
ance of the parousia sayings is seen in the judicial functions of 
the Son of mian(176) 0 
While Robinson and Best pay too little heed to the parousia, 
it might be alleged that the view which is set out here does not 
"erated prophecy adequately explain the large emphasist both in reiU 
and in detailed description, which Mark lays upon th. - passion. If 
Plark's message is that after John had prepared the way, the sequence 
of events pertaining to the End began with the baptism of Jesus and 
will reach their climax and conclusion in the coming of the Son of 
man and the gathering of the elect, what decisive part in the 
message does the suffering and death of Jesus play? The answer to 
this question would seem to be that Mark sees the experience of 
John the Baptistq the life and death of Jesus, and the sufferings 
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and persecution of Christians as three aspects of the same divinely 
decreed fate of those who are God's servants. This does not mean 
that the three cycles of experience are identical or that they each 
have the same meaninr,. Jo'hn is the fore-runner; Jesus is the Son 
of God; Christians live in the period between the cross and the 
parousia. Yet Mark underlines the similarities. The comine, of John 
as Elijah and the way men wreaked their will on him is linked with 
the suffering of the Son of man, and both are set in the framework 
of the fulfilment of scripture - 'how is it written of the Son of 
man' and 'even as it is written of him (Elijah)l (9: 11-13), and it 
is in line with this that the death of John is given such prominence 
in a book which otherwise deals exclusively with the actions of Jesus (177) (6: 14-29) . The sufferings of the disciples are frequently 
alluded to, and this is set against the background of the suffering 
of the Son ol f man, indeed, is depicted as suffering with the Son of 
man (8: 27 - 9: 1 and 10: -42-40). The parallels drawn by R. H. Lightfoot 
between chapter 13 and the passion narrative virould support this 
view Lightfoot suggested that the first fulfilment of the 
predictions in chapter 13 was the passion 'which was itself regarded 
as a sign, a seal or assurance, and a sacrament of the ultimate 
fulf ilment I, and on this score he regarded 13: 30 as less dif f icult 
than is usually supposed. This may go too far in sacramentalism. and 
symbolism, for Mark certainly held that the parousia would be a fact 
occurring during the lifetime of some at least of Jesus' contempor- 
aries. It would be better, as suggested above, to speak of a 
sequence of eschatological events within which are to be found three 
cycles of experience. Moreovert there is no evidence to suggest that 
Mark, like John, saw the exaltation of the Son of man as coinciding 
with the moment of his death upon the cross. It may be that the 
veil of the temple (15: 38) refers to the curtain in front of the holy 
of holies, so that its rending indicates that the barrier between 
God and man was broken down at the moment of Christ's death, and also 
that the comment of the centuriOn was intended to be the confession 
of the firstfruits of the Gentiles(179), but these are recognitions 
of the person of Jesus and not of any change in his status or of his 
final glorification. 
It may be felt that such an interpretation seriously impairs 
the theological importance of the death of Christ, yet the question 
must be asked whether in fact Mark attributed great soteriological 
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signif icance to it. Apart from 10: 45 a id 14: 24 there. are no 
utterances of Jesus which sug&--st that he did. Rather 151he crucifixion 
is depictel. as the climax of persecution (cf. 8: 31; 01: 129 31; 
10: 33-34) and i. n. the passion narrative of this gospel more so than 
in any of the others it is -the sufferings of Jesus that are stressed 
(180)" 
Although it is the Son of God who is s,, -Lffering in this way, his 
suffering is neeverlu'lieless linked with that of his followers. This U il UL- 
is so of the cup and baptism of 10: 38, which are usually interpreted 41 
of the suffering of Jesus and which James and John are to share C) (10: 39)- 
The service culminates in the 'ransom for many' is not distinct 
-he disciples ariý to give from the service wý-_ich -t 0 
(10: 43-45). 71he 
first prediction of" the passion is clos--21y followed by the call for 
u. ie disciple V --k _L and . 
L', to ta': ý_e u. Jesus (8: 31, Ili p 
his cross an' follow 
4- 
althoujh thn crucifixion is not exý)rez3sl- -menti-ned liere it is 
i, -ýark wrote land IL.,, ý ,. 7it'l. ou'l Iflaving the 
c oss in min jospel i- Ur of 
persec, ution (cf. '%. 'I--e addi 0_ wýi 14 
JL 0 rl. --) -. -n 
10: 30) 
and even if 13: 5-13, does not, as oull have, it, .11 Arx-en w 
de- -' p-ct t1in, 
situation oj' '(181) primitive who,, c, I`A-rk is addre,, ý1; in6!, 
t-i, fe3- 
_- 
this persecu ion is nevertulneless akLn to th-e c ff- wl,. ich Jeý -i, 
had. to end,, -Are. 
This lack. of -I I'l- 01- isin. L, iý- 4L SIV-Lllr, effective- 
ness of the death of Jesus is ref-l(ýcte, ] in tir! way jesu-s by hlý, own 
authority as Son off man forjiv(ýs si. -ns (2: 1-1-2). 'Sin can T)ý, forfjven 
before the deat-. of Jesus and is ilLot depende. rit upon any results 
coziin, D- from the cross. 'ýIe conclude therefore, that there is no 
evidence in 1', Tark for interpreting the death of Jesus as the victory 
over Satan and the forces of evil and that sacrificial ideas have 
a minor place, being derived more from the tradition than fro, -, i 
Mark's own theoloEy. For himself the suffering and death of 
Jesus are partý. of the predestined eschatological event and the 
resurrection is only an anticipatory victory. The final victorý! - is 
the coming of the king5dom of God and the parousia of the Son of man. C11 D 
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C -., I IT Chapter IV 7-71 GIV7,14 10 T-H7, DTSCIPLE! ', 3 
In 'Lýhý. -, previous chaptý-r what has been examined. is that teac. -ing I 
addressed to the di, scip'les which refers in the m-ain to hi,,: torical 
events, and it has been argued that 11-lark believed the life of John 
the Baptist, the ministry of Jesus, the Cross and the Resurrection, 
and the final coming- of the kingdom of God to be one single eschat- CD Cý L3 
ological event, predetermined by God and speedily moving to its 
climax. It has been noted in passing that this was set against a 
background o. f persecution and was linked with a call to rigorous 
discipleship. It is now necessary to consider in further detail 
this second. strand in the teaching of Jesus as Mark has presented it. 
Tý-io reýýent studies of this mateiýial provide a point of departure. 
In the course of his interDretation of the messago-e of Mark, Quesnell 
draws attention to villat he, calls 'universal moral directives'. Tle 
fir,, -, t isolates such sayingcl-- by the application of form criticisl-, l 
and. sets out five typp-1: 
(a) those introduced by 'whoever ... ' 
(8: 35,38; 9: 37,41,42; 
10: 119 15,43,44); 
(b) those phrased conditionally - 'if anyone ... ' 
(8: 34; 9: 35 
4-75,45,47; 10: 12); 
(C) those phrased negatively (10: 29-30, and perhaps also 9: 39); 
(d) universal moral imperatives (9: 50; 10: 14); 
(e) implicit exhortations phrased as universal teaching (8: 36,37; 
10: 23,249 25). 
In addition 10: 5-9 and 17-21 are the answers to questions which 
elicit moral instruction('). 
How much stress should be placed upon the form of these 
sayings is uncertain. Although the approach bears certain similar- 
ities to Alt's fruitful study of laws in the Old Testament 
(2) 
, it may 
not be equally valid in application to the New Testament. The 
situation in the Old Testament period was very different in that 
there was more opportunity for the development of stereotyped forms 
within the longer periods of tradition, and the kind of material 
which was being transmitted was different. This part of Quesnell's 
work does, however, draw attention to a group of sayings which present 
ethical teaching. Further, all these sayings apart from 10: 5-9 and 
17-21, which are not really moral directives in the sense in which 
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I 
, xuesnell has ini, ially used the term, are addressed to the disciples. 
"T i1oreover they are larg-ely conf-L Ined to the section 8: 27 - 10: 52 which 
he, along with many other scholars, regards as a special section of 
the r.,, ospel. 'Hie recognizes certain similar imperatives after 10: '-2 
(e., -. 11: 22-24,25; 12: 179 29-319 43-44 and parts of chapter 13). 
but of these he apparently accepts only 11: 25 as a genuine universal 
directive(3). In the first part of the gospel there are very few 
sayings of this kind(4), and while there is a considerable amount of 
exhortation and moral teachinE in the gospel as a whole, the universal 
moral directives and the positive teaching in general have been 
collected in this central section. This is due to the Markan 
redaction(5). 
Having established this arrangement of the material in Mark, 
ý, )uesnell points out the connexions between the imperatives and the 
other two main themes which he detects in 8: 27 - 10: 52, the identity 
of Jesus as the Son of God and the coming fate which awaits him on 
the cross, both of which are revealed either directly by Jesus 
(6) 
himself or through special revelation The major part of the 
moral directives is intimately linked with the predictions of the 
passion (8: 31; 9: 31; 10: 32-34). On each occasion the disciples 
misunderstand the meaning of the prediction and Je.,, us corrects them, 
giving an explanation of what following -the crticified one. really 
implies. All the ot -her teaching up to 10: 52 carries forward the 
same theme, with the possible exception of the pericope on divorce 
(10: 1-12), and even this, he suggests, might be fitted in if Christ 
is thought of as the bridegroom 
(7). 
Thus 'at least then for 8: 27 - 
10: 52 an over-all pattern of moral teaching which stands in an 
intimate relation of dependence with regard to the destiny of the 
cross and of salvation through the cross is unmistakeable and 
(8) 
characteristic' 
This observation leads on to Quesnell's theory that the first 
half of the gospel, with its theme of the disciples' failure to 
understand the teaching, work and identity of Jesus, is part of an 
intricate plan whereby Plark wishes to lead his readers beyond a 
superficial understanding of the passion and resurrection and the 
kind of discipleship which this involves, to a full understanding 
which is ultimately sacramental. In the first part of the book 
the Christian reader would feel superior to the first disciples 
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because lie knows who Jesus is while tney did not, but after the 
predictions of the passion and the subsequent rebukes and teachin[-,; 
he begins to question whether he has really understood after all. 
'Has he made and begun to execute in his own li.; - fe the absolute 
decisions which true understanding O'L the mystery of the cross and 
true appreciation of the identity of Jesus logically entail? ' This 
makes him open to the teaching now directed at him, and the message C) 
is finally confirmed by the narrative in chapters 14 - 16(9). 
It is easy to raise objections to the insistence of quesnell, 
which is connected with his analysis, that bread has central- symbolic 
significance for 11, lark(10), Despite the double account of the feeding 
miracle 8: 1-9ý and the emphasis placed upon the meaning 
of the loaves (8: 11-21, c-L 01 -ether wit. obvious eucharistic 1+ 6: 52), too 
al 'us iono to f ind t1ae key- to the% whole C. osýi_ _1 
i, 
AA 5' 6o lay is t 
more wei-nt Indeed, s ne. 11 pon a single verse than it can sustain. ZD 
reall- faiL: exolain ', Inis verse shoý. i. ld be c---n-. ra1 to the 
interpretation of the gospel. 
Must also be raised about the more clai, -. i that 
"lark's purpose was to provide teaching. ', -ie have seen rea-son to doubt 
whether he ever intended to portray Jesus as a teacl,,., -r 
in the modern 
sen, -; p t.. - word, althouP 
ýýIn 
it became clear that the iii3truction 
given to the disciples waz important for his presentation of Jesus. 
To the extent, therefore, that Quesnell directs his attention to that 
secret instruction and refuses to isolate it from the other themes 
in the gospel, the identity of Jesus and his sufferings and death, 
he is on the right lines. 74hat is more doubtful is whether Mark 
devised the over-elaborate and highly sophisticated method of teaching 
which Quesnell suggests. Though one may seldom claim to have entered 
so completely into a past age as to be able to pronounce what was or 
what was not possible in it, it is difficult to believe that" Qu. -snell's 
-oicture of liark's method. and purpose in writing his gospel accords with 
what can be discovered from other sources oil the first century church. 
It looks much too like a highly developed pedagogic technique to fit 
-hose easily into that society. Nlevertheless, by drawing attention to t 
sayings which he terms universal moral directives and by linking them 
closely with the predictions of the passion 'Quesnell has certainly 
advanced 'the study of Mark's gospel. 
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fln H-ploh's -. -Dnclusions are somewhat', si,, Alar, although he arrives 
Vhý--. -n by a tI -nt rcute. Startiný; from 1; 1ic now familiar 
ass, amption of --: -, ý-Iýicction criticism th-at 1', lark, was writing specifically 
for tl. -, e Ch. --istian -ýommunity of which he was a member, and probably 
a leadrý, r, he claims- to be able to detect the characteristics of that 
co-, munity from a careful analysis of the alterations and additions 
- -iark makes tc his traditional mate whicli 1 -rial. It is a church which 
is being persecuted or is under the threat of persecution; it is a 
church in whicn a hierarchy is developping and where some members 
are becomin- rich and others are seekiný- power; and there is a E) tD 
failure to understand. the parables of Jesus and a reluctance to 
accept sufferino' which goes with an opposition to teaching about C) (I -, ý 
self-sacrifice" 
l'i'ark's purposp, therefo-ro, is to his co. mmunity. In the 
first parz. OL the c! -ospel - 8: 26) the disci_pleý, -, are presented r; 
(1: 14 
- addi _ý_ as representatives of the Christians 
to whom h., -. 11 --s hic, work. 
Special emphasis is placed upon disc ipleSlll i-p. 1: 14-15 is a key to 
understandin7 th. -_ ; -rospel: through the words and deeds of Jesus the 
community should come to fa4-th in Mmý The perico-, _)ae which 
contain the account of the call of the disciples (1: 16-: ')0), thrý 
appointment of the Twelve (3: 13-19), and the mission in which they 
carry out the actions of Jesus (6: 0b-13,3,0) are directly applicable 
to the community(l"; 
). 
The failurý--- of the disciples to under, 1-tand 
Jesus, which is stressed in this section of the gospel, is not final 
but leads to understanding; in a similar way thp Christians of Mark's 
day do not understand the parables or the meaning of the events in 
the life of Jesus, especially the loaves which reveal Jesus as the 
bread of life, present within the congregation, and Mark is writing (15) 
to give them this understanding 
The second section (8: 27 - 10: 52) contains the teaching which 
Mark wishes to give. Embraced within the episode at Caesarea 
Philippi (6: 27-33) and the healing of Bartimaeus who provides a final ,j 
example of one who followed in the way to Jerusalem and the cross 
(10: 46-52), the teaching chiefly shows that discipleship means 
following Jesus in the way of the cross in face of the expected or 
actual persecution and in not being ashamed of him and accepting 
the way of service (8: 34 - 9: 1; 9: 33-50; 10: 35-45) 
(16) 
. Besides 
this main theme I-lark adds instruction for the life of the congregation 




the importance of children (10: 13-16), the dangers of riches (10: 17-27)9 
(17) and the place of prayer in the battle against demons (9: 14-29) 
The study is based upon a minute examination of the relevant 
passages with the object of discovering Mark's redactional activity 
and merits close study 
(18) 
Nevertheless, apart from some question- 
able details of exegesis, especially of chapter 10, the theory 
contains two serious weaknesses. In the first place Reploh is 
highly selective in his use of the material. He omits the eschatolog- 
ical teaching almost entirely, passing over even 8: 38 and 9: 1 as simply 
underlining the seriousness of the judgement already coming on the 
disciples and the crisis of the present time 
(19) 
. while chapter 13 
is hardly considered at all. This produces a perspective which is 
fore-shortened by the impending persecution rat. ier than by the 
imminent parousia, and inakes of chapter 10 instructions for an on- 
goin,, 'r church. More seriously he fails to account for thc - fact that 
,,. ark wrotý- a 'life' of Jesus; for however much stress is placed 
upon the fact that ýIarkls framework is redactional and that his 
chronolog, ical and geographical terms are primarily theologicall 
and however ready we may be to accept the view so forcibly expressed 
by T, arKsen 'that Mark is writing a ý, Oky7c- v, there is no escaping 
the fori,, i in which Mark presents his message as a narrative which tells 
the story of Jesus froin his baptism to his crucifixion and the empty 
tomb, and however unsatisfactory the joints may be they are intended 
to link the episodes and not tuo separate them. A narrative is not 
the most obvious form to adopt if the intention is to give instructions 
to a persecuted and quarrelling congregation; the letter was a well- 
known mediumz. 
A further difficulty is of more general concern and attaches to 
Quesnell's interpretation as well as Reploh's. Both writers attempt 
to integrate the teac-ý. ing and the passion narrative, Quesnell rather 
more explicitly than Reploh in finding in chapters 14 - 16 the seal, 
as it were, set upon the eucharistic teaching. Reploh bases the call 
. 
ptance of service and suffering upon the way trodden by to -the acce tj 
the 1ý Master himself and stresses that the Chrisstian life is Nachfolge. 
Both writers assume tliatl the outline of the crucifixion will be known 
to Plark's readers and that Eark is writing his gospel in this knowledge; 
both also are embarrasse, -'A. by chapter 13, and both should have been 
embarrassed by the amoi, -v-it of narrative in the gospel. In fact these 
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two carefull cstidies o--"' the teachinF, in 1: arIj-- illustrate '111-ýe 
needl -for an analysis will account n,, -, t for the rath-, ýr 
one-si, ýed teac', --Jný- wl-, ich ic found in th, --ý -O-oa; p. ýnl aný the odd use of 
the wor, -ý as ap wh . 
plied to Jesus, but Lch will also iintfý? ý7, r 
sat 41- -:,, -'g-c+. oril-y into a single intý-r_-, pretat ion of purpose the 
sýýyin, -, -ý- to whic'n tI-icy havc drawn at-tention, the eschatological 
teaching and -1. A. -he narrative sections of tlhe ýý-, ospcl. 
In the teacIýing two features are small amount of C-11 
the material an,,! its narrow range. ',,; hether this was all that was 
contained in -,.,. -ark's tradition or whether he made a selecIl -ion from a 
-led an extrem- wider collection, he has inclu. U_ --ly small number of sayings 
which can be described even in a very general w,. y as ethical. As 
alrel-1, -ly shown, many of the pronouncement st-)ri-s ., iliich have been 
ýich to `erivýý tli- teacl, lin- o-, ` Tesus regarded as central passages from wl, 
are -not used by : lark for this purpose, although tl-ý Lrc- so used by 
t1l, iev. 1cal . -; ', he-- synoptic writ,:: =,. I. -,! -, -n h- ,. ýI_shes to draw out et", 
veachin. ý-- fromn ci,. Ch stories he adds to t-. Ii- disciples, 
-i, -nt, - yi- apt. and Reploh's de. -ription of these adlitions a, comT. 3r 
--1 11 "Tark' s of which rc-juireý Thi- --ly 
in accord wit' -1 - 
explanations if are to be understooc'. I'l. is typ(- of ethical 
teaching, however, is rarely adde(I to t1he COI. fliCt Btories. Zu-snell 
and Reploh make an important point wlien they draw atterition to the 
way in which most of this teacl)ing is attached 'V) tlie three, predict- 
ions of the passion. The ethical teacning in 'Mark is, therefore, a 
special type of teaching, and thrý quantity of it is small. Thus 
Quesnell sets out only twenty-four true 'universal moral directives', 
to which he adds with considerable hesitation some thirty further 




is based essentiAlly upon rather less than seventy verses With 
an extremely wide interpretation of 'ethical' about 55 sayings might 
on our reckoning be included in this category-, to which perhaps 
the 
story of the Rich -ýan and the interpretation of 
the parable of the 
Sower might be added 
(22) 
. i. e. 
less than a third of the total number 
of sayings which Mark includes. 
The ranS-e- of this teaching is exceedingly narrow. 
Unus Roploh 
ZD 
dascasses the teaching under seven heads: taking up one's cross 
(8: 34 - 9: 1), becoming 
last of all (9: 33-50), becoming servant of all 
(10: 35-45), marriage and divorce 
(10: 2-12), the importance of children 
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in the coi., iinunity (10: 13-16), rich: 3s (10: 17-27), and the of 
the community in the battle aýý-ainst demons -29), to which hr, _ Q) 
(9; 14 
adds the question of rewarcl. for following Jesus (10: 28-31). o,.,, 
of these sections contain a n=, ber of somewhat disparate topics, but 
Reploh's concentration on the redactional elements (as providing the 
clearest insi,, (-, ht into Yark's intentions) tends to narrow the range 
of issues i.., hich he considers. It is not easy to classify Qýuesnellls 
universal moral directives, but they can be grouped under self-denial, 
especially the danger of riches (8: 34,35t 36,37,38; 9: 43,45,47; 
10: 23) 24? 25), the reversal of worldly position (9: 35; 10: 439 44), 
reward (9: 41; 10: 29-30), children (9: 37; 10: 14,15; cf. 9: 42), 
divorce (10: 11,12), and three miscellaneous sayings about exorcists 
who do not belong to the group of Christ's disciples rD (9: 39), giving 
a. cup of cold. water (9: 41), and salt (9: 50). 
Such classifications, however, are misleading in that they 
suggest a greater amount of positive teaching in Plark than is the 
case. Tillany of these sayings are general exhortations, any specific 
content for which has to be supplied. An example of this is the 
(23) 
s-ayiy-i,, T: -: - about stumbling 
The w(jrd. occurs 9ix times, always in sayings addressed to the 
disciples (4: 17; 9: 42,43,45t 47; 14: 27). Tn 14: 27 it- refers to 
the disciples' desertion of Jesus at his arrest, perhaps with over- 
(24) 
tones that this showed their loss of faith in him Arndt and 
Gingrich translate the verb 'cause to be caught or to fall, i. e. 
cause to sin', and add that the sin may consist of a breach of the 
(25) 
moral law, unbelief, or the acceptance of false teaching The 
sayings in chapter 9 have been taken in more than one way, and while 
there is fairly general agreement that 9: 42 refers to the shaking 
of a believer's faith in Jesus 
(26) 
, the sayings in which hand, foot 
or eye 'cause to stumble' are variously interpreted as implying 
(27) 
moral demands or as teaching that the kingdom of God is worth 
(28) 
any sacrifice All recognize that no specific sin is mentioned, 
although Nineham on 6: 3 claims that by Mark's time 'Christians were 
applying (the verb) almost as a technical term to those who, when 
confronted by Christ, found something in him which prevented them 
from o,,, oing on to full Christian faith and discipleship' 
(29) 
. This 
may be true, but 'full Christian faith and discipleship' has to be 
filled out with concrete requirements. Thus even on Quesnell's and 
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Reploh's views -noth the quantity and tIne range of positive and CD 
specific ethical teaching included by ý'ýark in his gospel are very 
li, -, lit, --d, and the extent to which -. 1ark, iintendled even this material 
to Oe teaclhinF, on -- 11 C- In. ethics may have been exaý; 6e ated by t' 
The central section of the gospel contains the main body of 
teaching addressed to the disciples, and within this Hark has attached 
an important part of this to the three predictions of the passion. 
Thus the first P. --diction. (8: 31-33) leads on to 8: 34 - 9: 1, which is 
to be seen (so -aeploh, correctly) as a connected unity presenting 
a call to follow Clirist in the way oL suffering as far as martyrdom. 
suffering of the Son of i., ian provides the basis The prophecl; of 
for this teac, iý-ýý, anJ-1rrxpý, ja-, x, -6ký- cýxuý, -v is not. to be understood Z) 
but as in its concrete use in of an asce'vic -L'----al of self denial, 
(30" 14: 
17ý09 
"119 72 oL' 'surrender of life'ý )6 eploll, f. i-nds t. 1,. e \distinct- 
; ve : -arkan e1e ra en Usin --re, -, ) oV a yy&, \ (c -u K-X', TCQlý 
&V TT -Cl )A-C, and in o'--xv as -II-inking 
S4 t -C 11. 'n his view Uhe coming of Son of man to the previous I JI 
, ýIar', has adderd c '3: 3,1-'/5 to h ':, 'ýý-37 9: 1- to 
1,. rhich they for-m a coamientarý-, and t-`-, Lis Ihas t -11 el-Cect oi 
`7-z -ion for those wl--, see', --ý--rve lives the LIreat of -at, C, 
to j) I -ý 
p offer of salvl-tlion Lo th, I)S('. ". 1110 during a ti, 2 of ersecution an, 11 
--rpret- risk their lives in following, - AnlY in-Laphorical int 
-)t 




OC and the ref erence to the iriminent coming of the day of 
the Son of man emphasizes the iý-., iportance of the pre. -. -ent as the time 
in which the decision between salvation and judgement falls. Thus the 
bauk., g-rjunu of persecution 
is clear. The taking up of the cross is 
linked with the death of Jesus and signifies marty-Adomi. In this 
setting vv. 36-, -'/7 stress the value of lifev for which nothin, ý,, -, is an 
m 
adequate replacem-, nt, over against the value of the world. Ih, 
disciple must give up everything for an existence which 
lives and 
hopes in God's salvation 
(31) 
On this anal'ýSiSv although loyalty 4vo Christ and 
to the Christian 
faith is def,, ianded, what it means to follow Christ is no, explaincý 
in 
rel, c-ious or et"ical terms. "Ihe disciple is simply called upon 
to 
U '- -L U-L - 
remain true, even at the cost of his life. The essential contrast 
is between co. a. -iiitting apostasy -and dyinb-, - for the name of 
Christian, 
I and! all efforts to fill out the concepts of 'A-enying oneself 
I or 
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'gaining thc whole world' are becside tl-, -- poi. nt(32j CD 0 
The papsage, however, is not simply one more illustration of the U 
way in which sayings that appear at first to b- ethical teachin- 
turn out on closer examination to be devoid of specific ethical 
content. Tt also points to the necessity for their interpretation 
oil" keeping in inind Plark's overall. plan of divinely ordered events. 
', '. rhat gives these demands their urgency is the co. rning of the Son of 
man as imiminent (8: 38; 9: 1). Reploh is in doubt whether persecution 
is a present reality or is simply anticipated. On our understanding 
the persecution envisaged belongs to the period of great distress 
which immediately precedes the End (cf. 13: 9-13). Whatever pre1:: 7, -: 'nt 
trial-, his readers may have to face, I-lark is thinkinig, in 8: 34 - 9: 1 
of tlhý- final time of testing which he believes is fast approaching, 
and in which e%, erythinc- will depend upon the Christian's total 
co=, itment to Christ. Thcý disciple will then have to replicate the 
suf ferings of Jesus, and his final destiny will depend upon how he 
c, D--., i,, s throuý-h) this perioý of trial(33). Some. will suffer martyrdo. n, 'l, 
others- will survive iintil -the co. niint_, ý of the, kingdo-fl of God. 
The -econ-, -l prediction (9: -1,1) introduces a somewhat looser 
collection of material derived from the tradition: the dispute about 
gc, -reatness 
(9: 33-37), the strange exorcist (9: 38-40), and a collection (34) 
of sayinýýs compiled apparently on a catchword basis (9: 41-50) 
The dispute about greatness is one of the most tangled passages 
in the gospels. It seems to bear some relation to the blessing of 
the children in 10: 13-16 (cf. Mt 18: 1-5) and to the sayings found 
in 10: 43-45/14t 20: 26-2'0; Mt 10: 40; 23: 11; Lk 9: 48; 10: 16; 22: 26, 
and is commonly held to be a Markan construction 
(35). 
To understand 
Mark's intention it is necessary to refrain from importing ideas from J 
the other gospels. Taken on its own there is no indication 
that 
I Mark was concerned with the humility of a child 
(perhaps as Diatthew), 
far less with its innocence; nor should the suggestion 
that 10: 15 
is more appropriate here lead to an attempt 
to reconstruct a hypo- 
(36) 
-int of the story as Mark tells thetical original incident . The p. 
it lies in the attitude of others towards the child. According 
to 
Cranfield the connexion of thought is that Jesus declared 
true great- 
ness to consist in humble service and then proceeded 
to give an 
example of such service, adding that this service given 
to a child 
is accepted as being done to Jesus himself and 
that service to Jesus 
is accepted as being rendered to God(37). 
Reploh notes the elaborate 
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redactional editing in 9: 33-37: the reference to the private 
teaching I in the house I, the initial question. by Jesus, the statement 
that they had been disputing I in the way' , the Markan designation C1 
the Twelve' , the double calling together of the disciples (v-v. 33, 
35), and the addition of the saying about receiving a child with 
an introduction apparently derived from 10: 13-16. He argues that 
the two logia in vv. 35 and 37 are floating sayings which Mark has 
worked into the present construction for the express purpose of 
teaching leaders in the community who were forcefully exerting their 
authority and stirring up strife that the way of Christ was to be 
the way of his followers also. The little child is a type of those 
who are without protection and Jesus, in receiving it, exhibits how 
he was 'last of all' and 'servant of all'. Thus the message which 
Mark wishes to teach is: 'Gross ist im Sinne Jesu der, der aller 
Letzter und Diener aller wird, der dies ausweist gerade an seinem 
Verhalten armen und hi1fsbe: -j1r. ftigen i'indern gegeriflber'. In plac i ntýý- 
the incident ilMlle', Iiately after 'he prediction of the pasIlion Har. 1111 
shows that this problem in tlie co-,.:,, -. iunity can be solved by lookinc- 
at Jesus on the way to the cross(36). 
'Whether the saying in v-35 means that the essenc(_ý of true 
greatness is to be found in service is), howevor, doubtful. The 
natural way of taking the Greek is as an announcement of judgemen-IC, - 
the man who seeks pre-eminence will be made last of all an(] servant 
of all in the kingdom of God(39) _ and so as an assertion of the 
reversal of position in the future age. The emphasis in v-37 is to 
be placed upon receiving the child 'in -my name' and the acceptance 
of such an action as being done to Jesus and ultimately to God. -Even 
if the well-known Jewish legal principle that a man's representative 
or envoy is as the man himself is invoked(40)p the meaning of the 
saying remains obscure. Err- 71-,, may mean 'when my name is 
confessed, when I am called upon' and indicate that the child is a 
believe--.,, with a possible allusion to baptism ('because my name has 
been invoked over him' On the other hand it may mean ' for my sa'-'. -e I 
in the sense 'because this action is w-, -. a'U I desire or even 'because 
4 
(41). 
In what sense 6he child in his human need is my representative 
the child is 'received' is uncertain; most co=entators interpret 
in some such sense as 'welcome'. 'care for', 'show kindness to', 
? receive in baptism 
(42) 
. Nineham suggests that the original 
0 
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saying referred U disciple-0 -1-0 
7CS11S 
j-', that th- -,, erb 
meant both receive' aria 'to hear, obeyl (cf. L 10: ilý; 
10)(43) 
. but it is difficult to lit 
L 0: 69 
I t'-lis into the llarlan c or, t _x- t. 
Black's sug6estion that tl-ýe original saying was a mashal based on 
an, serval-, L t44 the double meaning of the Aramaic X'ý Utý as 'ci_ I Y., hi' dI 
is also difficult to accept -as ade4uate to jark's 'cope since it 
"'or the forin of v-37, although it fails to account J. prov-j-des a link 
.. _ idea of L 
betwecn t'-. r, - service and the 'taking' o' the TrixcN,, cv 
PerhapS no connexion between vv. 33-3',, and 36-37 is to be lcokccl for 
and they are really independent items in a collection of teac'ning 
which ,: a. ý, J: Inas put together in -this chapter on a catchword basi-s. 
Tf So I Vy. _r,, 
iEh' teach the reversal of pos-Ition in 
uile fu ture 11. in, ý, _Iom, while of -1 -he litt incidel 6 chil-C! . 1akes the 
qý_i_i tri differ-ent- po`Int tflat Jesus s tands as the, reý)-lesc., ntati-. rc. of GOO, 
ai tI -Lt+lll(' CIC--'11) _L 
(ei'her a belie p r Or in --e-1) stands 
e0ent. -tt-ive Of jC_SUL_ý. thi inlý r -rpr,? t'a a 
+TI-A 




aný ra t'n c- r lesz) c--rtain analo, ý; -J. ý-s 
t, -, ) 9: 36-37 in 9:. ', l 1,; t 31-46, 
, ý-; it, h cc-n-tent of lrec, -Ave' 
left u. -Id en el. dCe _- ta iý III it is 
diff11t to f i. ndai -i yp la ii ne tI-ý 11 cal 
teaching in the, -:, -ýý s -vinj, 
s 
40 
niý, ed no' be- inciýent of the sl an... e exo-n- (9: 38-401 
tre, a'1, r-. 1 at lengtl,. Exorcism was practiscdby Jesus and 'the early 
church and by Jews and pagans, -and Acts 19: 13-16 provides an example 
of non-Christian use of the name of Jesus in such exorcis-ins. It is 
difficult to avoid the conclusion that the story was preserved in 
the tradition in order to offer guidance about the Christian's attitude 
toward such exorcists. Reploh argues that the pericope as it came 
to Mark consisted of vv. 38"39 and that vv. 40-42 are Mark's own 
commentary on the theme 
(45). 
The background of the latter verses 
is no longer that of a ri--orist group who ask how they shoulCL behave 
towards those who work miracles in the name of Jesus without counting 
themselves as members of the church, but is that of fierce persecution 
in which the churc'n's very existence is threatenedg and where anyone 
who does not openly oppose members of the Christian commu-nity basically 
supports them. V-41 would then indicate that the disciples are in 
such a wretched condition that simply to give one of the-m a cup of 
water earns great merit. Thus Plark would be teaching that the 
disciples should see in the account of the strange exorcist support 
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for the vic,,.: that anyone who does not actively oppose them is on 
their cjde 
'Erie ar: =ý.,, -nents for thinking, that the section v-V-38-50 hass b-acn, 
built ., p from --ricainally sepoarate fragrrients of tradition and th2t 
the catchword principle has played a dominant part in its formati-Dn 
4- (46)' 
are strong It is also probable that vv-40 and 41 formed no 
(47). 
part of th orifrinal pericope about the exorcist ether vv .4 
42 imply a background of persecution is contested. Many have inter- 
preted the verses in a purely moral sense, and the giving of the cup C), 
of water as an example of service and the stumbling as temptation (48ý 
to sin Nineham, at least recognizes thqt the section is relevant 
(49) 
-1-o the circu:, ristances of the pe_-srýcuted church . 1ore attention, 
,c 
(50). X L: k however, mi, --htv ý, iven to the words cv CVL'ý4fAT I 
-1 h 
e reward is promised, not for a simple hi)m. -1, -nitari. an action but for 
-o a Christian 
(51) 
If the accumulation oF sayin., help given 4V -s by 
means, of catchwords more than the mere mechanical juxta- 
-osition of separate phrases, and the compiler sa,,, an intrinsic 
connexion between them, a corsisteent train of thonpjit may br, det(-cted 
here even if nota developed argument. Vv-38 and 40 that tho-, -- 
who e., ive the cup of water are non-Christians. ', Vl"hether a situation of 
persecution is envisaged (so Rep-Loh) depends upon the emphasis which 
is placed upon certain key phrases , such as I spealý evil of me' , 
fag-ainst us' , and whether a very minor act of 
kindries:, - involved in 
-P water becomes sufficiently important -to be singled out giving a cup oý 
for a reward in the future kingdom because the hostility towards the 
members of the church is so severe. It is probable that persecution 
is reflected here, particularly when it is so elsewhere in Plark's 
gospel, but' this does not mean that Mark included the incident of 
the strange exorcist solely for this purpose(52). If it is correct 
that Mark believed that the eschatological sequence of events was 
taking place even as he was writing, the links between the exorcism 
and persecution are much closer. Both are parts of the final conflict 
which precedes the parousia. 
The sayings about stumbling which follow have already been 
(53). 
It was argued there that c- Ck* 
fie-v is a colourless examined I<xv, 
)- X 
word which has to be given a content derived from the wider situation 
of Mark and his readers before the sayings have any real meaning, and 
that they do not primarily present ethical teaching. It is now 
necessary to observe their place within the overall structure of 
the 
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chapter. that Mark has compiled, possibly incorporating a collection 
of sayings which had already been put together. Reploh, accepting 
the arrangement as clearly due to the catchword principle, adjudges 
the sequence of thought to be loose, and finds no hint of persecution 
in vv. 43-48, which comprise simply a radical call to fight against 
temptation and error. Similarly the sayings in vv. 49-50 are linked 
to v-48 by 'fire' and to one another by 'salt', but he thinks that 
v. 49 may refer to persecution, and that the concluding 'be at peace 
with one another' is Markan and refers back to the problem of strife 
within the community(54). Here Reploh's over-emPhasis upon the 
situation in Mark's own, church has distorted Reploh's understanding 
of the passage. The note of urgency in the call to sacrifice hand, 
foot or eye if these lead to 'stumbling' is provided by the reference 
to a (future' 'life' (vv-43,45) and to the kingdom of God (v-47). 
terms which must be synonymous in this passage and which are in 
contrast to 113ehenna' (probably thought of as a place of destruction 
rath-r than of torment). 1ý, -, is is closely related to the eschatolo"U, 
ical scheme elsewhere in this gospel and continues the idea of threat 
and reward. in v-41 and underlyiný, ýý- v-42. Moroovt-, r, altho,, )-ý,, 'h they are 
-tain meaning and their original seetting and significanc, ý,, of unce-ý U, U 
has. been entireýly lostq the sayings about salt can be fitted into (D 
tiý. is wilthout undue strain(55). The salting with fire could have 
been taken by Hark in reference to the period of testing and persec- 
(56) 
ution which he thought would precede the End In its present 
context, and apart from the ov. ýertones derived from Matthew and Luke, 
v. 50 is attached less artificially to the previous verse than is 
generally believed. Here is a somewhat violent change of metaphor, 
but within a context of testing and judgement v-50a. b might well 
have been for ',: ark a warning to maintain the Christian character and 40 
rousia 
(57) 
rather than a allegiance during the period before the pa 
statement of a quality possessed by the disciples Iseasoning' the C) (58) 
daily life around theem and v. 50c may conti,,,., iue t1ne same theme: 
4. - 'instead of allowing yourselves to become salt which has lost its C) 
saltness, take care to maintain in yourselves that which is the 
N 
s---, ltness of the salt' 
(5", ')* 
fl--e various attempts to analyze 10: 35-452 the sayings following 
the third prediction of the passion, and to determine the original 
incident in the life of Jesus need not be discussed here 
(6o) 
0 
Although the passage can be read as a single incident it contains 
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four somewhat , ', is U pa ate them, es which have been derived by some from 
independ! nnt sources, the prophecy aboulL, the cup and baptism (Vv-38- 
39) 
(61) 
* the statement that God alone has decreed who shall have 
the chief places at the parousia (v-40) 
('02) 
, teacI-ýing about the 
im!,, ortance of s (67) ervice within the Christian cormmunity (vv. 42-44) 1% 
ana one of the only two verses in the gospel wl-iich offer any theol- 
(64) ogical explanation of the death of Jesus N-45) 
Reploh acce-)`ýIs the passage as composite but attempts -to find a 
unity of thought in it by emphasizing the themes of suffering and C) 
martyrdom in disc ipleship. On 11"orm-critical grounds he divides it 
initially into two parts, vv. 35-40 and 41-45. In the traditional 
Lal whi: ýh camin to Xark th, -1 answer + Pl-s I mater4 to t1it questions 
was to be found, in vv. 38a and 40, into which Mlark inserted vV. 38b - 
U 39 wh-: ýre tthe c,,,,, -, nnd baptisni are metaphors for sufferinE in the first 
place, although, aff'teer the resurrection they i.,, ore, -ilso applied to 
Jesus' death. 1, iar',: 's intention was to teach th? co-, -, -Tu-n i ty 
une way of rae-11--c-al. disciplesh-in in 4-1 `o1'owin,,, --, --, Jesu afr as nartyr- U 
dom. Thle addition reduced the s-, yinc, --- alnout 
the sr, 3. ts in the kingdomi 
S4 , v. 4'%"/) to minor ignificance. V. 41 begins a fresh since 
while vv. 35-40 deal with places of honour in the kingdorn vv-41-45, 
concern. chie. Ar' positions amonj the disciples on earth. Plark attached 
a saying which hard no fixed position in the tradition (vv-43-44) to 
the pergicope, about James and John by construct ing vv. 41-42a, and 
brought it into firm connexion with the death of Jesus by adding. 
V-45b which is leine christologische/soteriolo6, -ische Interpretation' 
absent from the similar passap-e in Lk 22: 24-27. On the basis of this ý0 
reconstruction of the history of the pericope Reploh sugr ests that gg 
there was a crisis in Mark's church in which indignation, anger and 
mistrust flamed out (cf. vv-41,42a), and the leaders attempted to 
obtain positions of power and prestige (hence the em1phasis given to 
James and John, leaders among, the disciples). Mark meets this 
situation by setting out the way of discipleship in suffering. 
Following the way of Jesus as far as death is the ultimate realization 
of becoming last of all and servant of all 
(65). 
We have already seen reasons to question the validity of attempts 
to discover details about the community to which 1,111ark belongs and for 
which he is writing from an analysis of the way he presents the 
narrative of the ministry of Jesus, and to reject the theory that Mark 
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wrote his g0spel in order to instruct the members of that corziunity. 
In his exep,, -esis of this pericope Reploh seriously undervalues th-: ý 
importance which the parousia has both here and in 1,1, arh's thouFj,, + 
generally. 'Mark expects a speedy end of the present age and the 
imminent return of Jesus to establish his kingdom, which he identifiý'. s 
with the coming, of the kinq: 1dom. of 
God. Otherwise than in I. Reploh Is 
interpretation v-40 must be taken with full seriousness as the climax 
of the first part of the pericope. There will be places of honour 
in the kingdom reserved by God for those predestined to receive th-7--., 
This does not mean, however, that those who will be F- . these se-Its , iven 
will have power on earth. The reversal of v--,. lues already expressed 
in chapter 9 -L-Lnd. erli:!, s 'Iark's understanding of Jesus' teaching. 'Is 
the (Son of' rian w-is a servant who drank the cup of sufLering, received 
the baptism oil pain and death, and gave up his life as a means of 
ato. -m. -Tit, so his followers will have to pass through similar 
sufferin-s and render the same kind of humble service. The passage 
does not give direct teachirg about -the way Christians should 
behave within the church, and does not in,, iply the continuing existence 
of that Christian co-mmiziity through a period of history. It is 
rather part of the general theme of recapitulation fowid. in this 
-s gospel.. Jesus as th- Son of man lives as a servant, suffers, 
killed, and will come as glorious Lord. In the same way the disciples 
are to live as servants, will suffer in the persecutions which will 
reach their climax in the period preceding the parousia, and will 
then share the splendour of the kingdom with the Son of man. 
,. Reploh takes the three groups of sayings attached 
to the pre- 
dictions of the passion as together expressing the way of disciple- 
ship which involves following Jesus to the cross. This is an important 
part of the truth, but it needs to be placed within the wider view- 
Doint of the eschatological drama. It is the way of the Son of man 
that is the way of suffering and death to final triumph when he 
comes in the, glory of his Father, and Mark holds that his 
disciples 
must tread the same road through the sufferings which precede 
the 
End to their final joy in the kingdom. The contrast between the 
present age and the future kingdom dominates 
the teaching. It is 
the glorious Son of man who suffers and is the servant of all. 
Similarly the Christian must deny himself and lose his life if he 
is to be honoured in the kingdom. 
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The rest of the sayings addressed to the disciples remain to be 
considered. In the central section of the gospel, apart from the 
statement following the healing of the epileptic boy, 'This kind 
can come out by nothing save by prayer' (9: 29), this is concentrated (66) 
in 10: 1-31 
This is a passage characterized by Schweizer as a catechism 
which sets out discipleship in marriage, in relation to children, 
and in relation to possessions 
(67) 
, and by Reploh with the title 
'Realization of discipleship in the life of the coimmunity' 
(68) 
as 
presenting -teaching upon issues which were of central importance 
in Hark's churcIn. '-, --, oth writers find a special unity in the chapter 
even though made up of independent pericopae without local or 
temporal setting. 'Ahey as-ume -that 111ark believed the End to be C) 
-r-PiC 4 SU.. L i-ently distant for catechetical instruction on moral issues 
ýis readers. -1 to be relevant to *L- L`iiis is an assumption we have 
questioned, so that it is do--Ib'uful whether I. 11-ie section can be 
regarded simply asý presentinc'- -et, -4Lcal teaciiing. Ilevertheless, 
the pericope about divorce an, ' t of the incident -Iuh--:. rich 
L rian are not ust, -lark in Si il C, II/' y as the confliict stories 'n 
11: 27 - 12: 34, both being followed by instruction ,ý iven to the 
disciples and tt'ý-. us akin to in parabl, l! o which is 
explaine, _ L, 
to the Twelve. Thus it js necessajýy to consider wl tlier 1,11ar ýk 
intended to provide ethical teac'LlinL. ' at this point aad, if he did, 
why he limited it to the particular issues found here, and how this 
teaching is related to his wider eschatological interests. CD 
As has been previously n-)ted, Matthew was compelled to intro- 
duce far-reaching modifications into the INarkan pericope about 
divorce in order to make of it instruction for his church. By the 
addition of i<wra rra"v acr, -, xv to the Pharisees' question he trans- 
formed it into a discussion about the grounds for divorce. Ife can 
omit the case of a woman divorcing her husband because he is 
-a Jewish-ChIristian Col-I., unity, and. he integrates Jeýýusl legislating fo. 
reply to the disci-.; Ies into a sinGle, rabbinic type debate. By 
reversing the order of the Taotations from Genesis and Deuterono-fiý-, 
and by introduc -". nE, - 
the lat'U', -, r as a riposte 
by the Rharise.: --, to Jelss 
' Gen 1: 227 and 2: 24 raUlher t1lian as a r-Ply to Je quotation o sus' 
question aboutt, what, !,. Los-. s had co,, mmanded, he has produced a sequence 
of thought which begins with the basic law in Genesis and then 
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y way of MOVE_'S 
I-) T , ý, rt_.; 
11- oz7 -ule to Jesjs' own rrlosc or. that law 1--itiT 
the grcunýýs for div3rce to T'hus as 7. -)-ý-, Iden has b--ý j-ý, C) 
"latthew i, , )rovi, -ýin, -; 1-rý, ýislaticn I "or. his MrirLsýian cc--_i...., iI. y in 
line WLt. L t', ie, teachiri, _, of 
tho och. ool of Rabbi 7h a 
-i ry t- changc--), and particul, . 1, the inseiLlion of L. I. -_ exceptive clause, 
,. st t, at N rk' 
L sup. ý-C- - -- account was found, to be i-practfcal .,, he 
Ica ZI -n viewed 
-is leLj_slation for the -_'_-iurch(70)& 
t then, i,, - th, -: ý relation in . 
71 
0, ý Iý7 Clark's ac, _-c, _,, nt1 
between -the 
1 
pronouncement stor-,, and the teaching C-iven -to the disc a V _j_njes? 
parallel iýý correctly drawn betý,, cýen this teachinj7 and th- private 
instruction wh-, *-h follows the parahlle of 'he 'he (4-1.7, -20)ý 




of i1ple we must cc. -. cluQ1e thýitl it is V-1r, 
i)lain I- _c. '-. in about divorce w', ich -is 
bein1,7; - v. 11-12 in v- 
thero is -. -, absol-L., Lt-, -1rohibition of divorce, or at least of 
afte-P s-paration, explicitly applicd to bctl-- -artner-- ii,. the 
It Lý his 1, - _1k - 
-lu-- to malta- t. '-. is Ci, -, `inc--ion be'-.,,,? en worý! - ad-r, --ssed 
-to th, Pha a-. i teaching Z- 1 13 C OS v ivlýi'_ to the thc---i, t lead,: ý 
to mi, ýintorpret Is intention hC--, j, P, as when 1, r, of tho . 'arlk S: ý' YSa 
th, -, t it 'c-ieflýr a theolojical statrýý, iý-nt about .. c! -.. in, ' 
Deute, rono: nic concession to human wealluiess stan, ', -- Gcr, -: ýL_, 1: '. 7 Cod's 
ori. -Itial f E? Fý C at ýracious purpose for man, now, in th- co-"Iin, -, 
oJu,, 
to be fulfilled. Paradise is to be r--ý-established_', adding length t 
that -this is teaching about marri.. ý--Lge as such and nothing short of 
the acceptance of God's kingdom will make it possible for man to 
(72) - keep it. But Nlark is not concerned with proclaiming an ideal 
or perfectionist et. -Lic, and his view of the kingdom is not that with 
the coming of Jesus the king-dom has arrived and paradise is estab- C' 
lished on earth. The kingdom is eschatological and is linked with 
the imminent parousia. The teaching in vv. 11-12 is unequivocal, 
but it is not legislation for an ongoing chiirch(73) . As !.,: atthew 
- merely for society at larr - saw, this would be impractical not P- 
but 
ý. ian community. Rather it is a even as legislation for the Christ 
rigorist ethic which can be demanded because the interim is short. 
While th. -:? imminence of the aid is not explicitly mentioned. here, 
as it is in Paul's discussion of sexual relations in 1 Cor 7 
(74) 
the teaching has to be interpreted in the light of Telark's total 
perspectiveo There is the same urgency here as is expressed else- 
where in the cutting off of hand or foot, or the gouging out of 
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-A an eye if t, llr-sýe caiýse '-stumblingl For this reason it is also 01 
incol, 1 47' ect "ark presents Jesus as setting out the will o- coý 
in an absol,.,. t- f orm, such as can be completel-i fulfilled only aft-r 
the 1: 1. nd, in thý, new world of God's kinTcýom(75) 4 In 12: 25, which as 
a sa-,,; ing within a pronouncenent story is admittedly not strong 
evidence for own thought, Jesus asserts that in heaven there 
is longer any marriagre. Even if this is rejected as rý? Iiable 
evidence, and even if at times it is this-ý, orldly imagery that is 
used to depict the kingdom (e. g. seats at Jesus' right and left 
hand, 10: 40). tthere is7 no hint that this is so here or that the 
tý, ---ching in 10: 11-12 is referring to anything other than present 
earthly and social relationships within the church as it awaits the 
parousia. Divorce and. remarriag :, e can be prohibited because the time 
is short. 
An im, ", --ý. ' I D 
tý: nt feature of 'he remainder of the section is the 
freque. icy with , -,, "-1ich the kingdom of God is mentioned. (vv, 14,15,239 
24,25), to, -et'-,. --r ,, ith the rela-11 -epts of eternal life (vv. 17, C, -ed conc 
30)), being saved (v. 26), and treasure in heaven (v. 21), The idea of CD 
reward is not limited to vv. 28-, Il, as I'Reploh sugt, -, ests, but is basic 
to the whole passage. This is not , ýoral teaching for an ongoing 
church, still less. is it an autonomous ethic. The imminent kingdom 
of God is fundamental to the thought. This is confirmed when the 
content of the teaching is examined, which again consists of a 
rigorist ethical demand. 
It is possible to interpret the story of the blessing of the 
children (10: 13-16) as a coherent whole, but it is generally held 
that v-15 is an isolated saying which has been inserted into the 
pronouncement story, on the grounds that it has a fresh introduction 
with phraseology which Mark uses for such sayings, that it expresses 
a different idea from that found in v-14, and that the narrative 
(76) 
is complete without it Iff this is correct as an analysiS of 
the pericope, it only serves to focus attention on Mark's purpose 
in completing it in this way. Why the kingdom of God belongs to 
children has been much debated and a variety of reasons suggested - 
that they are unself conscious and receptive(77)t that it is not a 
subjective quality which is pointed to but their objective littleness 
and helplessness 
(78), 
that they evince an unsophistication and 
freshness 
(79), 
that it iF, God's inscrutable will that those who 
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have not yet rc-ached the age of the law shoul. " inherit the kingdom 
(80) 
and that it is the younger generation w1hio will be the generation oi 
the last times and who will live -to see the coming of the kineul. ý-,, _ Branscomb and C-Pranfield find here an incipient doctrine of -, us-. i. '1-, c- %J 
ation by faith, and linl-s have often been made with, the later (82) 
practice of infant baptism , though it is very tIncertain whet'-ier 
this was in 'k-lark's mind. -E'ven Reploh, who considers that Hark used 
the traditional story to provide an answer to a question debated in 
his church about the position and importance of children and whether 
they belonged to the Christian community, merely suggests that af' Uer 
t1ae introduction of infant baptism the passage might have been used 
to siport the practice 
3). 
In view of 'ýIark- Is eschatoloEýy, it is 
. poscible 
t1iat lh,, understood -this pericope as przovidinEý anoth-ý? r 
, --xample of t1ic reversal o' position v; lilch the comln, ý-,, of the 
it C" paral 1'31 
b to the about 
first anl "". '"oe, I a,. -, t( 10: 31s ervice (ý: 35; 10: 43-4: 5)", ani-I the 
of' a little child (9: It migý v, 11at 10: 1 fit -Aibe t' 
6ho_ý! I] be t, rai1, a dD ev -, r do-2s no ýceive -10, re + -1 Of "ýO'i 
-;, Wtt as, little cnild' . 11 ITýAcc)(CV as all _L(_'CU. -), a 1VC! 
7 but alt' cug. Ln tuý, _, s wo, ýO. d brin- it iz)to ý- close r-lafion with 9: U 37 
itiU -n tli-ý w1nole the i,, ieaniný, -L o-T ýomeývhat forcod. would 
to 1) that, sillc,? children as insignificant member., ý of societký' will 
OCOUE)y Ild: )Ortant positions when the kingdom comes and reverses 
earthly hierarchies, so thos 
-e 
who wish to enjoy the of 
the kingdom must become as c! hildren, accepting humble status. ZD 
Previous analysis of the incident of the rich man as a sin. -le 
pericope suggested that :.,, 'ark had used it not for ethical instruction 
but for the call to follow Jesus in the way of rigorist discipleshjp(84). 
"his would see, -, i to be confirmed when it is examined in relation to 
the section of which it forms a pCtrt The frequent breaks (10: 17-31) 
in the narrativ-- and fresh introduct ions, the apparent change of theme C> 
at v. 28, and th- textual var4ants in vv. 24 and 27 suggest that this 
j-; 7- a 114arkan c-, ormc-truction 
(85). 
Recon. stracction of the tradition wl, - 4, ch 
came to , ýIark or detection of the stages in its devclopmý, -_nt are diffic- 
ult. 1"he textual vý,, riants indicate that copyists found difficulty 
with the thou-ht of the pa, ---sage, possibly o-aing 
to the presencý, of 
wealthy members in their churches, but these do notprovide a basis 
for discoverinj Hark's own additions to the traditions. Similarly 
the considerable changes made by Matthew, and to a lesse-A extent by 
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-, uke, re-,, eal th". J-, -- 
ll tere, --, ts and throw sD-,, - n ii t 
i, 
--i 
:. ", ar-Ps accoýjnu, but they can '-')e 
to tc- tl-iý-, sourcc, : 2a', Cý, - I- iial. A ten 
therefortý, be ccnc-,., mtrate,! upon the co-, -, pleted narrati-,, -, --, as we ha-,, -- 
It in 10: 17-31. 
whole. sý---ction is, concerned with riches and rewards, vv. 2 7, 
31 correspondir.., g- to the private inst-ruction given to disci-Iles 
T, A 
(86) which follows several other passag,, es in A., T rk e The r-ch man's 
question conceK-ns inheritinug eternal life (v-17). the second reply 
by Jesus promises 'treasure in heavp_ýnl (v. 21), the conversaj. _U ion w44-h 
-1hre disciples cent. res on entering. thp I-, in, -,, do, of God (vv. 27 24,25) 
which is a-, parerntly paraphrased by 'wh--) can Tý(_- save. 31 (v. 26', Peter's 
c, Di-. 7i:. i-, nt that thrv Ilave left ever, -tiin. ý,, - to follow J, -i-I ---ads on ' i1o 
tuh_e statý? ment t1aat those whj have left family or s, ions will 
receiv(! ý a '11undred -1 A- ý_ý -1 
foldt recor-npen,. _, ý-_- 
in pný, sent t;, ie Iwith t- 
ions' an3 'eternal life' in th(- a, 7e, thus 
7, n ,, o th, -ý rich man's question (vv. 29-I. I.,, and the sectio, -, conclu(les 
with an assertion cf' the reversal of _rý)rtun-, ýs, procur. -ial-Aly in thrý a; --n 
to come, which here is surely a prom-ise anI not a threat as some 
(81-1). 
A cur-ous feature of' th, ý , pas- iý', thr- 1,2r, of have thouciat L 
#eternal lifel (not in the Joh., --tnniý)e. sense but as llifc- in 
40 1-1 to 
come'), 'kincrdc: - of God', 'heaven', qnd 'the ar 11o comel with 
closely related if not fully sy, -ic-)n, -ji; i,, )us meaning. Thi,, ý is evidence 
that Mark regarded the kingdoin of God as future and transcendent, 
, ing to the 
future age which he expected to be inau, ý; urat&ý-, with belonp 
the coming of the Son of man. 
The tensions within the section, which have led scholars, to 
posit a long and complicated history for it, make it difficult to 
be certain where Mark's central emphasis lies. Ile lays a certain 
stress upon the rewards which the disciples will receive in the 
future kingdom, though Matthew, who lays great weight upon the 
parousia here b,, inserting the logion of the twelve thrones from 
which the disciples will judge the tribes of Israel in theTrý, 
Ak, rYC-vc-C-tx, 
clearly felt that Mark had given the rewards in the present 
time 
too great prominence for he omits much of 10: 30 and makes the 
rewards entirely future. The curious addition 'with p-Rrsecuticns' 
(V, 30) so qualifies the hundredfold recompense in this world as 
' 
almost to negate it, but is hardly ironical. The impossibility of 
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a rich man entering the kingdom (of anyone entering according to (88) 
one readinF, in v. 24 ) is o emphasized that 'he astonishment 
shown by tli- disciples is fully understandable, but this is 
retractPd in t1he statement that all things are possible with God. 
Either, therefore, I-lark has simply g-rouped sayings in a comparatively 
external. manner because of their references to riches and rewards 
or he saw some inner connexion between them and intended to present 
through them, a single and. coherent piece of teaching. Houlden 
takes the passage as instruction about wealth and judges that 1,: ark 
here as elsewhere has set the teaching on a theological plane. 
'The trouble with riches lay not fundamentally in the moral weakness 
to which they gave rise but in the impediment they create to the 
wholeheartedness of a man's acceptance of God's rule (presumably, 
by giving him another object of trust). They prevent him from 
entering the kingdom (10: 17-27). Observance of the moral law has 
to be transcended by unfettered attachment to Jesus. 1"his renunciat- 
ion and attachment brings its own new wealth (10: 28-31) - the fellow- 
ship and. -resources of the claristian community here and, now (changed 
by Mlattn. ew into a purely futureq heavenly compensation for stringency 
on earth)1(89). This judgement is correct in its emphasis on the 
-,, c -I- it takes requirements of complete dedication to the kit -dom, buU 
insufficient notice of the addition 'with persecutions' and of the 
stress, upon the future reward which is already present in Mark and 
not merely introduced by I%tthew. 
It is of ten assumed that Mark must be giving teachinE; which is 
valid for a church that is to have a continuing existence in the 
world., even by those w1ho attempt to moderate the harshnessý of the 
demand laid upon the rich -man by taking it not as a general example 
but as an individual case(90)o Once Mark's eschatological scheme is 
firmly --rasped, however, this harshness 
falls into place; it voices 
a rigorist ethic for the interim. The rich man should give away all 
his possessions because the period before the End is short and what is 
of supreme importance is to have 'treasure in heaven', to 'enter 
the 
kingdo-11 of God', 'to inherit eternal life'. This is the point enlarged 
C) upon in the dialog-uo which follows. Riches are far 
from bein-cr a sign 
of divine J`avour -arid from freeing a man 
from earthly c-ares so as to CD (91) 
enable 11, ira to 
devote hi, -., self 
to roligious exercises and good wolks 
as the disciples seem to have thought. Rather they 
tie the man to tz) 
t age 
(92). 
How God m, -s it possible for the rich man to be the present ake 
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saved if, not. c0 0- 6 -ear; 
Possil ly it was through enal -, in- him to part 
willingly with his wealt -h(93) VV. 28-31 continue the same theme of 
abandoning everiything and. following Jesus. Reploh is correct in 
the reward as consisting in both the family of the Christia: a 
c oamunity, perzsecuted -though that coLmiunity is, and life in the 
future age, but not so in thinkin, -- that the- community is the church (94) 
of Mark's own day The reward is for the interim, and the 
Christian fellowsh-ip is an adequate reward for that period because 
it is brief. would be an impractical dream for a long period of 
continuing history. The a,, e to come is the true reward and Mark 
believes that this will soon be experienced. The closing verse re- 
iterates the r, --versal of fortunes which has been noted elsewhere in 
I. ark' s c: r U gospel and which fits inwith this conception. In this passaý', Ye, 
therefore, the comb-, '_nation of a rigorist ethic and the eschatolo. sy 
.r _I -a of thee itmainent c0i ing of the kinczdoir, i,, - clo-M-,. 
, -h,, -- 
teach-*-, ---- 
ethics. Th e re r9 
in such a pattern 
o far cc--islll) s derod has consisled mainly of rigorist 
min a nu: -ib-r of sa-, in. L, -, -. which belong less clearly 
of ethics for the pe-, -, J-od up Ito the imninent ia. parous 
11 Me Sa-irin. - appende-d -1to the story of the epileptic boy (9: 28-29) 
might, have been passed over were it', not cast in the form of private 
teachino- given to the disci-)les when Je,,:; us had come indoors 
cc 1< (cAv It belongs to that special, direct teaching which is of 
such importance in Hark's presentation of Jesus. Cranfield is almost 
alone in defending the historicity of the incident(95), the majority 
of commentators regarding the two verses as a Markan construction, 
either to explain why the disciples failed to expel the demon 
(96) 
or to meet the situation in the later church(97). Reploh again 
provides the fullest discussion(98). Having also argued that these 
verses are redactional additions by Yark to meet the needs of his 
own time, and sur, ý, gesting that 'Mark used the device of private 
instruction partly because he saw in the difficulties which the 
disciples had to fac--ý the problems of his own church and partly 
because there may have been a tradition that Jesus was accustomed 
to give special instruction-in this way he finds in these verses a 
reflection of the powerlessness and helplessness of the Christian 
con-mun-ity in a period of declining enthusiasm when the ability to 
work powerful miracles had. been lost. He explains the contrast 
between v. 23t where the requirements for sqccessful exorcism is faith, 
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and V. 29, wh-ro prayer is said to be a necessary condivion, 
assi, ýý-nin, r., thý, narrative of the healind to the tradition. 
differei't situations are then re-pregented in th .-0 e Present t xt, that 
of the lif('ý Tha- 
time of Jesus and that of the Christian cOrm-lunity. 
comý, Iunity mild see itself in the boy's father, and thu i S faith and 
L 
prayer are linked, as in 11: 20-25. This explains why j, '-a--rk included 
this miracle story in the central section of his -, Dospel which is 
mainly concerned with teaching. Vv. 28-29 are 1,: ark's co. -, L7. ientary on 
the pericope and constitute special teaching for his church(q, 
9) 
Granted that in its present form ihe pericop-- is a ISarkan construction 
these sua- estions appear plausible; what they fail to explain ug 9 
however, is why I'Kark, writing for a persecuted church (and Reploh 
reiterates here his view that the church of Ttarkls day .. Ia- facing 
persecution) should lie so concerned to maintain the practice of (1001 
1ý - -)at the teachin,, T about exorcism rýýmain. exorcis2l , -, o th LI i- unrelat-d 
to the cen`ýr, _, 
] theme of thý, Nachfolge of Jesus in thf- ,,,, -y rf hunility 
and sijffering, and the pericop!? can be included only 
awkwardly among those which deal with concrete qu-stions and current 11 ýZD 
problems of the comrl-un -ity Can it be more satisfactorily 
integrated into the eschatological interpreta'U- -ion of the ILI if- of 
Jesuý-; -that we have detected in Mark's gospel? C) 
Thil- involves the wider question of what connexion, if any, 
there is between exorcisms and a sequence of eschatoloc,, -, ical events C-ý 
in which suffering and vindication are the focal points 
(102' ), for it 
is curious in the first Dlace that in a gospel in which a relatively 
(103) 
large number of exorcisms are described only two sayings 
contain any teaching about the practice (3: 23-29; 9: 29). It seems 
fairly certain that the exorcisms were significant for Mark in his 
presentation of Jesus' character and mission, yet in the teaching 
he includes the strongest emphasis is laid upon the cross and its 
vindication in the resurrection and the parousia and little upon 
the exorcisms. In 3: 23-29 
(104) 
teaching on exorcism is said to be 
'in parables', but as no private explanation is added the meaning is 
difficult to establish. From Mark's account of exorcisms it is plain 
that, whether he is thought to have won a oiace for all victory over 
Satan or has to defeat each demon he meets, Jesus is the strong man 
who is invincible in his encounters with the demons, and is so in 
that he can also pass on this authority to 'his disciples (3: 15; 
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6: 7). Moreover, the practice of exorcism in the name of Jesus is 
taken to mean that even those who do not belong closely to the 
narrower circle of diniples are essentially on his side (9: 38-40). 
The scope of the exorcisms must, however, be reco-nized 
(105) 
T t 41 1hey 
are not trivial incidents in the early stages o-C Jesus' ministry 
before he enters upon the way of suffering and parousia, but are 
S4 events of cosmic Lgnificance. Horeover, they are included in the 
disciples' recapitullation of the way oý tjinsusq -nd although there fT 
is no account of any exorcisms performed by John the Baptist, the 
reason why Inero%d thought that Jesus was John redivivus is that 'these 
powers work in him' (6, ', 14), perhaps a hint that at least some trad- 
(106) 
. 
itions held that John had p-erformed miracles The exorcisms 
could thus be a feature of the eschatological p1riod which began 
witth John and will enO. with the parousia. , ob'Lnson, it is true, 
emphasizes the cosmiic Struggle With Sý'L'Lan of which t1he exorcisIlls, 
form, a part, b-. zt he does not relate this cosmic strL,, -, ý, C k I, a-- a whole 
and in its part 
ts thý, total eschatologi. cal scheme, E rk, nor does Da 
Best do this witn temptation of Jesus which he regarl-Is as tile 
occasion of a co--mplete victory ov--r Satan. 
In relation to such a scheme, 9: 28-29 wo'. ild Le teachinE that 
durin, 2; the inter, --, -. i 
before the parou. sid C'hriý; tians are to maintain 
the struggln- witu'rL evil which takes place- partl, ý through Uiý? persecut- 
ions and testing w'--iich precede the End, partly, Lhr-ouý., -, h the conflict C) 
it would be intended to with the dei-, ions. As Drivate teaching 
confirm and encourage the practice of exorcism among 1, lark's readers, 
though it does not allow such confident assertions about thoir 
situation as Reploh makes. 
Outside this central section (8: 27 - 10: 52) there are sundry 
logia, addressed to the disciples. Four occur in the first section, 
1: 1 - 8: 26. 
The call o4j, " Si-. 10n and Andr, -, w con-tains a sayine expresses 
in prograimmatic form -the su. -f,. -. lons to follow Jesus. 'Cootiie ye after 
me. and T will ma'rlle vou to become fis'Iners ol men' 
(1: 17). ', -diatever 
Iar'ý-- haF Placed its histuoricitý- oi, original Iiistorical 
it in a some,,, lialu : ý'ormal settine of the f4, - -, --s 
tu- preachin, (-- of Jesus 
(1: 14-15) -ric:!, ca-1-1 of the first 
disci-ples (1: 10-20) and Jesus 
'teaching' in the synagogue linked with aji exorcism (1: 21-28) 
The phrase lfisl-ýers of men' is here apparently used in a good 
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an,, ': hacs no strict ie,..; ish or h? -11-ni-)tic anteceý-ý21t, ear--'ier 
reference-. to fishl. n. - ha-, iiný: - a different connotat4on, a-ý! it is 
not picý-. --' up else in l, 'Iarkg or indoed in the N, 
-1 U___ & e,.,: 
T'n z; J- -I r, U 
"Mis :: ii t arjL-ze a-a inst th, -., importanc,: ý 'ittac' ed to it by F. ea C_-, h_ %7 1 that the ___%-: r_, lve in t'his Eosp, ý,! constitute th,: ý co1,, nt-rp-: qrt and CX)7-, jle (109) 
of the h in o,,, --i day In spite of its position, 
this savi-, 1: 7, would anpear to b- of, minor sip- -., -ark, and, t- gnificance 
for 
although it signals the beýrrinnin,:, of thp call of the Tý., -lve ,! ho U 
were to receive the plai- was not closely n teachin-, of Jesus, it tD 
integrat,: ýcI into his e. sc-iatological scheme, unless the int-erpret: 1-Aion CD 
is correct, the call is to gather i-, ien to the eFýchatolol--7cal 
I .-- 
(I_TO) 
judf, 101,11 1"A 
in is ly brief (6: P-11). -, he 
parallil-1, ic-Ccunt, T - in t 10: 4" an. and 10: 1-16 
4 
indicate a + -"L CIL to 1, 
ýatthow and L,. Jýe soc 
-a T P suc. 1- a i,. ql, -o w1knic. "n 1'. -ý, -tthcýw, and P(-ý also, h-ivo 
n co, rp c) r- ý-i tu th -,, i a t, -, 
I '111hat . 'ý', a-l, -Is brevit,, - ir, "Ic lhiý-, 
havin- hi: ý, sellf abb---ý--,, vi I ated a j-, ais-ion charEe in Q res-lus upon 11 
Uhr 11 13, - -1 1- 
te wri, roven hypotlh,, cls of 1-nowle,,, q. -,, e or* 
certail J- LI -o, -uc 
t ions an. -, c' ,) 
thp fresh inti dd alternations fro, indir( to 
0, ircc',, sch aav be used to analyze the pericape into the fraTmýýnts 
of w1rirI. - it. is composed r\v-v-7 + 12-139 B-9, -uid 
10-11, wi th so. -, i. --- 
doub'U abo,,. t ga @-nd 9b 
(112) 
). Comparison with the parallel passage 
in Lk 10: 4-11 (cf. I". 'Lt 10: 9-14) has suggested that 11.1ark's version is 
accommodated to Roman conditions 
(113) 
. but the differences may 
equally well be due to slightly divergent traditions and there is 
no certain evidence that they are the work of Xark himself. It 
appears that 'Mark has combined two or more sayings into a mission 
charge for which ht-ý has composed the narrative framework. 
It will be recalled that for Albert Schweitzer the missian 
charge, albeit in its Matthaean form and especially Mt 10: 23, was VV 
'on of his reconstruction of the minirtry of Jesus the main foundat-L 
Itf the Son of man based on an expectation oL Lhe inrainent co-ming oL 
before the Twelve returned, and, with the failure of this expectat- 
ion, the decision to go to Jerusalem to si.,, ffer(114) In the form 
in which Schweitzer presented it this reconstruction is recognized 
(115). 
If, however, 111- ghtly to be no longer tenable rk has been ri, 
understood as seeing men standing under the imminence of the 
parousia with the consequent rigorist ethic of the interim, the 
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question m., ". le ier his conception of th a ce .yas1: ý"w "' -!, Ie m-, si Dn ch r 
is not aki 11 to ., rha-t Schweitzer ')ý)stulatek-, ' on thýý 'ca. -7js o, " 
ly the situation is 0- '-e of tg'reat ur,,., ency; ev-? n 
wit-'-ý t"n- 1-1, e-r7iiss, n or staff and sandals th- demands a7rII still 
rif_-oro,, _is. They aný. the injuction given in v. 10 which does 4. ý_ 0 CD - 1, 
, anticipate a len., -7 thy stay in any one place can har3ly bp- regarded as 
suitcd to LIhe cýon, _Iitions of the later church where there would be 
Christian coný-. ions in many towns azmong which the missionary 
(116) 
migtht expect to find hospitality TEven without the direct 
reference to the day of judrgement found in Mt 10: 15/Lk 10: 12, the C. 
symbolism ir, 6: 111 is dramatic and fcrceful, pointing to the eschat- 
olo,!: ýical judjI-_--nt, and the call. to repentance in '6: 12 is re-'Iin-Lscpnt 
_. ar'K' ss ar, 0 of T- --n y of the message of Jesus himself in 1: 15. Th -_ 
charo-e, _'-ow. -ver, iFi, in no way a turn_`r. ý- Z. ý _, point 
ir. ', Thrk'ý7 n-, rrative, 
and so slight a part does it play in th- whole that c-c), Ti- have even 
arf-ue,, ' -ither that -': _ýrk lack! ýd detail(-d traditions abn', -it 
thrý apostles' 
mission or that h- had little interest in what waýý for him essentially 
a minor incident in the ministry of Je-_US, sinco the conditions were 
Pal, =ýstinipmn and haýý lost thý-ir relevance and practicab4lity(117) $ý 
In relation, however, to an eschatolor,, ically orientated order 
of events, the -. -is--, ion charge cý---tn retain a certain rel-ev-Ince. It 
stands alongside the rigorist ethic as a feature of týie- action 
which is demanded of Christians in the period before tho parollsia 
(cf. 13: 10). The battle with the demons is to be maintained. The 
content of the preaching, which Mark mentions only obliquely, is 
repentance. All is in preparation for the End which is drawing 
near. The mission charge is brief, but it is sufficient for Mark's 
purpose. The situation of the church in his own day is not so 
different from that of the first disciples in the time of Jesus to 
require much change in the activity of Christian missionaries. 
The third section of teaching (7: 18-23) is the explanation by 
Jesus to the disciples of his words about defilement which he had 
spoken to the crowd after his reply to the question of the Pharisees 
and scribes why the disciples did not follow the tradition of the 
elders in matters of ritual purity, which words Mark characterizes 
as a 'parable'. This is of considerable importance as part of 
Jesus' teaching to the disciples, if the parallels between 7: 14-23 
and 4: 1-20 are noted and if Mark is rightly judged to have included 
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the conflict in 7: 1-13 as providing stock anti-Jewish polemic, 
although with little relevance to the conduct of his readers. 
Whatever the source of vv. 18-19 or any possible original meaning, 
their significance for Mark as he has included them here is to be 
found in the crucial concluding phrase KA0ap,. J, _; )v 
iTAV-.. A TOL 
ýP,, 
ýXA4rA. 
M 1hree interpretations of it have been proposed: as a nominative 
_r 04 going (, -alsely) with the accusative which is taken to 
mean 'intestine' - the natural functions of the body treat all food 
alike or remove the impurity 
(118) 
; as a IVIarkan comment, grammatically 
agreeing with the subject of Xc-7cc., , stating that this teaching. 
abolishe. --. th, - distinction between clean and unclean mea-t(119); as a (120) 
scribal gloss with the same sense As an addition by ý, lark it I 
affirms Inis belief that Jesus had totally abroga-ý-_d the laws about 
clean and unclean food, Ia view which was fiercely cont--ý3ted by many 
in t]he (cf. Acts 10: 14; Rom 14: 14). 15: 28-29; Gal 2: 171-13; 
_i, -) probably correct 
in. his tentativ-- sug e9tion that, 
althou', "l-i is no hint of the idea in the passage its f, Jon). ), el c; ' 0 (121) 
as th, -_- b_71116er Of the neW age, was free to set the riWal law aside 
S,, --, -t aý, ailist t1ic background of -hi s eschatolojy, however, it is far from 
L., iprobabl,? -, that 1.1ark saw this freedoin as one, of the fliarks of the period 
betv;, ý: -ýn the appearance of the Baptist and' th, -, parousia, of the Soa of 
man. It would also correspond with the anti-Jewish polemic which 
preý-edes it and which may have been developed in a situation of 
growing antagonism and persecution. 
Ilark, concludes the section with a list of those things which come 
or/ý? t q 11 iM- Wh(, thpr rie list ý--oes back to 
. (122) 
Jesus , i, conveys -ý-Iark's view of 
thc sins which mar the Christian 
character. As Houlden points out, the list of forbidden vices is 
tril e at given not because they 'break the rules' but because they st K 
man's purity before God' 
(123). 
By contrast Matthew reduces '14ark's 
list to six crimes (apart. from 'evil thou hts) which could be ail 
legisla'jec'. arainst. While we do not ý id here in 
Uie rigorisý 
-zing ethic W. leh has b, _: -en noted elsewhere, yet 
this is no moral 
which cL: ý, n be tran-slatod into a ChLristian casuistry or canon 
lwvi. 
Alongside the acceptance of all meat as clean in the new age Mark 
sets the leman. l for a ne-v, purity. 
The dialogue about the loaves (8: 14-21) is one of the most 
bafflin, -: r passair-res in the 6: ospel. The approach to it along, 
literary- 
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ri U- I 1- 4. c tical lin-ý? s has generally taken L-It ass a Iarkan construction, 
more or less sy: nbolicall -,, 'hich has been built up around an isolat'ý'd 
of Jesus (8: 15) by the as-: ýociation of other sayi. ijs 
authentic say.,, L 
.'- 
ý124) 
-2he d-fects of this approach are I, -, -or - -- I Yi 
on the catch., 31 . 1ciple, 
that it does not e-Xplain the symbo"Lis-ii$ u1nat I'la 
tt it makes T rk a clumsy co- 
U or-Unator of' fragments, and that Ileaven' ancl 'bread' are hardly (125) 
catchwords to each other Any explanation of the passage as 
a Harkan constr--ction must :,, ieet. the following requirements a 
UWU suitable meaning for the statement that the disciples had only one 
in boat 
-: 14); a c%j LO _U 
loaý onnection betwe-ý, n a leaven said tZ be 
-'-ha-'V V -F' both th- -Pharisees a-nd Herod a., iý the rest of the pericope; 
a reason-for the precise ný_i-nbors with =in-? nce t(j loaves- crowds, 
and basket's; a connection both wit'n t'n- previlous request for a 
.: 71) anýl with. ý'- -L-. & --LI. 
(9 --- disc4-1-sl nersonal fai'u-(, to understand the 
-I*i--st 'feeding mi-racle and their terror at thte walking on the water UI 
(6 : 5-2) aný tIlle relation o'. 11- - C: ý nass--- 
tý) 'hr, ý -02pel as -a whole. 
In recent years there Ihavcý been tnre-rý di. -cuss ions of the 
passage alon-ýr, other lines, th. an those of purely literary-critical 
analysis which meet most of" these requiremonts. Within 'his general 
thesis that -1 his own k coposed his 6ospel in order to instruc 
comm. unity Reploh sees the passa, -e as one of several stressing the 
disciples' lac'e: o--" unders tand ino,,,, whichq howeverg was eventually to 
be overcome (see the 'not yet' of 8: 17,21). The leaven, of the 
Pharisees and Herod is their hardening (8: 11-13), thd Pharisees 
being types of the unbelievers. The disciples' failure lies in 
not realizing that Jesus, the bread of life, will feed them as he 
fed the crowd. 71hus 8: 18 is a call to the corrun-unity to recogmize 




Quesnell hol, -I, s that what 
the disciples were rebuked for not 
understanding is Ultimately the whole later Christian understandin, - C-ý 
of the eucharisti-c bread - the announcement of the death and future 
coming of Jesus and the Christian's sharing in his saving death. He 
links 8: 15 with t",. -. e imagery of leaven in 1. Cor 5: 6-8, seeing it as CDI 
the failure of the Pharis'ees and Herodians to a warning ag,, ainst V 
recognize the uTstery of Christ in Jesus 
(127). 
Both Reploh and 
Quesnell fail to explain the apparent stress on the numbers in vv. 19- 
20 
(128) 
and neither take sufficient account of the eschatological 
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drama which ', 'ark expects - soon to reaclh its clima: - in th-- parcusia. 
By contrast Austin Farrer takes the nirqbers-, i: 7ýxtremely seriously, 
working out thý- symbolism according to different scherie, -) in his -'V-do 
studies His explanations meet all the requirements set out 
-ibove, bu'Ll it is difficult to follow his attempt to explain 1,1ark's 
gospel as an elaborate numerical cypher, not only becau-e it seems 
inherently improbable that 11-lark wrote his entire o,, ospel on this 
basis, but also because Farrer's scheme is so complex that even he 
has to admit that his first attempt at explaining the symbolism was 
in error. Would anyone even in Mark's own day have understood so 
obscure a code? 
(130) 
In view of the complexities, all that will be attempted is to 
present a tentative explanation of the main features of the narrative 
in order to show how they may be fitted into "lark's whole scheme. 
Several clues help us. The first is v. 18. The nearest Old Testament 
parallels are J(, r 5: 21 and E7. ek 12: 2, but it is clos(-ly akin to -, T-L- 
4: 12 within -. he gospel itself, the main difference being that thorr, U 
it is those 'outsidel who arý- -. revented Crom understandiný-. ý becallp, - 
all -re 'in parables' whereas here the words are spoken not 
only to, but of the disciples. Taken in conjunction with 6: 52, it 
appears to make the feeding miracles for Mark less miracles than 
parables which require supernatural incsight or special revelation 
for their interpretation 
(131)9 
The reason for the disciples' 
failure to understand is that their heart is hardened, which may be 
a further allusion to Is 6: 10 (cf. Jn 12: 40). Mark could hardly 
have thought that God had deliberately prevented the disciples from 
understanding the meaning of the miracles since he has previously 
recorded the words of Jesus, 'Unto you is given the mystery of the 
kingdom of God' (4: 11). Here, although there is no direct explanation 
of the two feedings and at the end of the incident the disciples still 
fail to understand, the elaborate questioning in vv. 17-21 suggests 
that he wished to show Jesus as trying to help the disciples to 'see'. 
If the two feeding miracles are 'parables' in Mark's sense of the 
term, he must have believed that there was a key which would reveal 
their meaning in the same way that the parable of the Sower was open 
to explanation. Hence if Jesus' questions here are intended to 
lead to understandin,, -, r that explanation must be found in them. As 
the individual details of the parable of the Sower were seized upon 
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and given allegorical meaning, so here it may be presumed that the 
details which ar-1 emphasized in these questions of Jesus and the 
curious one word answers of the disciples supply the key to the 
I parable . This suggests -vha'io the type of symbolism which Farrer 
proposed should not. be rejected out of hand, but whether it is 
poss. ible to go much beyond the linlking of twelve and the word 
P<oý(vzs- with the Jews and -seven a-ndv-iT-%1x% with some other group, (132) 
possibly Gentiles, is uncertain 4 It s trange element in the 
dialogme is that the emphasis is placed upon the broken pieces 
left over rat U -her than upon 'he number of loaves used and the size 
of the crowds. It is hardly adequately explained as indicating that 
the people had more than sufficient', to satisfy their needs or, on 
Of T the basis L Jn 6: 12, as reflecting the Jewish custom, of leaving 
4-ý 
so, mething over for those who ser-ved, o-r simpl-y as the- Jewish care CL 
to preserve ood '33). But it is Jesus who breaks the bread (v. l() 
eK)kLkC, A.; same verb is i: mpiied 'by the accusative in 
"0 TS the v. 20) I it possible that are not the scraps which 'he 
people rather messily dropped but the portion of the pieces which 
V n. W1 Tesus brohe but which were not eaten? 
( 134) Tf this is so, whether or 
not the feedings are eucharistic the K-A1147AAT-, A may be regarded 
as the bread which Jesus hi.,, iself supp-11-ied, anal if this is coupled 
with the nunmericall. symbolism the sui)ply is available for the Jews and 
for the o'uh; 2, &- group. Those represen-ted by the four thousand or the 
seven c-n"ujoLýe-s are usually identified with the Gentiles(136 'The 
only group of seven in the N'ew Testament for comparison is that 
appointed in Acts 6: 1-6.17he seven' mightl therefore, point to a 
group of 'Greeks'. This would, however, still leave unsolved problems, 
C -r,,, -r to Greek speaking for the term C-J'X, 1v. a t. is variously taken to ref, 
Jews, to Jews who have adopted Greek customst to Jewish proselytes 
who had been converted to Christiantiy, and to Gentiles(137)9 If the 
numbers twelve and seven are significant to i'-,: ark they mient point 
1.1ebrew speaking Jews to the gift oL the eucharist to Palestinian or I 
and to Jews of the dispersion or CTreek speaking Jews rather than to 
Jews and Czentiles. 
it appears to be 
the 'one loa-f' o. ' v. 1 
all, the five and the 
6v, x yrc-v is taken as 
pressing the 
4 is a direct 
seven loaves 
a post-1y'larka 
symbol-is-m too far to suggest that 
to T (138) 
reference vesus * After 
are real bread. Unless crtl 
_ýA&j 
n grloss (and its absence from 
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Natthew is no evidenCE. in support of this since he has extensively 
rewritten the pericope and sn., loothed out lille diffic'-1LIties), it. must. 
be accepIV -ed literally in the first instance and thc disciples' 
words in v. 16 -niust be regarded as an exaggeration, expressing the 
sense that one loaf among thirteen men is as bad as having no 
bread at all. We might then interpret th. -- narrative as meaning 
that the disciples should have remembered that Jesus had provided 
the euch. arist for the Jews of Palestine and the Hellenistic Jews 
(or the Gentiles) and could now provide the euchrist for - w'hat other 
group? Sj -everal possibilities spring to mind: the apostles themselves 
perhaps, either in their own right and possibly as those who are to 
be at the Last Supper, or as representatives of the universal church, 
the Gentiles (especially i-P the seven symbolise the Hellenistic Jews, 
or even the church it-, elf. 
Were it not for the co7. bination wit -C I the h the 'leaven of Herod , 
leaven of the PI., larisees co-Lild well be interpreted of their refusal 
4- 
to accept the signs which had been given and their demand for a 
special 'sign from heaven' (8: 11-12 or of their judaizing which 
is opposed in 2: 18 - 3: 6; 7: 1-13, or of their general hardness of 
heart (cf. 3: 5). But the Pharisees and the Herodians together have 
a special importance for IIVLark. He alone uses the word 
eaning f which is uncertain(139). the m _, o- 
Tt is, therefore, a very 
dubious hypothesis that the Herodians are the entourage or partisans 
of Ilerod, and then to interpret the leaven of the Pharisees and Herod 
as the nationalistic and political ideas of these groups(140) 0 
Although leaven would most naturally indicate an inner disposition 
(cf. 1 Cor 5: 6-8; Gal 5: 9), it is better to see in the combination 
of Pharisees and Herod/Herodians a quasi-symbol for the hostility 
which led to the death of John the Baptist and which is to lead to 
. )P 




a verb that is always found in hostile contexts in Mark 
(1: 13; 10: 2; 
12: 15; cf .' 14: 38) and 
is closely linked with ideas of suffering. 
More precisely Mlark might intend a warning against 
the Jewish leaders 
in the period of the persecution and woes before 
the parousia (cf. 
13: 9). He combines this with a reference to the hardening of 
the 
disciples' hearts and. the interpretation of the feeding miracles/ 
parables. The disciples are granted the il-mysteryl of 
the kingdom, 
but for the moment they are like those 
'outside' who do not under- 
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stand. In cliap'ller th-- -1--tery is explained in terms ol. I kl I/ -, ' t' rie in-ý-r- 
pretation of th- parable of the with warnings again7, t Satan, 
persecution and riches. Here the mystr,, ry is the mystery of the 
eucharist - saved up for Vhatever , Troups the ',,,., ielve and seven bask,. As 
of broken pieces symbolise and still available for the church. Tt is 
this which sustains the Christian community in the period. before the 
parousia. 
This interpretation of the passage meets all our criteria except 
the link with 6: 52 and the rý-ference there to the disciples' failure 
to understand about the loaves and. to the hardening of their hearts. 
Tt may be that Mark interpreted the feeding as eucharistic and thought 
that the disci-L, )'---- should have recognized Jesus as he walked on the 
water. 
Apart from the conversation i-, i Cre _n 
1- ', --T Pn-,? (14: 32-42), there are 
only two Pieceýý of teachiný- ad. dreessed to thr, di -ci-, 1, ý,, -1ý D -ý -In the final 
sections of Mlark's gospel. The first is att, -tched. týý the story of the (141) fig tree, usually Classified as a miracle story (11: 12-14,20) 
The second. is the story of' the widow's two mites, which 'Bultmann 
describes as a biographical apophthegm an(l, Taylor as a pronource! 'Ient 
story(142) . Neither fits comfortably into Reploh's or que-nell's 
scheme for Mark and both dismiss them rather cursorily 
(143). 
The pericope about the widow (12: 41-44) comes at the end of a 
series of controversy stories which were included by Mark to show 
Jesus as victorious over his opponents. The conflict theme is 
continued in the following two pericopae (12: 35-37,38-40), and this 
story may have been placed here as a further polemic against the 
rich(144). As has been seen, Mark regarded riches as one of the 
major hindrances to the coMplete dedication to Jesus which was 
, dom. There is perhaps 
here also, necessary for entering the king 
in the statement that the widow had given all her possissions 
NT CV fý ok: V'rl S somet'hing of that reckless disregard of the 
self which belongs to the rigorist ethic seen earlier in the call to 
the rich man and the subsequent dialogue about riches and in the 
sayings about denyin- oneself (10: 17-25; 8: 34-37) 
(145). 
The phrase CD -0 (146"; 
has sometimes been regarded as a gloss /. If it was added by 
'%1ark it would have been to e: nphasizee this point. Neverthelesst the 
story has more the character of general moral teaching than of this 
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rigorist ethic. 
'Mark's interposition of the cleansing of the temple between 
A0 
the cursin, ý. - of the fig tree and the disciples' observation that i-1; 
had withered is taken by Burkill as evidence that he interpreted the 
miracle as symbolic of the fate which was 'to befall tlie Jewish 
nation Burkill recognizes that U 
(147) 
0 the intercalation in the story of 
J'airus' dau6hter (5: 21-24,35-143; 5: 25-34) is to signify a lapse of 
time, and allows the same possibility in the account of the mission 
of the Twelve (6: 7-13t 30; 6: 14-29), although there he suaggests 
that an additional reason was to draw attention to the popular 
success of the mission and the danger of opposition f-rom high 
political circles, and he finds theological significance in the 
linking bot'h of the visit of Jesus' relatives with the BeelzebL,, b 
controversy (3: 20-21,3/1-555; 3: 22-30) and of the scheming of the 
chief priests with -the anointing of Jesus' head (14: 1-21 10"ll; 
__'ut 14:, '-9)'- all 11,1ark's intercalations can be satisfactori' IVU . L. j_, Y 
explained as indications the passing of tL-Pe, and this is plai nIY 
what is intended here (no 4-, fas th. ey passed by in the morning'). 
Wha t 1,1ark does provide is a series of careful 'inks connecting t' L I-e 
incid, -_ýnt in 11: 1-22'-14 with the teaching about j_-)r-tj1'e-r; the disciples 
hear the words of Jesus (v. 14)t h they notice -that -the fig -tree has 
withered during the night (v. 20)ý Peter recalls the earlier incident 
(v. 21), and. his coti . wient ý! ýovides the occasion for the teaching in 
vv. 22-25. Mark thus uses the miracle as the introduction. to 
teaching. It is not primarily a wonder story and it is certainly 
I gards. not' interpreted symbolically. 1, hrk accepts it as fact, and re 
Jesus' words in v-14 as a curse (cf. v. 21). 1,, ýqy he thought that the 
fig tree deserved its fate is not clear. If he was responsible for 
adding 'for it was not the season of figs' (v-13) as many have suggest 
ed(14B) , he may have thought that the 
fig tree should have provided 
figs out of season for the SkSon of man, or else he added a pedantic 
note thoughtlessly, failing to observe that tin-is made the action of 
(149) 
n Jesus irrationsl 0 Certainly his moral and religious sensivity 
is 
very different froi., i that of his modern, commentators, a fact which 
in itself should warn against a too confident assiLmption that wrý have 
, ospel understood his purpose both here and in his whole ý- 
The sequence of thought provided by Mark's links -may be as 
follows. 11.1ark understood Jesus' words in v. 14 as a curse 
(cf. v. 21), 
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presum, ably believin., that 7od wC u- br itabo ut. Despite the 
-nion 
that tl- almost unani. mc, us, o ., j -r- sayiný- abo,. it relmoving mountains, (150) 
i is f-IL-orative iziprobablý-, that (v. 2 is I'lark consi"lerpd 
that in th- pcriocl of the end ti--, -ie in he and his readers w 
living suc--i miraclos would take place. The following verse contains 
the unequivocal stat-, ment that ', jl--. os. e who believe that they have 
received their requests shall have 'all thin--s whatsoever (they) 
pray and ask for'. Furthermore, we have seen reason to accept as 
literal and not picture langua,, ý, e ;,: arklz description of the parousia 
4- in chapter 13 If Conzelmarn is corr-ect, Lul:. els perspective 
is very different f"rom that of ýýIrk, yet Actas contains a large 
=mber of miraclns, including curses 
(lD2) 
, wlhil:, -ý -the longer ending 
of '1. 'Iark c&itains a. pro. -Ase tthat believers will be able to take up 
serpents and drinl: poison with i, --. ounity (16: 17-19). Too great a 
contrast should not be drawn here b--tw, ----r. t'-he Testamý--. nt and 
the aprocryphal Iti. s Chri, stian writings. I- fact th- moral 
diffic, Jlties of th- story for modern com-wentators that ha S 
_1ed 
to 
their failurr, to observe '.,: ark's sequence of thoi. ight. To _71ark 
Jesus t 
curse is an exam-ole of that absolute faith. in God. which makes it 
possilble for. "hristians to perform any miracle. 
in 11,11ark ,,, hich ir, more akin to the V. 25 is one of the fe,,, sayino-s 
type of teaching recorded in Plit'Llhew and Dike than to thr, rigoriqt and 
eschatological teaching which otherwise predominates. It is perhaps 
too easy to reject the verse as a first stage in the addition of C, 
sayings which was completed by the insertion of v. 26, omitted by a 
weighty collection of witnes. ses and rejeoted by almost all com-mentators 
1 
(153) 
but certain verbal peculiarities make as derived from Mt 6: 15 9 
it less than certain that the say-ing was part of Mark's own narrative(154). 
The sole connexion with the previous verses is the verb 
which here is much more a catchword in the sense which is usually 
intended by that teer-in than is found elsewhe--e in ]MIark's gospel. If 
the verse is original it shows that T. ", 11ark possessed o, -I-- fragment of 
the kind of teaching which is so co. Tji. on in the traditions used by 
Matthew and Luke and that he added it here because he felt this to be 
the most suitable context. It is the only passage in this gospel 
where forgiveness is made dependent upon a man's moral actions and 
where there is teaching about God's forgiveness such as applies more 
easily to the ongoing life of the church than to the interim between 
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U, 
thýý cominc, of John the Bapti! ýt and the parousia (contra-ý-zt 2: 1-12; 
3: 28-29; 4: 12). 
Tn this survey of the teaching of Jesus in 11,11ark's gospel it has 
been contended that, althoujh Jesus is frequently addressed as 
and his activity described as ý(ýýcwc-tv and "6(-)C'xxj , Mark 
does not intend to depict him as a teacher who --, ives moral guidance 
to the crowds. The relative paucity of the teaching included may be 
due either to deliberate selection from the material by Mark himself 
or to the scarcity of such material in the tradition which came to 
him, but in either case it reveals a form of Christianity which was 
not primarily concerned with the ethical instruction so prominent in 
the other two synoptic gospels. is chiýifly an honorific 
title and the activity of Jesus is essentially the presenting of 
obscure sayim7ý- to the crowds TTbyI- r1-oNx. (, which require divine 
inspiration or special exDlanation to be understood. 
This general impression was confirmed when the sayings addressed CD 
to the different audiences were examined. Only a very small number 
are addressed to the crowd and usually these are subsequently inter- 
preted to the disciples. Those addressed to opponents are mostly 
found within the pronouncement stories. Although these comprise 
many of the statements upon which the accounts of the ethical 
teaching of Jesus in Mark are generally base d, Mark's purpose in 
including them was to show Jesus as always- able to vanquish any who 
tried to argue with him or attempted to secure his death. For 
I-lark's message it is necessary to concentrate upon the teaching 
given to the disciples. 
This is of two main typest eschatological and ethical. Jesus 
is portrayed as announcing that the end- time has arrived with the 
preaching of John the Baptist and that it will speedily reach its 
climax in the parousia. The Son of man is Jesus himself and the 
coming of the kingdoni of God is identified with the parousia. Hark 
holds that there is a sequence of eschatological events in three 
cycles, all involving suffering and vindication, the life and death C> 
of John the Baptist, the ministryg crucifixion and parousia of Jesus, 
and the suffering and final triumph of Christian disciples in the 
kingdom of God. This is one predestined eschatolofrical event which Cý 
at the time at vorhi-ch I'dark is writing is fast moving to its conclusion. 
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-rable part played by th The consid, L, f Jesus in "nis gospel e passion o., - %; -, is not due to its soteriological significanc(-, but to the place which 
suffering had within the eschatological scheme which Jesus proclaiwd. 
The rigorist ethic is in keeping with this eschatology. Nark 
sees the main dangers to Christian discipleship as Satan, persecution 
and riches. Although the -se dangers may be present alr: - they will 
be intensi'Lied in the p--. -iod immediately be'Lore the parousia, and it 
it in thiS perio-a that the disciples will have to follow the path 
which their Haster trod. So imperative is the demand that they 
must be prepared to make extreme sacrifices. Miss Linal stage of 
history is also the time when there is a reversall of values, when 
ritual distinctions are abrogated, and when complete purity is 
required* 
Alt'hough at several poinu ko -_ 'are teacl-lin-- and edi4lorial ts ther CD 
comments Vnic. h do nolt --n-tirely fit into this overall i-rituerpretation, 
i -las been 1.,, ossible -to include within it a' th .n an, ] t1 .2 majo-k-, sayl s 
to ar a 'V _nt un3e- ý. tandi. 
i ,-ea consisl-,, n, - of' tla ,; os e' as ": ark p 
i lu WL 'UýiOUt wrote recourse to lsolatins the tra-., u li`ions w, i`c"-, P: ark 
usod. 
This exposition has raised a number of further ques-,. ions, in 
particular why IwIark wrote his gospel at all and the date at which 
he wro'Vo it. The ethical teaching of Jesus as , Hark presents it is 
markedly different from that found in 111atthew and Lukee and' the reasons 
for this need to be examined. "The eschatology, especially in its 
emph asis upon the imminence of the parousia, h4s certain similarities 
with that held by Paul, particularly in his letters to the 11hessalon= 
ians, and possible relations between the two might be traced. 
Throughout. the discussion has been restriCte-110- to Mark's understanding 
of the teaching of Jesus and questions concerni. ng the authenticity 
of the sayings have not been raised, since until 'Mark's own portrait 
h sayings of Jesus had been clearly seen attempts to detect whic. 11 
could be ascribed to Jesus himself are premature. 71his issue, 
however, cannot be evaded permanently. Finally, the world view of 
Mark is so different from that which is generally held today that 
the relevance and validity of the teaching of Jesus for present day 
Christians night appear to be called into question. While it is 
impossible to treat these important issues in Ietail, some consideration 
will be given to th-cm in the concluding chapter. 
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11 ,, ia o 
t, 
- 
r rln"" "TTr, 
th, _? attc-ý-A!,, n : -_-vren to . jar C7 S 0! 7prýl 'n recent deca_ýc- 
t uh(? re i, - surprisinc-ly 1. jt-1-j,, consensu- of o, -,, U to i ts Ot'C C 
and purposý-. _)ultmann su--, -? ýýted t1h-cf. the pu-. to co. ý--'Llline t`_n 
1, ellenistic k(ýryc-, rma about tn- Christ, t 1he contl, ý_, nt of ,, hicch can b(ý 
seen in the 'Christ-Iraythl of Paul (especially )hil 2: (S-11), with -Ilhe 
tradition of t.,, -. story of Jesus The gos-Del would uh-n represe- 
the first sta, ý,, (ý in the process vhich led- to the compositions of Vh, ýý 
-sts, who not only fill 0114 
later e-,, -an,, -l in ,,, re -'etail the 7-ife and 
teachinlfý- J-Sus but also include references to `, is early life and 
0-r -rxs, O-C'Xistenco- ", a -, n and iýartin ref in(ý a-, an 1--lose fu 
I+ Mp t(Ir the gnosticizilig t, -ndency of 71ýauil- t! '. -? olo-y wl, 'ch 
G s, ýI r) ''" -- - a. _-.,,. ong hisfo 11 ow e- rc, -)ill ') 0V 'r, -T, ý 
lsý t 
is reflecf,.. ý--(] -itlher in thr, cv-_rall sche, --, (, which -, -e I-Lv- claimed to L 
Ahu t"ct in thi P- gospel as tau-- t by Josi,, ý7, t,: ) I, circle of t1h, 
Twel-ve (13. eclared openly aftýý-r the i, (,, that -thrý -n, ý! -time 
has arrived wth -the appearance of the . 1-) U_ I L's 
E-iptist ancl w4ll move to i -I- 
p-r--de-tin-cl conclusion in the -1marousia, and dem,. -_inýs rigorous disc -i 
1 
ship at! Aý,. l pers-ctition and suffering - or in the way , -., ark has co-i-b_ý ned 
a variety ., s of 
Jesus, - of traditions - miracle stories, sayin; _ narratives 
t Toj-, 
ý, 
j abou the -1-aptist, the passion narrative - to canstr, lict the whole. 
The coming of Jesus cannot dated, but indeed be precisely predicted o- 
it is certainly imminent. 'I "evertheless, the purpose of the gospel 
cannot be to call Mark's readers to Galilee to await the parousia 
as TMarxsen would have it, for, as has often been pointed out, it is 
inconceivable that anyone would have written a book like this gospel 
in such circumstances 
(3), 
1 On the other hand 
it is unlikely that his 
intention in writing was to teach the church, as Quesnell and RLeploh 
have claimed, for a narrative, and a narrative such as he has produced, 
would be a curious instrument for this purpose. Doubtful also are the 
views that ,,! ark used the first disciples as a 
foil for setting out 
a defence of a group which broke with the Jerusalem church over the 
wider mission (so Trocmeý or that the main purpose was to combat a 
Christology of the lge--Os -kv ee (so Weeden), or to nrovide apologetic typ 
for the Christian church in Rome after the end of the Jewish war 
(so 
Brandon), for such views do not take sufficient account of the fact 
that Mark is essentially an evangelist, md is setting out thý? gospel of 
Jesus whom he believes to be the Son of God. To a certain extent he 
is 
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proclai! -, lin. - Heils-7-, ýschichte, for hc? heli--ves t-I. at he i2 lirin- 
wit'-An the end events and the parousia is fast drawing near; Ilh- 
victory is not in t', I-. e past but is sL'ý-L till awaited in the future, 
and for the pres-n. t and especially just before the End the travail of 
the time of testing must be endured. T ri this he stands in some 
respects close to Paul. 
Different emphases appear in Paul's letters, partly occasioned 
by the cir=mstances in which they were w-ritten, partly because Paul's 
thought developed during the period covered by the letters. The 
extent to which this development can be traced is disputed, but it 
seems fairly plain that Paul modified his eschatological hopes, 
although he never gave up thic, idea t history would find its con- 
C summation in the return of %Jhrist. 7he escl--atolog7y wfiich Marlk depicts 
by means of the teaching of Jesus w-. -*Lch nr, 4 in his gospel is L -1 -Ln: 
ý'Ludr2. 
. 4- 1- , 4- 
(4) 
rest v- vhat of 'the two letters, o, ' 1"a-, 11 to the Thessa neal -lonians 
It :,,, ay be that lt-ne-, -e are -, iore verbal to bee found bet,. -ie-n 
these letters an' the apocalyptic -, L-tth(--w(5) - ý- C-- ---ýI, 
but in 
concept . al L,. d part icular, ar- c' oser 'a t,,. - eschat- sioný;, gener a- 
olosy o Idark. 
t ven (I. The Both look f or t., ie of Chric-:! LO Ss 1: 10; 
4: 16) accomapanied 'by -the ai-I. --elS (1 -2he'S'S 3: 1-', as ý, C-T-A 
t -1 
(68: 
38; llyw. av ov%j-%,: u is p-obably to be interpreted 
)92 Thess 1: 7; Mk 
13: 26-27); both expect Christ's followers -to be caught up into 
"7 
heaven and to meet him there (1 Thess 4: 171,2 Thess , )-: l; Nk 13: 21 
both speak of persecution with eschatological overtones 
(1 Thess 1: 6; 
2: 14; 3: 3-49 7; 2 Thess 1: 4-7; ý 1- 10 : 13,0 ; 
13: 9t 11-13,19-20); 
both give warnings against being 'troubled' 
(2 Thess 2: 2, o, ý5, k7-6W 0 
elsewhere only in (:, A 24: both expect the coming of ,a 13: 7 1 
the parousia during the lifetime of some at least who are now 
living 
(1 I'liess 4: 15,17; cf. 1: l, -1; 111 9: 1) both utter warnings that 
ChriJ, 
_-v will come LLriexpectedly and 
give a command' to 'watch' 
(I -2hoss 
IN 
5: 1-6; 'Ilk 13: 32-37 
8)); bD'. h warn against thoscý wlio will deceive 
throuah signs and wonders (2 Thess 2: 3,9-11; ý'-a 
13: 5,22); and 
"riose who sa-, -+-,, a4- messiz-31i has already both appear Uo bý__ aimed at u the 
_L returned (2 -2hess 2: 2; 1,11: 13: 6; note triat -2. e counter argument 
follows the samee pattern - 'not yet ... until ... 
1(9) )- Althou,,,, -h 
there a-, -, e 
dif ferences in the sequence of eschatological events in 
2 Thess 2 and 139 both are concerned with the 
time of the parousia, 
16o 
and the thought underlying both is that there will b--- clear indic- 
ations ol t the coining of the End. Moreover the 'lawless one' is 
parallel uo the labomination of diesolation', one off the features which 
e regaras as support for 11 B S4% 'is view t' at in 'hcss Paul is givh16 
.L( traditional primit Vian apocalyptic teach Live dhrist inL; Both Paul 
and Mark believe t -hat the escýýIatological period has be&un ancL that 
they and their readers are living in the last days immediately before 
-1 1 )ýt 
(11) 
. he End (C. ". 2 Thess 2: 7,1) 1- 
It is riot suggested here C. that the beliefs expressed in the 
t letters wo the 7hessalonians and in Mark are identical even in their (1, -)) 
eschatoloS--7y and there are also differences in the ethical 
eikhortation. ,. -'lark sets out a ric-orist Intori., -, isethik while Paul is a 
CD I 
T- concerned about the 'idlers. ' ýxTW<'roQS1 Th, --ss 5.14; cf. 2 Thess 
-3: 6,7,11) wl, o scem to havP taken the call to a-. --ait th 1U', - paroiisia as 
seriously as thinlý-2- . '-Tarl- intended hi. - to CIO. Lý, CIVP-r- 
theless, paroulsia as a for livir, ý: the Chri2: tian life is 
r. iore eviidý--ntu J-, n these letters than elsewhere in Paul's wri (, c-', 
1 Thes2 1: '-10; 2: 12 3: 12-13; -5: 1-11 1 23; 2 Thess 1: 111, -10; 
2: 13-17, ý,. nl th,? expectation of jud. gemmnt and in I The- C) punisi lis 
2: 14-16; 4: 6; 2) Thess 1: 5-10; 2: 8-12)). ': ýqere may also be signific-t 
ance in the; fact. that one of the few pieces of direct othicaal tcaching 
both in the sayimrs of Jesus in Plark and in the Thessalonian corres- CD 
pondence concerns sexual matters (11,1k 10: 11-12; 1 Thess 4: 1-8). 
It is nott our intention to resurrect the debate about Pauline 
influence in Mýtrk(13). but to plot, as far as is possible, the position 
of Mark within the first century. The precise form of the teaching 
which Paul had already given to the Thessalonians has to be inferred 
from the allusions to it which he makes in his letters, and the details 
are uncertain. It is probable that he imparted traditional eschat- 
ological ideas rather than his own personal teaching, and the imper- 
fect i-Aczyo-v (2 Thess 2: 5) suggests that he gave repeated apocalyptic 
instruction to his converts(14),, These two letters, therefore, give 
a rare glimpse of part of the eschatological hope w1hich sustained 
the 
early Christians amid their troubles and persecutions, and which was 
accepted by Mark in a similar form(15) * 
The two are similar but not identical. It must be recognized 
that despite the apparent precision of eschatojogical hopest those who 
hold them have considerable uncertainty about the end events. 
The 
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nc- p7)-jn, - -)r, __o`-le: I- 10 th'- 
U -, 
14 j-I-, 
-3 ý', 1 : -) -1a+,,,, t iýea'-ý or t'Ie 0-:: -ý1op. -fi--n', Of fre 'i features. rinhi;, th- I 
7--salonianý- 0 7ý 7 rais?, _1 J the Co ns mnay wel -a,.,,, 
t-) ex plicit details ha. hý_,, -1 not hithr-to been 
on o-n- hanýý' similarities b-_IC1w-_-n -2aul anýi_ 'ýLrk arc- J, 
-rot to be too hr-tsti1j, accepted, -,, n the othr_, r h, ýLnI the differences 
of I. -aclkground ar, I situation bet,.., ee-n the "-- 
ýU _.,. _ss-aIo-rJan anrý 
Corý_n'hian 
Paul and the go- correspondenc2 of . Tel of :,: arI, mus-t be ta! K,,? n into 
account in assc7, sing, their dissimilarities. 2.11 that ve are con- 
cprneýý to 7, how is that so far as eschatolcjy is concerned Paul's 
fra-,. iý- of referenc- as shown in I and 2 7-h-, salonians (and to a 
lesser ext-nt -ans"I s close to -; --. 
I C. --rinthi 9 that, 
2 is a-c_-: teý auth, "nt-ic, tý-_re s-eT-,, s to have heen a 'Ij 
expect-ttion among the early Chri3tir-ins wl-, at .. T-. -is 
going tn ha, T ppý, n 'at 
the end of thr, 4- wlich th(-- w-ýre a n7imlýer 
of st, le feati, thc-, q in p ght 
, i: p I 'XI rnss; o!, s of' týiem m, i, -') 
differ ill ý Dti. 11. ,: arl. a. ib, ýt -t-. r tO Jý"F; US 
contra-t th- differences bet-vi-en -,, ark in thi-, r,: ý-: ýp-ct and 
,,, ith regar_, ý to a nu-ý-, ibcr oil otll--,, -r features a-nd '. ', atthe,,, r and T, li'--e are 
4- 1 s trik. ini-, Some of the c`--arrres : -iacle hy att`r,, w tO 1111-1 
have already b----n noted. By re-tricting .0(b Nc-t<, kAo-r. - chiefly to 
teacli-. ing contexts and liinitin, - his i. ýsc of and 
to more explicit 4V -eaching "', attliewr d(, pict-F; Jr-slis more as a r, --Lbbi 
surrounded by a group of dicci-ples 
(16) 
, as giving teaching both to A 
them and to the crowds and as answering quest ions in rabbinic type 
dialogge. Of special significance are Matthew's removal of 111k 1: 22 
'It 7: 28-29)ayýlhe farewell speech to follow the sermon on the mount (11 9/ 
of the risen Lord, where the disciples are enjoined to teach those 
who have been baptized as disciples 'to observe all things whatso- 
(17). 
7, h ý ever I conLmanded you' 
(Mt 28: 20) Ile 7,: arkan idea of the 
I (vc-rjotcv- has vanished togeth(-ýr with the thought that the parabolic C> (18) 
4- teachingz, is deliberately enigmatic and the pronouncement 
stories have become a means of teaching. Jesus no lonaer limits 
his teaching to the crowds to parables but : -rives plain instructions 
as in the serm. -n on the mount(19). It is in line with this under- 
standing of the mission of Jesus that 'Matthew includes practically 
the whole of the sayings found in Mark and adds the extensive material 
from the traditions which he has in common with Luke and those unique 
to himself. It is also significant that the first action of Jesus 
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(20) 
which Matthew reports fully is teaching 
This is not the place to examine in detail the teaching of 
Jesus as Matthew presents it and we confine ourselves to two 
observations. Firstlyt Matthew is concerned with teaching that is 
applicable to the ongoing church. Whether the sermon on the mount 
is presenting the conditions for entry into the kingdom 
(21) 
or the 
way of life which results from acceptance of the gospel 
(22) 
, Matthew 
sees it as setting forth the ethic which the disciple is to follow. 
Strenuous though that ethic may be, it constitutes a new law, 
(23) possibly. conceived as the working out of the love commandment 
Secondly, although Platthew includes more eschatological 
sayings -than T. Iark and alone of the synoptic writers uses the 
actual (1-1t 24: 31 279 379 39), the expectation in 
. hLis gospel has receded into 'he future. The `elay of the aid is CD ý. A 
seen in 1,11t 24: 48, 'If L, U that evil servant shall say in his hear' 
,` lord tarriet D I 'IV -hl , in T-It 2': 1-13 where the error of the foolish 
vire, 1111ris is that th-ý, y did not prepare 'Lor the long delay of the 
bridegroom, and in 1ilt 25: 19 where tlie m-aster who entrusted his 
s-ervants- with the talents came 'after a long time'. It is only 
after t1he gosp, 31 has been preached to the wl. -Iole world -that the 
end comes 
(24). 
The e,. _; qphasis 
has shifted from -the inir. 51nence of the 
End to the fact of judgement (1,11t 13: 29-30P 39-43v 49-5)0; 16: 27)t 
and the criteria -by which : -ji-n are judged are ethical (1, itl 25: 31-46; 
cf. 24: 45-51). Such sayings as still express the imminent exp ect- 
ation remain as residual fragments of an earlier tradition (-.. It 10: 23; 
16: 28; 23: 36; 24: 34). 
'While . "', LAtthew depicts Jesus as the teacher of 
the Christian 
-ned to write a life of Jesus 
(25)# 
commiunity, Luke is more corice, - 
T,, Io St uke have concentrated upon his portrayal redaction studies on L 
toloaý 
(26) 
of Jesus and his escha. yet Luke, like 'Natthew, incorpor- 
ates a very considerable aaiount of t-ýýachin-- into his narrative. 
He is more ready to use the than Matthew and, 
a-1though he includes only three of 11,1ark's references to 
)(Zýocrt<c-, 
V 
and ýi3v\Aý , 'nc 
introducess D-(IN-2'C-XEk%f on 15 other occasions 
(27) 
0 
Luke includes a large nunib,: ý-L of the !,. -'arkan sayings, althou, ý; h he 
omits rather more than 1: 1atithew, but there is cumpensation for this in 
the inclusion of the special Lukan material as well as the traditions 
common with '.. 'Latthew. While Matthew has weakened the distinction 
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betwee, zi the inne..: -, -ýircle of the aPost'les and the resto of the 
-U, e Twelve 
(28 
T1 the difference lbelk; ween the Lnwelve 
'and 
the 
oth-r followcrs oP Tesus, and precents a pict U_; Lýe of three concen4- tric 
grou, i. )s, lune crow-is, thr, closer cir3le o-r -Isciples, an.. I' "ose w'-io*_1 
Jesus cnose fro: '-, ýA _L t- 
(25) the disci, L_ pl-s as apost-1, s (Lk 6: 13) 
t Although 'tjh-? pre" t ions O'L Llhe passJLzýn are made only to 'the 
1ý-lve ýLk ),. 22 9 ., ; 18: 31-33"' he sa 
. A. V 4-T slime Y1-, ' jS-s, wh ich in iiiark 
are a Ilk -1 re s s, - t ý1- n disciples are now s poken tu o the crowd (H& 
TC 
. Uk 4: 43; ýL'Z-ý -1 V L. -he 
_13: iff . /Lk 21: 5f f though Luke points out that t 
disciples were wilth the crowd in Lk 12: 1 and 20: 45, c-1C. 6: 17,20. 
T in .. uke there lls zior-, e teaching direc ted to ItoThe crowd than even in 
I'lal-thew, an-1A sCme SD-7-Yings which in -. ý_Iarl- aný . *, latthew are addres. sed C. ý 
to opponerýLs- ai-_: Ll juk poý 
/T . 4. J_ TesIm to crowd ý_ý: 23-26 k jl: l,,, _]q; 
VXU 
Ilk P Tt 
.ýI 









20: 9-17' ) .1 
3Sj rv-, -j C ý3 n 4- tý 4- ý-Tje 0 U, VL Lb- settin, ý: i. n lil-e 
of tho parablesz -, -. -:. s- __O 
-1, Tn, maLs, U th - -1 sa 
30- ) Lukels special 
source is parti rich in parabl-s of whi-ich there are, fifte(m, 
-: 7- 1 ,' and 
to Luke +. h-- clo not 4-h-, mys ttery 1ýutu are 
_Tprimaril .e ýlly 
exam 1, -"ý mL-- -s t -oles of ccc"'-duct or ill- -rations of Cod's character(31) 
a. Tt -hus '.. 'lat th. - _e pres-n. a of the activity and 
teaching of Jesus w'ninch is strikin. 'ý-ly different from that of Mark. 
Jesus is no lon, ý= 4ý-he central fieure in the final eschatological 
drama which is moving to its speedy climax, who addresses enigmatic 
words to the crowds, who is always victor in his conflicts with his 
enemies and who explains his teachinz, - to the Twelve. The parousia 
hope is no less real, but it has moved further into the future, 
opening up t'L-, e possibility of a p----iod of earthly existence for the 
church in which an individual and so6ial ethic is now relevant, and 
Jesus is, in different ways in these two later gospels, the teacher 
who gives guidance for this lengthening interim period. In this way 
Matthew and Luke are seen to be conside-rably further removed from 
'IN, ark than ý. Iark is firom the Paul o! -" 
the 'Inessalonian letters. 
I? Uhe dating of Mark's II Whether this can be used as evidence for C) 
gospel and the discovery of its historical sett-ing is uncertain. 
Most attempts at dating ýLark have been based upon the interpretation 
of chapter 1-4, but, as-, the conflicting results show, it is possible 
to draw the opposite conclusions that Mark did not know of the 
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de-:, truc'L. -4D, i of thn in A-7). 70 o--, - th7-,, t he wro-', -- afteiý 
end of tl, (, Jewish war. It (. -, ven 1-1-c. n that 
version of' thr- apocalypse should b, ýý linked closely with 11-he 
31-- incid, -L. t C, ula and thus 1L 'al ij- . 1ark should b-D datcd vcry --arlyl 
o T -n(ýss of all these attempts, however, is th, -., are too 
narrowly basod upon single words arid p1L -s rather than --)n the -1ras, 
character of th-, -ý ý--oopel as a whole. C) 
An i-lminc-ýnt parousia hope is possible under three sets) of 
circurmstances; the occasion of its first announdement, the 
period after its first acce-ptance for so long as nothing happens to 
disprový- it, an, 1 a time of reawalkoned enthusias, -, q ,, hen som- even-' 
ha, 2 been upon a, _ý indicating its appro-ching f-ulfilm-nt. a 
Calliý,, ula'ý attempt tc place his statLt-ie, in t"L le th 
1, sl -estrýd as pro-idin, - the thir of sit io, i. 
'his is cert. -ainly possible, but if correct it I ad s t, - tlrj, ý conclii, _, -ion 
th: -, -t : Jirk o-, Tiitt, ý1,1, many 
of th, - sv -, i-;; ýI ýýn o' Jýýus which 1 own to him 
ec, b au, -3ý? no lon-ý-, r applie(I to th,,? heiEhteneC excito-f,, rient which 
-P 
the olitic,, _-O actions had evolýed. Tts chief is 'Lh---. t off 
theory also, viz. that it is difficult to imder,, ý7tand wiIJ- 
anyone should set himself to write a gospeel amiri this kind of 
fevered hope(33)/. If this wera the background, th(, only credible 
type of theory would b, ý-, of the type advanced by Pesch, that 11_, irk 
added chapter 13 to an already completed gospel in order to dampen 
apocalyptic hopes which he regarded as false, and we have already 
seen reason to reject this interpretation. 
Whether the theory is tenable that Mark wrote at the time when 
the eschatological hope was first expressed and had become current 
among the group of which he was a member depends upon the view 
which is adopted about Jesus' own eschatological expectations. If 
Jesus himself accepted and voiced a thorough-going eschatology, 
this in itself can hardly have produced Mark's gospel, for form 
criticism demands that some years must have elapsed between the 
death of Jesus and the writing of Mark to allow the traditions to 
develop and the types of material found in the gospels to be formed. 
T"his would place Mark within the second set of circumstances, i. e. 
in the period after the first announcement of the hope and before 
anything had happened to destroy it. On the other hand, if Glasson 
is correct is supposing that the entire parousia hope was the 
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invention of the early church, Miark might have been written at the 
time w'hen the rei; nterpre tat ions of the sayings of Jesus which gave 
rise to it were being adopted and when they were exerting a lively 
influence upon the beliefs of the church. Mark would then be part 
of the movement which resulted in the development of the expectation 
of an imminent second coming, and since Paul reveals a fully fledged 
eschatology it would be necessary to place Mark earlier than the 
letters to the Thessalonians. 
The Thessalonian correspondence, however, shows that at about 
A. D. 50 there was still a very active anticipation of the end of 
the world which was fully accepted by Paul - he had indeed taught 
it to his converts as an important part of his gospel message - 
even though he issued a warning againsu U t the more extravagant 
consequences which some of those at Thessalonica were drawing from 
I IHU -L J 
"ere would appear to be the situat-lon where an earlier hope 
was retainedA becau-: ýe nothing had occurred -o dL31)rovo it. There 
is no 1., int o1' tiý-_ disillusionment w_n. _cf1 is --eflected in 2 Pet 1: " , -, It 
or of the reinter -,, s -a hope which iL-- found in _ýretation of 
the paro .1- _L U 
Matthew and Luke (and in an entirely di-I L "erent forim in Johný 
The distortion of tfle expectation -v,,, _! ich Paul invei, ---h,, - a-ain-t is '7 A 
the teaching t-nat t'_-ie parousia has alre: idy happened (2 The, )s 2: P) 
t 
The similarities between , ý'Larh arid the Thessalonian letters, have 
already been noted. Here is a s(ýttino,, for :, Iark which co-. ýld explain 
f eschatology which I-lark displays and which also makes the type o. 
the writinc- of the gospel credible. 111he bool.. isýi indeed, as Marxsen 
emphasized a C-vAyyc-)(oý, ,a preaching of Jesus in line with 
Paul's 
missionary enterprise. As Pau]- found no inconsistency between 
workin, c, to earn h-is living, conducting missionary journeys, 
writing lettue_ý, s, -riving advice about marriage and other ethical C) CD 
matters on the one hand, and holding a belief in the coming of 
his own lifetime on "ne other, so -rk cou' ' ,, rit Jesus durin,,:, - I, 101 1e 
a gospel which se-ý, _: -, out the escl-, atological evenlus and presents 
t'i-le- 
tolo- an, -' its ri--orist , _: %t1hic. it teachinZ of Jesus its, escha. J- 
mminent nop w1r, c kýý- t "is wou1dbeasita immm inoft; iei, -2 1ý1 h na -- 
possible, but . -; 'n, ýn nothing 
had yet arils--n to call seciously -'nto 
quý7-, stion prim-ary ý, xpectation. 
A relatively early date and a setting within Pauline circles, 
though not so close to Paul as to mean that '. lark is merely presenting 
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Paul's thought in narrative formp would seem to be the mos-ILP probable 
conclusion to draw from the examinattion of Nark's gospel as a wiitv 
and especially of his presentation of the teaching of Jesus. 
It is plainly impossible 'to proceed from this to draw firm 
conclusions about -the teachin. c- of Jesus himself. As has been C> 
suggested earlier, a piecemeal approach to the sayings and attempts 
to devise tests by which the authenticity o-117* the sayings could be 
judged mark a too hasty approach to the problem, and the question 
Cý 
of historiclLy can only be considered when the way in which the 





hly examined. This has been attempted here only for 
Mark and aiiy suc, -, gcs ", --ions which are put forward t, thorefore, be 
extremely' tentative. 
-2 1 -', cc-r L- -ucial issue wo-, -i"d seem to be this. For Harl, th'7ý to-. -, -:,. l 
unýlcrstvand'ing olf 'v', '4-:, teachinc-r-;, olf Jecus de pend upon i. riu-. inent 
hop-- Iiot only does he -; D-ces-nt -th, i. - as -U-i important part o. 1 LIM 
teac-hilig of Jesus which he rocords, but it provides tlie basic 
condition -for the ot'hical teachin w. ýii, 1.1i, - character ID li takes on t 
I Tn+ ig/T, i iI- of a-, I terimsethik. Between , 'ýark and, 1111atth-. -ý lake a major shift 
T 
of perspective has taken place. IvLatthcw an. , -luke still expect the 
parousia. Neither has rejected this hope of a literal coming of 
Jesus an,, '- the end of the world., but it has been moved into the future, 
and the extended interim now provides room for the developme'nt of 
the church and. the presentation of a church ethic which is grounded 
in sayings of Jesus, some of them modified from IýIark, some intro- 
-his different eschatology duced from other traditions. Along with -t 
goes a modified pict-u -e of Jesus and his relations with the disciples 
and the crowd. 
-er gospels can be The change between 1"i-lark and the 
two lat 
explained in terms of the delay of the parousia. What remains 
to be explored is the connexion between Jesus and I'Plark's gospel. 
If Glasson's view of the malter is accepted, more is involved 
than simply the misinterpretation bLr the early Christians of a few 
sayings about the Son of man and the kingdom of God. I'Llong with 
the adoption of a belief in the second coming of Jesus and an 
imminent end of the world goes a total perspective of the ministry 
of Jesus and the ethic which he proclaimed. It is doubtful whether 
the influence of the Old Testament is sufficient to produce this, 
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and. it would b! -:: such a major trans f or-mat ion that serious questions 
would have -to b2 raised as to the pos,, _-ibilit ,y of ever rocoverin, 3 
the, historical JT-su', -, from a source which ha--' so perve-LL. -d his teachin,., an-I since all our 141ew Testament, wr- 4. 1-in, reveal an 
acquaintance with -this eschatolPr&y no traditions could with 
confidence be called upon as evidence for a different understand inri 
of Jesus. "A U "o get behind such a massive misunderstanding of Jesus 
by the earlies t writers to whom we have access would be a daunting 
prospect and it is doubtful whether the approach by way of the 
frar-pentation of the teaching into isolated sayings, the setting 
of which in the life of Jesus is irrecoverable, could be other 
Uhan highly subjective. I 
To agree that Jesus expect-d the end of the world and the 
coming- of the kingdom of Go(l, in the near f, _i-ture still leaves the 
Droblem, of ', he teacllning wl ., Ilch does n, )+- pr--, ent an Interimsethik 
1" in the narrower, rilr-porist sense. . clain, that the immin-nt hope 
is the creation of the ea-rly church and that it was added to 
teaching of a differeAnt kind givýýr, r C> ,. I- 
b-ý, Jesus himself iF to posit 
an unacceptable nisunde=tand, Ang of Jesus by his disciples. To 
hold that 111,11ark has presented an accurate picture of the historical 
Jesus in full and co--. qT)let. - detail is to declare that Platthew and 
Luke, in introducin. -ý, r a considerable amount of rabbinic teac! -Ang, 
are responsible for an unauthentic reconstruction of the ministry and 
teaching of Jesus. Both views are too extreme to command assent. 
What seems more lill. -, ely is that Jesus, like Paul, both held such an 
imminent expectation and at the same time taught about personal 
relationships in the world, for no-one in fact has ever been able 
to live for any len-, rth of time with an imminent ex, ectation of the C) 
end of the world controlling all his actions. Only IMEark, the. 
creator of the gospel form, was able to carry through consistently 
a thorough-going eschatology, and even he is compelled to include 
teaching and incidents which fit ill with his overall plan. It 
is likely that he has modified some teaching in the tradition in 
the direction of a rigorist ethic, whereas Matthew and Luke have 
modified it to make it accord with. the situation of the ongoing 
Christian community. 
Rather, then, than adopting the position of complete scepticism 
that Jesus was misunderstood by his hearers and reporte. -s, or 
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attem-ptincf-r) to pro'ucc' tests V. ich reject either too much or too 
little of the teaching and may only succeed in replacing tI. e 
distortions of the tradition and the evangelists by our oý'M 
distortions which we find more acceptable becauSe they accord 
with our own ways of thought, we must accept the fact that we know 
Jesus only through the gospel records. This was how Mark and Matthew 
and Luke (and John) understood Jesus. Each was influenced by 
theological perspectives. Each selected his material from the 
traditions. Each distorts but each also preserves true features 
from the tradition which he received. 
What can be affirmed as beyond all reasonable doubt is that 
none of the evangelists, not even Luke, envisaged'the long stretch 
of history which has elapsed since the death of Jesus, and that 
Mark (and probably Jesus) expected the End withinthe lifetime of 
some of his contemporaries. In this they were wrong. Few today 
expect th-2 return of Jesus, and those i,,. ho think- that theY retlain 
. he imminent hope do not, and cannot, hold it i, r, ý -,, the same f oý-., i, - as 
1, lark. 11ot even an eschatoiocy of a paroulsia -,; hich is imniiinent 
(35ý# but not Idelimited' cran survive the sea change of 1900 y, ýars 
aiid a-, )cj riptions of the delay to tht-a patience of God 
(36) 
or to th- 
kin, -, -dom as havinzc-, come durinS the lif fe of jesus yet not without 
remainder(37) , are both false to the expectations of the first century 
Christians and also alien to the modern understanding of the universe. 
The blunt fact is that it is not the timing which was wrong but 
the whole eschatological scheme. Any eschatology, futurist, 
realized, or in process of being realized, is subject to the 
complaint of -the 'mockers' -that 'all things continue as they were 
from the beginning of the creation' (2 Pet 3: 4). Neither Dodd's 
demythologizing Platonism nor Bultmann's demythologizing existent- C) 
ialism can provide any escape. The retreat into ilidividualism 
with the reduction of L-ie crsclhaton to the a-ioment of 
death preservcs 
-the esc. h toloý: - in outward appearance but t1he essence of the ýa ZDY 
(Y 
doctrine as a tpublic a_-1,3. cosmic event' 
ý) has been abandoned. 
We must acc-cept t1lE' 'act, therefore, t1hat the eschatolo6-Y both in 
nrn S'Elr its 1,1. irkan form an, -7. 
in its :, laltthaean and Luka- fo- ms is o lon - 
tenable in lune- modern world. To attempt to reeturn to the thouc, 'ht 
, ossible since 
that thought is pa: ýt forms of the first century ics imp 
of a total world view. It is no lont]: --r a live option to go bac' 
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to pre-scientific ways of 'uhinkin-, 'D'uv or'-' an ant .Y ,o adopt 4i- 
sCientifil-I is itselff false since it is ille-vitably 
a a opted alonj -,. iih an acceptance of t1nose parts of I "Ll- mudern 
technological world without which existence is impossible, 
To a ýV '-tempt, separate the ethic fron, the eschatology is 
equally hazardous, whether -this is done by selecting the world 
accepting sayin;: --s as eternal laws of th, - C) -e 
kingdom or iby disting-uish-ing, J 
between the origins of the -ethic and it 'idity, or by denying 0 L, s val. 
U 'D. 
hat the esci'-. zitoioggy affects more than th, 2 motives for obeyin the CD 
moral demans. 7) -z Interimsethik of I-lark cannot be evaded, and 
such an etunic is ýransformed as soon as Lhzý press-ýIre of the 
hope is r--laxed, as can be seen happeniný7, with i-01catthew 
7 and Luke. ýi-11. the cvangelists b--: ýIonge, ] to a culture. which is 
aliell to ours a_ gap of 19CO rom on,. -,, c. th -_ýr an o. 
OL ý-r is not easil ti3 brid; ed. c cann t-. rip 0 u, -, m2s'-. of first 
Lai U_ U_; ,-ICý century jT, u,, I an discov C. r mel ess. ru th s n, y v-ry b 
nature eth, dcs action within a , _, Pie., 2ccial ý`Uructure. 
The a teacchin or, 'eclk in thc. 00 1 -- C. > /) I, I" :ý- glv--ýn in cc-cr,, -'-- SDPIS is 
ill , Iy ca"i 
terms and not ac- orinciples or id_, IJS. 
ý, -, Ihat iz; need--l for a reconstri; ctuion of the tcac', -Jng oL sus 
whic'n would be valicl within the mna-Tern situation is a transmutation 
more far-reac,,. -i. qE- 
than that envisaCed by Dodd or Bultmann. Nothing 
g4 t iv - of less than an Lma L. na ee reconstruction of the total culture 
- century is re. -juired. This the Christian moverment in the first 
must then be re-,,. ýresented in a modern form which is not too great 
a distortion of its original form. In such an undertaking, where 
countless individual decisions on controversial issues have to be 
taken, much is bound to be subjective. This is the plight of a 
historical reliEion and is part of the human condition. Nevertheless, 
the gospel wri'vers w1ho came after Mark evidently did not flinch from 
one form of this Pnterprise and subsequent Christian history has 
afforded other -? xamples o'L the same endeavour. 
(39) 
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1. _`ý- -j-, famous of ,.. -s, tests is Schmiedells iý 11 11", pillar' CI2xt, I_), 0" , ý)_! -lie I i:, -delg 'Gos 1 pels' (E. -D- col. 381). See also 
-U, l-! lie, S the Life of Christ, 
! ýi St 
: ýdinlburgh, 1)0; ý_ týp. 3-4,105- 101 1 0- _, 1 614 I)p* 7 Ii i Lt 
I; n A. - examination of the criteria for ing at1,. e,, i, U r1c, 13 I tic wordC, of jEý, . Sust 9 19,, W2, p, ). 20; 9-219" 
-"j -'al v 3. G. A. ýC art. cit. q provides such anýnalysis. Ejee also F. C. 'Tile au-thenticity of Jesus, sayingst (ý-'-eutestament- IL U_ 
t BZIý 
liche Sýudien ftir Rudolph Bultmann Z` 219 19549 Pý)-137-14-7, T '02- 
ve , _o- 
ias, 'Characteris tics of tho ipsissi,,, ria vox T "T, 17'rayers of J- 
in 
d s-u s Iondon, 1967, jdem, 1T 
_s-t'v-. --, -r-t 'fheo1_oj7-,,, London, -37.9 19 7 . 0. ý: -est, for ', h-- '---iýýtorical Je-iis: asc,,, s si n o, i; - thr) 
P. P. "I(q J01 ý7, c c) "r -. I 4-1 
oridon 
7 
r-, Cý TT r) I Of LZ'-L- 
-ný m -Ijo o '17 -70 19 C: -Y 
tt t 
LU U_ nd 
'31 
jn i- al 01 ýD ý-j I- CI 
Lie eva k -, -, -at 
tIr -,, 'iaý/ havo ha to r-cor-l 
J_ 1 4- 
tor cal say, -. -ý of Jesu 
Far.,, ier 171-ýe two-docu-ý-, iý, _n)t 
hypothesis a, _ a ical crite--_, ion in s---optic research' (At, -g. Th. -L. 48) 19r, (-f 
idr Pr I rl T -l, 7n, ý SL. '1012tic obl-=, : 72, a on 
a , -, ýýJo_rity of ccholar-. still acc-, ýpt tl-ýe 
L ýe do-ut. L. +1 -- -- - Q, thý- thecory has br-,, --,. exi, toi iý t! )rll- attacl 
sides. So: r. e dýý-fend Luke's dependý-. nce on 
arrer "On dispensing with (in Studies i-n the eFI- 
Cospols, ed. D. F. 'Iiine! Lam, Oxford, 1955, P. P-55-, 9F,, A. ',, % ý, 'irj-ile, 
, Tidc--ý- for the vi(---w that St. Luke used St. Hatthew's -P 
e1 '7, -c ý_Tos (JBL 83,1964, 
, pp. 
390-396, cf. R. T. Si: -ýipson, 'The major 
ts of Nat agreement k1thew and Luke aTainst Mark' (N-TS 12,1965/6, 77 pp. 2tl -984, F. r. Sanders, 'The arj=ent from order and the 
relationship between 1,1atthew and Luke' (NTS 15,1968/9, pp. 
249-261, idem, 'The overlaps of 'Hark and q and the synoptic Cý 
Others reduce ý to problemn' (-IS 19,1972/3, pp. 453-465). 
a niiT, --)ber of smaller sources or see only oral tradition behind 
the material com. r. rion to Matthew and Luke, e. g. C. K. Barrett, 
In, -a re-exaimination' (Exp. T. 54,1942/3t pp-320-323)), J. 
Jerernias, Testa-mPnt TheolofT Uy T9 PP. 38-39. AT-. long recent 
litpratture see 11, T0 Turner, IQ in recent thought' 
(Exp. T. 80, 
196819, PP-324-328), 0. Linton, 'The '-)ý-problem reconsidered' 
(in D. 7. ý,. une, ed., Studies, in the New --. Testament and Early 
Christ 41- an Literature, Leiden, 19,72t PP-43-59), Th. 1E,. Roschý, 
, The word, of Jesus and the future of the hypothesis' (JBL 
79,1960, pp. 210-220), C. ". Carlston and D. Norlin, 'Once more 
statistics and Q' (HoTh. R., 64,1971, PP-59-781 F. G. Downing, 
"Powards the rehab il itation of Z' (INTTS 11,1964/59 pp. 169-181)t 
H. A. Guy, 'Did Lu_ke use Hatthewl (Exp. T. 83,1971/2, pp. 245-2471). 
6. In thic. - study 11-lark' normally refers to the author of the gospel 
but occasionally, to avoid unnecessarily awkward phrasing, it 0 
Also G. B. Caird, 'The study of the gospels. I. Source Criticism', 
(Exp. T. 87,1975/69 PP-99-104 
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i17 used of th- "hook. h-re, th, context will mnakc 
Lhe of is nok- discussed ac, it is not relevant to 
tlhe IrA the tradition th-at _, 'ark baserl hiss 1.,, Iý-)n 
rof Peter i, rejectr2d. 
7- se--. s to be the -, rý-cral opini-)n, cf. Taylor, I-Tarkq P-Pý7, 
J3 T! 
ý' 
TT 'a It I/ 
B., 7h-r---)c-, 7iorton, 'Did ', ý rk I-, now -ý'11 67t l)48, PP-310- 
329)q T. "Ammel, introduction to the Tlý-ý.: Testa-,, ýnt, London, 
Among those holding, the opposite o: -inion note P-55- C-3 - 3acon, TIne Gospel. of 'Mark: i. - r ComnoýAtion and Date 
Haven and Lonýon, 1025, esp. chaps. 12-13, RawlinFon, 
Dn. xxxviii-xl, 43,76, J. P. Brown, I-I"Tark as witne-s to an 
edited form of Q' (JBIU 80,1961, pp. 29-44)9 S. Schulz, Die 
St, jnde der Botschaft. Eine Einfilhrungin die 'Theologie dervier 
'EVangelisten, Hamburg, 1967ý P-363.7` 1T Devisch, Lia relation 
entre 'Llevangile de Marc et le docum, -nt ', ) ,I 
(Bibl. '-, phem-. Theol. 
Lovan. 34,1974, pp. -9-91) contains a full discus-ion of the I theoripý-: i-; hich have been proposed to account'for the relation 
between -'., lark and Q. 
This means that it is assumed that '. ý-Iark made a selection am o nL, 
the sý: ý-rirq-s and deliberately included only a smal 1 number of ly CII + ýJernative hypothesi. rk 1- 0 . hem. The al' - would be that . ia- nw that T_SUS 
was au-ressed as "Leach--r' but possessed only a few 
-onouncei-i-nt- stories and i-solalked sayinc-, s) which he parables, p-I 
incorporated into his gospel, buil-lin-- up collecti-ns of 
teaching by agglutination, possiblý, on a catchword basis. Th- ID 
crucial question is w. -ieth-,, ýr it iý- credible that he sholild no4, 
have known such familiar teaching> as the LorOlls -Praý-er. 
Itý- 
has to be recognized, however, that 4: 2,33-54; E': 38 do not 
necessarily L-nply that I -ý dic'. po, -, s, ý, ss otýirýýr 
tc, -iching. T, Iar! 
9. Fo. - discussions of 'Whe method. 3 used in redaction criticism see 
R. H. Stein, ", -, Ihat. is ':, Led, -il-, tiorisgescli-, L-cht. (ý? ' 
(Ji3L 889 1969t pp. 
h 'lie ".., 'ýedal-ýtic)nsgesc.. ichtliclilI investlib-ation of a 45-56t idemg II 
I ") , ide'lat arkan seara (, !k1: 21f 
(ZITW 61,1970 
9 PP. 70-) 1 
proper methodology for ascertainin, ý-- a Xarkan redaction histo-, I tD _j (ITOVT 139 19719 pp. 181-188), E. Best, The Temptation and the 
Pa, ---sion. T`ie -c-Larkan 
Soteriology, Cambridge, 1965' 9 PP-ix-xil 
Redaction Criticism? q London, 1970, J. -1 h" ". 1. Perrin, ýdTiat is ALO ýe 
Rediscovering the Teaching of the 
Evangelists, Lon, lon, 1968,,, 
ur Frage der grandlegenden Problematik in form- Simonsen, 1.7 
1ý -1-aR ions ge s chichtl i cher Eývani; elienforschungl 
(StTh 27t und re,. 
i-ind of 1,1ark, Rome, lqf"Jqý pp. 1ýý7'29 pp. 1-23, Q. ýýuzesnell, The 
3'-'- -57 9 C. J. A. Hicklin, --, 
'A probleim of method in -ospel researC1.1 
(71, 
-lSt 109 19749 PP-7)-ý9-346)s iilo 
Perrin, `: ý-ie Chri, _ý toloey of :: ark 
i'Ljl 7rieol . Lova. i 34 9 1974 -, )ýL) -47 
1-46 
-D. 
Blather-,., '5' /1 T 1T --pc lar` a -_'ý-', _lhoue ' tc? ' -'I ý 1_0 17 , . '701 11 'he tradit. ion I (BibI 11'n"ol. Lovan, rk se --v ationof 
t on L'. ; )e-tls work. - r ca of Perrin' cc -3: n, 
St --o in 4-', Iat 4- " 'c U the a-, z u- cc-iýjines redaction c--iti 
ion e-I I ev-, s that the incidents A x, U 
P. x A. p. 8aco: nm, ý nt". 1 h u --, ally 
'happened OT) US'S a 
I- rva t- 
., prob 
ly mak- about th--ý pres -, nt study, a fc. ý obsc . IýD woulý 
I alb 
ions about this point mmay be added herr, th a is fully accepted, that iýiýirk wrote, his gosp-: ýl 
theoloc-ical pur-)ose, and that he did not set out to present a t C> 
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', - 'ýjT *I II I-Ir"RIC ii 1ý CTI r-I ýI 
ýA, toricai of Jesus in the mo3nrn s:. -nse of 'histo-ricail. This, does not mean that his `0ýýPcl is simply a do- I, -C . ý. fiatic 
Perrin's orror lics in th, ý result of 
1, ýarkls ajpro;: i. -_h to the gros -iv t . pel narrat -2 wi LJI hiýc, intention -In- 
%, 
4- ,I in interpre-tin-ig that in'tention in tweentievh 
%, Cntry terms. Once it iS, recognized that 1"or _', rlarrk 'vhe theologically grounde-1 - have happened like that' leadF to the belieA. U 
'It must r 'hat 
tho inci'1'P___Lts actually ha, -pened, it wiý 0 11 le realized that there is ino c3ntradiction between accepting a redaction approach to the qos-. )el, - and holding that 111ark himself thouCht that he was D recork-lj. in,: ý events. This is true even il f the extreme 
Dosition is ado rly Chris+ ere able to pted 
that the ea 4ians we un disting, uish between historical actions and sayings of Jesus of Nazaret'r and words and stories ab-)-,., +V him derived from Christian 
- L, -UUu. pro-h-'s, an, ' 'hat they made no attempt to do so because for 
Jesus was the Risen Chrict. It is true ev-n if d th-'selection and arrangement of the pericopae depend upon 
theollo. rricall -;, '---, -as about FreoF e (it CD _, Taphical and 
terporal t rms. in 
may U- 1: 3 V ko 
be in -, oassinr- "'kat the common as-erlion +hat the 
gospel w-Li'. --, --s were not concerned wit'. 1 history and that the 
early Christ. ilans made no attempt, to preserve the teaching of the historf`ca-l Jesus a, ))ears to be grocslj e. xarr erated, if not 
in fact 1, intr-ýýe. Paul certainly appears ',, o be able to do so, 
and Perrin's arg-uments in Red. is cove rin, rr- the Teaching:, of Jesus 
pp. 25-30 are based upon an linproved assei: 111ion that for the 
early Christians the distinction between the risen Lord and 
the earthly Jesikls did not exist and t1-lat it was therefore a 
a-',. m -ter of complete inclifference which words come from the lips 
of Tesus his life in Palestine. V 
To put the matter, in another way, the very fact that Mark 
chose to Present his mate--ial in narrative form implies that 
he believed that the incidents actually happened. He may have 
accepted as historical episodes which were not histor. ical in 
our sense. He probably adopted non-historical criteria on 
which to base his arrangement of the pericopae which came to 
him in the tradition. Perhaps he altered some of the traditional 
material because he felt that it did not fit his understanding 
of the character and message of Jesus. But what he finally pro- 
duced was what he believed 'actually happened'. 
It is the failure of several writers to recognize the implic- 
ations of Mark's adoption of the narrative form which invalidate 
their conclusions. This will be seen later in the discussion 
of the work of ý_Juesnell and Reploh. 
10. Probably John should also be included. If the synoptic gospels 
are portr ffer from raits of Jesus the 'Fourth Gospel does not dif 
the, --i in kind.. 
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E., F,. J. C. Haw,,, Ans; Horae Sync-pt , cap, Oxf ord 1909, P. 12: 'S 
romarkable that the word r Xt-j, is used most often b, i -lar 1ý 
who records ý)c little of what wa) taug ar. s, rrhtl 'R. ". Stein 
tC4 
61,1970, p. 92): 'The t,:,, Teat emphasis 'L. 11ark plac- s --. )on as a teacher raises the question, 11Tf _'ýark s-ýw7, ht to portray Jesus aý3 a teacher, why do we not find a greý,. t deal -. or-- of 
Jesus' teachings in his gospel? "'. R. P. I ieye, Jesus and the (Grand Rapids, 1908, P-41): 'The 'Markan preference for didacti. - 
terniainoloý--, y, highlighted above against the backdrop of the la'V--- 
ev-?, n, -7r-, lj, -)ts, raises an obvious question ,,, hen it is placed along- 
side the incorporation by Matthew and Luke of considerable 
it ý'; to quantities of Jesus' teaching (, ): Which constitutes a 
greater emphasis upon Jesus as teacher, the repeated desiUnation 
of Jesus as a teacher and as teaching, or the incorporation in', o 
a Gospel of the teaching of Jesus? ' C. F. Ev? Lns. notes that 'Tark's 
vocabulary shows him going out of his way to sk-etch the picture 
of a Palestinian rabbi while the teaching is limited in scope 
and is subordinated to the mighty works (2he Ber7inniný7 of the 
Gospel, London, 1968, p. 48. Cf. B. Rip-aux, The Testimony of 
Mark, Chicago, 1966, P-133. 
Frequently the contrast with Miatthew and Luke, is asserted 
simply on the basis of' the quantity of teaching which is recorded, 
IV e. g. by W. Manson, Jesus the Messiah, London, 1943, P-53. R. 
Bultmann, The History of the Synoptic Tradition, Oxford, 1968, 
pp. ý-r, _'ý42-348,3,56, recognIzes Mark's, emphasis on Jesus the t- c 
, oints to the way IMatthew t; ives a very different impre yet h-,, p ss- 
patrick i on from, -i, iark as aI Teaching Book' Cf. GG. D. Eri 1e 
Origins of the Gospel accordinýS to 'S't- I-Iatthew, Oxfor-_3, 
p. 80. 
2. The data has been set out by F. Norman, Christos Didaskalos, 
19669 P1 11 J6 ). 1-23t R. P. Meye, op. cit. 1)P-35-60, E, 
Schweizer, 'Anmerkungen zur Theologie der 1.1arius' (in , Teo- 
testamentica et Patristica, ed. Id. C. van Unnik, Suppl.!, ýovT 6, 
Leiden, 1962, PP. 35-39)- Q. quesnell, op. cit. p. 129, gives the 
1, percenta,, -, e of space devoted to the words of Jesus as about 46, /L 
in 1: 9 - 8: 26 and 597-c, in 8: 27 - 10: 52. 
3. From Tradition to Gospel, London, 1934, p. 237. 
4. HST pp-347-348. 
5.14ark includes 23 , iracles compared with IL tthew 
Is 30 and Lul e Is 2m 
24. Of Bultmann's 24 Streitgesprttche and Schulgesp-rache, 1.6 are 
'lark, and of 'his 20 biographical apophtheb-nus, 9 are from from . 11 Mark (HST pp. 12-39). Cf. Vincent Taylor's analysis of th, --se 
and his rejection of several as genuine examples of the form 
, 'raditioi*, London, 191+5, pp. 63- in The Foi-mation of the Gospel_'L 
k., U , lark 
'th 84.111 )P. 78-79 h2 lists 19 pronounceriaent stories, w-; - 
perh. aps, throe others. 
may we 11 6.2iie Gosp,,? l of Thomas is no exception since its form 
havýL been dettermineed by its gnostic bac,! _:, ý, -round. 
7. Art. cit. (Z, 7; i 61,1970), pp. 92-93. 
84 Op-cit. p-103. Ho sug6ests this tentatively, pointing out 
that 
we do not hnow how much teaching and other types of material we---e 
included in the tradition ,.! hich was available 
to 1,1ar'r,, and draws 
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%jiý £ i. ý i. 
ý , 
atute'tritLO. ', to ', h-- fact that L`- the add -, t Jo-ns 
are large-ILY -t---acl-Ling and contain 'Lew 
and I which su, &ýsts to 
rial alout Jesus' minlsu 
te. '. clling, a.. d he- argues that we must not- 
urilinlited inatperial from whil-c'n to select., 
.yI Ica 
Ictliew anc' 'Iju"Ko 
pronouncementO stories 
a. r., uz; --2d most ofc' 
other than about his 
ass-xne that Mark had 
9. Jý-t. Cit. (71TN 61 70)9 P-95 9 191 
1 Cj Dibelius, O-P. Cit. pp. 236-237, R. -P. :,! --Yc-2 op. -Cit. p. 
215. 
11. Few co-, -, entators discuss the point. anfield seems to ii-. iply that '. i'ýarlk. !, (-new -more paraýles than he chcse, to present ('Mark9 
P-171), and 7aylor, :, Tark P-493t says of 12: 37b-40: 'the sayings themselves appear to be an extract or a double extracIt. ... from a ! on--- compilation comparable to i, it 23 (14 and -` , and Lk lj: -ý7-1-7 Ra,. Ifli-nson ! -., o! ýUy ass, -ýrts 4U that "'ýark knew 
n, c a lar, ý-nr- --oll. L-- tion of parabIes 1- -43-349 Cf. p. 98, on 4:.... 
TO T p. 17c; ) K. ýýrayston, Sd9 19749 - IP -tu, '- of Iýa-k X-r-TI (B. 31.1, . ý/ .4 -1 - Yr -- 
56 
Ys t4 "Tar" U P-37V sa. Ih reff-. rcýnce to 14:, - 9: ý- I.. had. a tradition that Jesus haý ta, --ght in ýhn t-1.1ple, lrratý it is probable (as elsewh. -rre 
in t1he " that hr -1) possessr-I scc. anty in. 1"ormation about hat 
h C, 'The re 'Lore he I iid 'hiis t wi th what was to hand 
r +! --i-* s 
har, ---i'l, ex-61 . "Ut I-, Lains 
the e. ---i-phasis ,.; '. -Leh TI-11, rl. places 'upon 
JeS US: an sa teacher. 
.7 12. ISt. 'clark's lirmowledge and use of " and 'The Iit-, rary evolution 
Jh ne 3c ss- ns in SI-L; di, -)s izý t" of t Synoptic Prob?, _-_r. q, ed. Sanday, C-Aford, 1911, PP. 10 -1 
65-183,21`19-'197, esp. p. 219. 
13. T"he Four TIspels, London, 1) 249 1051, pp. 186-191. 
14. Paul and_Rabbinic Judaism, London, 1948, P-142. 
15. See Introduction nn. 5 and 7 supra. 
16. 
. 
0p. cit. pp. 1-23. 
17. D. Daube, The New Testament and Rabbinic Judaism, London, 1956, 
PP-141-157. 
18. Grundmann, Mark P-779 Schniewindq Mark p. 119. 
19. Art. cit. (ZY. -I 61,1970) P-93. 
20. 
. 
0p. cit,. --up. 87,214. 
21. Ibid'. pp. 52-60. 
22. Ibid. D. 214. 
23. Ibid. pp. 2L. -217 where Meye notes that, Cf. pp. 221-2239 
T 
'5 
although to the historical word of Jesus was final and 
absolute, he expected the disciple to receive further revelation 
through than T-7-oly Spirit. Austin Farrer's studies in '. Iark- may 
'ted be mentioned here. He ai-grues that the reason why ýIark omit 
most of the teachinr:, r was not because it was already available 
in written form, for Miatthew and Luke did exactly this. He 
suggests that "Mark does include a large amount of teaching 
('every essential of the creed and the catechism is covered')v 
but he deals it out gradually and sparingly because God's 
revelation is not what anyone says, not even what Jesus says, 
but is a power active in the world. This power is a riddle 
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and the teaching ic the interpretation of' the pa. Farrer enig finds the key to the riddle in an elaborat-e s--, mbolism. (St. 
Matthew and St. Mark, London, 19542 PP-7-11. ) 
Lý 
24. P-p-cit. P-42. 
25. Ibid. pp-41,214. 
26. Ibid. p. 214, 'a lesser, related problem'. 
27. Two other studies deal extensively with the teaching of Jesus 
lark, Q.. Quesnell, The Mind of Mark, Rom ý' V. 
in 11 me, 1969, and ". -G Reploh, Markus - Lehrer der Gemeinde, Stu,, tgart, 1969. Bo,., h 
hold that Nark set out to teach his commiLnity through his 
gosp, -: -I, and particularly throuOh the teaching of Jesus V-ich is 
contained in it. I'leither, however, deals s-c-ecifically with 
being discussed here and theý;, ý- the pro' Uwo works will be 
consid--l-ed later. 
28. Art. cit. (Suppl_'_1ovT 6,1962) PP-37-38. -7arlier '.,, rede ! )as 
ssiacj--ýIieimnis in den Evaneelien, G8tt-L. -, 
; Iij 4- E_, 
1901ý E. T. 1hr,? 
v. ) Loin, dont 1971, P-79. 
`7 29. Art. cit. ! ). l: -)3. Cý. Schwý. )izer, Eark, and a si. -., -lar 
ej exic-t-. 1tialist intor rc-, tation in 14in,? haia, 7, 
71 
P 
! Lobin. i, on, The P-_robl--_,, _i of i. ýi 11. -ark c- 7-7 
YI 
For a criticism o`7 Schweizer see -1. -D. Kn; -- 2 al inof D (Interpretat-ion 22,1968t -mo-66-67)e 
. 
Pp - 35- 30. OP -Lt- 
31. See -, )p. 9-11 supra. 
32. la 1' Eks p1)-7, -'+-75- 
33. T. L. Bud-sheim, 'Jesus and the disciples in conflict ,, ith 
Judaism' (ZNW 62t 1571) p. 201). 
-L, I. (.., s: rxv,,, r t ar 
d how 34.77 was Jesus real'y considýý. red to be aiý; '(zt P 
widesi- )read were ideas of OC-CL,, even in the fully Greek 
world? See Otto Betz, 'The concept of the so-called "divine 
'7,!:, 
man" in 1,1ark's Christology-1 (in S tudies in tnC iie,, i Testament 
and Early Christian Literature, ed. D. '-T,. Zmne, Leiden, .Y 
'972t 
DD. 22)-240)e 
35. Cf. Bultilmann, Jcsus and the Word, London, 1)35, pp. 66-69. 
30S. Ibid. P,! ý-72-36. 
. _38. 
Stein, a -cite 
C9 19709 P. 91) . -efers -Lu Tiarg Is 12. -., - -t Li. ir 61 
;11 r- rý 1 Enocn 46: 1; 4): 1-2; 91: 10; 2 3ar 44; 14; S) ib0rIII 4 1ý1 757; 1 Hacc 4: 46; "A:, J. 0 a' so 71_. '-. D. IL-vies, Torah 'n 'he I- LT _f . -L L, 
t --Lo 6r- aph Ilessi, ---n, and/or ,, e Aýsn:,, r3 Co. ne 
JB', j _j ies 
79 
tl-L - ýJ_ -in- 11 re-ri, _rited with 
lilttlo alte in 771-o ýý-tt 1952; 1, p., Y; -j,, ep -ý, 'a 
of 
_, 
S'eri_i-, )n an the i, io-xit, Cambridge, 
lq68, pp. nl, llý)_ T T'j 37. R. H_ . Jesus and Ethics, 
Phila-lelphia, J 
111-7 c- 0 PP-87-90- 
VTt pp. 961-06 I Dal, oesus 39. E. Lohse, man, -, 
he ',, Iords of -Q 
ý/ 0. ý) - (70 inl-, urgh. 190,2), -pp-3/294,333-334f 340, ',,:. 31ack, 
T 
Approach to thn Gospels and Acts, Lo.,, ac1on, 19,54, p. 21. But 
- --- L, cf. Taylor, ,: _arkq P-4,49, 
Rawlinson, i,: ark, . 0.1. 
", 9, Schweizer, 






--, 4. 40. 
H. Re 
n0 1- Cý C)IAC'jcC_i .11 
, -; iý -1 s '. r) - 153, 
) 
1 E. Loh, -Ir (ý. 77Tj p-ý-62). 
t. 37 3 
ns 42.26: 49 ! -a 11: 21 is renhraspd by 1,7-t and thP- incidcnt: is om ted by Lk. I-h provides no sp. npch by Judas in 
e 15 QMCne 
41ý - This was florcefully asserted by 3U'-Ljmann, OP-cit- -0-0-57-61, and is ralther More caultiously by Daube, OP-cit. pp. 206- 22 id T. A. llurIHII II Ligý.. t on the Earliest Gospel, Ithaca and London, 1972 p. 233, but is contested by Jeremi, as, Theology 1,77. 
44. Loh, 5" an Dalm, e ID 
ITI 
P.. / it op. cit. pp-333-3 , 54, Loh-ac., ýýr, p. 2, Jeremi ir -as, Je-usalem in. the Time of Jesus London, 296'; ), 236, ide rii I Th eI ý! rayers oil Jesus, P. 42, Theolo; "_, - 
Lcn, -, storf T -- 7T`_', T H, Tl! - rabbi was, Re sh I iý-In v-nc Oied be ý _I , is recorded fore 2?, 1ý -id th, a sra yinr 
Bab 84a. 
A. 11ultmann HSr 'Iay-lor, 7ark., 5 o: ). 79,406. 
46. Narrlý 4- 0 P. 
Best, op. c. 1, ino hol, -. 's th--IL ý 
47. Ha-k set-, mit Jesus as a 
teacher Lbid. PP. 71-73,173ý sa-vs, somewrhat inconsistivent1y, 
tha t #vvA,,, z hc_ý-_e wou-1d be the eqj1uival--? nt of I teacher' as used 
by Jews" of j'es, --,, s, alltlho,,,, cýh h,: -ý tYat it would have been taken in a fuller. sense by Hark an, 141 .. is reaJers. 
48. The address b-,, the Pharisees ýind Herodians in 12: 14 mif: jht appear 
to contradict this, but th: ý word occurs within a pronouncement 
story and may have been taken over by PL-ix. -k from the tradition. 
1-11ark does not use the pericope to introduce teaching, but by 
placing it in a sequence of conflict stories simply shows that 
Jesus was victorious over all 'his opponents (see infra p-P. 67-68). 
49. See Table II. 
50. It is not always easy to determine which verses are redactional. 
This is an area of anal,,, -sis where circular arguments are all too 
con-non. See Introduction n. 9 for works discussing the problem 
of redaction criticism. All the phrases, which contain 
have been regarded as redactional by some scholars, although 
most doubt exists with regard to 1: '., 2,27. Of the fifteen 
passages containing only 12: 14 and 14: 49 are clearly 
derived from the tradition, although, some add 1: 21'L.; 6: 2 and 
34. 
51. Yllark Is Tkx-ýrx is variously interpreted as the cleansinn, of the CD temple (Wellhausen, Eark, p. 92, La. -, ranpe, T-Tark, P-3029 Loh-meyer, 
Mlark, p. 2409 Blunt, '.,, ark, p. 228, Taylor, PIark, P-470, rat'. -. --r 
hesitantlY), as the teachinq anrl. rminis-try of Jesu. - generally 
(Swete, D'Tark, p. 262, Nineham, : ýIark, P-307), or as Jesus' activity TTSýjv -00209 9 w., ich Nineham finds attractive). I as a baptizer (Bultmann II 
The decision partly turns on, whether the debate is thought to 
have existed as an ind5--pendent unit or not. 
52. Stein, art. cit. (ZIPW 61j' 19709 P-85), points out that the 
tradition depicted Jesus as teaching. in the synagogue. 
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53.11`, Tý 4: 2; 8: 31; 0: 31; 11: 17; 12: 35; c- il 1-7. "'t 5: 2; T1 13: 22. Stein, 
ibid. PP-77t 84, points out that Plark nor-mally uses 
intransitivoly, bi. i_t this, is of less sig-nificance than the 
relationship betw-en the verb and the content of the teachiný-. 
It is, however, important thatcvTb xj-r- nd o Z) 
are introduced redundantly alongside cý_'Acyc-v in 4: 2; 12: 38; 
9: 31; 11: 17; 12: 35. 
54. TPne Teaching of Jesus, Cambridge, 19359 PP. 17-21,320-329. 
55- 'Jesus' 'audiencr? s in the gospels of St. 'lark and St. Luke' 
(NTS 10,1963/49 PP. 139-149). 
56. Audience Criticism and the Historical Jesus, Philadelphia, 1969. 
Jeremias made use of alleged changes of audifýnce in his analysis (D 
of th- -parables (e. -. The Parables of Jesus, London, 19639 PP. 
33-42. 
57. 'Audience C. Oriticism and `: arkan Ecclesioloý, 7y' 
(in 11.3altensweile-r 
-nent uný Geschichte, Mr- and. Bo L-icke, edd., 1Teues Testa. J c'. 1i un] 
I ýý- accordin- 10. bi. n; ý, -n., 19721 P. P. 79-89, cf. ide-m 1Jes!, _-, s-1 ý,. udienc, ý. 
to L,,, Ck c (II NovT 16, 'itlet J. 19749 pp-81-1097. : )ý'S'Oite its 6 -1 da1s Du. ncan .. i. -. Iorr-ttls Jesus' 1ýudience, Lo, _ý, I" _119 1,739 
U_ wit, l-ý -`-I- social, economic and. int-1lect-al to 
l-'Lf,,: 2 and worl, of 
41L if- _L, 'V "S 58. '33 air, ain thesis is -. nat . -le evang,, eli accurately pi 
- r. a,; ition of th-7 audienc-ee (o -a t11, -.? 
t- 
possibl. o determ-, iine thp harac1,.. -., rist_*__- lan, -uabc 
t 
cent. lypoý- of audience, of the sa. -, -ings adid1ressed to the dif 'Le, L 
it is possible to 6, --t 
back to the ipsisci. ma verba and 
cf. chaps. 7 me.,, -,. s. oil Jesus ýibid. pp. 171-1739 ana ere 
are two serious reasons w1hy little heelp can b- obtaiiný? d f rom 
Baird's study. He adds toget. neer -all the '. -'ýarkan sayin, O'Luld 
in -', -. he three gospels, L3nd he does not adopt adequate crite-ria 
for allocatin- the type of audieiicýý. '_11'ius, lists 2: 56 
logia, only 105 of which occur in -, %lank its-el 'Markan' -If, the CD 
remainder being in the liatthaean and -11jukan parallelsp his later CD 
id _-56; cf. the discussions cannot be applied to 11,11ark (ib pp-55 
total list of logia pp. 174-188. Actually hc lists 106 logia. 
r) -IU, et -r 
in Diatthew, Hark or Luke), but lo'-ion as S1 (= miarkan, wh, the 
In addition seven logia. are not 87 does not occur in "larl. 
lisli. --, d as S1 although they are f ound in .. La-. rg 
logia. 130,170, 
me jl*iarkaxi logia seem to be omitt--., d 176,1779 1789 306 and 322. ) So. 
f--om -thc listq 2: 8-11; 4: 40; and 8: 31 as wiell as som- shorký 





C-, ' Gý 11., and di-vides, crow'3' into a larger 




appear to have realized the iiiunensity off the pro,, 
lem o- 
doel-ding what, tyje of audience the evangelists Posit. 
for any 
'n general Baird's bol. ý policy app, -af. - to be par'L. icular loo'ion. I L; 
to ac-sign all the sayings in a collection to 
the audienc, _: ýý U 
sp: ýýc; _fiod 
in the introduction to that, colle-ction, rpC-a-rdless of 
I , -. 
i nce 'u wrI- - conflict bet -en this and the a, - 
Ie is an,,,, 
t were -DossiblO ýývcn if i impl -, n, ý I ý_y the 
indiviOLual sayinc-s. 
to carrý/ L L,., -i 
Baird occasional'y falters before - ", iis t1n-, -9 
evidence-, and e. r-. ascribes "It 23: 13P 15-36 to 
tile ',,, '-lvO + 
+ the opponents, iin ss- it 
2 the disciple crowd ý, -ve of t o: 3: 1 eavi 
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vo-, -- of tln, _ý earl. n th, ý, c h, 3- 
pt- 
crowd alont-ý t P-- 185-1ý`, 9 `-_ýM - 'o-`Jd(', rICCI,, ill 2,9 7- PI 
s-. -iI-. -n -..: hen ten 01 --s are assi., nr 
audiences in hip, boo', ( tlh-jcý, -ý-4Vrr .1 -1 ; 1-ý , _1 - in an 
a rt, a-Droach to parable -xe-e2i-2: 20-17111 
7, -Z 
0 v on 7`9 pp. 20 -9 3A -207ý 
re-_, '. acticnal introl uc 4i on 'he followi 
, er, -Dpe s, -, e Ste. i. -L, art cit. (Z-1,619 197,1 "8) . I. 
,4 7os" --y a! so 
nou. -S 
that bot! 
. 17DI on e and 
Lukr, assien `1--e Ser i, the 
Plain to an audience of disciples at- the beginnine a_ný the crowd 
at t, i- end !. Ij 11 -is stuý'y 
(I-A 5: 1-2 and' 7: 28-29; Ik 6: 20 and 7: 1 
of TI,, jI-,, 3. n pa-: Isa-es illu- ge -el s )trate-s aludience chan- ý3 n Lull' 
mar r,,, -. '. iv rý Tn, eff-C, Daircl harmonizes al]_ 1-. -sc mces. f -C, 
IiP -ý 1, U__ - 
h- lis rlý_, _-!, cussion of _. - 
four -, ai-n audien-ILý f--oups shows Viat is 
criterion is a mibJective assr-l. -ý: z--nt of thiica1. 
rathiF,, r -', I-i,, n ti, he evanrrelistsl (o-). c-*t. 
art "Ci 
4- 
.4- Reicke, on. in --alt. cf. '11 -_ -1, 
- _--ilor -;. nd 
cit. who Bair-, for as-iiý: -J-m- t1hat th- 
t ten, i, _ý ',. isciplepl , n, l 
the Crowcll carr--d -; Ih, - for 
i LI - al. I'_L_I"_7. P sI. no-,, tIs-tý-,,,, 
cth---, --, trnm`--ilt-ý-ýnsj; 4: 10; j: 7; 9;.. " '5; 
A_ -1" 3: 16 -e 59. in 
10: 37; 1-1: 11; 141 7z' 17 ; 14: 2`1; l. " '7. C'. tl- ten. lt :, 'J. 
Th- 3(t(ý,. -TA QL 31 -4 I)r-sent-) a of I J- LT'I Le _, -pre 
tat ion. 
2: 16; 3: 22; 7: 1; 
7: C7ý; 9: 14 
; 11 : IF), 12 60. 
43 ýJ. Tn 3:? 2 and 7: 1 I : 5ý; ', 5: 1; 15: furtlv- cominc fror. a ierusall-. -11. The scribe in 
32 aPPearo to friendly. 
61.2: 16; 2: 18; 2: 24; 3: 6; 7: 1; 7: 5; 9: 11; in: 2; 12: 13. Sadducees 
only 12: 18. Cf. . -Terod-jans in 3: 
6 and 1P: 13, 
62.11: 18; 18: 27; 14: 1; 14: 101 14: 43,47,53,554,55,60,61,63ý 66; 
15: 1,3,10,119 31. 
63. Op-cit. pp-97-172.72he com-mentators differ in their interpret- 
ations. Taylor, Xark, p. 205, says that t-he Twelve are prominent 
only for the preaching misý-, ion and during, the last phase of 
-hey are merged in the wider circle JesusIministry. Elsewhe-e IV 
of 'the disciples', although it is possille that they are some- 
his phrase and by 'his disciples'. But the times meant by týl I-0 
Twelve are not identical with the Idisciples' or 'apostles', these 
terins ý-epresenting a wider circle. He the view of C. H. 
Turner, 1, Tlarc-in usage: Notuest critical and exegetical, on the 
firsIv- gospel VIIIIE 11the disciplesO and "the Twelvefý. J'_PS 28,1927, 
PP. --)? - 0) ,3, that after Caesarea Philipýpi the 
disciples are 
,l with the Twelve. Rather by the time of practi. c., ally identic-I 
Marle Ithe Twelve' was an anachronism and after 6: 7-13 they are 
merged into the general body of disciples 
(: 1ark PP. 74-75,230t 
639). Cranfield, jý'Iark Pý says that can denote a . '04, d "t-n it seems to be circle wider than the Twelve, although o-IL 
used. for the Twelve. Similarly _Nineham, 
`-lark p. 116, says that 
the Twelve were selected from a larger ntLmber of disciplos, as C> 
in Luke 6: 13, but 11,1ark does not seem 
to distinguish the two 




ý,, AaITAt -neans n. othinj,. --- else than th Twelve, Johnson, '; ýark 
no 61 usLially means the Twelve by PP-75-76, but cf. 
'disciples' as distinct from the many who followed Jesus, and 
Schweizer, 'IMark pip. 81,128-29). 17, 'inear, 11-Tark PP-65,68 env-isaped three circles, the Twelve, a larger band of disciples ('those 
who were about him', 4: 10), and the largest circle of those who 
heard Jesus' preaching, suggesting that these corresponded in 
Mark's thought to the leaders, believers and listeners in the 
Roman situation, but later, art. cit. (in Baltensweiler and 
Reickeq oP-cit- PP-79-89), he argued that Mark differentiated 
who with the scribes and Pharisees are the hypocrites, 
the Z., A)ýec, , who form a continuing audience of committed believers, 
corresponding to the laity in the church of Mark' s day, and the 
jA, AQ, 4-m( , who are the Twelve, corresponding to the later church 
leaders. A. Schultz, Nachfolgen und Nachahmen, MtInchen, 1902, 
P-479 simply notes that Mark uses 
* 
PrAiITýX( and c)o, ý6t<% promiscue. 
I. - Bultmann, HST pp. 679 345, says that when Mark speaks of the 
, AýO-jr-j, L as a group 
he is thinking of the Twelve, even in 
passages before their call, althcuagh th2 older tradition certainly 
did not r7neaan the Twelve but a changinE circle of followers, as 
in 3: 3,4. -He-ý)loh, op. cit. pp. 27-58, discusses 1: 16-20,3: 13-1-9 
and 6: 6b-L- 70, paying great aittention to the T"Iarkan redact.. cnal 3, 
words anýl phrases, 2x,,,, concludes tt", ý, iat the Dwelve are di.. s tin Eu izs h- 
ed from, a wider, group of. ý, vdirr, 4t and represent-, not the twelve 
tribes and thus a new people o-IL' God, but th- later Guemeinde-, 
ating thn non, John -3-nd James indic- the special position of" Sin., 
hierarchical structure o'i that cormrmw--ity (cf. PP. 489 509 56-53)- 
64.2: 15,16,23; 3: 7,9; 5: 31; 6: 1,359 45; 7: 2,17; 8: 1,49 69 log 
27 (bis), 33,34; 9: 289 31; 10: 23,46; 11: 1,14; 12: 43; 13: 1; 
14: 12,139 32; 16: 7. The Western reading in 14: 4 is generally 
rejected. 
65. In contrast to Matthew he never uses the phrase oL 
ýAaO&r; s-t. W. L. Knox, The Sources of the Synoptic Gospel 
Cambridge, 10, ', 3, argues that the 'Marzkan usage is due to h-Js 
dependence upon a "I'welve-source. He holds that the usual 
Markan term is 'the disciDles' and that by this Mark means 
Vhe Twelve T, and not a wider 
body of disciples (see esp. PP-17-319 
0 Inox's 
immense rudition and his detailed 115-147 L. # espite 
Ti, e- 
analysis of the text, it may be doubted whether the many 
short 
sources Which he posits ever existed. 
66. This assumption cannot always be made - see 10: 23,24. 
U 10: 28,1--,: l and 3 wl,, e-e there may be a contrast between the 
circle of intimates. The conclusio ýtaOtjr, x, and the smalle, -&v-n 
ID 11 -3 
icl-,., although formally regardiný 9: 71 is confused by v 
:, 
v; h v 
. LW seemin, j, to distinguish between t, he disciples and the 
I elve, 




-'hree C011'LK-Z7X-%tjs are 
t: ) be di s tv ingui shed: 
(1) tuhcc historical 
-Ce o-C Jesus as he be6ran his ministry, situation in -. 'ne liL I (. 21) 'U'rjL. --, situat-Dan 
in tine ýpericopae, and 
(3) the arrangement 
! a-'- Is gospel. e are concerned solely of the p-1ricopae in 
with the third. 
68. See Mleye, op-cit. PP-145-14oo 
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Johnson, 71 larrer 7 9 OP-3it- -DP-3'j-3, ip r, ug go os that Lrav-'L as a d--'sciplel corresponds 
4-',., ,, 4- 1 -. -. 4- ý -., T the t -, - 
ib- ijp-, v 
MeYco or, c1t. 
ýop-140-' 
*2, cz)nc"Iudes ---a-L. Hark c,,, - t U-1 tj A- va he tax- 
collector a, 7- cne- inclu, -'-- 
', 
lA 
a 7. nIe Twý, lve, althougIrl h-- * ts 
pro'l-Olems remain. --li are I, ha f 11 discuo: ý-, Ions in Taylo-r a-, -,,. l CranfiolO. 
71 -r 4- roblc,. - of consistenc exceedin r dif fic, It in view The pUj -Z - J. LU 
the facto that "co-t-In, ý1'1 sus an ev-mf--! -cl-1. sts were easternerz. 3. Cy 1. C--: -: L rSi -- 21 Thc London, 1957 L a otudy of hi--- 
cas'. n -I- u-in'. he villab--e of in 1kajasthan, boints out that th--y cften helcl- V viewS aný were no- diSco111--'7ý--'O--": 1 'Ov o-jPos. --1. ---s. '.,,. ----never a Pa--ti--u'A-ar-J1-.,, - emnhatic 
4- s,. at(-ý, -:,. --'-nt was -n:: i. de tl--Lc--. - oft---. jualified it by ccntr, ýýIctin- it, 
-f- ift 4- U dicticýn n. -,,. QUt t'hey were pained aM Jt is tu r -c s ec" -: a!. c---t: *.. -- 
_ot T nclia WP b, ýware o' 
r)a a -11 
Cull ýr -S 0- t wh Ii. . rrived at th- ý7renl- DIs t clýý; SU. L. -. C. )? D- to work out'. and lo: 7i--, I-hgnell, Criti ical m . Jor-ýon, 
rA -Is! - lo;,, *cl \, hich ails 
+c. 
tý' 4- ;, WC, '- S ()1" 
-! -_ 
_: 
)-,: -L -- -s a, ) Pr -c c ;,. ý --, L ý- ýJ--. -1 -: ald exaý- =, at--s I 'i t: 'C- 
and in text. "'. 1 . 'ý'-Ox' op. cit. --. 12,26, V? 
s' -, 4 1., -r contradi 7 P" 2 J- ct ions and 46 , 4r! , 6C, I 4- -I+ 0 of 'hellenisic writin-s. inconc-_4-ten--ýýe,,: -z in a varieu, 
7 2. So 'I'aylor, :,: ar. - p-p. 20, ý-:: ý-2206, Cranfielc], -! `. arkq p. 10,, 'f, R'Lawlinson, 
I'Tark p --, -'-Jneham, --: arl- . a(--nch,,. n, -Iark, pp-109-110, 9 P-1-0,9 , 
Wilson, Pea! ý: e 6988c, Grant, T-jý 7 n,. 673 (but a Tater addition 
thinks that this may I-o the text) 17chulz, op. ci'.. A. 14, t 
1: 1 -- ý -: eren-e 
to 'I,, - Nelve. be an antic-1--filory re-r: 
'e'ine-r, art. cit., who app ars to 73. So Schweizer, '-ýark p. 1,41, cf. e-I 
include the p,,, blj-c,, --)-, is anc! sinneýrs in the co A Aos 
74. So Swete, !.;: arl,, P-41. 
75- Cf. Pleye, oD. cit. pp-142-145. 
76. So Taylor, Iýark, pp. 229-, 230, Ylostermann, Mark, P-3339 Lohmeyerq 
i'lark P. 74, -'-,. ineham, 
Mark p. 116. 
77. FArk p. 126. It is no". clear why scholars should follow Luke 
rather than Natthew. 
78. GK 154a, n. (b). 
A. 79. So !,, '. eye, -n-146-1481 althcuEh he confuses the issue by 
ar, guim7 that mpocrwýX(=(c-Oxt does not necessarily indicattiý a call 
from wi 'th--, *. n a larl, --er group. 
80. ot will 'b- considered late--Le 
81. This conclus4-, cn is almost the 
argruments arg sometimes leq, ý-z 
op. Cit. Dp. 11; 7-1'99 where he 
man is not aýuw. Ojr, ýs because 
a call which was intended to 
Twelve), because he is trying 
discipleship and Itwelveship' 
sarive as th-Lt of I/leye, but 1,11--ye's 
. han %-onvincing 
fe. --. on 10: 17-22 
is forced to conclude that the rich 
he did not answer tile call of Jesus, 
make him a thirteenth member of the 
to argue for the correspondence of 





to nict,, (cf. cha-. or ci 0-- enta im i s, t 4-he t---. i ýkc(O', rl s 4-, -, ) yth -- au, -l i : 1. n cr-ý so J--, -ýus in 'n i 
ýýi t 4A 
97. TUs-, N, U, - iýý r----a, BL 13 28 69 2ý'-6 anc' is --a-ceý a- -lor $ pted 
!:,: ý 7, , 
. -ark p. 29? - Cranfield, Narý. p. 193. Kloster, --tann, '12, rk P-55 interpr-týý ,t TrI*Ac,, as 'die ýekannte 11,. enge' , or alternatively omits thp artýcle. 
84.1, _ý± -0 It Ir I ')-cit- -0 
175 (the reference is wronEly cited as 1: 4) ancd 188.1-aircl, ibid. PP-176-186, finkc-'s the disciple crowd in 10 -La: 1: 259 38) 41,44; 2: 5; 3: 33-35; 7: 14-15,27,29, 
34; 11,4. 
- -ý, s 
': 17-22) 46-5?; '12: 3-'1--AO. lis with rasqaE 
o-ponent crowd not limit hiF; r-ference, -, )-I he -to cxxc"ý -tnd X-4rs paý--saý--- 1--t judees the a,, )-dir? ncc- by tt'i- J_Ox+ co- 1, parallels in nnd Luý-(-_. Tt i--, týý-rc_, fore 
no so rpt at he discovers t'ý)ý! t j-3 C-7,? at aý7pe-rif? nt 
--)spel writers in idertification of the 
-OP-37, r43)- 
95. Th -f t, -. geoýCrrr-ý. T)hical ter-i: s i- ýIark lhýi- lbef-n 7, xa-. qined by 
-he- Schreiber aný c. rs. 'While it -coms clea, -, fo 11 owi th--ý analysis of Y. L. Q, chrmirdt, that the geo. cý, -raphical terms larCcLy stem from ark '-imse7f and that no consistent 
account of th-, ee movements of Jesus can be reconstructed from thq 
gospel narrative, it is by no means certain that Miark used the terms as an eleborate symbolisým. 1,. inear, 
, 
art. cit. (Baltensweiler 
and Reicke, OP-cit. PP-79-89) thinks that Mark deliberately 
identified the two crowds by his use of trAv but that in 14: 43, 
15: 8,11,15 ', XXc& refers to a different group composed of 
puppets of the scribes and rulers. 
86. (Atc0AOvGt--v (3: 79 cf. 5: 24) is not a technical term for disciple- 
ship in Mark, despite its use in the stories of the call of 
Simon and Andrew and of Levi (1: 18; 2: 14; cf. 10: 21), and Peter's 
assertion that the Twelve have left all and followed Jesus 
(10: 28). See A. Schulz, op. cit. pp. 63-67. 
87. In 3: 19b-20 the crowd is probably thought to surround the house, 
as in 1: 33 and 2: 1-2, although Meye, op-Cit. P-150, holds that 
the people have so filled the house that one could not even cat. 
88. It is not easy to determine the limits of a logion, and the 
followdnE principles have been adopted: (1) every fresh 
introductory phrase marks the beglLnning of a new logion; (2) ;, 
- . 
4n longer passages a break in the sense indicates a w th L CD 
separate loEic-n. These two principles have been applied fairly CD to six logia, ri6orous]-j", so. that , e., T., -2' is divided in. 4D 
4: 21 
. 1i 
vv. 21,22, '-, '4a, 24b, 25. saying is included in the 
listt ev-, ýf- Sn--le words J, --- miracle- st-cries, e. g. 
Epliphatha 
( -7 ,: 34). 
89.1,; 2D'g 319 44; 2: 5,11; 3: 39 5; 4: 3,4; 5: 8-99 19t 309 349 369 39, 








, J1 wi'l-ch I have assigned th,: ým, toeetlh-r with the audiencc-, ýs accrdi, -, ý, - Baird. 
91. See the comm-iAl. -taries. 1,. 'ineham, , Tylarl, P. 84, saYs -,,, -, at tIiic- is a 
no phra-De; by pointedly denying trLe title 'disciples' 
---)Iiows thalu their attitude is not that of true dis--i-)les 
an- ýý-, ey Come a, -: ) representatives of the iorldly crowd 'similarly 







p. 2'7 (ap ng oinitting ; cur, ýcs , ith tern text), I ti. e IvJes vU . `iiineham, I'lark p. 96 
I, 
Jer-2i4as, Parables p. 124, 
Baird, oo_. 
_ciu. P-177. 
-e-nmann, ! dark p. 27, Taylor, -'--ark p. 209, Cranfield 93. So !,. lost 4%a-rk 
p Haenc. -ien, -iar-k p. 115. Also Rawlinson, p...., but 
C-1 * 1)97 
7, Pharisaic scribes. 
94. 




'011si,, -Ior d-ta 9'] . 7- , 1ý - 117, . -Rawlinl:, on, :: arl, 
arlh p. l, '2, t'---ia-lu- hcase in 
Liapl ipd) - in Capernai, ý: ii, and Tol-inson, 3: -, l-' w Peter's 1-10-t-sp id 39 -. a -f tz S C' Kov az; 'he '-m-l cýPA c-T-, x 
s,, ý ---, sts that i-L, was t1he pll-ace menti, -, 11, -, d in C-) CD Ic 
11 ,s io -u -, --i 
t'-- tteis 
-id 01)s'ý -ville 4.. L-. a. )ýOs is anarthrous in 3: 1- 
1 11 -- C1, Of friends vir-, om t1e apos`ezý and ", Lsci es 
aý i consiO ., C. 3 I 
kli- 
forin an innee: r-, circle. Cranfield, f, -ark P-144, makes ., r -, -- same 
-i-be a-ýýse.. ce o. -17 t1--e articl P04 1A Dut no str, ý-, -,, can be laid oi e 
-ly uses -1-h- indefinite 6A-*ACS at the be-in-ning for `, 'arlý fre-u-n-t U- t-> 
. of poricopae 
(cf-4: 1; 5: 21; 6: 34; 8: 1; 9: 14; 10: lt 46). 
Taylor, ! -ýark p. 246, thinlý, s that the saýyLn. -- in v.,, ' 'escribes " --t C1 
disciples an(! not necessarily only the Twelve and that these 
are possibly distinct from the rest Of the crowd, which is not 
ho, -, tile and ap--, -arently contained many disciples. 1-JCj-k--ieyer, 
.,, 1 .1- an' 
tl-inl, Uý -aiýk p. 81, contrasts 'ý-Iarl-. with ', 1att'new -s that the 
sayin- ap. -plies simply to those who were sur-roundinr- Jesus, not 
fically the disciples. 111inear, art. civ. 
(in Baltensweiler sl)-ci. 
o-. D-cit- PP-79-S9) holds týlat it is the crowd who and Reicke, 
are identifi"-d as Jesus' moth-r aný', 
09. _O-fU- -jF? 111S k- _, 
07ý- 7,11C 
mt,: -!, art. cit. 
(LTS 10,1'/63/4 ') PP-145-149. 1 103 jL 
-3h- co-, -,. -. q-ntaries spe F. D. Gealy, I--- composition of 100. P i,. V 
Idle, 'Nc 4: 1-34: Xi 19-6/7, pu-40-43')ý D. w% ý-Li;, ý 7), L0 -1 9 T-T 
th- evolution 0, a gospel source' 569 19/37, : )P. 77-90), 
Id. -. -Ia-rxs--n, "irýL--, ', -, ý-k+ýions, -,, c-, sci, 
ich'uliche dc-L sogenannten 
Parabeltheor-Le des -Llarkus' (, 7, '-'h. " 527 19559 pp. 255-271)q G. H. 
I -1--tion of ]K 4: 1-34' 
ý7- 
Eq, lo, 6112, PP-59-70' Boobý7, -ýr, 
T P-rables PP. 13-14, CranfielO, 11F31.. 'lar-h. 4: 1-314' J. Jeremiý-, -s, -a 66), (S . ýýuesnell, "jT 4,1951s pp-398-414; 5ý 1952t PP-49-0 
o-ý-cit--Pp-72,08, G.,, Tinette de Tillesse, Le Secret '-, essianique 
dans 117vangile de ', '-irc, Paris, 1968, pp. 1615-2, )jj J. Lam. brecht 
'Redaction and. liheolo, -ý-y in 1,2c IV' 
(Bibl., ý, p. hem. "iheol. Lo,, výan- 34, 
1974t pp. 269-307)- 
183 
T 
17 rý f", N AJ . r, an. Shi Of uhY of th- tra-I f-I'LLIS cha-Dte-- 7- 3 -)-2sist t'n- solution of 
rý -71) deri iv-d froin a + in 
--.. uo a narr-I, _. -_7 in 3: "-12 + ý,: 1-99 33-34 7 1-1 /so Tlaylor or _.., uctei the chapt: 
_11, I, - _- _. --1, :. `ark pieces of 
tr-!; -ion ýso Cranfield, Pp A () 11 
ether thp-re W- t a, S ;n the development of 
so Jeremia-, Para' , P. 1, -. 11 followed by A -. - 11 T-D P. 161 C.. 2 ? -, nd --a 1 -1 .ý ý'/ 'IT p. 19), or some still 
Lo--e el L e(I ý-ic i on s, o -It $ q-r t. ci -Iu- C, 7ibl. Ep'llieIn. 
pp 7r)-) 349 1974, the result has been to 
produc ý-- at ý -r 
in at least. one change of audience has 
b e, ý, --Yi o -7, i +1 t,? Baird, op. cit. evades th- problem by 
-L ", -, rhole chapt-cr t-_- th- + the d-isciplP crowd. 
P ý4 -ý- 'Wilson, 'P(, a: ýe 700a, and le 2 pp-167, -M-173, atu prý tri'l-te vv. 21-25 t-) I'- --ý`i-nce off" Reploh, 
I- 01 I ý, -61 follows '2-n-Aa-, "but tl-inks that vv. 13-20 C PP 
w -e al-i . -L'--SS--' to orlaje, 
T 77 
Joh. 3 -'1 -). 89. .! e-, '-er, uno 1111nftlln: -rý des tIn4 S 1hr i P-t t--, i - zý Stuttt-" attributed 
t04 
--ttion of' r3, z. o,, irce 7Lnd a 'Disc i-)lE'S' 
0c . 12 .t S -,, 'a- -hat possibly OL k 
w1ho as! '. ed th- about the meaning of 
--he -'-he an, II ý-on, while t' V received V ne Twelve 
werev -n ge-neral savinýý' abDut 'Da-Lal. -les. 
lC7. 'SA, - inaneu1tmann p-p. 67,745, Loh--., ioyer, Lark- P-835 J- 
A. 1, Mark T). 92, oi)-cit- P-38-- Cf. Taylor, 
I. r - -iar. k -). 25411. 
1011. Sc 11'. ranfi, ýýldl, "lark p-1521 Grant, 'T3 7 1). 699, T. W. 11ý-: tnson, op. cit. 
ups that PP-75-76. -ý! arxsen, art. cit. """71- , 
52,1ý)55t p.? 67) arr 
for Mark are I(i.. e Gemeindel, and de Tillesse 
OP-cit- PP-1-7-551-178, regards týie whole expression ýX'V-rcv 
comparin(r 2: 26 and 8: 34, concludes avv -rct. ý. (ýcý., c)cstcx as I'llark-an and, 1: ) that "f-Ilark wished to include the contemporary church with the 
Twelve who receive the special revelation. 
105.2: 26; 4: 10; 6: 34; 9: 4; 15: 27,32. 
106.0,, Cuv occurs in Mk 2: 26; Lk ": g; 9: 32; 24: 24,33; Acts 5: 17,21; 
lq: 'ý8; 22: 9; 26: 13; Rom 16: 14,15; Gal 1: 2; 2: 3 
Peake 700f., Taylor, Mark p. 271, 101". C.. Grant, IB 7 P-7089 Wilsong 
Nineham, P-145, Schweizer, :, lark pp-105-106, Mally, JBC II 
P-31. 
108. Cf. Knox, oD-cit- P-38. 
109.14o s1 ey, a-r-t. cit. (NTS 10,1963/4, PP-139-149)t gives this as 
an examD! e of a crowd audience in Mark's tradition which he I 
was unwilling to reject. 
110. T. W. Manson, op. cit. pp. 118-120, who believed that Jesus thought 
that the kingdom had come with Peter's confession, sees a change 
in his teaching after chap. 8 - he speaks of entering the kingdom 
-he kingdom to the disciples. and restricts his speaking about -11. 
Plally, JBC II pp. 229 25-26, similarly sees a decisive change 
in the teaching after Peter's confession - before this emphasis 
184 
iJLi £ 
is placed upon the imiracles and what I ittle teaching is recorded ic m, ý--tinly addressed to the crowds, but U after 8: 27-33 the stre2s is on Jesus' -teaching addressed to the disCiples. I'Ls Table IV the matter is rather less simple than this. 
111. Sco notes 100 and 101. 
112. So Jeremias, !. ', Tilson and INIally. Taylor, !.: ar',, p. 257, thinks that 
it is an unauthentic version of a gemuine sa-: ing a11 J. 
(so essenti. - 
-11"'0 
Nineha 1, 'lark 'Nark p. 90) 1 .. 
137 and Johnson, 
113. C. H. Dodd, Parables of the Kingdom, London, 19359 
Eawlinson, Ma, --k --OP-48,519 Schweizer, , Ark p. 92* Cf. Reploh, 
OP. cd-t. P. 4, 'Selbst wenn es sich bei die-sem Logion nicht - um C-1 
cin 'vi-orto Jes-a handeln solite, wie von -,. rielen Seiten angenorrimen 
wird, so ist doch sicIler, dcass es 1, '-eine 17-Mpfune des ` rkus ýa D 
un,,! nicht vor Iýiarku,, -. auf die Gleiclftilis--e beezot-, -7-'n i. mrd den 
< Tr, / v s. o. 
n. 1, -, 2ant, T: 3 pp. 3 114. Ell' L P. 32 
A I- , ZL 01stS ar in-t n--' h: )ld 
tl idea 0 the 0 Cor 7- I O'm I c, ill PaSSL-, I'-'--s as 
1-ý 13 oil I ýýat- Z4 h0" -1 16: 'o "-27; 2: 21W, 'c 4- 
I) 'E, 1 irivýi a ---, cret un-ers-uandixi- of ocl s Plan. 
ecI-e an' 'or eve-, --n-, 
rC"v U -L, -It 011 
i, ý -o--- a! -' u J, L Li U6 ear-, u acce it lv c, Sa div nc 
miracl c 'Dven all exýý)lafi., -Lticn not the 1, -rareiýs u0 
I e, iiri kou -s 0S Theolc), 7y 0ý!,. t of t- 0- 91 . eiden 
-links t i, ' C) paraGles wa, -, 1)71, p. 12, ti ull i arl ova iv ev, 
-1 1` cal nt ý-,, r ý) rt-, ý 
t ieyiiee:. ed aIIeeo -- L al't. 
L3 Bibl . -. 
PI,. eol. 1, o-V7an. )49 1ýj`74) 269-30 1 --. jlds that is consiUcrabl: -, :, Iax. L,, an redacti,.; r, in t1le c1la and t, ,at 
. 'ý stII t3 ', is oc)Lýý also t`ii. -' na L al t! ) ohk -cos. i-I -n- ILL L. K. rewro LI IIU: 
G Ln,,,, he eciu4] ly saw ýe 4 t1,1- n,? -ativ-e idea of lia--'en-l ti- u" -imate 
-al , universal mamif GI was 110 -t 
fully pu, --pose aS) 
tot Lestati ., but 
cc. -isistent in his thought (cf. P-305)- Cf. also Burkill, op. cit. 
-2' j. p. 25 00 
115. 'Mis is selk. ou. t most clearly 
Cf. Black, og-cit- P-155: 
'I r"-, wrote and intended '- , -Ia 1, 
kvA 
of parabolic teachi, -L, " lvra-s to 
in Boers, op. cit. pp. 9-18,107-114. 
1. To'L. hin.., -:, - is rinorce certain than that 
* ýAj Tre-. c- ... that the purpose 
prevent rcýýcntance. 
116. OP-cit. P. P. 10-3-4,107. ', -eye, 2. E,. cit. PP. 4, _', -44, who stresses 
t", at every tlil for those outsL-ýIe in parables (riddles) 
ia, ý-, 'crthclec)s h0ldsý the parables %,., ere used to pro., _note 
t', -, ey ý.: --_rc Ididactic'. 
c'. -c-14. 
117.1 
11,9. Tbi rl, pp-15 
jjq I /1 1 -7 PP 
- 
15 j0 -ar rxsen, Cit 
t 120. jiý 2 
`zek 17-2; Hab 2: 6; Scc 49: 4 (`cb 5); 78: 2; 7- 56-2157. ij P 4- 
range. oi- tramlations of 
ýw'Vl ý-iven icý wil- C> Tt ýoc(r- c On 1>61I seýý F. Vq P. 0 - 74ZI-761 
0 P. 7/17-751. r, -lh,, c-tanda-I 'iscusý-ioný; 0. Eissf--'dI 
U L) el 'Der :. Iaschal im Alt= Testamntl (B-7-'ýý,, ' 24,1913), -0d, .1p v(A JQT ý9, 
-012,213, pp. 
89-10? ), A. S. Herl-ort, 'The Hebrew 11-: asal' 't 1. u 
'The Parable (,, -Tiaýal) in the Old "II. Iesta,, --,, mtU' 
(SJT 79 195,; 9 p, ýP- 
180-196), A. R. Johnson, ýVý0 (in 1, -ýisdo. rq in Tsrael an. -, in the TT 
185 
I T) rl-, I- 
(7 
P 162 1C 197r) 1)n 77 
T- 
C. 1 'iffer-nt C'5ý)c, points 4- 1 ta 11 r, > --o in th-_ rnlea, L -0-1 o 
f js mt r 17- 011 fact that of the- 'bal"Loon wo rý_! sI c-a-, 
. 
pabl c--I -: of inflati t-1 a variý-d 
comn-ýnt in Peak,. -ý 
::: 5 
axn 4- tI 23. _. - I'L., ,. ýJin P. 2 64 thinks tha I. - rk did ("I'l :_S? 55L, I a- n ot in Ie_ rstnd --(Pt4 t-A L, in4: 12 T eremias clai TP--al, but 
t th; 7! th ood it'as a(>%ý;, i h--ý--e an, -ý, in the rest of' the 
4- chantq--. are -Ttin insertion ')L- and- are T" Ile tl,. at both parl_-ý. --leý an--, inte-rpretation constitute 
aý- aro-alyptic 1.1 
Obicl. T). 266). Cf. "-r- it 
P. 57, _P179,7sJ_'jn prira )r); + 
c, h P. ', )3, denies V. 




Al'Ir to that pmcitt t t7, ý c_ II 
ITCLJ, 
) rab 1 rý 
Cj a,, -, "rij le IIn0, 4.1 _L! MPas ac 'A ICI -nd, -ýrs- ool i-ý in t-is + th at wherrý to 
4-1_ 
'rk 
r-: it Orial 1, 
rzý tca 
of Jýýsu, - he has in -, d_n, '; 
U ri rI ý! ý_ ý- 4- 7) ý; 
friclklt to understajrý 
accep 0-ilt 
hard to 
U_ 4`1ýe of* a 1, arsr, numlbrýr of 
'2; 8: 14-21; 8: 31 
r, qrir ; Jn, rFý j S, +r C*. -ve 
--anin-7 
14 
Out rýV-111 if their 
at i on; 
1 7, ýr 77- (n, 
e dis-Oles ne(, ý! an explýtn, 
0 the d qc 4 -1 -s f ind th-ý 0 if f icult; U0 
cI -c j-1 os 11: 17 off---:, riest ý-:, ýi, n, I I) .ýI 1': 35 i! -, followe, l by an 
eniomatic sa, ýj. His cDPcl;, -! --)n is: "it may the-n br- tliat where in ý- of Tr, - , lark makel--ý re- _z) ., eithe- usinL- f-rencp to h- -\--(. 
1 
U" C) 
G(fL)%XC-KC-V or Aa_A6, Lv -iw., -Acyov he is drawing our attention to 
the difficulty of what Jesus says and do-ýs for thos- who are 
outside thn- 1,33ýhristian community; those within are given an 
-ion and understand. ... The phrase "Jesus 
taught" is explanat 
to be understood in the sense of thp ad-dition "in parables", 
which is i tSelf' to be under: -tood in the sense of "riddles 
hard sayiný, -s, S. no. mic utterances", obscure to those oAside, 
comprehensible to those within'. Cf. G. H. Boobyer, art. cit. 
(NTS 8,1961/2, 
LOP-59-70)ý esp. pp. 
61-64. 
1 L24. Op. cit. pp. l(ýý-110. 
0 ýýrt. cit. (JISL '76,7his is accepted by R. E. -207). 1957, -PP-901 
ýp-S 'The ý7e-itic -Oackg-round ol the New Testament terion' Brown, 
(? iblicR 39/9 10/587 pp-426-448,409 19159t PID-70-87). 
Vý 126. Hany holrl t. 1, , -ý, t there is 
inconý--istr-ncy here, e. g. de Tillessee, 
on. cit. nn-lcl-1859 ISM, who writes, IT1 est donc i7)possible 
que T-P -nO: _-_e , ute= ait ecrit 1- v-33 et le v-34', and holds 
i, ýrk 'correction' o' v-33, but t-. is leaves unre- that v-34 ---- .1 
solved the probl, _, ým why 
Mark should have accepted such a contra- 
diction. Lambrechtq art. cit. (Bibl. Ephe. -n. Theol. Lovan. 34, 
1974) pp. 273-277, questions whet'her there is such an opposition 
between the -two verses that the same author could not have 
written both. Hiis explanation differs from that offered below. 
186 
CHAPTER I 
D. Wenham, 'The Synoptic problem revisited: some new suggestions 
about the composition of Mk 4: 1-34' (Tyndale Bulletino 1972, 
PP-3-38, at pp. 22-23) questions whe'Wher two contradictory views 
about the purpose of parables are to be found here. 
127. The stress upon 'hearing' in this chapter should be noted - 
vv. 3,9t 12,15t 16,18,20,23,24,33. 
128. Q. Qýuesnellq oP-cit. pp-84-86 rejects the 'standard critical 
approach' that v-33b gives the true motive for teaching in 
parables. 'The most probable meaning then of vv-33-34 is a 
reaffirmation of vv. 11-12. Jesus spoke to the crowds in 
parables; that is, in a mysterious way which they did not and 
could not understand. But the disciples (and the audience of 
Mark's gospel) are receiving a full explanation. ' Contrast R. P. 
Martin, Mark, Evangelist and Theologian, Exeter, 1972, Pp. 114- 
117, who follows Schweizer, Mark P-959 in suggesting that IMark 
wished to direct attention to the disciples' failure to under- 
stand even when they were given special instruction. Even the 
disciples cannot understand the nature of the kingdom or the 
divine secret of who Jesus is until Caesarea Philippi and the 
Transfiguration, and even this understanding is partial and 
perverted (10: 35ff. ). Jesus is not a gnostic revealer to the 
elect. Cf. also J. W. Pryor, 'Markan parable theology: an 
inquiry into Mark's principles of Redaction' (Exp. T. 83,1971/2, 
pp. 242-245), who suggests that Mark has combined two traditions 
4: 11-12 + 34 and 4: 21-32, faithfully recording the words of 
Jesus but reinterpreting one tradition by the other to present 
his own view that the parables were part of the teaching of Jesus 
meant to be understood by those with discernment although they 
were not so understood during the life of Jesus. 
129. This is similar to Baird'-s programme (art. cit. , JBL 769 1957, 
pp. 201-207, op. cit. pp. 102-109). The following criticisms, 
however, must be made of Baird's study. (1) As has already 
been noted, his identification of the audiences is unsatis- 
factory. (2) He adopts a curious definition of explanation 
of a parable which includes not merely 'semi-allegorical 
explanations' given separately from the parable, but also 'them- 
atic explanation' (given by allusions in the literary or 
historical context of the parable so that there is no doubt 
about the meaning or application) and I internal explanations' 
(where the meaning is so obvious that it does not need an 
explanation). Of these only the first can be regarded as 
true explanation. Thus the conclusion that twice as many 
parables are explained as unexplained is built into the analysis 
of the data. (3) Baird claims that his primary aim of showing 
that Jesus was more concerned to make himself understood than 
to veil his message and 'consciously adapted his teaching 
to 
his audience' is based upon taking seriously the statement 
in 4: 11,33-34 that Jesus explained the parables only to his 
disciples. This, however, over-simplif ies the meaning of 
these three verses, and evades the statement in 4: 12 that 
the 





130- JBC II P-37. Cf. Rawlinson, I-lark p. 96. quesnell, op. ci. t. 
PP-88-103 considers this section in detail, but since his 
discussion includes content as well as form it will be noted 
later. 
131. Mark p. 125- 
132. Despite the lact that Jesus is 'asked one question and answers 
another' (Victor, Catenae Graec. Pat., J. A. Cramer, i P-408, 
quoted by G. R. Beasley-Murray, A conmentary on Mark Thirteen 
P-30)9 it seems clear that J'-Iark intended 13: 5-37 to be a detailed explanation and development of 13: 2. 
133. Mark P-520, Lohmeyer, Mark p. 280. 
134. Mark p-324. 
135. Cf. J. D. K. Derrett, 'Fig trees in the New Testament' (Heythrop 
Journal 14,19739 pp. 249-265). He notes a considerable literat- 
ure. 
136. Jeremias, Parables p. 20, renders by 'symbol' here. J. 
Gnilka, Die Verstockuner Israels. Is ý: 9-10 in der TheoloEie der 
Synoptiker, NAnchen, 1961, noluees -, hat the parables addressed to 
the crowd are given without interpretation whereas in chap. 13 
both parables are followed by such interpretations. 
137. Taylor, Mark p. 239, followed by Cranfield, Mark P-137. Grant, 
IB 7 p. 691, coarnents on the 'looseness and vagueness of the term 
as Mark understands it: any analogy was a "parable"'. 
138. Cranfield, 'Mark P-1439 cf. Rawlinson, Mark P-45, Taylor, Mark 
p. 244- 
139. So Taylor, Mark pp. 237-238,240-241, Nineham, Mark pp. 120-122, 
Haenchen, Mark PP-145-149- 
140. Mark PP-145-149. 
141. I-lark P-138. Cf. Schweizer, ,,: ark p. 86 and Haenchen, Mark P-146, 
who note the unconvincing logic of the argument. 
142. See Meye, op. cit. P-43, Grant, IB 79 P-8369 J. W. Pryor, artOcit. 
(Exp. T. 83,1971/2, p. 242), who adds that 7: 14 states explicitly 
that Jesus told the parable so that all should understand. 
143. Cranfield, Mark PP-368-369, defends the original unity and 
authenticity of the sayings. 
144. Cf - Cranf ield, Mark P. 364: 1 indicates -IV 
he manner of speaking' , 
Rawlinson, Mark p. 163, Taylor, I-lark P-473, Grant IB 7 p. 836. 
145. So Meye, op. cit. PP-43-44- 
146. Art. cit,. (NTS 109 1963/49 PP-139-149). 
147. See chapter IV. 
148. M. Black, op-c pp. 16-19, Nineham, Plark pp. 252-3. 
149. Mark pp. 259-262. 
150. Cf. Klostermann, Plark pp-76-77, TayTor, Hark pp-363-368, 
Nineham, Plark pp. 212-216. 
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151. Cf. Taylor, Mark P-363. Perhaps the force of -a&-cox v, *Teý 
is that the temptation was to give an open sign to those 
predestined to lack faith. 
152. As well as the commentaries mention may be made of the works 
by A. 11M. Farrer, op. cit. and A Study in St. Mark, London, 1951. 
P. Carrington, The Primitive Christian Calendar. A study of 
the mal. inp, of the 14arcan gospel. Vbl. 19 Introduction and 
Text, Cambridge, 1952, idem, . According to Mark. A running 
commentary on the oldest gos el Cambridge, 1960, R. Butterworth, 
Iffie composition of Mk 1-121 
ý_Heythrop 
Journal 13,1972, PP-5- 
26). 
153. So Nineham. Others develop more elaborate outlines but most 
see breaks at these points. Contrast D. Blatherwick, art. cit. 
(NTS, 179 1970/719 PP-184-192). 
154. Mark PP-78-89. 
155. Die synoptischen Streitgespr4che, Berlin, 1921. Cf. Knox, op. cit. 
pp. 8-16,150, who includes in this source 1: 40 - 3: 6 + possibly 
8: 14-159 21 and 12: 13-17. 
156. 
. 
02. cit. pp. 118-120,213-215. 
157. Cranfield, Mark pp. 266-267,3059 334-335. 
158. Bultmann, HST P-152. Knox, op. cit. p. 25, attributes the repetit- 
ion to Mark's use of different sources, but this leaves open the 
question of what Mark intended by his completed narrative. 
159. Phrkt PP-436-437. 
160. Blunt, Mark p. 202, suggests 'perhaps better "confidently"' and 
Klostermann, Mark P-83, either Iganz offen, laut' or 'freudig'. 
For the normal interpretation 'openly' cf. Taylor, Mark P-3799 
Cranfield, Mark p. 279t MallYs JBC II P-41, Schweizer, Mark 
PP-173-174. Grundmanng Mark P-1709 regards 'openly' as very 
difficult because the words are spoken only to the disciples. 
He suggests that possibly -rrApo. jc-, _-n( means 
'candidly' (in Freimut), 
but prefers the Lat k (post tertium them resurgere et cum S 
fiducia sermonem loqui partly supported by Tatian an yr 
which read *Xv, 'ý4c-et forc. -ý, <)ýC_, : the crucifixion is followed by 
the resurrectiong and this is followed by the open proclamation 
of the word. 
161. Eg. Wilson, Peake 704e. 
162. So Grundmann, Mark P-174. Mosley uses this as evidence that 
the evangelists correctly preserved the audiences of the 
sayings (art. cit., NfS 109 196"514, P-140). .., / -T 
163. Cranfield, p. 281. Apparently also Klostermannv Dhlrk P-84ý 
Nineham, Mark P-226, Schweizer, Mark P-175. Few follow Pallis, 
Notes on St. Mark and St. Matthew, London, 1932, pp. 27-28, who 
emends Q-, N'Xcv 
to lrýETpc. v 
164. Ninehan, Mark p. 226, Schweizer, Mark P-1759 Johnsong Mark P'01509 
Grundinann, Mark P-174 and Knox, op. cit. p. 64 make similar points. 
See also chapter III n-58. 
165. The tantalizing incident of the first appearance of Jesus in the 
synagogue in 1: 21-28 has not been discussed 
in detail. Both 
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Matthew and Luke found difficulty with it, Matthew omitting 
the pericope and transferring v. 22 to form the conclusion of 
the Sermon on the Mount (Mt 7: 28-29) and Luke rephrasing the 
words of those in the synagogue so that they refer to the 
command of Jesus to the unclean spirit (Lk 4.36). Although it 
is perhaps the strongest evidence for the view that Mark was 
concerned with the fact that Jesus taught rather then with 
what he taught, it is not certain that this is the only inter- 
pretation which can be placed upon the incident. Despite the 
Markan vocabulary, it is possible that vv. 22 and 27, especially 
the latter, were derived from the tradition and thus are of 
slightly less importance as revealing Mark's thought. Never- 
theless, 'INark included the pericope in his gospel and presumably 
accepted it. The use of 'O(DAAt-j here is curiously like Acts 13: 12 
, gests 
that it was the effectiveness of where th-e context sup 
Paul's curse which converted Sergius Paulus, *although what 
Luke says is that he was 'astonished at the teaching of the 
Lord' . In both places has a wider range of meaning 
than 'instruction'. As Lake and Cadbury note, is in 
one sense inclusive of the miraculous element I (in F. J. Foakes 
Jackson and Kirsopp Lake, edd. The Beginnings of Christianity 
Part I. The Acts of the Apostles, vol. IV, London, 19339 P-147). 
It is noteworthy that NEB paraphrases both 1: 27 ('a new kind 
of teaching') and Acts 13: 12 ('deeply impressed by what he 
learned about the Lord'). The basic problem is whether it is 
possible to combine 'teaching' in the enigmatic form which is 
posited for other passages in Mark with the idea that this 




1 See below, esp. pp. 66-67 and the discussi; -n of the conflict 
stories pp. 67-72. 
2. HST P-348 
3. Ibid. pp. 12-27. 
4. The explanation in 7: 18-23 applies to the 'parable' given to the 
crowd in vv-14-15 and not to the prTncement in vv. 6-8 or the 
sayings in vv-9-13. 
5. Cf. the use of scriptural quotattions in 2: 25-26; 7: 6; 10: 6-8; 
12: 26; a rather different use of scripture in 10: 19; 12: 10-11, 
29-319 36; and the use of a counter-question in 2: 19,25-26; 
3: 4; 10: 3; 11: 30; 12: 16. Bultmann, 
-7-ST DP-419 489 regarded this 
as evidence that these stories developed within the Palestinian 
church tradition and that their Sitz-im-Leben. was the discussion 
on questions of law which that church had with its opponents 
and within its own ranks. 
E. g. the passages discussed by Paul Ramsey, Basic Christian Ethics, 
London, 1953, L. H. 1', larshall, The Challenge of New Testament Ethics, 
London, 1956, J. L. Houlden, Ethics and the New Testament, 
Harmondsworth, 1973). 
7. So Bultmann, IELST PP-14-16, Taylor, 1, lark pp. 191-192, idem, The 
Formation of the Gospel Tradition, pp. 66-68, Nineham, Irlark 
pp. 90-92, Schweizer, Mark pp. 60-62, Haenchen, Plark PP-104-106, 
Rawlinson, Mark pp. 25-26, who suggests that the episode was 
expanded in this way in Christian preaching. 
8. So Cranfield, Plark pp. 96,1CO (-'. lark's own comment) and Mally, 
JBC II, pp. 26-27 ('a parenthetical comment of the Church'). 
9. M. D. Hooker, The Son of Man in Mark, London, 1967, PP-85-89, 
Dibelius, op-cit. P-43, cf. G. H. Boobyer, 'Nark 2: 10a and the 
interpretation of the healing of the paralytic' (HTR 479 1954, 
PP-115-120), R. T. Plead, 'The healing of the paralytic a unit? 
(JBL 80,1961, PP-348-354), H. Simonseiý, Iart. cit. (StTllýqi 1972t N 
pp. 1-23) at pp-4-7. 
10. Cf. Taylor, op. cit. p. 67. 
11. Idem Mark p. 192. 
12. Cf. M. D. Hookerg op. c- P-849 W. L. Knox, op-cit. P-11. 
13. So Cranfield, Mark p. 100. 
14.1 understand the command to the paralytic to stand up and take 
up his pallet to be the equivalent of "' 
the main clause following 
the final clause in v. 10. To regard(%,.. 
4- CJýEI-TC- as an 
imperative, while grammatically possible 
(J. H. Moulton, Grammar 
of New Testament Greek, Vol. j, -Prolegomenal Edinburgh, 
1906, 
PP-178-9 discusses the construction but does not instance 
this 
passage, cf. M. D. Hooker, op. cit. P-84 and the 
literature cited 
in n. 1 there), seems harsh in the context. Hooker supposes an 
ellipse of &- -reyo-ve: v - 
15. Cf. Quesnellq op. cit. P-144, E. Best, op-cit. pp-95t 121-123- 
16. So Nineham, Mark, pp. 89,92. 
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17. Ibid. P-94. 
18. Cf. G. Vermes, 'The use of bar nash/bar nasha in Jewish Aramaic' (Appendix E in M. Black, An Aramaic Approach to the Gospels and 
Acts, 3rd Edition, Oxford, 196-77 pp. 310-328), idem, Jesus the Jew, 
London, 1973, pp. 160-191, where a considerable literature is cited. 
19. Cf. M. D. Hooker, op-cit. PP-179-18ly Schweizer, Mark p. 62. 
20. Cf. Bultmann,. HST PP-105,163. 
21. Mt. 9: 13 is a quotation from Hos 6: 6 which IMatthew inserts again 
in 12: 7; Luke adds 'to repentance', Lk 5: 32. 
22. So Nineham, Mark p. 98; cf. Bultmann, HST p. 18. Contrast W. L. 
Knox, op. cit. P-13, H. Simonsen, art. cit. (St. Th. 27,1972, pp. 
7-9. 
23. Cf. Lk 7: 36-50; 19: 1-10; Mt ll: lqAk 7: 34. Nineham, Mark p. 98 
and N. Perrin, Rediscovering the Teaching of Jesus, pp. 102-108, 
-although tending to be sceptical about what can be known of 
Jesus accept his friendship with tax collectors and sinners as 
certain. 
24.1. Abrahams, Studies in Pharisaism and the Gospels I, Cambridge, 
1917, PP-559 58, C. G. Montefiore, Mark p. 86. 
25. I/ark pp. 96-97, quoting Harnack as saying that these words 
represent 'one of the great landmarks in the history of morality 
and religion' (from ZThK 9,1912, pp. lff. ). Cf. also Lohmeyer, 
Plark P-57. 
26. Among those who hold this to be one of the main reasons for the 
preservation of the story within the tradition cf. Taylor, Mark 
p. 204, Cranfield, Mark p. 101, Wilson, Peake 698c. 
27. So Schweizer, I-lark pp. 63-64, who suggests 
added the words land outcasts' three time 
that the question was relevant to its own 
28. Mark p. 98. For the type of view which he 
Mark p. 106 and Rawlinson, Mark pp. 29-30. 
29. So Taylor, Mark p. 207. 
that the church 
s in order to show 
time. 
rejects cf. Cranfield 
30. Ibid. 
31. So Swete, Mark P-42ý Taylor, Mark p. 2079 Wilson, Peake 698c. 
Bauer-Arndt-Gingrich, P-400, note the meanings 'summon' and 
'invite' but list this verse under 'call (figurative)', after 
a series of Pauline references. So also Cranfield, Mark p. 106. 
32. Rawlinson, Mark p. 29, Nineham, Ijark p. 96, Lohmeyer, Mark P-56, 
Mally, JBC II p. 27- 
33. Klostermann, Mark p. 27, Johnson, Mark p. 64, Grundmann, Mark p. 63, 
Minear, Mark 0 
34. Rejected by Klostermann, loc. cit. 
35. Plark pp. 65-66. 
36. Although Nineham's cautions should be pondered, Mark PP-97-99. 
37. So Bultmann, HST pp. 18-19,98, Dibelius, op. cit. p. 65, 
Klostermann, kLark pp. 27-28, Lohmeyer, 14ark 'c)P-59-62, Branscomb, o, 
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Ma -1ineham, 24ark C-1 -rk PP. 5)-549 102-1 (1/ I Z) Irle r 67- 69, Haenchen, Mark PP-115-118. T.. A.. Burkill, 1--Tew-L-i-ghton the Earliest Gospelt PP-39-47, argues for three stages in the 
development of vv. 18-20. Rawlinson, Mark P-31, Taylor, Mark 
pp. 211-212, Cranfield, Mark p. 111, Mally, JBC II p. 27, Wilson, 
Peake 698d defend the authenticity and original connection of 
vv. lgb-20. H. Simonsen, art. cit,. (StTh 27,1972, pp. 9-10jfinds 
the closest parallel in Jn 16: 20. It should be noted that the 
identity of the questioners is not clear in Mark. As Daube has 
pointed out (I I'Lesponsibili ties of master and disciples in the 
gospels', NTS 19,1972/39 P-4), in Matthew they are the disciples 
of the Baptist, in Luke the Pharisees, but in Mark they may be 
either the disciples of the Baptist or the Pharisees, or, as 
Daube himself thinks, the ordinary public 'puzzled b,,, the absence 
of this practice in a circle otherwise so ardently preparing for 
the early advent of the final judgement'. If he is correct, this 
pericope is not only no longer concerned with opponents of Jesus 
but is less clearly a conflict story despite its form. 
36. Mark pp. 101-102. I 
39. Haenchen, Mark pp. 116-117. 
40. Ibid. P-115, "ellhausen, Plark -p. 20, Klostermann, Mark, p. 28, 
hesitantly, Loluneyer, Yark pp. 60-61, Schweizer, Mark -p. 68. 
41. Jeremias, Parables PP-52,117, holds that the figure of the 
bridegroom for the messiah was foreign to the Old Testament and 
Judaism, and he has found only one late example in rabbinic 
literature. He therefore interprets 'while the bridegroom is 
with them' as being a circumlocution -for Iduring the wedding'. 
But cf. Taylor, Mark pp. 201-202, Cranfield, I-lark pp. 109-110, 
0. Cullmann, The ChristoloV ofthe New Testament, London, 1963, 
pp. 61-62, who hold that Jesus derived the metaphor from -the Old 
Testament where it is used of God himself, thus indicating his 
awareness of his divinity. 
42. Cf. Jn 3: 29; 2 Cor 11: 2; Eph 5: 32; Apoc 19: 7; 21: 2. 
43. Cf. Taylor, I-lark pp. 211-212. 
44. 'Die Fastenfrage (Mc 2: 18-22)' (ThStýund Krit. 108,1937/89 PP. CD 
387ff. ) discussed in W. G. K-Ummel, Promise and Fulfilment, 
London, 1961, PP-75-76. 
45. Although 'in that day' and 'in those days' do not have a technical 
sense in I-lark (1: 9; 4: 35; 8: 1), it is not without significance 
that these phrases occur three times in chap. 13 (vv. 17,19,249 
cf. 20 and 32). Karl Th. Schtffer, I... und dann werden sie 
fasten, an jenern Tagel (in Synoptische Stud-ien Alfred Wikenhauser 
dargebracht, 11,1tinchen, 1953, pp. 124-147) proposes a similar 
interpretation to that set out here. 
46. 'This is the only reference to 1 fasting in 
Mark (most omit y-, Ao, 
vlarctox. in 9: 29 with%,? B k geo ClemAlex). 
47. Cf. Swete, Mark P-45, Lagrange, Mark pp-49-51- 
48. Mark P-113. 
49. Jeremias, Parables PP-117-1189 followed by Mally, JBC II p. 27, 
" the universe which suggests that the garment is a symbol of 
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Jesus will not patch up but will create anew, and the new wine 
represents the time of salvation. Thus both sayings declare 
that the old is past and 'the New Age has been ushered in'. So 
essentially Perrin, Rediscovering the Teaching of Jesus -pp. 81-82. 
50. IvDark P-104, cf. Grant, IB 7, pp. 676-677. By contrast B. Lindars, 
The Gospel of John, London, Ll- 1972, p. 125, sees a parallel to these ideas in the miracle at Cana and says that the emphasis in both 
stories is placed on the inadequacy of the old dispe,, sation. 
51- So Ylostermann, Mark p. 28. Montefiore, Mark 6862ffients on the J 
? advanced radicalism' of these verses. 
52. Although most commentators note the fresh introduction in v. 27a, 
their answers to the question of the original unity of the 
pericope are usually based upon theories about the authenticity 
of the sayings in vv. 25-26,27 and 28, and interpretations of the 
logical connexions between them. The question is complicated by 
the failure of Matthew and Luke to contain an equivalent to v. 27 
and the omission of this verse by certain authorities for the 
Western text, but most accept it as Markan (so emphatically 
Bultmann, HST p. 16, although Branscomb, 1, lark P. 58 and Nineham, 
Ylark P-107, reject it. 
53. Taylor, Mark p. 219. 
54. Dace ff i; cf. Mally, JBC II pp. 27-28. 
55.1111ark p. 219. 
56. Ibid. p. 220. 
57. As Haenchen points out, it was no special practice of the early 
Christians to walk through cornfields on the Sabbath, eating the 
ears of corn! 
58. Taylor, Mark p. 214. 
59. Ibid. p. 220: 'on its way to become a Pronouncement-story'. 
60. Bultmann, HST p. 12, Taylor, Mark Dp. 220-222. 
61. So Swete, Mark P-52, Rawlinson, Mark P-36, Wilson, Peake 698f. 
62. Klostermann, Mark P-32, Cranfield, Mark p. 120, Schweizer, Mark 
P-75. 
63. I-Sark pp-133-134. Cf. 14ally, JBC II p. 28: 'Jesus' words silence 
his adversaries more by their irony than their cogency'. 
64. Mark pp. 68-69. 
65. Mark pp. 109-110, quoting Manson, Sayinas of Jesus p. 190. 
66. Best, ojR. cit. PP-39-409 however, argues that in these pericopae 
Jesus 'is concerned, not to show them (the opponents) up in the 
eyes of bystanders, but to lead them to a fuller comprehension 
of the ways of God with men. He puts forward a genuine argument 
inihich he attempts to win them over to his own position'. The 
same is true of 7: lff. and 10: 2ff. 12: 13-40 might seem to be 
more abrupt with the opponents but (1) these four incidents form 
,ý stylized pattern based in part on questions asked in the 
Passover Haggadah (so Daube, The New Testament and Rabbinic 
Judaism, London, 1956, PP-158ff. )p (2) the form of such a 
pericope as 12: 13-17 where Jesus seems to silence the Pharisees 
with a clever retort lies in the nature of what is happening: 
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'stories told of great men always show them silencing their oppon- 
ents with astute answers', (3) in 12: 13-40 Jesus' sharper tone 
may be accounted for by the fact that his opponents with the 
exception of the scribe in v. 28 are out to trap him in order to 
have an accusation against him rather than genuinely seeking 
information. This interpretation confuses Mark's intention with 
historical events. Also the first point seems to be inconsistent 
with the other two arguments. 
67. Bultmann, HST p. 20, Klostermann, Mark p. 119, Nineham, Mark pp. 
3o6-308. 
68. Taylor, Mark pp-468-369, Cranfield, Mark P-362. 
69. Taylor, Mark P-470s says that Jesus' question 'implies that 
John's came from God, and, more important still, a veiled 
claim that Jesus Himself is the Messiah'. F. W. Beare, The 
Earliest Records of Jesus, London, 1962, p. 207, disputes this: 
'Jesus is making the same claim for himself as he makes for John - 
his authority comes from God, nothing more'. 
70. Ethics, London, 1949, 
p. 81, L. H. Mlarshall, op-cit. pp-150-152,1,,. Lillie, Studies in 
New Testament Ethics, Edinburgh, 1961 91, F. R. Barry, ) _pO Christi-an Ethics and Secular Society, London, 1966, pp. 222-223. 
E. g. Lindsay Dewar, Outline_of_ New Testament 
71. E. g. Nineham, Plark P-314,1, iawlinson, Mark p. 165, Wilson, Peake 
708b, Mally, JBC II P-48, Taylor, Mark pp. 477-478. It is of 
central importance for Brandon's view of Mark, cf. Jesus and the 
Zealots, 'Manchester, 1967, pp. 224,270-271t 345-349. 
72. 
. 
0p. cit. p. 82. 
73. HST p. 26. Nineham, Mark P-317, holds that it comes from Mark. 
74. Minear, 14ark pp. 112-113. 
75. Lohmeyer, Mark p. 253- Somewhat similar is Cranfield, Mark 
PP-371-372, who repeats the frequently cited view that the 
ancients believed that a ruler's coins actually belonged to 
him, against which see J. D. M. Derrett, Law in the New Testament, 
London, 19709 P-321. 
76. Branscomb, Mark pp. 213-215. Cf. I. Abrahams, op. cit. Vol. I, 
pp. 62-65, H. Braun, Sp4tj-Udisch-httretischer und friAhchristlicher 
Radikalismus II, TUbingen, 1957, p. 83, A. 2. 
77. Wilson, Peake 708c. Mally, JBC II P-48, accepts this as the 
interpretation given to the words in the time of Mlark. Taylor, 
Mark9 P-480, holds that the teaching in Rom 13: 7 and 1 Pet 2: 13- 
14 is 'in close agreement with the teaching of Jesus. Cf. 
Derrett, op-cit. PP-335-337. 
78. Mally, loc. cit., Ninehamo Yark, PP-315-316 (but treasured in the 
Rome of Mark's day in a Pauline sense), Schniewind, pp. 121- 
123. So in a slightly different sense J. MI. Robinson, op. cit. 
P-48. Cf. S. Schulz, op. cit. P-149. 
79. Schweizer, Mark p. 244, Houlden, OP-cit- P-44 (the words of Jesus 
are 'an impatient brushing aside of the Pharisees' question, 
then a thunderous assertion of God's rights, which are total. 
Only this sense is consistent with Jesus' central and insistent 
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message: that God rules'. 11oulden adds that this was probably 
how Yark understood the saying also. ) L. Goppelt, v2he Freedom 
to pay the imperial tax (14k 12: 17)' (Studia Evangelica 11,19649 
PP-183-194 = 'Die Freiheit zur Kaisersteuerl in Ecclesia und 
Res Publica, ed. G. Kr4tschmer and B. Lohse, Gbttingen, 1961, 
pp-41-50) adopts this view in a slightly modified form - Jesus knowingly sidesteps the argument, since the believer participates 
in salvation and this relativizes both the payine, of taxes and 
election and the law, aid gives a new freedom to follow God's 
claim. Thus Jesus' words are fully in accord with Rom 13. Note 
also S. G. F. Brandon, OP-cit. PP-345-349, and his other writings 
on this theme, The Trial of Jesus of Nazareth, London, 1968, 
pp. 67,144-146, 'The date of the Vlarkan gospel' (NTS 7,1960/1, 
pp. 126-1411 'Jesus and the Zealots: Aftermath' (BJRL 54,1971, 
pp-47-66), who holds that Jesus' original saying was an 
unambiguous demand_ to refuse to pay taxes but that Mark worked 
this into a pericope which was pro-Roman, a view which he set out 
first in 'The apologetic factor in Mark' (Studia Evangelica II, 
19649 PP-41-42). K. Grayston, art. cit. (BJRL 56,1974, P-372) 
thinks that in I-lark's version the embhasis lies on the rendering 
to God what is his and that the saying must mean that the 
Jerusalem establishment and the temple are not what God requires. 
80. Cf. Q. Quesnell, OP-cit- P-137 - '12: 17 implies a moral principle 
but its aspect as a good answer to Christ's adversaries is 
perhaps predominant'. 
81. Beside the conh-nentaries see E. E. Ellis, 'Jesus, the Sadducees and 
Qumran' (NTS 10,1963/49 pp. 274-279). 
82. Rawlinson, Mark p. 168, Nineham, Mark P-3219 Nallyý JBC II P-49; 
Schweizer, Mark pp. 245-246, sees the basis of the story in the 
need which pressed upon early Christianity to defend its faith 
against the dogmatic confidence of the Pharisees and the sceptic- 
ism of the Sadducees. 
83. See W. L. Knox, OP-cit. PP. 10,85-91. 
84. Cf. Nineham, Plark P-318: 'He may have got this last story from 
some other source and deliberately place it after the last story 
because he wanted to exhibit Our Lord as being 'put to the test, 
(v-15) by - and successfully maintaining his orthodoxy against - 
the Sadducaic, as well as the Pharisaic, wing of contemporary 
Judaism'. This is too intellectual and J. 1"i. Robinson is more 
correct when he sees the debates with opponents as akin to the 
conflicts with the demons in the exorcisms (op-cit. DP. 43-53), 
though cf. Best, op. cit. pp. 19-22. K. Grayston, art. cit. (BJRL 
569 19749 P-3721 who sees the whole of chaps. 11-12 as showing 
Mark's hostility to the temple and the priests, suggests that 
he may have included the pericope about the resurrection to 
show Christians what sort of arguments the Sadducees would stoop 
to and what reply Jesus would give; that God was not God of the 
dead temple regime but of the living tradition of the fathers 
of Israel. This rightly recognizes the conflict theme in the 
section but treats it too narrowly. 
85. Mark P-3229 cf. Bultmann, HST p. 26. 
86. Although T. A. Burkill, OP-cit- P-589 thinks that the scribe poses 
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his question after seeing that Jesus can deal competently with 
enquiries. Bauer-Arndt-Gingrich, P-402, list this verse under 
k%aws 4b, 'rightly, well', but more probably the sense is 1, 
'fitly, splendidly' (cf. 7: 37). 
87. The main agreements are: vq/-&, Kos 9(ý_, <)TTL: _, ýp IDTIWV , 
the 
omission of Mk 12: 29b (and 12: 32-34 which is partly placed else- 
where). MSS differ on the preposition used with the first 
commandment in its Lukan form, but D >ý Lat Sah have ky throughout 
as Matthew (. )ZB have ('-: ý ý%A&I% -, ý& #, eyý(-xs and then E? v). 
88. T. W. Manson, Sayings of Jesus, London, 1949, pp. 259-260. So 
also Cranfield, Mark P-376 and Jeremias, Parables p. 202. 
89. See Taylor, Mark PP-484-485, Branscomb, Mark pp. 219-220, 
Bultniann, HST p. 22. 
90. V. P. Furnish, The Love Commandment in the New'Testament, London, 
1973 (Nashville and N. Y., 1972), PP-30-45,59-60. 
91. Ibid. pp. 25-30, cf. G. Bornkamm, 'Das Doppelgebot der Liebe' (in 
7e-schichte und Glaube, Erster Teil, Gesammelte Aufsätze III, 
MitInchen, 1968, PP-37-45. 
92. Furnish, op. cit. p. 29. 
93. Letter of Aristeas, 234 (R. H. Charles, Apoc. and Pseud. 11, P-115). 
94. OP-cit- P-309 Cf. P-59. Lohmeyer, p. 258, and Taylor, Mark 
P-486, stress-he link between monotheism and morality, but 
Nineham, p. 326, warns against reading too much into the 
words of the text. 
95. So Taylor, Mark P-490, and Nineham, Mark p. 328. Daube, o2. cit. 
PP-158-169, maintains that the section from v-13 to v-37 is a 
unity and corresponds to a four-fold rabbinic pattern of question 
and answer. This may have been true of Mark's source, but there 
is no reason to think that Mark intended the four questions to 
be linked in this way. 
96. Nineham, Plark P-323t howeverg thinks that the lack of hostility 
shows that the story did not form part of the collection of 
controversy stories and that vv. 28a and 34b, which are Markan 
constructions, were designed to adapt the story to its present 
position. He suggests that Mark placed it here to emphasize the 
essential orthodoxy of Jesus and his faithfulness to the Law. 
W. L. Knox, op. cit. pp. 86"'-87 and T. A. Burkillq O. P. cit. P-58 also 
think that 14k 12: 28-34 is less anti-Pharisaic than Mt 22: 34-40. 
97. Q. Quesnell, op-cit. P-137, makes a similar point: '12: 29-31 
certainly contains -universal moral teaching. In context, however, 
the emphasis here too is probably on the controversy: the 
general context of the chapter is the rejection of Israel'. J. L. 
Houlden, op. cit. pp-44-45, adds the further point that although 
moral rules are given in this pericope, the result of even 
perceiving them is to be 'not far from the kingdom of God'. Thus 
'they are less rules for moral guidance than keys to the realiz- 
ation of God's rule'. This is rather too succinctly stated, but 
unless the kingdom of God is given a different sense from that 
elsewhere in Mark the judgement is substantially correct in 
seeing this final reply of Jesus as a major pointer to the 




98. Cf. su2ra P-33. 
99. So Lohmeyerý 111ark PP-76-779 Scl-Lnid, Mark p. 80, Branscomb, Mark 
pp. 67 . 1,1 -68, 
Cranfield, Mark pp-133-134, ', ineham, Mark p. 123, 
M'ally, JBC II P. 29. Bultmann, H-STA. pp. 29-30, sees the original tradition in vv. 21 and 35, for which v-v. 31-34 are 'an imaginary 
situation' and which have been separated by vv. 22-30. 
100. Mark PP-135-139- 
101. So Bultmann, HST pp-13-14t Klostermann, Mark P-37, Branscomb, 
Mark PP-70-74, Taylor, Mark pp. 237-244, Nineham, Mark p. 120, 
Shcweizer, Mark PP-83-84, Schmid, Miarkq PP-81-84, Haenchen, 
Mark PP-145-149. 
102. To accept this does not involve accepting the theory that Jesus 
fought and defeated the devil in the temptation (binding the strong 
man) and now is continuing the struggle (J. 114. Robinson, op. cit. 
pp. 28-32, cf. the discussion of Robinson and Best infra pp. 115- 
118). Nineham, 
. 
14ark p. 121 looks favourable upon R7o-binson's theory. 
103- Most co-,,, imentators see no problem here beyond suggesting that the 
plural 'in parables' refers to the three sayings in vv. 24-29 or 
is used adverbially. 




0p. cit. pp. 63-064- 
106. HST pp. 29-30- 
107., Yark p. 245. Also Cranfield, Mark P-143. 
108. Mark P-75. Grant, IB 7 p. 694 sees the saying as a word of 
comfort to Christians who had. been ostracized and persecuted. 
109. Schmid, Mark P-859 Mally, JBC III p. 29. 
110. Mark, PP-87-88. 
111. The main divisions are vv. 1-8,9-13,14-159 17-19,20-23, marked 
off by changes of audience and fresh introductions (cf. Bultmann, 
HST PP-17-18, Taylor, Mark PP-334P 3399 342-343, Nineham, Mark 
PP-188-193, Haenchen, Mark pp. 261-268, Grundmann, Mark PP-145-14-6. 
Most regard 'that is to say, Given' (v. 11) and 'making all meats 
clean' (v. 19) as editorial, although Johnson, Plark p. 131, on the 
basis of codex 2427 which omits vv-3-4 (cf. Mtl5 and Lk 11) and 
the alleged historical fact that 'all the Jews' would have been 
incorrect in Jesus' time and even when Plark wrote, suggests that 
this phrase, and perhaps the whole parenthesis is a later 
interpolation. Rawlinson, Mark P-93P finds the nucleus in vv. 1, 
29 5, and 15, to which Mark added vv-3-4,6-7,89 9-139 17-19 
and 20-23. Schweizer has a complicated theory of composition 
fMark pp-145-147), while Cranfield, Mark pp. 230,2399 242-2459 
accepts the whole section as a single unit apart from editorial 
comments in vv-3-4, llb and l9b, but his arguments show no more 
than that Mark treated it as such, as he admits. W. L. Knox, 
OP-cit. PP-52-53, attributes the compilation to a hellenist, 
apart from the introduction of the crowd in v-14 and the return 
to the house in v-17 which may have been added by Mark to make 
the chapter match the tract on parables in chap. 4. "'. Quesnell, Id. 
OP-cit. PP-88-1039 is almost alone in attempting to discover 
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Hark's intention in compiling the section. 
112. Cf. supr PP-41-42,46. 
113. Cf. Taylor, Mark P-343, Nineham, Mark p. 192. 
114. Cf. the discussion in Taylor, Mark PP-338-339, Nineham, Mark 
PP-193-194, Lohmeyerg Mark PP-138-140- The Qumran literature 
provides examples of such washings, but it still appears to be 
true that Mark exaggerates when he says that 'all the Jews' observe these ritual cleansings so rigorously. The basic discussions are 
A. BýUchler, 'The law of purification in 1-11ark 7: 1-23' (Exp. T. 21, 
1909/109 PP-34-40), G. Plargoliouth, m2he. Traditions of the Elders" (St. Mark 7: 1-23)1 (Exp. T. 22,1910/119 pp. 261-263). 
115. E. g. Lk 11: 37-52, Acts 28: 25-28, Rom 11: 8. Cf. Q. Quesnell, 
op-cit-95-97. 
116. There is doubt about the precise nature of the action. Rawlinson, 
Mark PP-95-96 offers four alternative interpretations, while 
Pitzmyer, followed by Mally, uses a recently discovered ossuary 
to interpret the saying (Joseph A. Fitzmyer, 'The Aramaic QOrban 
inscription from Jebel Hallet Et-Turi and I-lark 7: 11AIatt 15: 5' 
(JBL 78,1959, pp. 60-65ý" Mally, . JhC II PP-36-37). Earlier 
discussions are to be found in Taylor, Mark PP-341-3421 
Plontefiore, Mark pp. 164-166, J. H. A. Hart, 'Corban' (JQR 19, 
pp. 615-650) v K. H. Rengstorf, 
(TDNT III, pp. 860-8661 
117. Did. 8: 1-2. It may be noted that Matthew has increased the 
anti-Pharisaic polemic with the addition of Mt 15: 12-14, but 
has more markedly heightened the didactic stress of the incident 
by reversing the order of the Isaiah quotation and the saying 
about Corban, by restricting the list of vices in 15: 19 to legal 
offences, and by reiterating in 15: 20 'but to 6at with unwashen 
hands defileth not the man'. Q. quesnell, op. cit. p. 28 concludes 
that the whole passage 'seems very clearly to belong with the 
controversies of 2: 1 - 3: 61 not only in form but also in matter, 
but this may not be true of vv. 14-23. Houlden, OP-cit. PP-50-51, 
however, thinks that, while both Matthew and Mark regard the 
passage as bearing an ethical message. -. Matthew is mainly concerned 
with condemning the obvious abuse of Corban, whereas Mark emphasizes 
that what matters is the heart. 
118. Cf. Vineham., Mark, pp. 259-260. W. L. Knox, op. cit. pp. 68-69, 
regards vv. 2-10 as an independent pericope on the Christian law 
of marriage to which Mark has added the later ecclesiasticl. 
formulation in vv. 11-12 and then usedito fill in the journey 
to Jerusalem. 
119. R. H. Lightfoot, The Gospel Message of St. T'lark, Oxford, 1950), 
P-114. 
120. Miark pp. 201-202. K. -G. Reploh, op-cit. PP-173-185, regards 
10: 2-31 as a collection of teaching compiled by Mark, dealing 
with problems of concern to his Gemeinde. 
s 121. wpocreV)o, ý-mc-s ýxpl-c-jL, e( is omitted by Dabk syr " Taylor, Mark 
P-417t RawlinsOn, P-1349 Cranfield, I-lark P-318 ('perhaps 
rightly'), Nineham, I-lark pp. 259,264, accept this. The textual 
evidence is not strong and the decision to omit the words is 
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really made on the grounds that the tendency is to add such 
specific references and from a desire to return to the 'historical 
incident', although these presuppositions are not usually made 
explici-,. It is doubtful if Mark would have described anonymous 
questioners as 'tempting' Jesus. 
122. Op-cit. P-45. E. Best$ OP-cit- PP-30-339 denies that irie, pojckv in 10: 2 and 12: 15 means 'testing someone as to his opinion', 
although he thinks that we cannot exclude the meaning of 'tempt' in either passage and should retain it in 8: 11. But these tempt- 
ations came frorm men, not from Satan and demonic powers. Rather 
weakly he argues, 'It should also be noted that on any occasion 
when Jesus is asked a question which involves him in a statement 
about his ministry or concerning how men should behave there 
is the temptation not to speak the truth but to say what men 
would like to hear', and he treats 10: 2 and 12: 15 simply as 
catch questions. 
123-Cf- J. L. Hloulden, ' op-cit. PP-77-79, Jeremias, 'Theology I, p. 2259 
the latter regarding 10: 11-12 as a stage in the development of 
legal regulations. 
124. '-Iote should be taken of the view of C. F. Evans, op-cit. pp-54-55, 
that the form of the teaching in Mark is important. He points 
out that 'to a considerable extent the teaching of Jesus in I-lark's 
gospel means not a sequence, and still less a system, but a 
succession of single authoritative sentencesq each bringing to 
an end a dispute over some issue raised by opponents with hostile 
intent', and contrasts this with the view of Jesus the Teacher 
in Matthew, Luke and the Gospel of Thomas. Partially accepting 
the view of J. Ml. Robinson, he adds, 'such a series of controversies, 
so stripped down as to show Jesus always and inevitably emerging 
as victor with the last word, was more congruous than any other 
type of teaching with Mark's story, which is primarily one of 
power through mighty works'. This may be accepted as emphasizing 
the Markan stress on Jesus the victor over his opponents, but 
the extent to which Mark intended the 'single authoritative 
sentences' as 'teaching' is doubtful. 
125. So Bultmann, HST pp. 21-22. Taylor, Mark pp. 424-425, says that it 
is classified better as a story about Jesus which at the time 
when Mark wrote had not yet gained the rounded form of a pro- 
nouncement story, and he points to the 'fuller knowledge of the 
incident' than would have been supplied by a true pronouncement 
story which 11)1ark possessed. 
126. But Cranfield, . 1-lark P-329, regards 
this as not a feeling of 
attraction but a love which -goes out in help and self-giving. 
127. But contrast Taylor, I-lark PP-424-425. 
128. 'St. Matthew's Gospel in recent study' (Exp. T. 80,1968/9, PP-132- 
136, at P-133). 
129. Although K. -G. Reploh's central thesis about the purpose of 1141ark 
is to be rejected, he has pointed to one important feature of Mark's 
use of these pronouncement stories. In 7: 1-23 and 10: 1-45 there 
'may be a greater emphasis upon the teaching than in 2: 1 - 3: 6 and 
11: 27-12: 40. Even here, however, it is still true that Mark's 
purpose is not to give teaching for the continuing life of his 
Gemeinde but to present the rigorist ethic for the interim. 
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1. Many studies of these verses aim to get back to the authentic 
words of Jesus. This question is not relevant to our purpose. 
2. Mark P-138. 
3. Mark P-41. 
4. Parables p. 16 and Theology I p. 120. 
5. Mark p. 92. 
6. JBC II P-30. 
7. Other similar interpretations are to be found in Taylor, Ilark 
p. 255, G. Barth, art. cit. (in Bornkamm, Barth and Held, Tradition 
and Interpretation in Matthew, P-107), G. E. Ladd, Jesus and the iýingdom, London, 1966, pp. 214,216, R. N. Flew, Jesus and His Church, 
London, 1943, pp. 64-65. 
8. Op. cit. p. 60, cf. pp. 56-66. 
9. Mark P-153. Cranfield id6ntifies Jesus with the kingdom, cf. 
p. 68, 'The kingdom of God has come close to men in the person of 
Jesus, and in his person it actually confronts them'. 
10. Art. cit. (ZThK 52,195559 p. 268). 
11. Op. cit. pp. 24-25. 
12. Other similar interpretations in B. Rigaux, The Testimony of St. 
Mark, Chicago, 1966, p. 89, Schmid, Mark P-95, G. Bornkamm, 
TDITT IV, pp. 818-819, S. Schulz, op-cit. P-150. 
13. 
. 
02. cit. pp. 200-201. 
14. Op. cit. pp. 65-67, cf. p. 181. 
15. 
. 
0p. cit. pp. 65-66. 
16. OP-cit- PP-72-81. While we may be unable to agree that Plark 
built his whole gospel upon the theme of the disciples' failure 
to understand the bread symbolism, it is manifestly unjest to 
dismiss Quesnell's most thorough study of Mark in a footnote 
as R. P. Plartin does (o2. cit. P-117 n-30)- 
17. G. Bornkamm, 'End expectation and church in Matthew' (in G. 
Bornkamm, G. Barth, and H. J. Held, Tradition and Interpretation 
in Matthew, London, 1963, p. 19). 
18. G. Barth, 'Matthew's understanding of the Law' (in Bornkamm, 
Barth and Held, oj2. c-it. P-107). 
19. For discussion and literature see G. Bornkamm, t 
TDNT IV, pp. 802-827, Cranfield, art. cit. (SJT 52 195ý, PP-51-55)9 
idem, Mark PP-152-153, C. F. D. Ploule, Colossians, Cambridge, 1957, 
'dies examine PP-80-831 de Tillesse, OP-cit. PP-194-201. Few st'-1 
the kingdom sayings in Mark in isolation from the meaning of the 
kingdom of God in the teaching of Jesus generally or attempt to 
show the place which the concept has within Mark's total view 
of God's action in the present and the future. It has been 
argued in the Introduction that scholars have attempted to move 
too quickly to the thought of Jesus himself and have adopted a 
mistaken, piecemeal approach to the sayings found in the gospels 
(supra pp-5-6). This is a legacy from the early days of form 
criticism which must be abandoned now that the part played by 
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the evangelists as creative theologians has been recognized. It 
is of particular importance when the teaching on the kingdom of 
God is being considered, because the entire message of the early 
Christians and of Jesus himself is conditioned by their eschat- 
ological expectations. Later it will be shown that Mark had a 
very clear picture of the end events. It is likely, therefore, 
that he had a clear understanding of the concept of the kingdom 
of God and to this we now turn. Cf. E. Best, op. cit. pp. 64-68. 
20. Cf. Rawlinson, 1--lark PP-51-529 Branscomb, 'Mark pp-78-79, 
Nineham, Mark P-138, and contrast Cranfield art. cit. (SJT 5, 
1952, PP-51-55), idem, Mark DP-152-153. Grundmann, Mark p. 92, 
also rejectsthe allusion to hellenistic mysteries, referring to 
E. Sjbberg, Der verborgene iMenschensohn in den Evangelien, Lund, 
19559 pp. 165-170. 
21. Dodd interpreted the first two in a present sense, and referred 
to the third as 'the transcendent order beyond space and time' 
(op. cit. DP. 44-45,53-554t 56). This has. been generally rejected 
after --. iuch debate, for the course of which see J. Y. Campbell, 
'The kingdom of God has come' (Exp. T. 48,1936/7, pp-91-94), 
C. H. Dodd, II'he kingdom of God has come' (Exp. T. 48,1936/7, 
PP-140-141), J. M, Creed, 'The kingdom of God has come' (Exp. T. 
489 1936/79 pp. 184-185), C. T. Craig, 'Realized Eschatology' (JBL 
56,19379 PP. 17-26), K. Clark, 'Realized Eschatology' (JBL 59, 
1940, PP-367--3,83), M. Black, '-, 'he kingdom of God has come' (Exp. 
T. 63,1951/2, pp. 269-290), H. Preisker, C---Yyvs C- 
uxfq7(sr. ý) (TDNT r- II, PP-330-332)9 H. H. Fuller, The Mission and 
of Jesus, London, 1954, pp. 20-28, lvi. G. Kftrmel, op. cit. pp. 19-25. 
22. T. W. T-. Ianson, Teaching of Jesus, pp. 118-130, cf. 140-141. Cranfield, - 
Mark PP-323-324,380, identifies the kingdom with Jesus and even 
takes 1: 15 in a spatial sense, cf. S. Schulz, loc. cit. (n. 12 supra). 
Others who accept this interpretation at least for some of the 
passages are Taylor, Mark pp. 412,4R3-424Y 431 (on 9: 47; 10: 14-15; 
10: 23-25), Schniewind, Miark p. 128 (on 12: 34). Schweizer, Mark 
pp. 207,253 (on 16: 14-15; 12: 34). Cf. also Wilson, Peake 708e, 
Mally, JBC II P-49. 
23. R. N. Flew, *cit* pp. 25-26 
(alongside other interpretations, 
cf . pp. 21-2ff2l, 
- -ScLiewind, I-lark p. 101 (on 10: 15), Taylor, Mark 
1ý 
PP. 489-490 (on 12: 34). 
24. Most modern scholars reject the traditional identification of the 
kingdom with the church (but cf. Mally, JBC II P-421 D. 14. Stanley 
and R. E. Brown, JBC II P-783). Among- those regarding the metaphor 
of entering the kingdom as implying a realm cf. Flew, op. cit. 
pp. 24-26, Taylor, Mark P-4129 Grundmannq Mark pp. 207,252-253, 
and most forcibly S. Aalen, '"Reign" and "House" in the Kingdom 
of God in the Gospels' (NTS 8ý 1961/2ý pp. 215-240). 
25. Dodd, Parables of the Kingdom pp-41-43, cf. 47 n. 1, Grundmann, 
Mark p. 199. 
26. KUmmel, op-cit. PP-52-53s 125-1319 Rawlinson, Ilark PP-1309 136-137, 
172, Taylor, PP-114-116, Jeremias, Theology I p. 1009 E. Best, 
P-P. cit. pp. 64-68. K. -G. Reploh, op. cit. p. 188, argues that in 
10: 14 and 15b entering a completed future kingdom is meant, while 
the demand to recei-, -e the kingdom seems to refer to a present 
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blessing, cf. R. Schnackenburg, God's Rule and Kingdom, Edinburgh 
and London, 19639 P-142. 
27- K. -G. Reploh, OP-cit. PP-89-104Y 123-140 gives a full redactional 
analysis. Cf. also Haenchen, 'Die Komposition von 11-1k 8: 27 - 9: 1 
und Par. ' (NovT 6,19639 PP-81-109)- 
28. Most recently Foster R. McCurley, Jn., 'And after six days (Mk 
9: 2). A semitic literary device' (JBL 939 1974, pp. 67-81) who claims 
that Kark uses temporal phrases to make transitions to new events 
and thinks that here the phrase is a climactic device to intro- 
duce the announcement by God of who Jesus is. 
29. Mark p. 227. 
30,,.. Op. cit. pp. 116,193-194- Cf. Schweizer, I-lark PP-179-180- 
31. E. Best, op. cit. pp. 121-122 stresses this: 'There is indeed no 
point in the M-arkan account where difficulty is caused by assuming 
that I-lark identified the Son of man with Jesus, and there is much 
that causes difficulty if we suppose that Mark held that the 
Son of man was someone other than Jesus or that he was a corporate 
person'. 
32. S. Schulz, 'Die Bedeutung des Markus ftLr die Theologie des 
Urchristentums' (Studia Evangelica II, 1964Y P-141). 
33. In 12: 35 it is introduced as a title used by the scribes, but 
no explanation of the origin or true nature of the messiah is given 
and the designation 'son of David' is rejected in the same decisive 
manner in which Jesus is represented as confounding his opponents 
in the preceding controversy stories. 0 
34. Jeremias, Parables P-73, Taylorg Mark PP-567-568, Cranfield, Mark 
P-443, Nineham, Plark P-407. 
35. In the other two gospels the anarthrous form occurs only in 
Mt 26: 68 (voc. ) and Lk 23: 2. In view of this and the oddity of 
the phrase Taylor, Mark P-408 adopts a private suggestion by 
T. W. Manson that the original was Zv 6r, c')AoL 
L-t6 
I 
cf. Cranfield, Mark PP-312-313, but this may have been influenced 
by considerations of authenticity. The variant readings are 
probably scribal attempts to improve an awkward phrase. 
36. Mark p. 181. So also Nineham, Mark p. 83- 
37. Best, op. cit. p. 16, claims that the demons recognize Jesus under 
the same category, Son of God, as he defeated their master in the 
temptation. He explains the other term used by the demons, the 
holy one of God (1: 24) as emphasizing the irreconcilable difference 
between Jesus and the demonic powers through the contrast between 
and K-, k 0 -<P 
38. There is some question of the true reading 0 fam 13 472 543 565 
CC IL t/-, C C -, u c" 700 1071 Geo Armen Origen have 0--, Qr> "r C-7w 'C' ' 
t. f. Mt 26: 649 
Lk 22: 70, which Taylor, Mark P-568 and Cranfield, I-lark P-444 
prefer, probably because they regard it as closer to the actual 
words of Jesus than because of the Arength of the 14S evidence. 
39. Taylor, The Person of Christ in New Testament Teaching, London, 
1958, PP-4,7-8 recognizes this, although he does not pursue its 
implications. O. Cullmann, oý. cit. pp. 275-290 and R. 11. Fuller, 
The Foundations of New Testament Christology, London, 1965, refs. 
to Fontana paperback, 1969, PP-114-1151 are too concerned with 
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the thou,, o,; ht of Jesus to consider the theology of the gospel 
writers. But cf. E. Bestq OP-cit- P-17v 'For 14ark the title 
Son of God is obviously the highest title that can be given; 
it is the title by which he would have his readers recognize 
Jesus as their Lordl. 
40. W. Grundmann, N-, ) ", Fl' 119 pp. 21-25), - (TD, Hooker, 
OP-cit- P-1079 H. Conzelmann, 'The TheoloFy of St. Luke, London, 19609 P-153 n. 2. II. E. Tbdt, The Son of Man in the Synoptic 
Tradition, London, 1965, pp. 188-193, denies that bE, - is pervaded by eschatological apocalyptic meaning and finds its basis in 
the fulfilment of scripture; he rejects Bultmann's view that 
the Passion is a 'horrible and inexplicable happening that has 
to be referred back to an incomprehensible divine c)c-c , the 
understanding of which is a problem for the Church' (R. Bultmann, 
The Gospel of John, E. T. Oxford, 1971, -p. 632, 'with a reference 
to Mk 8: 31). 
41. History and Interpretation in the Gospels, London, 1935, p. 92- 
42. Mark P-442. 
43. Cf. Dan, LXX (, ': s 87)ý 6: 17; 11: 40 =S, ýI; 8: 19; 11: 35 =Týý*16; 
11: 45 (paraphrase); Theodotian has each time and uses 
ckýýPA for only at 9: 21 where it refers to the hour of 
evening sacrifice. In Daniel the references are to the end time. 
44. Mark p. 233. Taylor, Mark P-392 sees this simply as an allusion 
to Dt 18: 15. 
45. Cf. '),. Quesnell, op. cit. pp. 129-1; ')O, who sees Jesus depicted as 
'the figure of destiny' whose fate is determined by the scriptures. 
But A. Suhl, Die Funktion der alttestamentlichen Zitate, GtItersloh, 
1965, pp. 65-66,132,157-161, denies that 1,1ark uses the scriptures 
in this way as prophecy and fulfilment. 
46. Op. cit. chaps. III and IV. On the present passage see PP. 45-46, 
51-53. 
47. Op. cit'. pp. 28-30,369 41-42. 
48. 
. 
0p. cit. pp. 181-182. 
49. QP-Cit- PP-145-150 (quotation on P-146, Cf. P-154). See pp. 122- 
124 infra for a more detailed discussion. 
50. Cf. e. g. Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament I, E. T. 1952, 
pp. 29-30. N. Perrin, The Rediscovery of the teaching of Jesus 
p. 164, says, 'The apocalyptic sayings are sufficiently 
distinct from these others to warrant quite separate discussion'. 
F. J. Foakes Jackson and Kirsopp Lake, op. cit. I PP-375-377 
tabulate the three types of Son of man sayings. 
51. Cf. M. D. Hooker, op. cit. pp. 180-181. 
52. W. Wrede, op. cit., Rawlinson, Iilark pp. 258-262, Taylor, Mark 
pp. 122-124, idem 'The Messianic Secret in Mark' 
(Exp. T- 59, 
II 1947/89 pp-146-151), idem IW. Wredels, The 111essianic Secret in 
the Gospels' (Exp. T. -9-5--, 1953/4, pp. 246-250), idem 'The 
Messianic Secret in Mark. A rejoinder to the Rev. Dr. T. A. 
Burkill' (Hibbert Journal 55,1956/79 pp. 241-248), T. A. Burkill, 
, L, -ysterious Revelation. 
An Ebcamination of the Philosophy of St. 
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Mark's Gospel, Ithaca, 1963, passim, idem Ne, 
Gospel PP-1-381 de Tillesse, oj2. cit., Ulrich 
motiv und die markinische Christologiel (ZNW 
Erik Sj8berg, Der verborgene Menschensohn in 
Lund, 1955, G. H. Boobyer, 'The secrecy motif 
(NTS 6,1959/60, pp. 225-235). 
w Light on the Earliest 
Luz, 'Das Geheimnis- 
56,19659 PP-9-309 
den Evangelien, 
in St. Mark's Gospel' 
53. OP-cit- PP-51-53 (quotation on P-52). Cranfield, art. cit. (SJT 
79 1954, p. 288) also emphasizes this unity of the incarnation, 
crucifixion, resurrectiong ascension and parousia as 'the last 
days' but (wrongly) claims that the parousia is simply held 
back to give men an opportunity to repent and believe. Thus 
'the interval' (of nearly 2000 years! ) is something essentially 
extra and supernumerary, an insertion added by the mercy of God'. 
54. Cf. W ., Wink, John the Baptist in the Gospel Tradition, Cambridge, 1968, p. xi. 
55. Op-cit. PP-54-67 (quotation on p. 67). 
56. E. Best, o2. cit. p. 119, suggests that Elijah may be mentioned before 
Moses in Mark's account of the Transfiguration in contrast to the 
usual order which is followed in Matthew and Luke because Elijah 
is John the Baptist who suffers and. dies and is therefore for Mark 
a more important figure than Moses. On the stress which Mark 
places on John's death see W. Wink, oP-cit- PP-10-139 who adds 
(P-15) that Mark's reversal of the usual order is secondary since 
the Transfiguration scene has developed in the tradition into a 
new 'Sinai' theophany, and he must have had strong reasons for 
the change. 
57. Cf. E. Best, op-cit. pp-76,135, who suggests that Mark used the 
tradition of the Baptist's death as 'a minor passion pointing to 
the greater passion', R. P. Plartin, op. cit. pp. 66-68, W. Marxsen, 
Mark the Evangelist: Studies on the Redaction History of the 
Gospel, Nashville, 19699 PP-30-539 J. M. Robinson, op. cit. pp. 21-32, 
U. Mauser, Christ in the Wilderness, London, 1963, PP-77-102, 
W. Wink, op-cit. PP-1-17. The last is a most important redactional 
study in which the author arrives at similar conclusions to those 
argued here, but makes too great a distinction between the three 
periods of the Old Testament, the preparation; Jesus' ministry, 
the resurrection, and the church; and the final consummation. 
He is right in stating that 'John's sufferings as Elijah-incog- 
nito prepares the way for the fate of Jesusq and serves as an 
example to the persecuted Christians in Rome' 
(although it is not 
absolutely certain that this is the correct destination), and in 
seeing that in Mark there is an underlying necessity of suffering 
followed by vindicationg but he attributes to Mark an emphasis 
upon the resurrection and the era of the church which is alien 
to him. 
58. E. Best, op. cit. p. 182, makes the point thus: 
'Modern comment- 
ators, having decided that it is an early church creation, 
have 
apparently written it out of scripture and see no need 
to deal 
with it in detail'. 
59.0 cit. p. 182. 




61. OP-cit- PP-79-81. 
62. S. Schulz$ OP-cit- PP-151-1539 sees that this is where Mark's 
emphasis lies, but he regards the interpretation of the parable 
as belonging to the experiences of the missionary church and denies that it is in any sense apocalyptic. E. Best, op. cit. 
pp. 182-169, grasps the importance of the three dangers to 
believers and draws out further references to them in Markq 
but his emphasis is somewhat distorted by his preoccupation with 
refuting J.. N. Robinson's thesis. 
63. Q.. Quesnell, op. cit. p. 80. 
64. Mark p. 259- 
65. Mark P-140. 
66. Op. cit. pp. 81,213. 
67. Cf. Cranfield, TTark p. 161, q. Quesnell, op-cit. P-79. 
68. For a complete survey of the literature up to 1954 see G. R. 
Beasley-'Clurray, Jesus and the Future, London, 1954. R. Pesch 
op.. cit. pp-19-47, gives a useful account including later works 
and on pp-74-77 displays the analyses of some twenty-fivc., 
scholars (sligghtly misleading for 'Cranfield and with a wrong 
pagp reference to Rawlinson). K. Grayston, art. cit. (BJRL 567 
1974, PP-371-387) discusses the analyses of Pesch, Schweizerq 
Hartmann, Larnbrecht and FAckiger, and, rejecting any theory 
of an apocalyptic pamphlet, finds the nucleus of the chapter 
in an 'instruction leaflet' found in vv-7,9,11,14-16, l8t 
21,23,28-29s 33-35. k-nong recent studies may be noted L. 
Gaston, No Stone on Another. Studies in the Significance of the 
Fall of Jerusalem in the Synoptic Gospels, Suppl. to NoVT 23, 
Leiden, 1970, and F. Rousseau, ILa Structure de Marc 13' (Biblica 
569 1975, PP-157-172). Some of the older writers accept the 
discourse as a unity and in a sense present a similar exposition 
to that set out infraq but their over hasty acceptance of 
authenticity leads to the construction of a harmony of the 
gospels and to many subjective assumptions. Cf. for both, 
Cranfield, art. cit. (SJT 6,1953, PP-190P 195). 
69. So R. Pesch, op. cit. This is a careful study of the relation of 
the chapter to the rest of the gospel and of the Markan redaction 
within the chapter. It is, however, impossible to accept the 
main argument for the view that the chapter was constructed by 
Plark after he had completed the rest of the gospel and inserted 
into it. While the analysis of the gospel into six sections of 
similar length and form (roughly 6+2+6 pericopae) into which 
it clearly does not fit is impressive, it is incredible that 1,1ark 
should have intentýally used such a scheme as the basis of his 
work. To have done so would mean that he placed artistic 
symmetry above all other considerations and selected and arranged 
his material almost entirely on these grounds. The framework 4S 
which Pesch discovers in Mark is largely hi own invention, 
although it must be recognized that there are some features 
which make it possible to separate the chapter from 
the rest of 
Mark. The similarities are none-the-less greater than any 
differences. K. Grayston, art. cit. (BJRL 56,19749 PP-37--387) 
holds, largely on the ground that in Mk 13 there is a unique 
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speech of 39 sentences while elsewhere in Mark the sayings of Jesus do not extend beyond 6 sentences, that the passage is a 
pre-Markan pamphlet which Mark inserted into his gospel. He does 
not follow Pesch, however, in thinking that it was added to the 
completed gospel since he agrees with R. H. Lightfoot in tracing 
numerous links with the passion narrative. 
70. So E. Trocme, La Formation de lIEvangile selon Irlarc, Paris, 1963, (E. T. The Formation of the Gospel according to Mark, London, 1975), 
subjected to a detailed critique by T. A. Burkill in New Light 
on the Earliest Gospel pp. 180-264. His separation of chaps. 1-13 
from chaps. 14-16 leads him to far-reaching theories about the 
orin-in and message of the gospel, but his basis for this 
separation is largely the supposed differences in thought between 
the two sections and this is not convincing in face of the 
stylistic similarities between them. 
71. Cf. Beasley-Murray, Jesus and. the Future pp. 205,210-212, A 
Commentary on Mark Thirteen pp. 11-12. 
72. Cf. the lack of agreement about the limits of the so-called C-11 
'little apocalypse' in the theories discussed by Beasley-1,11urray. 
73. Jeremias, Parables P-14. 
74. Cf. Taylor, Mark pp. 638-641 and Bultmann, HST pp. 1229 402-4039 V 
who seems to depend as much upon content as upon form in his 
analysis. 
75.02-cit. P-97. Marxsen, Mark the Evangelist, P. 179, denies that 
any sequence of events is intended, at least in vv-5-13, which 
all belong to Mark's present, but this seems to be counter to the 
sense of the phrases which he quotes and is not fully consistent 
with his use of these terms to prove the unity of the chapter 
(pp. 166-167). 
76. There has been prolonged discussion on whether these words in 
V-4 have a single reference backward or look both backward and 
forward; see Taylor, Mark P-502, Cranfieldt art. cit. (SJT 6t 
1953, PP-195-196t idem Mark PP-393-3949 Beasley-IMurray, Mark 
Thirteen pp. 28-29, K. Grayston, art. cit. (BJRL 56,19749 P-374). 
77. Xýrxsen, op. cit. pp. 166-167, points this out. 
78. Marxsen, ibid. 
79. Mark p. 237- 
79a. Mark Thirteen p. 18. Cf. R. H. Lightfoot, The Gospel Miessage of 
St. 
-'Mark 
P-50, L. Hartman, Prophecy Interpreted. The Formation 
of some Jewish Apocalyptic Texts and the Eschatological Discourse 
Mark 13 par., Lund, 1966, PP. 175,207-2099 236, Cranfield, 
Mark P-388; H. E. Tadt, op. cit.. p. 189, sees an element of 
exhortation in the ýeL of V-7. Grayston, art. cit. 
(BJRL 56,1974, 
PP-376-3799 383-385), finds the clue to an understanding of 
the 
chapter in four imperatives following temporal clauses, vv- 
7, 
119 14,21. 
30. Accepting (v. 29) as an imperative with R. V. against 
R. S. V. and N. E. B. 
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81. Cranfield, art. cit. SJT 7,1954, pp. 296-299), cf. I'lark P-412, 
produces a positive sense only by importing an interpretation 
from lit 25, Rom 13: 8-14,1 Pet 4: 7-11, Phil 4: 4-7,1 Thess 5: 7-11 
and Heb 10: 24-25. 
62. Haenchen's interpretation (! -lark PP-444-447) is attractive. He 
suggests that. the verses mean that when Christians see prepar- 
ations for sacrifice to the emperor being prepared, those in 
Judaea, i. e. Christians, should flee to the mountains as 
Mattathias and his sons had done during the persecution of 
Antiochus Epiphanes. The strength of this is that it conforms 
to similar addresses to the reader in other apocalypses, e. g.. 
Rev 13: 18 where attention is drawn to symbolic cyphers. Its 
weakness is that it assumes that Mark understood Daniel to be 
referring to Eaccabaean times and that this would be the sole 
instance in his gospel where Judaea stands for Christians. 
L. Hartman , op. cit. p. 241, suggests that 'it is not impossible' that there is a reminiscence of 11 '11acc 2 here. 
83. Cf. Cranfield, art. cit. (SJT 6,1953, p. 297), Mark P. 401. 
84. L. Hartman, op-cit. P-176, perhaps senses this when he notes a 
difference in content between the admonitions in the Imidrash, 
and the concluding admonitions (cf. also PP-174-177,207-226, 
235-242). 
85. The similarities with the accusation before the high priest 
(14#58, cf. 15: 29), the sayiný7 recorded in Jn 2: 19, and the 
charge made against Stephen (Acts 6: 14) suggest that a saying 
about the destruction of the temple was widely reported in 
several different cycles of tradition. 
86. Cf. Taylor, 1-1ark P-502 and Cranfield, art. cit. (SJT 6,19539 
P-195)9 111ark pp-393-394. 
87. So Lohmeyer, Mark p. 269, Schniewind, Mark P-133, Schweizer, 
Mark pp. 267-268, Marxsen, o-o. cit. p. -168, 
Hartman, op. cit. p. 221, 
Beasley-Murray, Mark ihirteen p. 28. 
88. Cranfield, loc. cit. L. Gaston, op. cit. pp. 61-64,468-483, 
stresses that it was IIark who "Linked the destruction 
(not 
desecration) of the temple with the parousia. 
89. Cranfield offers two interpretations of the first and five of 
the second (Mark P-395, cf. art. cit. ' 
(SJT 69 19539 p. 288). Cf. 
Taylor, Mark pp-503-504t who regards c-v -rtý ptcv as a 
Christian addition to a Jewish or Jewish-Christian source. 
Schweizer, Mark 
' 
pp. 268-269, holds that the words indicate that 
these deceivers come from within the Christian community and 
adds that the expectation that 'many' such persons as those 
depictedTeýýekwas not fulfilled in the time of Mark, concluding 
from this that Mark did not expect the end to come in the 
im, mediate future. Haenchen, Xark pp-437-440, rejects 
this line 
of interpretation, arguing that the reference is simply 
to 
movements like that of Theudas which could be understood as 
messianic. 
90. This double reference is often regarded as evidence 
that 
different sources have been used in the chapter. 
Even if this 
were so, there is no basic contradiction 
between the two 
statements. 
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91. Different views are adopted as to where description ends and 
prophecy begins, often based upon the question-of whether any 
part of the chapter is vaticinia ex eventu and refers to the 
siege of Jerusalem. Marxsenj OP-cit-PP. 171,177-179, holds 
that the prophecy begins at v-14, while de Tillesse, op. cit. 
pp. 420-438, esp. 424-427, thinks that the chapter down to v. 23 describes Mark's own times and that only vv. 24-27 refer to the future. Apocalyptic frequently describes the past as if it 
were still future, and the ultimate question is to decide at 
what point in the scheme 14ark believed that he was living. 
92. There is no need to omit /, y with W 245 247 sah geo 
1bik1q 
(cf. Taylor, Mark P-505), but even if the asyndeton is accepted, the 'birth pangs' comprise all these events. 
93. Cranfield, Plark P-396, commenting on rE-AQSv , These 
things do not constitute 4 sign that the End -is just round the corner' . Marxsenq OP-cit- PP-172-189, also stresses the import- 
ance of this phrase, but in his view Mark is simply drawing a distinction between the events which are actually occurring and the decisive coming of the Son of man and the End which is none- the-less imminent. Several commentators see in this passage a 
warning against a view current in the sixties that the contem-p- 
orary wars were a sign that the end of the world was near (cf. 
Schweizer, Mark p. 269, Nineham, Mark P-346, Haenchen, Mark pp. 
440-441, TroQme-, op. cit. pp. 162-168, E. T. pp. 205-214. 
94. Passages often quoted are Sib Or iii. 635; v. 375-380; 4 Ezra 
13: 29-32; 1 Enoch 99: 4-5; 2 Bar 27: 7; 70: 3t 8, as well as a 
number of O. T. passages, most of which are not strictly 
apocalyptic, e. g. Is 8: 21; 13: 13; 14: 30; 19: 2; Jer 23: 19; 
T, . Ezek 5: 12; Hag 2: 
6; Zech 14: 4-5. 
95. E. g. 4 Ezra 5: 9; 6: 24; Jub 23: 19; 2 Bar 50: 3. 
96. Even Cranfield, PP-399-400, thinks this likely, though 
hastening to add that this does not impugn its authenticity. 
Beasley-Murray defends the connexion between vv. 9 and 10 
(Mark Thirteen P-41). Cf. also H. E. Tbdt, op. cit. p. 189 
and K-ttmmel, op-cit. PP-54-55. K. Grayston, art. cit. (BJRL 56, 
1974, PP-380,385), includes it among the pre-Markan apocalyptic 
glosses added to the 'instruction' leaflet. 
97. So Cranfield, P-3999 Cf. PP-484-485. 
98- OP-cit- PP-174-177. 
98a. Whether the events of the Gentile mission underlie vv. 9,11-13 
is disputed, Bultmann, HST p. 122, and Lohmeyer, Mark p. 272, 
asserting this, Wellhausen, Mark p. 102, holding that nothing 
in the verses presupposes anything outside Palestine. Taylor, 
Mark P-5079 suggests that authentic sayings have been selected 
and adapted according to the later interests of the church. 
Kilpatrick, 'The Gentile Mission in Mark and Mark 13: 9-11' 
(Studies in the Gospels, ed. D. E. Nineham, Oxford, 19559 PP-145- 
158) and 'Mark 13: 9-10' (JTS, ns 9,19589 pp. 81-86) argued on 
the basis of a repunctuation of the passage that there is no 
mention of a Gentile mission herep but this has not been 
generally accepted (cf. Beasley-Murray, Mark Thirteen PP-42-449 
J. Lambrecht, op. cit. pp. 129-1309 133-1359 A. Yarrer, 'An 
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examination of 'Nark 13: 10' (J"S, ns 7,19569 PP-75-79), C. F. D. Moule, Review of 'Studies in the Gospels, (JTS, ns 7,1956, 
p. 281). Althour, ýh we must not interpret !,: ark. from Acts, it is 
suggestive that persecution is frequently depicted as arising out 
of the Gentile mission (cf. Acts 6: 13-14; 7; 13: 50; 14: 2-59 19; 
17: 59 13; 18: 6,12-13; 21: 27-36; 22: 22-23; 23: 12-24; 24: 5-9). 
99. He probably links the Holy Spirit with the teaching of the O. T. 
that there would be an outpouring of the Holy Spirit in the 
messianic age (e. g. Is 11: 1-2; 12: 1; 61: 1; Joel 2: 28-29). 
100.1u. Hartman, op. cit. P-1509 opposes the view of Taylor, Mark 
P-510, and Cranfield, Mark P-401, that 6-Zs -, EXcs means 'finally' , Ito the end' ,I right through' ,I completely' by pointing to these links. 
101. -2he R. V., R. S. V. paragraphing. with the heavy 'But' contributes 
to this misunderstanding. The Greek links the section with 'ýE, 
102. Tnis view is adopted by Klostermann, Mark P-1359 Rawlinsong Mark 
pp. 187-188, Branscomb, Mark pp. 237-238, Schniewind, Mark P-137, 
Grundmann, : 4ark pp. 266-267, Streeter, op-cit. PP-492-493, T. F. 
Glasson, -Ohe Second Advent. The Oriý,, in of the New Testament 
Doctrine, London, 3rd edit. 1963, P. 197. Others are somewhat 
more tentative: Cranfield, !, Lark P-4029 cf. art. cit. (SJT 61 
1953, pp. 298-31ý who asserts t.,. a'u the prophecy was not CO) 9 
fulfilled without remainder in the events of A. D. 66-70, 
Nineham., PLark PP-352-3549 who seems to favour the view of 
Bacon that the underlying reference is to the Caligula incident 
(cf. Bacon, The Gospel of Mark PP-319-320, cf. 53-134; Bacon 
held that Mark wrote after the events of A. D. 70 and constructed 
chap. 13 out of the little apocalypse, Q, and Luke's special 
source; the original meaning of the apocalypse hasq thereforeq 
been modified), Taylor, Mark P-511, who points to the mysterious- 
ness of 'the phrase, Schweizert 1,1ark p. 272, Mally, JBC II PP-51-52, 
who sees a cr-, -ptic reference to the desecration of Jerusalem by 
a foreign power. Wilsong Peake 709e, thinks that it is merely 
an echo of Daniel in a prophecy of trials similar to those of 
an earlier ageg while T. W. Manson, The Sayings of Jesus, pp-329- 
330, maintains that the prophecy underlying both Mark and Luke 
was closer to the Lukan form, it having been modified in Mark 
in the light of the events of A. D. 40. Beasley-14urrayg Mark 
Thirteen, pp-54-579 59-72, gives a detailed account of 
inter- 
pretations of the phraset his own view being that 
Jesus-fore- 
saw the entry of the Roman armies into Jerusalem 
bearing their 
standards. J. Lambrechtq op. cit. pp-144-1549 also sets out 
various views, he himself holding that Mark 
teaches that after 
the profanation of the temple by some person a 
destructive war 
will follow, but it is useless to seek closer 
identifications, 
rightly adding that it is inadmissible to 
interpret Mark from 
Luke. L. Hartman, op. cit. P-1529 thinks it probable 
that the 
symbol refers to 'some form of blasphemy which will characterize 
the last days', and that in the present form of 
the text the 
devastation of Jerusalem and Judaea was associated with 
it. 
103. Interpretations vary according to whether the theory of an 
apocalyptic fly-sheet is adopted or not, and whether 
the 
saying about the abomination of desolation 
is regarded as an 




Beasley-Murray, Mark Thirteen P-57, thinks that the phrase is Markan and is intended either to draw attention to the text of Daniel or to appeal to the reader to look below the surface. 14ineham, Mark P-3549 suggests that it was perhaps addressed to 
the public reader, who is called on to explain the meaning of the allusion to his hearers. H. A. Guy, 'Plark 13: 14' (Exp. T. 65, 
1953/4, P-30), makes a similar point, although he suggests that 
it was to ensure that the reader did not mistakenly substitute 
the neuter participle for the masculine, cf. L. Gaston, op. cit. 
p. 28. 
104. Few commentators make a definite decision between these. Of 
those who do we may note Beasley-14-urray, Mark Thirteen P-55, 
who says that it is purely desecratory, and R. Pesch, op. cit. 
P-1439 who argues that since the destruction of the temple is 
so clearly prophesied in 13: 2, this verse mus. 'I. refer to that 
destruction. L. Gaston, op. cit. pp. 23-29, suggests that in the 
original oracle from the time of the Caligula incident, the 
reference was to the desecration of the temple but that Mark 
reinterpreted it as its destruction (which ushers in the final 
act of the eschatological drama). By contrast Schmid, Mark 
np. 242-243, stresses that Maxk refers to profanation and points 
c to the close parallel in 2 Thess 2: 3ff. where the Anti-Christ 
sits in the temple of God. 
105. L. Festinger, H. W. Riecken, S. Schachter, When Prophecy Fails 
,, New York, 1956, givel a fascinating account of a tiny sect, the 
members of which believed that the end of the world was imminent 
and that they would be carried off in flying saucers, and offer,., 
instructive parallels to the imminent hope seen in the Illew 
Testament. They posit a sociological theory to explain the 
reactions of the members involved. The 'Sunday' programme 
broadcast by the B. B. C. on llth January, 1976 included letters 
from Jehovah's Witnesses concerning the failure of Armageddon 
to arrive in 1975, some reinterpreting the prophecy, others 
pointing to Mk 13: 32/Yit 24: 26, one other claiming that it had 
arrived with an interesting realized eschatology, and one 
abandoning the movement. 
106. 
The War Scroll from Qumran illustrates this difficulty. Scholars 
are divided as to whether this describes a purely eschatological 
war or whether the writers envisaged a holy war against their 
national enemies which was decked out in eschatological, even 
apocalyptic, imagery. Y. Yadin's arguments that the descriptions 
follow the practice and terminology of the Roman army have been 
widely accepted (cf. The Scroll of the War'of the Sons of Light 
, against the Sons of Darkness, 
Oxford, 1962, esp. P-15)y yet 
few are prepared to go as far as E. Lohse, Die Texte aus Qumran, 
München, 2nd edit. 19719 P. 1779 'Für Ausrüstung, Aufstellung 
und Kampfesweise der Truppen werden recht genaue Anweisungen 
erteilt, aus denen hervorgeht, dass der Krieg als ein wirklicher 
Kampf dargestellt werden soll'. By contrast G. Vermes, The Dead 
. 
Sea Scrolls in English, Harmondsworth, 3rd. edit. 1968, pp. 123- 
124, holds that the scroll is purely theological writing and 
'symbolizes the eternal struggle between the spirits of Light 
and Darkness'. J. T. Milik, Ten Years of Discovery in the 
Wilderness of Judaea, London, 1959, pp. 121-123, is perhaps 
closer to the correct interpretation when he describes the war 
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as essentially eschatological, but adds that in the situation leading up to the Jewish revolt it would have been useful 
propa, rran, da for the zealots. In the thought of the first 
Christian century no clear distinction appears to have been 
made between historical and eschatological events. 
107. Cf. J. Schreiber, 11heologie des Vertrauens. Eine Redaktions- 
geschichtliche Untersuchunv- des Markusevanaeliums, Hamburg, 
1967t pp. 1279 185-188, K. Grayston, art. cit. (BJ_RT 56,19749 
PP-371-373), L. Gastonp OP-cit. PP-75-90,473-481. Note also 
14: 58. 
108. Cf. Dan 12: 7,1 Enoch 80: 2,4 Ezra 4: 26-43,2 Bar 20: 1 and the 
references in Strack-Billerbeck I, P-953. 
log. G. R. Beasley-1.1-rurray, Mark Thirteen P-78, notes that this is a 
phrase used by both Josephus and Plato for emphasis. 
110. So Taylor, 'Mark PP-502-5039 5159 Schniewind, Mark P-133o Schmidq 
Mark p. 244, Wilson, Peake 70ge. Others are less certain. 
', Iarxs-n, OP-cit. P-185 (Cf. p. 162ý, accepts that there may have 
been two sources but adds that 'in 1,1ark's context there is no 
doublet here'. Mally, JBC II P. 52, notes the similarity of 
structure and content but is not prepared to say that it is a 
doublet, and Cranfield, Plark p. 405, thinks that it is 'possibly 
but not necess: ý: _: rilyl a variant of vv. 5-6. Beasley-Murray, 
Mark Thirteen P-84, denies outright that vv. 21-22 repeat v. 6. 
The words are of special importance for Pesch's theory, since 
he holds that the prophecy about the deceivers was part of the 
apocalyptic flysheet and that 'Mark adapted this for his own 
purposes by inserting vv. 5b, 6b, 21 and in v. 22 
in order to apply the reference to those who saw in -the 
destruction of the temple a sign of the imminence of the end 
(op-cit, pp-107-1189 225). 
111. Most hold v. 23 to be Markan (so Taylort Mark P-517, who calls 
it one of the linchpins holding the discourse together, Schmid, 
Mark p. 244, Grundmann, Mark p. 268, Lambrecht, op-cit. P-171) 
or at least as a Christian formulation (so Bultmann, HST pp. 
1309 151, Klostermann, Mark P-136). Nineham sees vv. 21-23 as a 
cento of sayings added by Mark to reinforce the warnings in 
vv-5-6 (14ark P-355). Cranfield, Mark P-405, attempts to 
belittle the element of prophecy by interpreting the phrase 
as 'You have been adequately warned! ', but-r-poec , P, j (<--x 
is used of 
prophetic announcements (Acts 1: 16, Rom 9: 29) and of teaching 
given previously (2 Cor 7: 3; 13: 2, Jude 17) as Taylor, Mark 
P-516, shows. 
112. Taylor, Mark P-5179 finds inconsistencies and artificiality in 
'in those days' and 'after that tribulation', and he explains 
it by reference'to aDurces. It is not clear that the inconsist- 
encies exist and even if they do, such features in an apocalyptic 
writing need not lead us to posit sources. 
113. E-9. Is 13: 10; 24: 23; 34: 4; Joel 2: 30-31; 3: 15; Amos 8: 9; Ezek 
32: 7-8; 1 Enoch 80: 2-7; 102: 2; 4 Ezra 4: 51 - 5: 13; Ass. Mos 10: 5. 
114. Scholars are divided on this. Among those who favoux a 
literal interpretation are Taylor, Plark P-518, Klostermann, 
I Schniewind, Mark P-1399 Schmid, Mark p. 
245, Mark P-1379 
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Conzelmann, IKT? ý- (TDNT VII P-440), cf. Nineham, Mark P-357, 'here the idea is at least quasi-literal - the picture is of the general break-up of the universe', I. I. D. Hooker, op. cit. 
P-150, 'The fact that Mark himself may have interpreted these 
events literally does not mean that the individual sayings were 
originally intended to be understood literally'. Of those who 
accept the view that the language is symbolic we may note Swete, 
Mark P-311, Beasley-Murray, Mark Thirteen, PP-87-88, Pesch, op. cit. 
pp-158-159, Huby-Benoit, Mark P-749 Moule, Mark p. 102, Hartman, 
op. cit. p. 2499 cf. 141, Carrington, Mark pp. 281-282, A. N. Wilder, 
'Eschatological imagery and earthly circumstances' (NTS 5t 1958/9, 
pp. 229-245). Cranfield's comment, 'that this is picture- 
language which we must not seek to compress into a literal 
interpretation should go without 'saying' (Mark P-406) not only 
does not do justice to the scholarly discussion which the passage 
has evoked, but is somewhat inconsistent with. his own acceptance 
of vv. 26-27 as literally true, even though 'how the elect will 
be gathered (is) quite beyond our comprehension'. The passage 
is of a piece and if one part is to be explained away as 
picture language so must the other. A general comment on 
Cranfield's approach could be that he is too heavily dependent 
upon Calvin and shows too little imaginative sympathy with 
the culture of the first century Christian church. 
115. Cf. T. F. Glasson, op. cit. and J. A. T. Robinson, Jesus and His 
Comina, London, 1957. 
116. Is 11: 11,16; 27: 12; Zech 2: 6-11; 10: 6-11,1 Enoch 57; 61; 
PS Sol 11: 3. 
117. Cf. e. g. Lohmeyer, liark p. 279, Schmid, Mark p. 245, Schweizer, 
Mark p. 276. Grayston, art. cit. (BJRL 56,1974, PP-379-380), 
asserts that the marks of apocalyptic are scarce in the whole 
chapter. The definition of apocalyptic both as an attitude 
or system of belief and as a type of literature presents 
serious problems. Grayston uses the eight characteristic 
motifs set out by K. Koch, The Rediscovery of Apocalyptic, 
London, 1972, pp,, 28-33, as the yardstick by which to test Mk 
13, but he fails to mention the formal features which Koch 
discusses earlier in the chapter (pp. 24-28). One of these is 
'paraenetic discourses' in which the seer exhorts his readers. 
On the basis of Koch's analysis it would appear that the 
chapter, treated as a whole, falls well within the category 
of apocalyptic. Indeed, Koch's book was written to reaffirm 
the presence of apocalyptic thought in the teaching of Jesus. 
118. Cf. A. L. Moore, The Parousia in the New Testament, Leiden, 
1966, who puts forward the curious view that the expectation 
of both Jesus and the early church was of an imminent End 
which was not 'delimited' in the sense that it was pre-determined 
by God and precisely predicted by prophets 
(his discussion of 
13: 28-30 is on PP-131-1360 177-181). Cranfield, Mark P-408, 
argues that the incarnation-crucif ixion-resurrection-ascens 
ion 
on the one hand and the parousia on the other 
form 'one Event' 
in the action of God and are held apart only by 
God's mercy 
in giving men opportunity for faith and repentance. 
Thus the 
parousia is 'always imminent' now that the first part of 
this 
'divine Act' has happened. 
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119. As R. V., R-S. V., and N. E. B. mg. 
120.14.11E. B. supplies 'the end' but this I is paraphrase. 
121. Matthew and Luke record the parable with minor, though 
si, m, ificant c1hanges. Apart from word order 1,, Iatthew follows 
Mark verbally except for the addition of in 
M-t 2 4: 33= 1-, -Ik 13: 29, apparently equating, this with the identical 
phrase in the next verse. Luke's introduction is different and he adds a ref eerence to I all the trees I. At the end he provides 
as the subject of Zyyvs E"Q-rkv and omits I. -Ilany commentators argue for a different setting 
of the parable in the life of Jesus and suggest that it referred 
originally to the whole earthly ministry (so Dodd, op. cit. 
P-137 n. 1, Jeremias, Parables pp. 119-120, Taylor, Mark P-5209 
Vineham, Mlark P-359s Schweizer, ', lark, p. 278). 
. 
Grundmann, 'Mark 
p. 270, makes this distinction but .' inks that the original th 
reference was to 'das Reich Gottes als vanderbare Weltvoll- 
endung' , as does Y-tinimel, op. cit. pp. 20-22. There is a variety 
of interpretations both o'L the meaning and of the 
subject of (a, T, )(-%j-, u( It is generally recognized 
that this cannot include the w',, -31e of vv. 24-27 because this 
would make the coming of t. -Le Son oL man a sign of his coming. 
The allusion is therefore interpreted either by reference to 
earlier sections of the chapter (Grundmann, Mark p. 270, 
Cranfield, ! dark PP-407-408, . 
1-ineham, Mark P-359, earlier 
Lagrange, Mark P-324)9 or vaguely as the signs, events, or 
portents before the end (cf. Rawlinson, Mark p. 191, Schweizer, 
Mark D. 281, Beasley-. 14urray, i, ýark Thirteen P-97, Marxsen, 
OP-cit- P-1879 Pesch, op. cit. pp. 180-181, A. L. Moore, op. cit. 
p. 180, K-Ummel, op. cit. p. 21, Jeremias, Parables p. 119. 
(b)E: y-y, %js 4c'-e-rLv . The subject is explain-ed-a-s-Tl-) the Son of 
man or the messiah (Montefiore, Mark P-306, Huby-Benoit, Mark 
P-74, Klostermann, Mark P-138, Beasley-Murray, Mark Thirteen 
P-97, Grundmann, Mark p. 270, Pesch, op. cit. pp. 180-181, 
Lambrecht op. cit. p. 201, Moore, op. cit. p. 180; (2) the 
parousia 
ýCranfield, 
Mark P-408, Schweizer, Mark p. 281); 
(3) the kingdom of God C171ineham, Mark, 'possibly'); (4) 
indeterminate (Rawlinson, Mark p. 191, Taylor, Mark P-520, 
Schmid, Mark p. 247, KUmmel, o"p. cit. p. 21). Tro=6, op. cit. 
E. T. pp. 213-214 n. 1, notes that all commentators say that 
if Mark is to be taken literally the parousia, must be included 
among the signs of the end and all 'with a unanimity rarely 
equalled' reject this idea. He questions this, suggesting 
that 'summer' (v. 28) signifies the judgement and the solemn 
institution of the kingdom of God which are not mentioned in 
vv. 24-27. 
122. E. E. by giving unusual interpretations to q' ; YC-, wC-& or by 
referring -nxvý-ýA 1T-Av74 to other 4. 
events than those of vv. 24-27. 
Thus with respect to 1 commentators frequently 
refer to Jerome's comment on Mt 24: 34 laut omne genus hominum 
aut specialiter judaeoruml and Theophylact's -lwv 
Among modern writers adopting similar interpretations cf. 
Schniewind, Mark DP. 141-142. Swete, Mark P-3159 acknowledges that 
the most natural meaning is to apply it to the contemporaries of 




employed which was capable of being understood in a narrower 
or a wider sense, according to the interpretation assigned to 
the passage by the hearer or reader' . L. Hartman, op. cit. 
pp. 224-225, regards the saying in 13: 30-31 as a construction 
combining a I'larkan tradition with that in Mt 23: 369 cf. 5: 189 
i. e. a judgement saying against the Jews was interpreted as 
referring to the imminent fall of Jerusalem. Most, however, 
accept the temporal sense of 'generation' as the contemporaries 
of Jesus (e. g. Lohmeyer, I-lark p. 281, Rawlinson, Ilark p. 192, 
Branscomb, Mark p. 239, Cranfield, 14ark P-409, Nineham, Mark 
pp-359-360, Schmid, Mark pp. 248-249, Schweizer, Mark pp. 281-282, 
Grundmann, Mark pp. 270-271, Haenchen, Mark P-451, Beasley-Murrayq 
Jesus and the Future PP-185-186,260, idem Mark Thirteen pp. 99- 
100, Ktimmel, op. cit. pp. 60-619 Pesch, op. cit. PP-184-1869 
Lambrecht, op. cit. -op. 204-206, Marxsen, op-cit. P-195, Moore, 
op. cit. P-132, E. Grtisser, Das Problem der Parusieverz6gerung 
in der synoptischen Evangelien und in der Apostelgeschichte, 
ZIV Beiheft 22, Berlin, 2nd ed. 1960. Lohmeyer and Schmid 
find derogatory overtones in the phrase. As to 
three alternatives to the more obvious reference generally to 
the events related in the whole chapter or specifically to the 
parousia or the end of the world have been suggested. The 
words refer to the signs of the approaching end Moore, o-o. cit. 
pp-132-135, Cranfield, Mark P-4099 who adds that Jesus' 
hearers must themselves experience the signs of the End 
because 'they are characteristic of the whole period of the 
Last Times'); or to the destruction of the temple (Lagrange, 
I-lark pp-324-3251 Huby-Benoit, Mark PP-74-75, Taylor, Mark 
P-521, Hartman) op. cite p. 2259 Glasson, op. cit. p. 1169 Taylor 
and Glasson regarding this as the original meaning of the saying 
and J. A. T. Robinson, Jesus and His Coming: the emergence of a 
doctrine, London, 1957, p. 125, suggestiný that the reference is to 
judgement on the nation); or to the passion and the resurrection 
(Lightfoot, Gospel Message p-54, after drawing out parallels 
between Mk 13 and the passion narrative says that the passion 
was the first fulfilment of the prophecy, cf. 0. Cullmann, The 
Early Church, ed. A. J. B. Higginsp London, 19569 PP-152-154). 
123. KUmmel, op. cit. P-150 emphasizes this. See aiso bonmeyer, na. U. K 
p. 283, Schnackenburg, op. c pp. 211-214. CD 
124. P. W. Schmiedel, art. cit. (EB II col. 1881). Among those accepting 
the authenticity of the verse cf. Lohmeyer, Mark p. 283, 
Schniewind, 
Mark P-141, Branscomb, Mark pp. 239-240, Taylor, 14ark PP-4399 
522, 
Cranfield, Mark P-410, Ninehamq Mark P-361 
(possibly), Johnson, 
Mark p. 219, Schmid, IIark p. 248, Grundmann, Mark p. 271, 
Beasley- 
Murray, DIark Thirteen PP-105-106, KtImmel, op-cit. P-42, Glasson, 
OP-cit. PP-93-94, Schnackenburg, op. cit. pp. 210-211, cf. p. 
196, 
Moore, op. ci_t. pp. 99-100. Lambrecht, op. cit. pp. 
238-239, thinks 
that the content may be authentic but the form Markan. 
J. A. T. 
Robinson, op. cit. pp. 86-87, and Pesch, 2. p. cit. pp-190-1959 
hold that the sense has been changed by the new context, 
Pesch 
claiming that it has been carefully edited. 
125. Several point to additions which have been made 
to an earlier 
saying to achieve this: A. Loisy, Les Evancriles 
Synoptiques 




P-307, Bultmann, HST p. 123. Grgsserg OP-cit- PP-81-84t sets 
out the theory of the 'delay' most forcibly. Others who 
question the authenticity of the saying are Schweizer, Mark 
p. 279, Nineham, Miark P-361, Haenchen, Plark pp-452-453, F. Hahn, 
The Titles of Jesus in Christoloý7j, London, 1969, P-313, C-T'-- Barrett, Jesus and the Gospel Tradition, London, 1967, pp. 25-26, G. Vermes, Jesus the Jew, pp. 200-201. Pesch, loc. cit., accepts that the verse has been carefully edit -ed by I'Mark, but strongly 
oPposes the theory that tl-ýis was done in face of distress at the 
delay of the parousia. 
126. So Haenchen, ;, lark P-452, who quotes a parallel from a modern 
newspaper. This is also offered by Beasley-Murray, Mark Thirteen 
PP-107-108, Grundmann, I-lark p. 271, and Pesch, OP-cit- PP-190-195- 
Moore, op. cit. nP. 134-135, removes the apparent contradiction 
by referring v-30 to the preliminary signs and V-32 to the end 
itself. YAL-amel, op-cit. pp-149-151, had already rejected this 
view as conjecture. 
127. Most corimentators stress the composite nature of this section 
and claim that it was compiled by Earl, on the catch-word 
principle (cf. Taylor, Nark DD. 519-520). The similarities with 
T 't 5: 18 and Ijk 16: 17 have frequently been noted and the verse 
"'larkan adaptation of some word of explained as a Christian or I 
Jesus (part of a 'Christian' source, Marxsen, op. cit. pp. 162, 
187; a Christian formulation, Bultmann, HIST p. 123; pre-Markan, 
Schweizer, Mark p. 282, Haenchen, Mark P-452, Pesch, op. cit. p. 190; 
Markan redaction, Lambrecht, op. cit. pp. 212-227). Beasley-'Mu: ýray, 
Jesus and the Future P-39, says that Weiffenbach, Die Wiederkunfts- 
gedanke Jesu, Leipzigr, 1873, regarded it as the conclusion of the 
I Little Apocalypse I. Kttmmel, op. cit. p. 91, Cranf ield, Mark 
P-410 and Beasley-Murray, Mark Thirteen PP-103-1049 maintain that 
it is an authentic saying, although even the last two very 
conservative scholars doubt whether it is in its original context. 
128. by itself does not imply a long absence from home, as 
many assume, seeing in this verse an indication of the pressure 
which the delay in the coming of the parousia exerted upon the 
early church (cf. Bultmann, HST p. 119, Jeremias, Parables pp. 
53-55, Nineham, Mark P-361, GrAsser, op. cit. pp. 86-88). Pesch, 
OP-cit- PP-197-1999 may be correct, however, in seeing in T, jV 
which he regards as a 'Markan addition to the parable, 
an indication that an interval between the resurrection and the 
parousia was expected, although this need not have been very 
long. The common view that the parable was formed out of 
features derived from the parables of the talents and the Dounds 
and the teaching in Lk 12: 35-46 (cf. Rawlinson, Mark P-193ý 
Taylor, Mark P-5249 Cranfield, Mark P-412, Nineham, 1, 'a'rk P-361, 
Schmid, Mark P-412, Haenchen, Mark P-453) is unconvincing. 
129. ks Taylor, Hark P-5239 says, 'the church is in daily expectation 
of the return of its Lord'. 
130.1"4( -,, , 
in v. 33 is probably an addition to Mark's text 
(B D 122 kac omit) and even if original would not suggest any 
particular service or moral requirement. 
131. Mark, loc. cit., J. H. Moulton and W. F. Howard, A Grammar of 
New 
Testament Greek II, Edinburgh, 1929, p. 290. 
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132. While in classical Greek the verb appears to refer to lying 
awake, suffering from insomnia, in Dan 9: 14 (LXX9 
Wis 6: 15; Lk 21: 36; Eph 6: 18 and Heb 13: 17 it is used 
metaphorically of being watchful. The subject of the verb in Dan 9: 14 is the Lord and the passage is not closely parallel to the present one. Wis 6 is concerned with seeking and obtaining 
wisdom, and ý7rv-ir, -etv is one of the metDaphors used to indicate 
the eagerness with which the seeker should desire wisdom, the 
other metaphors being loving and seeking her, rising early to 
seek her and fixing one's thought upon her. Little beyond the 
eagerness of the quest may be seen here. Lk 21: 34-36 is the 
Lukan conclusion of the apocalyptic discourse. As in the TR 
of the present text, watching is linked with prayer 
not Tro vo e -v to escape I all these thines that shall come 
to pass' and to stand before the Son of man, a thought probably 
akin to the petition to be saved from the eschatological time 
of testing in the Lord's prayer. The watchfulness is contrasted 
with having hearts 'overcharged with surfeiting, and drunkenness, 
and cares of this life (rScpýOc-ýtrtv I i, -At V thus attaching a moral sense to the call. 
In Eph 6: iB watching is joined to prayer and indeed does little 
more than reinforce the urgency, being almost devoid of eschat- 
ological force. The writer to the Hebrews uses the verb of the 
church leaders who 'watch' on behalf the members ws; _Xo-Xcv 
(adding an eschatological dimension to.;, hat is 
otherwise a pastoral concern. Cf. Liddell and Scott, Greek- 
English Lexicon, Oxford, 1940,1 p. 169 A Oepke, y1-Xye,: ]TTDNT II 
PP-338-339); Tauer-Arndt-Gingrich, pp-14-15, translate 'be on 
the alertý (cf. 1 Esd 8: 58, N. E. B. 'be vigilant', 2 Esd 8: 29 
Ezra 8: 29 -17-ýý.; ). I have not had access to E. Loevestam, 
Spiritual Wakefulness in the New Testament, Lund, 1963. 
J 133. --P, ýiyupc-%v is used as a synonym of in Theodotian's version 
of Dan 9: 14. R. C. Trench, Synonyms of the New Testament, London, 
1906, does not discuss the two words. Oepke, art. cit. TDINT II 
PP-338-339) treats them as virtually identical in meaning, 
listing the uses in the N. T. passages. Bauer-Arndt-Gingrich, 
p. 166, translate '(lit. ) be or keep awake1v '(fig. ) be on the 
alert, be watchful'. E. Best, First and Second Epistles to the 
, 
Thessalonians, London, 1972, pp. 211-212, translates 
in 1 Thess 5: 6 by 'alert' and suggests that Paul's use of the 
word is an indication that he is drawing on traditional eschat- 
ological material and claims that the word implies wakefulness 
and full awareness of what is happening. 
134. In Mk 13: 36; 14: 37,40-41; Pit 25: 5; 26: 40,439 45; 1 Thess 5: 6 
(cf 
- 5: 10 = to be alive contrasted with 
W'x0e--'3 ow/ý-k'g't 
= to die) sleep is mentioned, while ilt is implied in the 
parables of the Thief in the Night and the Servants watching 
for the return of their master from the marriage feastvýýt 24: 
43/ 
Lk lg&ý960HIess is omitted with zcý DW Syr ei 
Copt Armen Marcion; - Lk 12: 36-38) and is contrasted 
with drunken stupor in 1 Thess 5: 6; 1 Pet 5: 8 
(cf. Mt 24: 49). 
eak of the A majority of passages are eschatological and sp. 
coming of Christ, often with the metaphor of the sudden 
appearance of a thibf (besides Pik 13: 249 35v 37 cf. Pit 24: 
42, 
43; Lk 12: 379 (39); 1 Thess 5: 6; Rev 3: 2,3; 16: 15). Of the 
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remaining passages Acts 20: 31 deals with pastoral care (cf. Heb 13: 17)q Col 4: 2 reinforces a call to prayer and 1 Cor 16: 13 is 
part of general moral exhortation. 
135. Pesch, op. cit. PP-187-188,240-242, argues, however, that the 
Naherwartung is found only in chap. 13 and is not prominent in the body of the gospel. 13: 26, like 8: 38 and 14: 62, was origin- 
ally a threat of judgement and only became an expression of 
expectation of the future parousia when it was opposed to the 
false hopes current at the time when chap. 13 was added to the 
gospel. Pesch also sees 9: 1 as a word of consolation in face of the delay which Mark reinterpreted as being fulfilled in the 
Transfiguration. 
136. It is this which presents one of the main difficulties for 
Marxsen's theories, and his rather obscure language perhaps 
reveals his embarrassment (see esp. oT. cit. pp. 112-113, cf. 
Rohde, OP-cit- P-139). 
137. Among the large literature note R. H. Lightfoot, Locality and 
Doctrine in the Gospels, London, 1938, pp. 62-77, The Gospel 
Message of St. Mark, pp. 80-97,106-1169 A. M. Farrer, A study 
in St. "Lark, London, 19519 PP-172-181, idem St. Matthew and 
]ý, T St. Mar, , -Liondon, 19549 PP-144-1599 
Cranfieldq 'St. Mark 
16: 1-81 (SjT 59 19529 pp. 282-298,398-414, esp. PP-405-409)9 
C. F. Evans, Resurrection and the New Testament, London, 1970, 
pp. 67-75, K. Aland, 'Bemerkungen zum Schluss der Plarkus- 
evangeliums' (in Neotestamentica et Semitica: Studies in honour 
of Matthew Black, ed. E. E. Ellis and M. Wilcox, Edinburgh, 1969, 
PP-157-1809 P. 'd. Van der Horst, 'Can a book end with 1,. xp ?A 
note on I-lark 16: 81 (JTS ns. 23,1972, pp. 121-124), G. W. Trompf, 
'The first resurrection appearance and the ending of IvIlark's 
gospel' (INTS 18,1972, pp. 308-330), K. "land, 'Der Schluss der 
Markus evangel iums I (Bibl. Epliem. Theol. Lovan. 34Y 1974P pp-435- 
470) as well as the commentaries. Important earlier studies 
include B. H. Streeters oP-cit - PP. 333-360, R. R. Ottley, I 
-1-(pl(JTS 27,1926, PP-407-409)9 C. H. Kraeling, 'Mark 16: 8' 
(JBL 44,1925, pp-357-358), M. S. Enslin, 11ýcrc-;. ývrc yy , Mark 16: 81 (JBL 46,19279 pp. 62-68), H. J. Cadbury, 11-lark 16: 8' (JBL 46, 
1927Y PP-344-345)t J. M. Creed, 'The conclusion of the gospel 
according to St. 14ark' (JTS 319 1930t PP-175-180). * 
138. So A. M. Farrer, St. Matthew and St. Mark, P-150, conjectures that 
16: 8 might have been followed by 'But Jesus sent forth his 
disciples to preach the gospel amongst all nations'. Moule, 
'St. Ylark 16: 8 once more' (ITTS 29 1955/6, pp-58-59) suggests that 
ýi If 'r re '4P the phrase c-. LXc-v yc4p CýO i-ý- 7 was a 
parenthesis, explaining that the women diý not speak to the 
young man or to anyone else as they made their way to the 
disciples, and that the passage perhaps continued w-xc c-l'; 6XV-s 
AC--rC, -UC%V T-CLS ýAW(491TKc-% T-tc-, Pc. -1c A> -c'GO .V- 
139. Aland, art. cit. (Bibl. Ephem. Theol. Lovan. 34,19749 P-454), notes 
that k alters 16: 8 in order to add the 'shorter' ending, reading, 
'fugerunt, tenebat enim illas tremor et pavor propter timorem' 
with the omission of land they said nothing to anyone'. Attempts 
to discover the lost ending are unconvincing, cf. Eta Linnemann, 
'Der (wiedergefundene) Markusschluss' (ZThK 66,1969, pp. 255- 
Trocme, OP-cit- PP-51-54, E. T. pp. 63-68, argues that the tradition 
contained no account of resurrection appearances. 
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287), K. Aland, 'Der wiedergefundene 1', larkusschluss? -nine 
methodologische Bemerkung zur textkritischen Arbeit' (ZThY, 67, 
1970, P-P,. 3-13), H. -W. Bartsch, 'Der Schluss des 11-larkus-Evangeliums' (ThZ 27,19719 pp. 241-254), W. Schmithals, 'Der Markusschluss, 
die Verklttrungsgeschichte und die Aussendung der Zwblfl (Zfh?, - 
69,1972, pp-379-411). 
140. For which both Platthew and Luke substitute 'on the third dayt , Mk 8: 31/, Mt 16: 21/Lk 9: 22; Mk 9: 31/Mt 17: 23/(Lk 9: 44 abbreviates); 
Mk 10: 34/Mt 20: 19/Lk 18: 33. 
141. Mt 16: 21; 17: 23; 20: 19; Lk 9: 22; 24: 79 46; Acts 10: 40; cf. 
4C Mt 27: 64 -, 4% -rvvrLis -tLIC-/O-jL -1 4 -1 .0LT Lk 18: 33 
24: 21 1 Cor 15: 4 -rb "Lye-, T-Cpq Tý -rP 
Cf. also the reported promise of Jesus to build the temple made 
without hands 3,,, (Mk 14: 58/1-It 26: 61; PIk 15: 29/4Mt 
27: 40; Jn 2: 19). 
142. F. Field, Notes on the Translation of the New Testament, 
Cambridge, 1899, pp-11-13. 
143. Taylor, Mark P-378, Evans, op. cit. PP-47-48; Cranfield, Mark 
p. 278, denies that Field has shown that the two phrases are 
synonymous. 
144. E. g. Taylor, Mark loc. cit., Cranfield, Mark pp. 276-279. 
145. Nineham, Mark pp. 229-230. Evans, op. cit. P-49, suggests that 
it is 'a probably late, and entirely ad hoc application in 
Matthew's version of the saying about "the sign of Jonah"'. 
146. Cf. Evans, op-cit. PP-47-501 Hahn, oP-Cit- PP-37-42,53 n. 151 
(considerably abbreviated from the German P-49 A-3), 216 n. 352, 
Tbdt, op. cit. pp. 180-186, J. Schreiber, op-cit. pp-103-119, 
B. Lindars, New Testament Apologetic, London, 1961, PP-59-72, 
N. Walker, 'After three days' (NovT 4,1960, pp. 261-262), who 
suggests that the phrase = the fourth day after the rejection, 
not after the killing, H. K. McArthur, 'On the third day' (NTS 
18,19719 pp. 81-86), E. Best, art. cit. (Bibl. Ephem. Theol. Lovan. 
34t 1974s p. 27), who holds the phrase to be pre-Markan. 
147. Since 'as he said unto you' appears to refer back to 14: 28, the 
two sayings must be treated closely together. 
148. So e. g. Taylor, Mark PP-549t 608, Cranfield, Mark PP-4299 467- 
468, Nineham, Mark P-446, R. H. Stein, 'A short note on Mk 14: 28 
and 16: 7' (NTS 20,1973/4t PP-445-452), G. O'Collins, The 
Easter Jesus, London, 1973, PP-37-38, arguing against Marxsen. 
149. On the meaning cf. C. F. Evans, 'I will go before you 
into Galilee' (JTS ns 5,19549 PP-9-10). 
150. History of Primitive Christianity I, London, 1937, PP-14-18, 
'I 
will place myself at your head and lead you to Galilee - 
there 
will come the fulf ilment of our hopes - the kingdom of 
God'. 
Nineham, Mark P-446, says that this should not be dismissed 
too lightly as the meaning of the saying by Jesus or in 
the 
early Christian community. 
151. Mark PP-312,355-356,111arxsen. OD*Cite PP-83-94, cf - pp. 
111-116, 
idem The Resurrection of Jesus of Nazareth, London, 1970, pp. 
163- 
164, where the interpretation is put forward more 
tentatively, 
L. Gaston, * P-482* 
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152. Art. cit. WTS ns 5,1954, PP-3-18). 
153, The verse is absent from the Fayyum fragment (text in Foakes Jackson and Kirsopp Lake, OP-cit. vol-V p. 12, with a brief discussion). Bultmann, HST pp. 266-267, holds it to be secondary, either inserted by Mark or a later addition to the gospel. Cranfield, Mark P-429, accepts it as authentic without discussion. In view of the extreme uncertainty about the Fayyum papyrus there 
seems no reason to doubt that the verse belongs to Mark's gospel 
and it can therefore be used for a reconstruction of his thought. On the verse cf. Montefiore, Mark P-3341 Lohmeyerg Mark PP-311-312, Taylor, I-lark P-549s Schweizer, Mark PP-306-3089 Grundmann, Mark 
pp. 288-289, Marxsen, Mark the Evangelist_9 P-76 n. 84- 
154. Marxsen makes too great a distinction between redactional 
insertions by IMark and the completed narrativ 
, 
e. Clearly if 
Mark felt the need to insert material into the tradition which 
he received it was of considerable importance to him, but this 
differs only in degree from the importance which he attached 
to the tradition which he reproduced. On the two verses cf. 
also R. H. Lightfoot, Gospel -I'lessage pp. 106-116. 
155. It is to put too great a stress on the symbolism to remove all 
geographical meaning from 'Galilee' and interpret it sol C, - ely as the gentile mission. This also tells against the view of Best 
that 'Galilee is a theological term in Mark and denotes the 
place where the gospel is preached (0j)-cit- P-174t cf. 175). 
He thinks that the reference is to the resurrection (ibid. 
PP-175-177t cf. p. 92. ) C. F. D. Moule, ed., The Significance 
of the Message of the Resurrection for Faith in Jesus Christ, 
London, 1968, pp-4-5, has argued that it is possible to accept 
both Jerusalem and Galilaean traditions as historical. Even 
if Mt 28: 16-20 is a 'stupendous Christophanyl (so Evans, art. 
cit. (JTS ns 5,19549 p. 12)), it is treated in the framework 
of the chapter as a resurrection appearance. 'Where Jesus had 
appointed them' (v. 16) seems to refer back to v. 10, which 
secures for V-7 (the saying which Matthew has taken over from 
Ta 16: 7 with some alterations) the meaning that Jesus is going 
to precede the disciples into Galilee and there will appear to 
them. 
156. Best, oP-cit- P-174, argues against Evans on this ground. 
157. No such 'flight' is related in the gospel as we have it, as 
Marxsen shows ( op. cit. pp. 81-82, where the literature is cited). 
158. E. g. Klostermann, Mark 
Mark P-393P Cranfield, 
159.1,, iark P. 39. 
160. Cf. supra pp. 8g, ' 107. 
161. Cf. n. 21 supra. 
p. 100, Branscomb, Mark p. 163, Taylor, 
Mark pp. 96-97. 
162.0 cit. pp. 24,53,59,67. Cf. Rohde, op. cit. pu. 14-2-147. 
163.0 cit. pp. 10-23,190-191. With respect to the second problem Up 
Best notes that this cannot be evaded by holding that the 
victory of Christ in the Cross and Resurrection or in the 
Transfiguration was a personal victory belonging to him alone, 
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since the New Testament lays too much stress upon the Resurrection as a triumph for mankind as well as for Christt 
and that the problem remains even if, with Robinson, the 
victory is thought of as being won at the Cross and Resurrection. It arises in every New Testament writing which speaks both of 
a conclusive victory over Satan and of Christians being 
assaulted by spiritual forces (Best refers to Rom 8: 38-39, 
Eph 1: 20ff., 1 Pet 3: 22, Jn 12: 31-32; 16: 11Y 33,1 Jn 3: 8, 
and 1 Cor 5: 5,2 Cor 2: 11, Gal 4: 7,2 Thess 2: 3-10, Eph 6: 10ff., 
1 Pet 5: 8-99 1 Jn 4: 3; 5: 19, Rev 12: 12, though some of these 
inconsistencies can be resolved by a critical or historical 
analysis)q ibid. pp. 182-183. 
164. J. M. Robinsong OP-cit- P-P-31-32, cf- 33-42; E. Best, o-p. cit. 
pp. 18-20; Robinson, ibid. PP-43-539 esp. P-45; Best, ibid. 
pp. 21-22. 
165. Best, ibid. PP-11-15- 
166. Ibid. pp-30-33. 
167. Ibid. p. 10. 
168. Op. cit. P-53. Evidence for this assertion is lacking. 
Probably Robinson would point to the predictions of the 
Passion, but he seems also to be influenced by the apostolic 
kerygma in Acts. 
169. Ibid. PP-54-67, esp. 59. 
170* 0. Cullmann, dhrist and Time, London, 19519 P-84. 
171. OT). Cit. P-56. 
172. Ibid. pp. 60-61. 
1739 Ibid_. pp. 62-63t 78-85. 
174. Op. cit. pp. 64-67. 
175. Ibid. pp. 88-89,92. 
176.. Ibid. pp. 162-1659 183. 
177* W. J. Bennett, Jr., 'The Herodians in Mark's Gospel' (NovT 17, 
19759 PP-9-14) points this out. He adds the further interesting 
suggestion that if the parable of the wicked husbandmen is 
taken as an allegory the servant-, who was wounded in the head 
12: 4) might be intended as a reference to John 
the Baptist (cf. xvrcv, 6: 27). The order in which 
the servants are sent, however, makes this unlikely, for John 
should have been the last to be sent. Cf. also Best, op. cit. 
P-76 n. 3, who refers to the account of the death of John as 
'a minor passion pointing to the greater Passion'. 
178. Gospel Message PP-51-54. The parallels which he draws are 
(13: 9; 14: 53; 15: 15), prediction of future events 
(13: 22-23; 14: 18-21,27-31), the coming 'hour' with the call 
to 'watch' (13: 32-33; 14: 32-42), the assumption that the Lord 
of the house will come in the night, the coming of 
the Son 
of man, and the events of the night before -the Passion 
(13: 26, 
35; 14: 62). 
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i 179. R. H. Lightfoot, ibid.. PP-55-57- L. Gaston, op-cit. pp-480-461, 
however, says that in the Markan context the rending of the 
temple veil refers to the destruction of the whole temple. 
180. Cf. the references to Jesus' sorrow and anguish in 14: 33-36 and 
his dereliction in 14: 18-21,27-319 37-429 50s 65-72; 15: 16-20, 
29-32,33-37, and Lightfoot, OP-cit- P-55. 
181. Marxsen, op. cit. P-171. L. Gaston, OP-cit- PP-468-4839 stresses 
the parallel pattern of suffering and vindication in the death 
and resurrection of Jesus and in the persecution of the church 
and the parousia, but he arrives at this by a different route. 
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OP-cit- PP-134-136. Note 3: 29 and 3: 359 which Quesnell holds hardly fall into the category although they contain the 
introductory formula, since the former is a judgerrent rather than a directive and the latter is more general and is not 
an exhortation in the context. Curiously Quesnell gives the 
Greek as dlý -rAo etc. I, although Cý, c-rc 
*(v and o"<, y4pLv do not occur in his list of sayings, the 
introductory phrases (with the number of occurrences) being kjC. 'ý 6s. eo(v (4), es -3ev (2), os Y-fjo d'V (2 + 3: 35) (1 + 3: 29) 
See below for the limited number of universal moral directives 
which Quesnell recognizes outside the central section of the 
gospel, 8: 27 - 10: 52. 
2. A. Alt, Die Ursprflnge des israelitischen Rechts, Leipzig, 1934 
= Kleine Schriften I, IvItinchen, 1959, pp. 278-332. Cf. G. Pohrerq 
Irýt-roduction to the Old Testament, E. T. London, 1970, PP-51-739 
and the extensive literature cited. 
He rightly notes that in 12: 17,29-31 the controversy theme is 
dominantq 12: 43-44 is universal moral teaching phrased to fit 
an individual case, 11: 22-24 contains promises to the believer, 
while the paraenesis in chapter 13 is in the special context of 
persecution and the expectation of the approaching end. 
4. Cf. 3: 26,27; 4: 22; 7: 3-4 which are introduced by e, or 
but are not moral directives. 
5. Op. cit. pp. 127-134,136-139. 
6. Ibid. pp. 129-1339 142. 
7. Ibid. PP-150,152. Cf. R. H. Lightfoot, Gospel Message, P-114) 
Nineham, Mark pp. 259-260. 
8. OP-cit. P-152. 
- 
The section PP-142-152 should be considered care- 
fully. 
9. Ibi - PP-156-176, quotation on P-171. 
10. Ibid. pp. 190-208,257-260. The whole book explains this. 
11. But cf. G. H. Boobyer, 'The Eucharistic Interpretation of the 
miracle of the loaves in St. Mark's gospel' 
(JTS ns 3,1952, 
pp. 161-171). 
12. OP-cit- PP-58Y 124-172,199-200,204,229-230. 
13. Ibid. PP-13-26,228. 
14. Ibid. pp. 27-58. 
15. Ibid. PP-75-86,229. 
16. Ibid- PP-87-1119 124-172,222-226,229-230. 
17. Ibid. PP-173-221,230. 
18. As with Quesnell, it deserves more than the 
footnote which R. P. 
Martin devotes to it, op. ci-. P-117 n-30- 
19- OP-cit- PP-138-139- 
20. OP-cit- PP-134-137- 





22.1: 17; 6: 8-11; 7: 18-23; 8: 14-219 33o 34-38; 9: 1,29t 33-50; 10: 11-16,23-319 35-45; 11: 22-2: 5); 12: 43-44. 
23. The call to watchfulness is anotoher example, cf. PP-105-106 supra. 
24- IIIaI-lYq J3C II P-55. Cf. R. S. V. 'fall away' , N. E. B. 'fall fro, --l your faith'. 
25. Bauer-Arndt-Ginggrich P-760. 
26. So Montef iore , . 1,11ark p. 231, Rawlinson, Mark P-130, dranfieldg Mark P-3139 Nineham, I-lark p. 255, Schmidq Mark p. 181, Haenchen, Mark P-328, Grundmann, Mark p. 198. Contrast Johnson, Mark p. 166, 'cause to fall into sin'. 
27. Swete, Mark p. 210, Schweizer, 'Mark pp. 198-199, Schmid, Mark 
pp. 182-183, Johnson, ý'Iark p. 166. 
28. Rawlinson, Mlark P-130, Branscomb, Mark 
-D. D. 
173'-174, Taylor, ! ýIark 
D-411, Cranfield, Mark P-314, Nineham, I-lark p. 255. Grundmann, 
Miark p. 199, stresses the 'radikale Entschlossenheit gegen das 
eigene, in der Versuchung stehende Ich', but on 9: 43 (P. 329) 
says that '., lark gives no indication of what he intends by hand, 
foot and eye. 
29. Mark p. 166, cf. IMally, JBC II D-33, who suggests that both verb 
and noun were technical terms 
ýo describe the effect of Christ's 
death upon Israel (see Rom 9: 33,1 Cor 1: 23, Gal 5: 11). Bacon 
had earlier suggested that it was a 'technical term for back- 
sliding as well as unbelief'. 
30. Reploh, op. cit. p. 126. 
31. Ibid. pp. 124-139. Reploh rightly links 9: 1 closely with 6: 38 
as referrino- to the same events. C-) 
32. Cf. Schweizer, 14ark P-176. 
33. So Haencheen. Mark p. 297. 
34. Bultmann, HST pp. 24-259 149-150, Taylor, Mark pp-403,06,408- 
4109 J. Sundwall, Die Zusarimrnensetzung des Markus evangel iums , 
Acta Academiae ýbo_ensis . 
1liuman-Jora IX. 2, A"bo, 1934, pp. 60-63, 
W. L_ Ymox, op. cit. pp. 24-25, F. Neirynk, 'Die Uberlieferung der 
Jesusworte und Ilk 9: 33-50' (Concilium 2,1966, PP-774-780 = 
E. T. Concilium Vol. 10, No. 2, Dec. 1966, pp-33-39), R. Schnacken- 
burg, 9: 33-50' (Synoýtische Studien fUr Alfred Wikenhauser, 
111tichen, 1953t PP-184-206) who includes a. discussion of the 
analysis of W. Bussmann, Synoptische Sutdien I, Halle, 1925, 
PP-171-172,215-216. 
, -IS-D p . 403, Nineham, 
Mark pp. 251- 35. So Bultmann I: . 149, Taylor, Mark p 
253, Reploh, op. cit. pp-140-148- 
36. C. H. Turner, A Ilew ConLmentary on Haly ed. C. Gore, 
H. L. Gouda-e, A. Guillaume, London, 1928, Part 111, P. 87, cf- C> Taylor, Mark o-406. 
37. Cranfield, Mark pp-308-309- Similarly Grant, IB 7 P-787, who 
suggests that the early church and Mark included hospitality and 
care of orphans. 
38. Reploh, op. cit. pp-140-148. 
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39. Cf. Rawlinson, I'lark_ p. 127 and Nineham, I-lark p. 252, both of reject this interpretationg Nineham with hesitation. 
40. Strack-Billerbeck I P-590. Cf. Taylor, 1, lark pp-405-406, Nineham, Mark p. 2539 Cranfield, Mark P-309. 
41. Cf. Bauer-Arndt- Gingrich pp-576,577, Rawlinson, I-lark pp. 127-128, Cranfield, Mark P-309. 
42. E. g. Taylor, Mark P-405. 
43- Mark p. 253tY--I--j7 transliterated gabbK by a printing error. *b 
44. 'The Markan Parable of the child in the midst' (Exp- 59,1947/8, 
pp. 14-16), op-cit., 2nd edit., pp. 264-268. 
45. OP-cit- PP-148-153. The extent of the original pericope has 'ýeen debated, cf. Bultmann, HST pp. 24-25, Taylor, Lark PP-407-408. 
46. Cf -n- 34 supra. Has the catchword idea been accepted too lightly 
a-a, providing a sufficient explanation of passages in the gosj)els 
and elsewhere? To us catchwords suggest dissociation and there 
is a tendency to regard it as a purely mechanical method of 
collecting originally independent sayings, perhaps with the 
additional value of being an aid to the memory, but did the 
ancients view it like this? We should ask whether they separated 
language and logic in this riggid way and consider what possible 
connexion thegfound between the sayings. (A basic study is 
Th. Soiron, Logia Jesu, 14ttnchen, 1916; cf. Bultmann, HST PP-149- 
150,325-326, Taylor, Iiark pp-408-410, and the extensive use of 
catchwords by Sundwall, o-p. cit. and Schnackenburg, art. cit. 
(Synoptische Studien fIIr Alfred Wikenhauser pp. 184-206). 
47. V-40 appears to be a general saying related to Mt 12: 30 and 
attached loosely to v. 39 by -Ixp , containing a sudden change of 
person. V-41 -introduces a fresh idea and the parallel Mt 10: 42 is set in a different context. Whether v-42 is as closely linked 
in Mark's thought to the preceding section as Reploh supposes 
is more questionable, although Matthew and Luke do not attach 
it as tightly to the following verses as the catchword cwevý4uA+tv 
might suggest. Reploh, op-cit. P-151, has to fall back upon 
the rather questionable hypothesis that the form of v-41 which 
came to Mark hadev4 7, ý, jv ", tcp", v (cf. Mt 10: 42 and Jeremias, 
art. cit. (NZW 29,1930, P-149 A. 1) which provided the catchword 
linking vv-41 and 42. 
48. Cf. Montefiore, Mark pp. 230-231, Branscomb, Mark PP-171-1729 
Rawlinson, Mark pp. 129-130, Cranfield, Mark pp-312-313, 
Schweizer, Mark pp-197-198, Minear, Mark pp. 99-100. 
49. Dlark p. 254. 
50. In the commentaries the main discussions revolve around the 
oddity of the Greek phrase , the textual variants and 
the problem 
of the authenticity of the saying. 
51. Matthew has retained this emphasis although he has what appears 
to be the same saying in a different context at 10: 40-42. 
52. Reploh, op. cit. pp-151-152, acknowledges this. 
53. Cf. pp. 128-129. supra. 
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54. OP-cit- PP-154-156. 
55. The two sayings have been extensively discussed, cf. Taylor, Mark PP-412-415 and most recently J. D-1, % Derrettq 'Salted with fire. Studies in Texts: Ilk 9: 42-50' (Theology,. 76,19739 
PP-364-368). 
56. Cf. Taylor, I-lark P-413. Many commentators see a reference to 
persecution: Rawlinson, Ylark P-131, Branscomb, Mark P-174, Cranfield, Mark P-316, Nineham, 'Mark p. 256, Mally, JBC II P-449 Schmid, I-lark P-1839 Johnson, Mark p. 167 (hesitantly), Schweizer9 
14ark P-199 Taffliction or persecution or the end time or the Holy Spirit), Haenchen, Mark P-332 (fire of judgement). Wellhausen, Mark p. 82 and Klostermann, I-lark P-97 speak of the fire as purification. 
57. Cf. Nineham, 1-1ark P-316. 
58. As Taylor, 111ark P-414. 
59. Cranfield, Mark P-316. The saltness is probably the rigorist 
ethic rather than, as Cranfield suFgests, 'the gospel, the word 
of God'. Cf. Schweizer, Mark p. 200, 'Have the spirit of being 
willing to suffer and of resisting the world, but have peace among 
yourselves', so essentially 0. Cullmann, 'Que signifie le sel 
dans la parable de Jesus9' (PHPR 37,1957t PP-36-43), at PP-41-42. 
60. Cf. Bultmann HST p. 24, Taylor, , Lark PP-438-439,442-443Y 
Cranfield, lilark PP-336-337ý IT-ineham, Mark pp. 278-280, Schweizer, 
Mark pp. 218-2199 Reploh, op-cit. pp-157-167. 
61. On the meaning of the cup and baptism cf. Rawlinson, Mark P-145, 
Taylor, 'I'dark pp-440-441 (far more than martyrdom is intended; 
the promise is to have a part in the messianic sufferings)q 
Cranfield, Mark pp-337-339 (distinguishing between Jesus' own 
suffering for sin in v-38 and the disciples' sufferings in v-39), 
Nineham, Mark p. 284 (suffering linked with the eucharistic cup 
which might lead to martyrdom), Replohp op-cit. PP, 159-162 
(possibly only suffering and oppression in original saying but 
1--lark applies it to discipleship which reaches as far as martyrdom 
with Jesus). 
62. This seems to be the significance of 'in thy glory't cf. 8: 381 
whether the primary thought concerned thrones (cf. Mt 19: 28/Lk 
22: 30) or the messianic feast (14: 25)- Cf. Rawlinson, Mark P. 144, 
Taylor, Mark P-440. Nineham, Mark p. 283, affirms that we cannot 
rule out the possibility that the disciples expected Jesus to 
inaugurate a temporary earthly paradise when he reached 
Jerusalem, while Cranfield, Mark P-3379 makes a clear distinction 
between the MlessidhIs rule and the kingdom of God, the former 
being prelimina-ry to the latter. 
63. A distinction between the teaching in vv-35-40 and 41-44 has 
been noted by Wellhausen, . 11,41ark pp. 
90-91 and others. 
64. Taylor, Mark PP-445-446 has a detached note on 10: 45, documented 
up to 1952. Among later discussion cf. J. A. Emerton, 'The 
Aramaic background of Mk 10: 45' (JTS ns 11,19609 PP-334-335, 
H. E. Tddt, op. cit. PP-135-138,202-2119 C. Y. Barrett, 'The 
background of O. iark 10: 45' (Iiew Testament Essays, ed. A. J. 
B. 
II 
Higgins, Manchester, 1959, pp. 1-18)q M. D. Hooker, 
pp-140-147* 
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65. aP. cit. PP-156-172. 
66. Cf. PP-76-78 su., )ra. 
67.1.1ark pp. 201-202. 
68. OP-Cit- P-173. 
69. OP-cit. PP-78-79. 
70. The view that adultery was excluded from the argurient on the 
ground that Dt 22: 22 dealt with this and that Jesus' teaching 
corresponded to the exceptive clause in Matthew (so Wellhausen, 
Mark P-837 Klostermann, Mark p. 98, H. G. Wood, Mark (in Peake's 
Commentary on the Bible, London, 1919, p. 693)) is unlikely since the law condemning an adulteress to death was almost certainly 
obsolete in the time of Jesus and Shammai specifically inter- 
preted Dt 24: 1 as referring to adultery (cf. Rawlinson, Plark 
PP-134-135, Ninehamq Mark pp. 261-262). Moreover :: Iark himself 
must have regarded the prohibition as absolute since his Gentile 
readers could not be expected to know Jewish disputations. 
71. The relation between these verses and the saying in M 't5--32/Lk 
16: 18 need not detain us. Whether 1,1k 10: 11 is a Q, saying or 
not does not affect the understanding of the part it plays in 
Mark's completed gospel. Reploh, o-P-cit- PP-180-185Y thinks 
that 10: 11 was a floating saying, originally lacking the Markan 
)b)w -iich Mark added to the previous pericope in order to (-r, x-vTjv, I 
stress the connexion between the unity of the man and the woman 
in the divinely instituted marriage and hence the impossibility 
of divorce. He holds that this radically alters the character 
of the dispute, since vv. 6-9 are no longer simply an answer to 
the Pharisees who are tempting Jesus but form the basis for the 
subsequent teaching on divorce. This draws too close a connexion 
between vv. 11-12 and the pericope and fails to grasp the function 
of the private teaching in Mark, which is to express plainly 
what has already been taught in 'parables'. 
72. OP-cit- PP-77-78- 
73. Contrast Replohq oP-cit- P-185, who says that for Mark les ist 
die Unterweisung, die der Gemeinde Massstabe und Orientierung 
für die Entscheidun., 3, en der Gegenwart geben soll'. 01 
74. On this, however, see most recently D. J. Doughty, 'The presence 
and future of salvation in Corinth' (Znl 66,1975, pp. 61-90). 
75. Cf. Nineham, Mark p. 262. 
76. So Bultmann, HST P-32, Taylor, Mark pp-422ý 424, Cranfield, 
Plark PP-3229 3249 Nineham, Mark p. 269, Schweizer, Mark p-206, 
Haenchen, Mark PP-346-3479 Replohq op. c . pp. 186-189. 
That 
Matthew transfers the verse to follow Mt 18: 2 is no evidence that 
it was introduced by Mark here, since Matthew possessed 
Mark 
and it is highly imprDbable that he applied any critical analysis 
to his sources. 
77. Rawlinson, Mark pp 0 136-137, Taylor, 
Mark P-423Y Schweizerg Mark 
p. 207, --Grant, IB 7 p. 8009 Cf. Branscombp 
Mark p. 180, Moule, Mark 
P-79, 'those who know that they are utterly dependent on 
Godq as 
small children are on their parentsI9 Grundmann, Mark p. 
2079 
'Kinder können abba sagen und sagen es in ihren Gebeten'. 
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78- Cranfield, Mark P-324, Cf. Schniewind, IIlark p. loll Schmid IvIark -0.189 9 Hae-nchen, Mark 9 - -OP-345-346t tnur der Kleine, der DemtItige, der "Stille -imLande", der sich bescheiden fernhalt 
von dem, was die Welt schfftzt und womi-,, sie lockts nur er wird "in das Gottesreich eingehen'll. 
79. JoInnson, Nark -0-172. 
80. Nineham, Mark D. 267- 
81. Lohmeyer, Mark D. 203. 
82. Schniewind, Miark PP-101-102, Cf. J. Jeremias, Infant Baptism 
, 
in the First Four Centuries, London, 1960, idbm. '1'1ý 10: 13-16 
Parr. und die IJbung--der Kindertaufe in der Urkir-hel (Mol 409 1941, PP-2,43-245), 0. Cullmann, Baptism in the !, -ýew Testament, 
London, 19509 contrast Schweizer, I-lark P-207, Haenchen, Mark 
P-347. 
83. Op-cit. PP-190-191. 
"3a. W. K. Lowther Clarke, New Testament Problems, London, 1929, PP-37- 38,1 "'ý-ohos o ever refuses to receive the kingdom when it comes to them in the for; -, q of eager boys pressing forward for a blessing", 
as you have relused, shall not enter therein', C. J. Cadoux, The 
Historic I-Iission of Jesus, Londoný 1941ý pp. 230-231, F. A. Schilling, 
1-idhat irieans the saying about receiving the kingdom of God as a 
little child (-,, Iv [, Aa-, -Ac, ýxv -re-v Oe, -, -u cts. 
)? Nk 10: 15; Lk 
18: 17'(without reference to Clarke or Cadoux), rejected by 
Loh. meyer, Mark pp. 204-205 and Taylor, liark P-423. 
84. P-78 supra. 
85. Cf. Re-ploh's detailed analysis, op. cit. pp. 191-209. By contrast 
Cranfield, Mark PP-326-327 holds that vv-17-27 is a historical 
unity which may well derive from Peter. 
86. Nineham, I-lark p. 271, Schmid, Mark P-193. Reploh, op. cit. pp. 
201-202, separates vv. 28-31 from 17-27 and holds that they deal 
with the question of reward for a discipleship that involves 
abandoning family and possessions and throwing in one's lot with 
the persecuted church, while the earlier section contains Mark's 
teaching on riches. Although many, including even Cranfield, 
Mark PP-325-3269 feel that there is a break between vv. 27 and 28 
and a certain change of theme, it will be shown that the passage 
was conceived by Mark as a unity. Cf. also M. Goguel, IAvec 
des persecutions' (RHPR 8,1928, pp. 264-267) who accepts the 
unity of the passage and regards Jesus' answer in vv. 29-30 as 
ironical, and N. Walter, IZur Analyse von 14c 10: 17-31' (ZNW 53, 
1962, pp. 206-218), who sees vv. 24b-27 and 28-31 as Markan addit- 
ions to the original pericope. Gaston, op. cit. P-471, holds 
both 'with persecutions' and land in the age to come eternal 
life' as glosses and thinks that the saying draws a contrast 
between the forsaking houses etc. in the present and receiving 
them a hundredfold in the kingdom of Godq a kingdom which is 
so imminent that it can be'said to be 'now, in this time'. 
87. Cf. Bultmann, HST p. 111, Cranfield,, Mark, pp. 333-334t Grundmann, 
Mark p. 214- Wellhausen, Mark p. 88 and Mallyo JBC II P-45, take 
it as a promise. Some see it simply as expressing God's 
sovereign and inscrutable judgement, cf. Johnson, Mark P-176, 
Schweizer. Mark D. 215, Haenchen, Mark P-360. 
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89. Op-cit. PP-90-91. 




P-138, Taylor, Mark P-429, Schweizer, Mark pp. 212-213, Wilson, Peake 706c, Sc-hmid, Mark p. 192, Reploh, 
, 
op. cit. p. 200. Contrast Haenchen, 1, ýark P-355. 
91. Cf. Branscomb, Mark p. 183, Nineham, Mark p. 271. 
92. This seems to be the sense rather than that 'the essence of the Christian faith is to put one's trust in God and to rely on him as the sole source of security and well-being' (Nineham, Mark 
p. 271t Cf- Cranfield, Mark P-330). 
93- Several see here the idea of grace developed by Paul, cf. Lagran"C'e, Mark, p. 254, Taylor, Mark P-432, Nineham, INIark 
, 
p. 272. 
94. Op. cit. pp. 207-209. Schmid, Mark P-197 recognizes this, but 
solves the problem by interpreting the hundredfold reward as heavenly, ending the genuine words of Jesus at 'hundredfold'. 
cf. Gaston (n. 86 supra). 
95. Mark p. 299. 
96. So Haenchen, 1,11ark P-319. 
97. So most, e. g. Nineham, Mark pp. 244-245, Grundmann, Mark p. 191. 
98. OT. Cit. pp. 211-221. 
99. R. H. Lightfoot, History and Interpretation P-789 saw the 
incident as a foil to the Trans f ipurat ion. Ninehaml 1, i; ý-. rk p. 242, 
sugg, 'ests that 11.1ark may have seen a connexion between the 
disciples' failure to understand the truth about Jesus v,, hich is 
so apparent in the preceding stories and their inability to 
cast out the demon in his name. Many commentators note the 
parallel with Moses in Ex 32-33. 
100.0 Cit. p. 221. He mentions J. M. Robinson's study but gives no 
indication that he subscribes to his theory. 
101. Ibid. p. 230- 
102. Cf- PP-115-121 supra. 
103. Cf. 1: 21-28,32-34ý 39; 3: 11-12; 5: 1-20; 7: 24-30; 9: 14-27. 
It has often been noted that the sea is addressed like a demon 
in 4: 39. Note also 9: 38- 
104. Cf- PP-72-74,116-1179 supra. 
105. Cf. J-M. Robinson, OD-cit- PP-34-35- 
106. Swete, I-lark p. 120, Kloste-manno Mark P-59, Lagrange, Mark P-149o 
Lohmeyer, Mark p. 116, Branscomb, Mark P-107, Taylor, Mark P-3099 
Cranfield, Mark p. 207, Schmid, Mark p. 121 think that it is simply 
as redivivus that John is able to work miracles, but this is too 
limiting. Montefiore, Mark P-152 and Mally, JBC II P-34, assert 
that the identification presupposes that John had performed 
miracles. Cf. also Schniewind, Mark p. 60 (with hesitation). 
107. Cf. Bultmann, HST p. 28, Loymeyer, Mark PP-31-339 Taylor, Mark 
pp. 167-168, Haenchen, Mark PP-79-82. 
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108. Cf. Jer 16: 16,1 QýI 5: 7-8. Aristip 
, pus apud Dio--. Laert. 1-1.67 01 and Aristaenetus Ep. 2: 23 are the usual Greek parallels quoted. 
109ý Op. cit. pp. 27-35,227. 
110. So C. W. F. Smith, 'Fishers of men: footnotes on a gospel figure' (HTR 52,1959ý PP-187-203)9 Cf. J. 11ýnekt 'Fishers of 6n' (NovT 2,19579 PP-138-141). 
ill. T. Id. 1,. anson held that the mission of the disciples is one of the best attested facts in the life of Jesus, since it is found in 
Mk, Q, M, and L (Sayings of Jesus PP-73-741 accepted by Taylor, 
Mark P-302 and Cranfield, Mark p. 202). This rests upon an 
outdated confidence in independent written sources possessing 
links with apostles. Jeremias, 'Theology I pp. 231-232,236-2399 
thinks that the original instructions appear to be contained in 
Mk 6: 8-11, Lk 10: 4-11 and Mt 10: 9-14, and finds here a Markan 
version and a Logia version. On -ilark's possible abbreviation 
of his source cf. Bultmann, HST P-145, 'Mark seems to give but 
an excerptI9 Taylor, Mark PP-302-3069 Grantq IB 7 p. 230. MallYý 
JBC II D-34, sees the traditional material as a unit consisting 
of (a) the institution of the Twelve (3: 13-19, '11"It 10: 1-4, Lk 
6: 12-16)9 (b) the sending out of the disciples (6: 7,12-13 9 Nt 10: 1-4, Lk 9: 1-2,6; 10: 1), (c) a discourse of Jesus to the 
departing missionaries (6: 8-111 ý, 'It 10: 55-42, Lk 9: 3-5; 10: 2-16). 
He thinks that Mark has separated (a) from (b) and drastically 
abbreviated (c). Reploh, o2-cit- PP-52-54 argues that 6: 8-11 
is derived from a much larger body of material: 6: 8-9 is 
found in a shorter form in Lk 10: 4; 6: 10 is more complete in 
Lk 10: 5-7 (die Hausmission) to which was originally attached 
Lk 10: 8-9 (die Stadtmission); 6: 11 = Lk 10: 10-11. 
112. Cf. Taylort Iýark PP-304-306, Grundmann, Mark p. 1221 Haenchen, 
Mark pp. 222-223. 
113. Note the permission to carry staff and wear sandals, cf. 
Rawlinson, I'Iark P-779 Taylor, P'lark p. 304t Cranfield, Plark p. 1999 
Nineham, Mark p. 169, Schweizerg PIark p. 1291 Mally, JBC II P-34 
(who adds that perhaps Mark deleted the prohibition to go among 
the Gentiles and the Samaritans). 
114. Albert Schweitzerg The Quest of the Historical Jesus, London, 
3rd Edit. 1964P pp-356-364ý 387-395, earlierg idem The Mlystery 
of the Kingdom of God, London, 1914 (Germang 10 
115. This does not necessarily mean that the eschatological inter- 
pretation in itself is wrong. Cf. also more recent writers who 
have followed A. Schweitzer: IvIartin Wernerv The Formation of 
Christian Dogmat London, 19579 PP-9ff- (abridged English version 
of Die Entstehun,, -:,, des christlichen 
Dogmas problemgeschic'ntlich 
dargestellt, 1941 . ), JC. G. Greig, 'The Eschatological Ministry' 
(in The lqew' Testament in Historical -and Contemporary_ Perspective. 
Essays in memory of 
_G. 
Ii. C- !, LacGregor, ed. Hugh Anderson and 
William Barclay, Oxford, 19659 pp. 99-131, esp. pp. 105-108Y 115- 
116). if we are correct in our understanding of Mark the 
question of Jesus' eschatological view must be reopened. 
116. ýo Branscombt Mark P-104. 
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117. Nineham, Mark p. 168, cf. Taylor, Mark P-302t 'Mark has no real appreciation of r6he immense importance of the event itself in the story of Jesus', and contrast Cranfield, Mark pp. 202-203, who argues that Mark knew that this mission was only 'a kind of appendage to Jesus' own preaching' and that for I-lark the true 
preaching belonged to the period after the Ascension. 
118. Wellhausen, 14ark P-58 (, 'Aýcqa-l = intestine, cf. D Cxc-- T C, S Grundmann, Mark P-151, suggests that the phrase might be taken 
with -r, -Iv <o(ýkcxv or and express with biting cynicism the view that the natural functions of the body treat all food 
alike, cf. Klostermann, Plark P-71, Schweizer, Mark P-149-150. 
119. Cf. Kirsopp Lake and H. J. Cadbury, The Beginnings of Christianity jVq P-115t Montefiore, Mark P-1759 Rawlinsong Mark p. 96, Taylor, Mark PP-344-345, Branscomb, Mark p. 128, Cranfield, Mark p. 241, Nineham, Mark p. 196, Schmid, Mark P-1389 Mally$ JBC II P-37. 
120. Swete, Mark P-152, Lotimeyert Mark P-142, Haencheng Miark p. 264- 
M. Blackt OP-cit- PP-158-159 suggests that Jesus' original 
Aramaic should have been rendered, 'all the food being cast out 
and purged away'. 
121. Mark p. 192. 
122. Cf. Bultmann, HST P-17, Klostermann, IMark -0-71, LoLmeyer, Mark 
P-142, Paylor, Mark PP-345-347, Branscomb, I-lark p. 128, Nineham, 
Ya'rk p. 192, Schmid, ! Iark P-139v Schweizerg Mark, Haenchen, I-lark 
p. 265, Grant, IB 7 P-753, all questioning this. Johnson, Mark 
P-134, notes that catalognaes of vices have often been regarded as 
hellenistic but parallels are found at Qumran (lQS 4: 9-11). 
Cranfield, Mark pp. 242-243, argues that the vocabulary is not 
closely Pauline and holds that it is no more than a possibility 
that vv. 18b-23 is a Christian interpretation of the saying in 
V-15. 
123.0 -cit. P-43. 
124. Wellhausen, Mark p. 63, Taylor, Mark PP-134,367-368, Nineham, Mark 
pp. 214-215, Schweizer, Plark pp. 160-161. Branscomb, Mark P-141, 
holds that it could not have been written until the two stories 
had been combined into a single narrative. Contrast Cranfield, 
Mark p. 260, who accepts the historicity both of this passage 
and of the two feeding miracles. Quesnell, OP-cit- PP-105-106, 
rejects the argument of Wellhausen as an illegitimate movement 
from the literary to the historical point of view and back again, 
but sets out seven 'valid reasons' for recognizing the passage 
as redactional. Cf. ibid. pp. 2-28 for a useful survey of the 
literature. 
125. Matthew certainly thought it clumsy and unintelligible, for he 
virtually rewrote the whole pericopep taking the warning against 
the leaven of the Pharisees (and Sadducees) as the central point 
and explaining what it symbolized. Cf. Quesnell, op. cit. pp. 112- 
1139 G. Barth, 'Platthew's Understanding of the Lýw7"T`Borýý, 
Barth and Held, e P-114). The assertion 
that the 
difficulty arises because Mark did not possess footnotes and 
simply placed an isolated saying where it seemed most appropriate 
is unsatisfactory because it makes no attempt to explain how 
Mark understood his completed narrative (cf. C. H. Turner, New 
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Commentary Part III, P-789 Nineham, Mark p. 215, contrast Lohmeyer, Mark P-157Y quesnell$ 
_9_p. cit. PP-107-108. 126.0-p. cit. PP-75-86. 
127. Op. cit. pp. 232-257. No" 
128. quesnell, ibid. pp. 229-231, n-56,270-274, is antagonistic to 
attempts to discover numerical symbolism. 
129. Mark pp. 290-3049 Matthew and Mark PP-57-80. 
130. Even Farrer appears to have reservations about it, however, for he concludes his discussion of the Markan pattern of the loaves by wondering whether Mark's meaning is as complicated as this 
and hinting that perhaps we must be content with an open verdict, though asserting that what is plain is that the true answer has 
something to do with the extension of the children's bread to 
the Gentiles ("'--tatthew and Mlark p. 80). 
131. Cf. D. F. Robinson, 'The parable of the loaves'(4ofhR 39,19579 
pp-107-115). 
132. Little definite information about the two types of basket is 
available, cf. the sceptical note by Quesnell, op. cit. pp. 230-231. 
133. Cf. E. D. Johnston, 'The Johannine version of the feeding of the 
five thousand - an independent tradition? (NTS 8,1961/2, pp. 
151-154), Eric F. F. Bishop, and (Exp. T. 60, 
1948/9, pp. 192-193, incorrectly quoted by Johnston as JTS). It 
is such an embarrassment to Farrer that he, in the course of 
his exposition (by what Quesnell, OP-cit- P-159 calls a sleight 
of hand), switches from the number of baskets to the number of 
loaves. 
134. E. li'. F. Bishop, art. cit., suggests this. 
135. Cf. G. H. Boobyer, art. cit. (JTS ns 3,1952, pp. 161-171) and 
E. D. Johnston, art. cit. (NTS 8,1961/2, PP-151-154) for arguments 
against eucharistic connexions. 
136. Cf. Cranfield, Mark p. 223, quesnell, op. cit. pp. 229-231, n-56. 
G. 11. Boobyer, 'The miracles of the loaves and the Gentiles in 
St. Mark's gospel' (SJT 6,19539 pp-77-87), argues that both 
crowds are Gentiles. Farrer's second attempt at an explanation 
concludes that both are Jews (Matthew and Mark, p. 67). 
137. On the identity of the cf. Bauer-Arndt-Gingrich p. 2511 
Kirsopp Lake and H. J. Cadbury, The Beginnings_of Christianity 
IV p. 64, H. J. Cadbury, 'The Hellenists' (Jackson and Lake, 
The Deginninp-s of Christianity V PP-59-74, E. C. Blackman, 'The 
Hellenists of Acts 6: 11 (:,,; xp. T. 48,1936/79 pp-524-525). It is 
not suggested that Mark knew Acts or had any direct contact with 
the traditions found there, nor does this imply acceptance of 
Trocme"Is theory that IN'lark 1-13 was written by a member of the 
Seven (op. cit. PP-195ff-9 E. T. pp. 248-259). 
138. Farrer, lHatthew and Mark PP-70-73, thinks that there was a loaf 
in the boat which the disciples had not brought with them. 
Klostermann, ýIark P-779 and Grundmann, Mark p. 162, accept the view 
of: J. Weiss that Mark may have meant the phrase in a Igeistlich- 
symbolischl sense, pointing to Jesus as the Bread of life. 
So 
also Mally, JBC II P-39. 
Mt 22: 16 is dependent on Ya 12: 13. Josephus is the only literary 
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source to mention 'partisans oP Herod' (as -. ýx ýP 
-.; --'0, v v'T; &s Ant 14: 450). On the Herodians cf. B. *-,, )'* Bacon, 'Pharisees and Herodians in IvIark' (JBL 399 1920t pp. 102-112), idem The Gospel of Mark: Its Composition and Dateg New Haven and London, 19259 pp-74-76, -E. Bikerman, 'Les 116rodiens' (RB 47,19389 PP. 164-197)9 P. Joilon, 'Les "Herodiens" de lIDvangile' (RScRel 28, 
1938t PP-585-588)9 II. H. Rowley, 'The Herodians in the Gospels' 
(JTS 419 19409 PP-14-27t S. Sandmel, 'Herodians' (IDB II PP-594- 595)9 H. W. Hoehner, Herod Antipas, Cambridge, 1972, Appendix X, 
W. J. Bennett Jr., artocit. (NovT 17,1975t PP-9-14). 
140. So Lohmeyer, Mark PP-157-1589 Schmid, I-Plark P-150, Mally, JBC II 
PP-39-40, Boobyerg art. cit. (JTS ns 39 1952-ý P-171)y idem. art. cit. (SJT 6,19539 PP-85-8-6-)-. Other interpretations are: hypocrisy (as Lk 12: 1), Schniewind, I-lark P-78; their persecution of Jesus 
and the disciples, Wellhausen, I-Mark p. 64, Rawlinson, Mark pp. 106- 
107, Haenchen, Mark p. 288; their hardness of heart, Gnilke, 
op-cit. PP-36-38- 
141. Bultmann, HST p. 218, Taylor, Plark P-458. 
142. Bultmann, HST PP-32-33, Taylor, Mark P-496. 
1439 Reploh, op. cit. p. 219, quesnell, op-cit. P-151. 
144. Even if the link is the catchword ; K, jp, < (Sundwall, op-cit. P-76), 
this does not mean that Mark saw only a mechanical connexion 
between the pericopae. Grundmann, Mark p. 257, no-tes the catch-word 
but also sees an inner connexion. 
145. Lohmeyer, I-lark pp. 266-267, Schniewind, Mark P-131. Houlden, 
OD-cit. PP-43-44, makes a similar point, 'What renders the 
widow's mite so commendable is not her mere generosity but her 
self-abandonment in God's cause'. 
146. E. g. by Haenchen, Mark P-433. 
147. Mysterious Revelation pp. 121-122. Cf. also Nineham, Mark pp. 288- 
289, Schweizer, Mark pp. 235-236. 
148. Rawlinson, -Mark P-154, Taylorg Mark P-460, Branscomb, Tiark p. 201, 
Schmid, Mark p. 208, Grundmann, Mark p. 229. So also, with possible 
alternative as a marginal gloss, Lohmeyer, Mark p. 234, Schweizer, 
Mark p. 232, Nineham, Mark P-303, Haenchen, Mark P-380. 
149. T. W. Manson, 'The cleansing of the Temple' (BJRL 339 1951, PP. 
271-282), 'a -tale of miraculous power wasted in the service of 
ill-temper'. But cf. E. F. F. Bishop, 'Around the fig-tree' 
(Exp. T. 48,1936/7) PP-429-430) who describes a fig-tree in 
Jerusalem bearinp:,,, edible figs on Good Friday, 1936. 
150. Contrast Montefiore, Mark 
_p. 
273- 
151. Cf. Chapter III n. 114, pp. 211-212 supra. 
152. Acts 2: 43; 3: 1-10; 5: 1-11s 12-16; 6: 8; 8: 13t 39; 9: 36-42; 
9 12: 6-11; 13: 6-12; 14: 8-9; 16: 25-26; 19: 11-12; 20: 7-12- 28: 3-6. 
153. %,, B LWA0 565 700* E392 g2k1r2 syr 
s sa bo geo arm. Cf. Nineham, 
Mark P-305- 
154. The verse contains the only instance of _-'y'eo4txt with 
the sense of C. CY 
forgiving other men, it contains the phrase -m-cerhp A, ýAwv -z cv, 




Prayer and it is found in this exact form 
The last two references make it unlikely 
evidence that Mark knew the Lord's i-rayer 
claims, contrast Nineham, Mark D. 305. 
in Mt 6: 14 and 7: 11- 
that this phrase is 
as Taylor, Mark P-4679 
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Bultmann, HST PP-347-348. Cf. Marxsen 9 OP-cit. p. 216, ties together the two t, 'ýIark strands" of primitive Christian preaching, the Pauline keryena and the (so-called) sYnOPtic tradition'. Cf- Ph. Vielhauer, 'Erwýj: gungen zur Christologie des Markus- evangeliums' (in Zeit und Geschichte, Bultmann Festschrift ed. D. Dinkler, TUbin'gen, 1964, -9 pp-155-169), J. Schreiberq 'Die Christologie des Markusevangeliums. Beobachtungen zur Theologie und Komposition des Zweites Evangeliumst (ZTh. K 58,19619 PP-154- 183). 
2. Marxsen, 10C. Cit., R. P. Hartint 2ptcit. PP-156-162,214-2259 idem, 'k gospel in search of a life-setting' (Exp. T. 80,1968/99 
PP-361-364). 
3- Rohde, OP-cit. P-1399 Peschq OP-c it* PP-145-146t R. P. Martin, 
op-cito P-73t H. Conzelmannq OP-cit. P-144. 
4. Both letters are accepted as Pauline and as having been written in the traditional order. They are dated soon after A. D. 50. Cf. E. Best, The First and Second Epistle_s to the Thessalonians, 
London, 1972, PP-7-59. 
5. E. g. the term (1 Thess 2: 19; 3: 13; 4: 15; 5: 23; 2 Thess 
2: 1,8) occurs only in Mt 24: 39 27,37,39 in -4the gospels; 
1 Thess 2: 15-16 appears to be based. on+e same traditional 
material as Mt 23: 29-38. 
6. Cf. Bestq OP-cit- PP-152-153- 
7. Ibid. p. 275, 'It may well have been an accepted apocalyptic term 
but it goes too far to say that Paul reflects here a saying of 
Jesus'. 
8. If Loevestan, op. cit. pp-34-359 56, cited by Best, op. cit. p. 212, 
is correct in holding that sleep and drunkenness are metaphors 
for absorption in the affairs of the present world, this would 
accord with Mark's warning against the cares of the world and 
the deceitfulness of riches and the lusts of other things' . 
9. Cf. Best, op. cit. p. 278- 
10. Ibid. p. 289. O. Cullmann, Christ and Time pp. 164-166, holds that 
T, o Kx Tc ov was the Christian preaching and this would provide a 
furtheY'link between 2 Thess 2: 6 and 1,1k 13: 10, but the exegesis 
is inprobable, cf. Best, op. cit. p. 297. 
11. Ibid. p. 293- 
12. Cf. n. 15 infra. 
13. The decisive study is M. Werner, Der Einfluss paulinischer 
Theologie im 14arkus evangel ium (BfTW 1, Giessen, 1923), who gives 
details of the development of the theory by Volkmar, Holsten 
and Schulze, and decisively rejects Pauline influence on the 
grounds of thought and vocabulary. Among those who accept that 
I'llark was influenced by Paul are A. Loisy, Les 
ývanFgiles 
Synoptiques I, Paris, 1907, p. 116, Montefiore, Mark pp-xxxi- 
xxxiii, and B. W. Bacon, The Gospel of Mark pp. 221-271. Lagrange, 
Mark pp. cxl-cl, and Taylor, Mark p. 125-1299 contain careful 
discussions of the question. The more recent theories that Ilark 
combined the Pauline kerygma with the historical tradition 
(e. g, 
Bultmann and Plarxsen, cf. n. 1 supra) are essentially reformul- 
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ations of the t'JI, -eory, as kttmel, Introduc tion to the New Testament, London, 1966, p*68, notes. BO Bultmann and 1,11arxsen state that Werner's conclusions are vitiated because he failed 4. to distinguish between Mark's own writing and the tradition. i Cf. R. P. '-Iartin, op. cit. pp. 156-162,214-217,222 and J. C. Fenton, `ýaul and Mark' (in Studies in the Gospels, ed. D. E. -. Tineham , Oxford, 1955, pp. 89-112, which probably deserves the strictures of Trocme, 2.. D. cit. E. T. pp-144-140. 
15.7ý4erner points out that Mark says (1: 15) while Paul speaks of the-rýNjpwpu_s (Gal 4: 4), Paul uses and t<c-rýacs Promiscue, I while 1,11ark' uses (A? Lo, 4 always in a temporal sense and never uses f<cqcs in the pregnant sense (OP-cit- PP-145- 146). Mark does not use and although he describes the 
event his account is not based upon 1 Iliess (ibid. PP-152-153). Apart from 2 Thess, which Werner does not accept as Pauline, Paul does not set out the signs oL the coming of the end and his expect U_ ation of the imminent end seen in 1 Fhess 4: 15; 1 Cor 15: 21; Rom 
1 12; 1 Cor L 3: 11,7: 299 31; EO: 11; Phil 4: 5 depends upon the fact 
0 'L the earthly life of Jesus a-n. d the outpouring of the Holy Spirit and not on the signs of its coming (ibid. PP-147-148). 
Similarly, while 1-1k 13 sees the predicted woes as a siEn of the 
nearness of the end, Paul ar-_-n_;? s from his certainty that Christ 
will soon come that the woes break out (ibid. P-151). 
Werner further denies that the use of OoQ(z,, T0; _( T1,1k 13: 7; 2 Thess 
2: 2" andacpoc-, oc K-: x-t 7; cxx&T _x iI 13: 22; 2 Thess 2: 9) is sufficient 
evidence that 'Llark is dependent even on 2 Thess, (ibid. PP-151- 152). IFTLe claims that both Mark and Paul expect a resurrection, but Harl,,. speaks of a general resurrection at the time of the 
parousia (Plk 13: 27; cf. 8: 38; 9: 459 47), while Paul holds that 
only Christians rise at the return of Christ (1 Thess 4: 16; 
1 Cor 15: 23) and that the general resurrection comes at the end 
(1 Cor 15: 24-26) (ibid. PP-15. z, -161). ]Despite some uncertainty 
about Paul's precise teaching on judgement, Werner claims that 
Nark was not influenced by Paul. Paul teaches that there will be 
two acts of judgement, the first on the day of the parousia when 
Christ is the judge and the judgement is limited to Christians, 
the second after the messianic age when God effects the judge- 
ment of all mankind and the angels. 111ark envisages only a general 
final judgement atthe parousia with the Son of man as judge of 
all men but not of the angels. Moreover, Plark depicts the fate 
of the condemned as gehenna, an idea foreign to Paul (ibid. pp. 
161-169). -19hus Werner concludes that Nark and Paul show so many 
important differences that there can be no question of Pauline 
influence on Mark (ibid. P-177). It must be acknowledged that 
ýdernerls general conclusions are correct: 
11. Wo Harkus mit Paulus übereinsti nimt, handelt es sich immer 
um allgemein-urchristliche Anschauungen. 
2. Wo in den Briefen über diese gemeinsame Basis hinaus besondere, 
charakteristisch paulinishce Anschauungen zutage treten, da. 
fehlen entweder bei Markus die Parallelen vollständig, oder 
.L Markus vertritt geraduze enugegengesetzte Standpunkte. 
3. Von einem, Einfluss paulinischer Theologie im Markus evangel 
ium. 
kann daher nicht im geringsten die Rede sein. ' 
We, however, are not here concerned with direct influence but 
with the relative position of Paul, Mark, and the two later 
evangelists. 
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CHAPT. 1-11i V 
I-Iore recently R. H. ""haw, I 'A conjecture on the signs of the end' (APhR 47,1965, pi). 96-102), has argued that, although 2 Thess does not contradict _Mk 13t it shows little or no familiarity with it and there is no direct connexion between the two. He holds that the schema of 2 Thess 2 is merely a hasty baptism with the name of Christ of the common eschatological 
expectation of the Jews since the time of Antiochus Epiphanes. 
-7his, however, treats Jewish eschatologies as more uniform than they were. 
16. Note also the Matthaean addition of in Mt 9: 11; 17: 24; 
23: 8, and the single retention, of Rabbi in Mt 26: 49. G. Barth, 
art. cit. (Bornkamm, Barth and Held, 
_op. 
cit. pp. 100,102), notes 
the alterations which Matthew makes in the pericope about the 
true relatives of Jesus (111k 3: 31-35/Mt 12: 46-50). In Mark Jesus 
lool,, s round on the crowd, in Matthew he stretches out his hand 
towards his disciples and says that they are his brethren 'for 
whosoever shall do the will of my Father ... ' Barth comments that the will of God is actually done in discipleship, and 
suggests, not necessarily correctly, that Matthew sees the church 
embodied in the disciples who are treated as a group over against 
the peoll-)le (= Judaism). 
17. Cf. chap. II, pp. 65,709 779 198 n. 117,199, n. 128. Further 
exai, n, -. )les of the way Matthew increases the didactic r1lotive are 
discussed in G. Bornkamm, 'End-exPectation and church in 
Matthewl (in Bornkamm, Barth and Heldq OP-cit. PP-31,35) and 
G. Barth (ibid . PP-81-63). G. D. Kilpatrick, The Origins of the 
Gospel according to St. Matthew, Oxford, 1946, p. 116, had much 
earlier suggested that all of 'Latthew's references to the Sabbath 
are -concerned with how rigidly it should be kept. 
18. Matthew's alterations of DIk 4: 10-12/14t 13: 10-15 are instructive. 
IM -rýS rI, $LU-(_XCkA% are now doctrines. The disciples are 
those who are glVen knowledge and will be granted still more 
(Diatthew transfers 1ýk 4: 25 to follow 1'9, - 4: 11), the inability of 
the crowds to understand is a fact, not the result of the 
parabolic teaching (crc for (('Y, < 9 
Mt 13: 13). Therefore, the 
disciples do not ask the meaning of the parable but why Jesus 
speaks to the crowds in parables. G. Barth, art. cit. 
(Bornkamm, 
Barth and Held, op. cit. pp-105-112), however, exaggerates 
the 
disciples' ability to understand and the obduracy of 
the crowd. 
Cf. Gnilka, op. cit. pp-89-115. 
19. Cf. Gnilka, ibid. p. 110. 
20. Cf. H. Conzelinann, op. cit. p. 190. 
21. So Bornkamm, art. cit. (Bornkamm, Barth and Held, op. cit. p. 
16), 
G. Barth, art. cit. TLibid. p. 60). 
22. So Jeremias, The Sermon on the Mount, London, 1961, although he 
is primarily concerned with the teaching of Jesus 
himself. 
23. So Bornkamm, art. cit. (Bornkamm, Barth and Held, op. c . p. 
31), 
Barth, art cit. (ibid. PP-76-85). Note, however, 
Barth's caution 
about speaking of Jesus' teaching as a nova 
lex, pp-157-158. 
24. Note the alterations in PIk 13: 10 and its transposition 
to 
precede immediately the prediction of the abomination of 
desolation. 




42). Barth also claims that the exhortations to watchfulness in I-It 24: 42 and 25: 13 are understood by Matthew as exhortations to do God's will. If this is correct it would support the present interpretation of Matthew's view of the parousia and the period before it. Jere-nias, Parables PP-48-63P sees the delay as one of the major influences in modifying the parables. 
25- Cf. Marxsenv pp. cit. PP-117-150, esp. pp-138-146,150 n. 106. 
26. H. Conzelmann, 
. 
22. cit. and the studies discussed in J. Rohde, 
op. cit. 
27- Lk 4: 15; 5: 39 17; 6: 6; 11: 1(bis); 12: 12; 13: 10,22,26; 19: 47; 
20: 1,21; 21: 37; 23: 5. 
28. E. g. the teaching about the end is given to all the disciples, 
not just the four 13: 3/Mt 24: 3). 
29. The fact that the seventy are also sent out on a mission also 
alters the unique position of the Twelve. 
30. E. Trocme, Jesus and his Contemporaries, London, 1973, pp. 90-92. 
Note Lk 7: 3 10: 38-42; 11: 37-41; 14: 19 7t 12f 15; 19: 1-10. 
31. E. Trocme, ibid. p. 81, points out that the tone of these Lukan 
parables in general is that of moral exhortation. Cf. J. Gnilke, 
op. cit. P. 188- 
32. Cf. B. W. Bacon, The Gospel of Plark: its Composition and Date, 
pp-54-63, discussing the theory of C. C. Torrey. U 
33. The apocalypse of John was produced in this kind of atmosphere 
and is a strikingly different composition from Mark. 
34. The exact nature of the false teaching is disputed, cf. Best, 
op. cit. pp. 275-278. 
35. So A. L. Moore, op. cit. 
36. So Cranfieldv art. cit. (SJT 7,1954P pp. 285-290), idem Mark P-408. 
37. So G. E. Ladd, op. cit. 
384m, Cf. Best, op. cit. p. 276. 
39. J. T. Sanders, Ethics in the New Testament, London, 19759 appeared 
after this typescript was completed. After surveying the course of the 
study of Jesus, Sanders concludes: 'His ethical teaching is interwoven 
with an imminent eschatology to such a degree that every attempt to 
separate the two and to draw out only the ethical thread invariably and 
inevitably draws out also strands of the eschatology so that both yanrs 
only lie in a heap' (p. 29). He does not, however, present any clear 
programme for recovering the authentic teaching of Jesus and there is 
little discussion of the gospel material. His conclusions about Mark 
are similar to those presented here. 'Primarily the Markan ethics 
is 
one of discipleship' and following Jesus means to suffer with 
him 
(P-32). The instructions to 'watch' and 'wait' have great significance, 
for Mark's imminent eschatology is the basis of his whole outlook 
(P-33). 
'I'llark's ethics is determined by his view that the Christian 
is a defence- 
less person awaiting his Lord in a hostile world', and 
Christians simply 
draw together against the world and in anticipation of 
the Lord's coming. 
The discussion, however, is extremely brief and little evidence or 
argument is offered. 
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TABLE ýpcxRgc and 







9: 5 17: 4 K-veotc 
10: 51 20: 33 K--rt c 
11: 21 21: 20 omits 
14: 45 
(b) (ýL4Xo 
Mark Matthew Luke 
4: 38 8: 25 wvý,,, tc- rr t c. - 'r-. K -r -A 8: 24 
5: 35 omits 8: 49 
9: 17 17: 15 9: 38 
9: 38 9: 49 r: rrt v -rA-ri 
10: 17 18: 18 
10: 20 omits omits 
10: 35 omits 
12: 14 22: 16 20: 21 
12: 19 22: 24 20: 28 
12: 32 omits (? -?:.. 
3--0omits QO'. 39) 
13: 1 * omits omits (21: 7) 
14: 14 
ý26: 
18 22'. 11 
Note 
4E 0n I-It 26: 25 Judas at Last Supper (cf. 23: 7,8) 
C)ký41. )(CrK: 4 -, so 
Matthew: (i) Added to Ek - 9: 11 (11ýk 2: 16), cf. 22: 36t 
(ii) Other pericopae - 8: 19*/Lk 9: 57 omits; 12: 38*(cf. Lk 11: 29) 
17: 24; (10: 24-25/cf. Lk 6: 40; 23: 8) 
Luke: (i) Added to Ilk - 10: 25* (Mk 12: 28), cf. 21: 7* 
(ii) Other pericopae - 7: 40*; 11: 45*; 12: 13*; 19: 
39*; 
(3: 12*; 6: 40) 
Peter at Transfiguration 
Bartimaeus 
Peter at withered fig tree 
Judas in Gethsemene 
Luke 
9: 33 (rr, irT-A-P4 
18: 41 <-u, oc 
omits 
(*) = vocative) 
Disciples - stilling storm 
Jairus' servants 
Father of epileptic boy 
John - strange exorcist 
Rich man 
idem. 
Sons of Zebedee 
Pharisees - tribute money 
Sadducees' question 
Scribe - great commandment 
One of disciples 
Jesus - preparation for Passover 
TABLE II and 
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(a) 
Mark Yatthew Luke Occasion Audience 
1: 21 4: 31 Capernaum. synagogue synagogue 
1: 22 (7: 22) (4-32)Ncrcs With authority synagogue 
2: 13 (9: 9 omits) 6: 27 omits) Call of Levi TTXC 
4: 1 (13: 1) (8: 4 omits) By lake 
4: 2 (l3: 3)-PA; AN#icr%ý -, (8: 4) c'LnL: v In parables -1 A;,, s ?r 
6: 2 IL 54 (4: 16-30) Synagogue in -r,, x-rp%. synagogue 
6: 6 9: 35 (9: 1 omits) In villages villages 
6: 34 (14: 14) (9: 11 ) e). X-A C- t Feeding 5000 Tr,; 
N 
%, ý 6XXc 
8: 31 
(16: 21)ýEIKV-LIt! 
"I (9: 22), E1'rr, -. i Prediction of Passion I 
"ýgo-, Txt 
9: 31 ( 17 : 22 2)E, -r% v (9: 4 3) c-, 'Trev Prediction of Passion H ýA: d (91T At 
10: 1 (19: 1-2) - As his custom was C)-ýý kr e 
11: 17 (21: 13) >--yc-t (19: 46P 47) 
1 
Cleansing temple 
12: 14 22: 16 
: 4 ytL e 
20: 21 Said by Phaxisees 
12: 35 erq c, ý20: 41)i! rrtv (22: 41)' David's son 
14: 49 26: 55 (22: 53 omits )'Daily in temple' 
6: 30 (9: 10 omits) By Twelve on return 
7: 7 15: 2 - Is 29: 13 
(b) 
Mark Matthew Luke Occasion Audience 
1: 22 (7: 28) 4: 32 Synagogue in Capernaum synagogue 
1: 27 - 
(4: 2 6)' \; yce New teaching 
Trj V-, C 
4: 2 (13: 3 omits) (8; 4 omits) Said 'in his teaching' 
11: 18 (cf. 22: 3-3) (19: 47-8) Crowd astonished 
12: 38 (23: 1) (20: 45) Against scribes 
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Rodd Baird In A In A 
(C) AA (C) 
(XII) AD (XII) 
(1) disciples of John 
(2) 'they' (? Ph) 
(3) him that told him 
1.1 ADG 
(XII) AD 






S (? ) AO 
S (? ) AO 































































No.. Mark Matthew Luke Rodd 
33 4: 24b (C) 
34 4: 25 13: 12 8: 18b (C) 
35 4: 26-9 (C) 
36 4: 30-2 13: 31-2 13: 18-9 (C) 
37 4: 35 (8: 18) 8: 22 M(Xii) 
38 4: 39 (8: 26b) (8: 24) m 
39 4: 30 8: 26a 8: 25 m 
40 5: 8 (8: 29 m 
41 5: 9 8: 30 m 
42 5: 19 8: 39 m 
43 5: 30 8: 45 m 
44 5: 34 9: 22 8: 48 m 
45 5: 36 8: 50 m 
46 5: 39 9: 24 8: 52 m 
47 5: 41 8: 54 1.1 
48 6: 4 13: 57 c 
49 6: 8-9 10: 9-10 9: 3 xii 
50 6: 10-11 10: 11-14 9: 4-5 xii 
51 6: 31 xii 
52 6: 37 14: 16 9: 13 (M) xil 
53 6: 38 (M) xii 
54 6: 50 14: 27 (M) xii 
55 7: 6-8 15: 7-9 PhS 
56 7: 9-13 15: 3-6 PhS 
57 7: 14-15 15: 10-11 c 
58 7: (16) c 
59 7: 18-9 15: 16-7 xii 
6o 7: 20-23 15: 18-20 xii 
61 7: 27 15: 26 (1) 
62 7: 29 15: 28 (M) (1) 
63 7: 34 m 
64 8: 2-3 15: 32 (M) xii 
65 8: 5 15: 34 (M) xii 
66 B-012 
(16: 4 
(12: 39 11: 29 
Ph 
67 8: 15 16: 6 120 -1 xii 
Baird In 
_!, 













AD xii xii 
AD xii xii 
AI 













AO PhS c 
AD D (C)D 
(1) Syro-Phoenician woman 
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No. Mark Matthew Luke Rodd 
68 8: 17-21 16: 8-11 xii 
69 8: 23 m 
70 8: 26 m 
71 8: 27 16: 13 9: 18 xii 
72 8: 29 16-15 9: 20 xii 
73 8: 31 16: 21 9: 22 xii 
74 8: 33 16: 23 (1) 
75 8: 34 16: 24 9: 23 C+D 
76 8: 35 16: 25 9: 24 C+D 
77 8: 36 16: 26a 9: 25 C+D 
78 8: 37 16: 26b C+D 
79 8: 38 ef.. 16: 27 9: 26 C+D 
so 9: 1 16: 28 9: 27 C+D 
81 9: 9 17: 9 (3) 
82 9: 12-13 17: 11-12 (3) 
83 9: 16 m 
84 9: 19 17: 17 9: 41 m 
85 9: 21 m 
86 9: 23 m 
87 9: 25 m 
88 9: 29 17: (21) xii 
89 9: 31 17: 22-3 9: 44 xii 
90 9: 33 xii 
91 9: 35 9: 48b xii 
92 9: 37 18: 5 9: 48a xii 
9,3 9: 39 9: 50a (4) 
94 9: 40 9: 50b (4) 
95 9: 41 (4) 
96 9: 42 18: 6 (17: 1-2) (4) 
97 9: 43 1-8: 8 
(4) 
98 9: 45 
(4) 
99 9: 47 18: 9 
(4) 




3 Peter, James and John 
4 in context John (? XII) 




































































































































































cf . 22: 25-6 






r J) in context John (? XII) 
: 2) 'they that heard it' (? C) 
, 
3) Peter 
; 4) 'them' 
, 5) James and 
John 
: 6) mother of James and John 
, 
7) the Ten 
8) 'two of his disciples' 
9) 'them' 































































































No. Mark -7atthew Luke Rodd Baird In Ht 
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In Lk 
132 11: 23 21: 21 xii AD D 
133 11: 24 21: 22 xii AD D 
134 11: 25 xii 
135 ll: (26) xii 
136 11: 29-30 21: 24-25 20: 3-4 PSEC AO P+E P+S+E 
137 11: 33 21: 27 20: 8 PSEC AO P+E P+S+E 
138 12: 1-9 21: 33-41 20: 9-16 PSEC AO P+E c 
139 12: 10-11 21: 42 20: 17 PSEC AO P+E c 
140 12: 13 22: 18-19 20: 24a Ph+H AO Ph+H (1) 
141 12: 16 22: 20 20: 24b Ph+H AO Ph+H (1) 
142 12: 17 22: 21 20: 25 Ph+H AQ Ph+H (1) 
143 12: 24-5 22: 29-30 Sad AO Sad 
144 12: 26-7 22: 31-32 Sad AO Sad 
145 12: 29-31 22: 37-40 10: 26-7 S AO (2) (3) 
146 12: 34 S AO 
147 12: 35-7 22: 42-5 20: 41-4 c AO Ph (4) 
148 12: 38-9 23: 6-7 20: 46 c ADG C+D D(+C) 
149 12: 40 25: (14) 20: 47 c ADG C+D D(+C) 
150 12: 43-4 21: 3-4 xii AD (5) 
151 13: 2 24: 2 21: 6 (6) AD D (7) 
152 13: 5-37 (8) (8) (9) AD D (7) 
153 14: 6-9 26: 10-13 (10) AI D 
lc; 4 14: 13-14 26: 18 22: 10-12 (11) AD D (12) 
155 14: 18 26: 21 xii AD D 
156 14: 20 26: 23 xii AD D 
157 14: 21 26: 24 22: 22 xii AD D D 
158 14: 22 26: 26 22: 19 xii AD D D 
159 14: 24 26: 28 22: 20 xii AD D D 
16Q 14: 25 26: 29 xii AD D 
(1) spies sent by scribes and chief prieses 
(2) lawyer belonging to the Pharisees CD (3) lawyer 
(4) 'them' (scribes) 
(5) undefined 
(6) 'one of his disciples' 
(7) 'as some spake of the temple' 
ý8 no attempt is made to distinguish the sayings or trace 
these in MIt/Lk 
9 Peter, James, John, Andrew. 
(10)those in house of Simon the leper 
(11)ltwo of his disciples' 
(12)Peter and John 
24 55 
No.. Mark Platthew Luke Rodd Baird In , lt In Lk 
161 14: 27 26: 31 XII AD D 
162 14: 28 26: 32 xii AD D 
163 14: 30 26: 34 22: 34 (1) AD (1) 
164 14: 32 26: 36 xii AD D 
165 14: 314 26: 38 (2) AD (2) 
166 14: 36 26: 39 22: 42 (3) AD (3) (3) 
167 14: 37 26: 40 (1) AD (1) 
168 14: 38 26: 41 22: 46 (2) AD (2) D 
169 14: 41 26: 45 (2) AD (2) 
170 14: 42 26: 46 (2) AD (2) 
171 14: 48 26: 55a 22: 52b (4) AO (4) P +EE 
172 14: 49 26: 55b-56 22: 53a (4) AO (4) P +'-' 
173 14: 62 26: 64 22: 0 S9 p AO p P+S+E 
174 15: 2 27: 11 23: 2 (5) AO (5) (5) 
175 15: 34 27: 46 (3) AGO (3) 
(1) Peter 
(2) Peter, James, John 
(3) Prayer 




XII = The Twelve (in Mk) 
C = Crowd 
D= Disciples (in MtAk) 
E = Elders 
H= Herodians 
I= an individual 
M= a miracle story 
P= Priests 
Ph = Pharisees 
S= Scribes 
Sad = Sadducees 
AD = Twelve 
ADG = Larger group of disciples 
AI = AD + ADG 
AGO = Opponent crowd 
AO = hard core opponents 
AA = ambiguous 
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TABLE IV PA"L PTER-'-t Ov SAYRr,, S 
Disciples Crowd Opponents/others 
(1'1) 1: 15 
(L) 1: 17 
(L) 1: 38 
M 1: 44 
(P) 2: 1-12 
(P) 2: 15-17 
(P+S) 2: 18-22 
(P+S) 2: 23-28 
M 3: 1-6 
(P+S) 3: 22-30 
P) 3: 31-31 
S+14) 4: 3-9 
(1', +S) 4: 11-20 
(S+14) 4: 21-34 
(L) 6: 4 
(I. I) 6: a-li 
M 7: 1-8 
(P) 7: 9-13 
(S) 7: 14-15 
(S) 7: 18-23 
(L) 7: 27 
(L) 8: 11-12 
(M) 8: 14-21 
(L) 8: 27-33 
(S) 8: 34-9: 1 (S) 8: 34-9: 1 
9: 9-13 
(I-I? S) 9: 29 
( i. ' 1) 9: 30-32 
(I'I+S) 9: 33-7 
(P+S) 9: 38-50 
(P) 10: 2-9 
(S) 10: 11-12 
M 10: 13-16 
(L) 10: 17-22 
(L+S) 10: 23-31 
M 10: 32-34 
L) 10: 35-40 ýM) 
10: 41-45 
(L) 11: 17 (L) 11: 17 
(S) 11: 20-25 (P) 11: 27-33 
(S) 12: 1-9 
(S) 12: 10-12 
(P) 12: 13-17 
(P) 12: 18-27 
(P) 12: 28-34 
(P) 12: 35-37 
(S) 12: 38-40 
(p) 12: 41-44 
(p) 13: 1-2 
(M+S) 13: 3-37 
KEY 
L= Story about Jesus (Legende) p= ]Pronouncement story 
M= Markan construction S= Saying 
(Broadly after Taylor, Mark) 
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